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Abstract 
Most forestry production systen1s use extensive networks of unsealed roads for tin1ber 
harvesting and other forest 1nanagen1ent activities. These road network·s can be significant 
sources of runoff and sedin1ent delivery to strean1s, causing deterioration of the quality of 
streain water. The extent of these in1pacts depends not only on the 1nagnitude of road-
derived runoff and erosion, but also on the degree of connectivity between the roads - the 
n1ain source of sedin1ent - and the streams. Several 1nethods have been developed for 
identifying the extent of this connectivity. 
The objective of this study is to demonstrate that information about sedin1ent production 
fron1 the road surface, about the delivery of runoff from the road drainage structures, and 
about road to streain pathways, can be analysed to predict the risk of sediment being 
deposited in streains. The hypothesis tested in this study is that, by analysing the attributes 
of an unsealed forest road and its surrounding terrain, it is possible to evaluate the risk that 
erosion fro1n the surface of the road, or associated with the road drainage structures, will 
deposit water-borne sedi1nent into an adjacent stream. This research reported in this study 
evaluates the use of statistical and GIS 1nodelling approaches, within the context of a risk 
assess1nent frainework, to identify the unsealed fore st road seg1nents that have the most 
i1npact on stream water quality. 
The 1nethodology applied in the study involves the following steps: determination of the 
experi1nental approach and design, and the sainpling strategy; terrain modelling and 
·· analysis; forest road analysis; hydrological analysis; develop1nent of risk models_ for the 
occurrence of rill and gully erosion and road-to-strean1 connectivity; and risk assess1nent 
and 1napping. The research was conducted at a case study site in Stromlo Forest, Australian 
Capital Territory, on the western edge of Canberra, Australia. 
The experi1nental approach and strategy used in this study proved to be effective, and 
provided the data needed to analyse road and drainage structures, and test the hypothesis 
posed in the study. Data were collected fro1n a randon1 sample of 102 lan of road seg1nents; 
VII 
the sainple set co1nprised 685 road drainage structures that were partitioned into 
'develop1nent' and 'validation' data sets. Geographical Information Syste1ns (GIS) and 
Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM) were used to derive and calculate the terrain attributes 
fro1n a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The DTM approach, using relief analysis, 
de1nonstrated that using a combination of GIS techniques and 1nathematical 1nodelling is 
the most accurate and fastest way to calculate the terrain paraineters needed for the risk 
assess1nent of forest roads. The road analysis provided the basic infonnation and data 
needed for selecting the road seg1nents for sainpling and analysis, and developing of a 
co1nprehensive r<?ad and drainage database. GIS-based models and hydrologic analysis 
were used to carry out watershed delineation, predict road-to-stream hydrologic distance, 
and assess road-to-stream connectivity. The road-to-streain connectivity assessment 
showed which sections of the · roads are most likely to deliver sediment associated with 
n1noff to a streain. Logistic models to predict the probability of rill and gully occurrence on 
the road surface and at the outlets of road drainage structures, and road-to-stream 
connectivity, were developed and validated from terrain paraineters, outcomes of the 
hydrologic analysis, and field data. The models developed from the 'development' data set 
were found to correctly predict outcomes in the 'validation' data set on more than 96% of 
occasions. 
The research also developed a specific risk assessment process for surveying, assessing and 
gathering data from road pris1ns. The potential for losing soil from the surface of the study 
area and forest roads was assessed using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation 
(RUSLE). This surface erosion assessment provided a preliminary soil loss risk map 
showing the areas sensitive to surface erosion, and the roads more likely to have rill or 
gully erosion. The variables influencing erosion or road-to-stream connectivity were used, 
· in conjunction with risk assessment procedures, to create a risk map for each risk 
co1nponent. The risks represented by these separate maps were integrated to create a final 
consolidated risk map, which identifies the segments of the roads at most risk. This 
consolidated risk map integrates predictions of the probability of erosion occurrence, and of 
the degree and type of road-to-stream connectivity, to predict the probability and degree of 
erosion-induced sediment impacts on stream water quality. This risk map represents a 
siinple and practical tool for identifying the seginents of the roads where management for 
risk mitigation is critical. 
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The production of the consolidated risk 111ap represents the final step in the research 
process. The overall processes can be represented and described in a single fran1ework, 
called the Forest Road Impact Assessn1ent (FRIA). The FRIA approach offers a useful 
syste1natic 111eans for identifying, evaluating and 1nanaging the erosion risk associated with 
both existing and proposed roads. In doing so, the 111ethodology has achieved the objectives 
of the study and de1nonstrated that the hypothesis underlying it is sound. One of the 
principal benefits of this 1nethod is that the tin1e and cost of fieldwork required for unsealed 
forest road 111anagen1ent can be reduced. Other significant advantages of the FRIA 
approach are that it is flexible in its applications, and that its outputs are easily understood 
by forest n1anagers. 
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Chapter 1 
Why Forest Roads and Water Quality Impacts? 
1.1 Introduction - Why this Topic? 
It is clear that 1nany environmental problems, such as soil erosion and poor water quality, 
are related to human activities. For the last several decades, the public has become 
increasingly concerned about natural resource degradation. A critical question facing all 
forest managers and researchers is 'how can we find the best way to use natural resources 
in a more enviromnentally friendly way?' . Natural resource management activities can have 
both positive and adverse environmental impacts. This is the case in forest management, 
where it is necessary to understand both the negative and the positive results of forest 
activities like forest road construction and maintenance, logging, and forest transportation 
syste1ns. Forest managers must also manage the relationship between their forest 
manage1nent objectives, the roles of technology, and the concerns of the public about the 
impact of forest activities. 
Particular forest management activities pose particular environmental risks. Forest roads 
and timber harvesting activities can generate high risks to soil and water values. 
Consequently, water quality impacts caused by forest road systems have become a major 
.topic for environmental research in the last two decades. This problem has recently been 
well defined and described by researchers such as Elliot and Hall (1997), Croke et al. 
(1999), Croke and Mockler (2001), Macdonald et al. (2001) and Takken et al. (2005). All 
agree that the principles of environmentally sustainable forest road management systems 
require the protection of soil and water values, as well as other environmental values. 
The challenge to road planners and managers is to reduce impacts of roads on soil and 
water quality, given the constraints of road maintenance budgets and operational needs of 
1 
road uses. The problen1s which forest road planners and n1anagers face can be divided into 
three groups : providing continuous access along roads, reducing the expense of road 
n1aintenance, and reducing the i1npacts of roads on soil and water quality. 
Despite 1nany studies of the i1npacts caused by forest road syste1ns on water quality, 
in1plen1enting good practices in the construction and maintenance of unsealed forest roads 
still remains expensive and difficult. In particular, as Croke and Mockler (2001) have 
argued, it is difficult to understand the behaviour of water flow pathways in forests , and 
how these pathways will be affected by 1nanagement practices. This is a crucial issue for 
forest n1anagers because it is these pathways that deliver sediment to streams, adversely 
in1pacting water quality. 
Advances in spatial technologies and 1nodelling, including spatial topographic modelling, 
Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM), and Geographic Information Syste1n (GIS), provide 
powerful tools to help forest researchers and 1nanagers address these issues. This study 
takes advantages of these new technologies to develop a method that incorporates predicted 
water flowpaths and which can be used by forest road managers as a practical tool for risk 
assessment. 
This chapter introduces the rationale for developing a set of 1nethods for assessing sections 
of a forest road and determining the variables influencing the impacts of forest road 
syste1ns on the elements at risk, that is, soil and water. These 1nethods include gathering 
data fron1 the field and using geospatial techniques and tools. 
1.2 Aim of this Study 
The aim of this study is to assist forest managers to minimise the risk of forest roads 
impacting adversely on soil and water. When stated fonnally, the hypothesis on which this 
thesis is based is: that by analysing the attributes of an unsealed forest road and its 
surrounding terrain, it is possible to evaluate the risk that erosion from the surface of the 
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road, or associated with the road drainage structures, will deposit water-borne sedi111ent into 
an adjacent stream. 
In this context, 'analysing terrain attributes' 1neans using terrain 1nodelling and spatial 
analysis techniques incorporated into GIS to describe and quantify features of different 
terrains. It also refers to adapting existing 1nodels or developing new ones to predict the 
circu1nstances in which risk thresholds will be exceeded. 
In order to test this hypothesis, a case study was conducted using the roading system in 
Stro1nlo plantation forest, near Canberra in the Australian Capital Territory, Australia. Data 
describing the location of roads 1 t were available fro1n GIS-based maps of the area. 
Additional data describing the roads and their drainage structures were collected from the 
field using a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) to locate features. 
Measure1nents of the effects of roads on soil and water were taken in the field. At the 
co1n1nence1nent of the data collection it was not known which terrain factors exerted the 
1nost in1portant influence on deposition of sediment into streams, as there were no 
definitive indications fron1 the literature. Data collection therefore had the objective of 
docu1nenting any characteristic that could possibly have an influence on stream 
sedi1nentation and that could be 1neasured or observed in the field. This included both 
quantitative and qualitative data. 
Forest road data collection is ti1ne consuming and also expensive. One of the objectives of 
the thesis was to develop a 1nethod to reduce the ainount of the fieldwork needed for forest 
road data collection and risk assessment. As described in Chapter 7, predicting the 
hydro logic distance between roads and streams using GIS techniques is one of the methods, 
which can reduce the amount of the fieldwork. 
The most important variables influencing the rill and gully occurrence on road surface and 
at the outlet of drainage structures, and road-to-streain connectivity, were identified from 
first principles and tested using GIS techniques -and logistic regression analysis. These 
important variables were then used to develop a 'Forest Road Impact Assessment' (FRIA) 
1 In this thesis, "roads" refers to typical roads servicing Australian plantation forests. These can include sealed 
roads, but are typically unsealed roads, often with native surface, and tracks . 
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1nethod which is of practical use to forest 1nanagers. This n1ethod uses the spatial attributes 
of the drainage stn1ctures and terrain attributes to predict the probability that sedi111ent fro1n 
a forest road will affect the water quality of an adjacent streain. 
The integrated risk to water quality arising fro1n the unsealed forest roads was then 1napped 
to identify the locations of the roading system at higher risk, or for which 1nanage1nent for 
risk 1nitigation is relevant. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
The chapters of the thesis are organised into four 1nain parts: (1) introduction and literature 
review; (2) description of the study area, 1nethodology and data sets; (3) results and 
discussion; and ( 4) sununary and conclusion ( see Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1. The structure of the thesis 
Parts Chapters 
Introduction and 1 
Why Forest Roads and Water Quality? 
1 literature review Assessing the Risks of Soil Erosion From Forest Roads: A 2 Review of the Literature 
Description of study 3 Description of Case Study Area 
2 area, 1nethodology 
and data sets 4 Methodology and Data
 Sets 
Results and Discussion 1: Estimating Relative Soil Erosion 
5 Using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) 
Results and 
and GIS Techniques 
. 3 Results and Discussion 2: Digital Terrain Modelling and discussion 6 Develop1nent of Rill and Gully Occurrence Risk Models 
7 Results and Discus
sion 3: Predicting the Probability and 
Risk of Road-to-Stream Connectivity 
4 Su1mnary and 8 Conclusions and Implications 
conclusion 
An introduction is presented in chapter one. A literature review to establish the context of 
the study in relation to soil erosion, water quality i1npacts, terrain attributes, risk 
assess1nent, forest road technical infonnation, and assessment of the risk in forest roads is 
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presented in Chapter 2. Characteristics of the study area are described in Chapter 3. The 
reasons for selecting the Stron1lo forest as a case study area, and characteristics of soil and 
cli1nate and forest road network, are also presented in that chapter. A detailed explanation 
of the methodology used in this study is presented in Chapter 4, while discussing the 
experin1ental approach, design and sainpling strategy; terrain n1odelling and analysis; forest 
roads and hydrological analyses; development of rill and gully occurrence and road-to-
stream connectivity models and risk assess1nent and mapping. 
The results of the study are discussed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In Chapter 5, the use of 
RUSLE for predicting and mapping the potential distribution of soil loss on the catchment 
area and forest roads is explained. The way in which the related factors can be calculated 
and then combined for presenting final outputs is also described. Furthermore, the details of 
how GIS techniques are used to calculate and draw the risk map for potential soil loss are 
presented here. 
In Chapter 6, the results of DTM, the characteristics of all the variables - the field recorded 
data and terrain attributes - used in this study, and the results of model development using 
statistical analysis are explained. The processes and results of using the 'development' data 
set to build predictive models for the probability of rill or gully erosion occurrence on the 
road surface and at the outlets of the road drainage structures, and the testing and validation 
of the models using a 'validation' data set, are also described. 
Chapter 7 discusses the results of slope position and landform classification analyses, forest 
road analysis, watershed delineation and modelling the hydrologic distance between roads 
and streams using GIS-based modelling. The hydrologic distance predicted by GIS 
1nodelling and the distance measured from the field are then compared. The prediction of 
road-to-stream connectivity using a fitted threshold curve, modelling the probability of 
connectivity, and the risk map of road-to-stream connectivity are also presented. 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by describing the Forest Road I1npact Assessment 
(FRIA) framework and presenting a final risk map of the forest road network of the study 
area. The 1nethod integrates the different approaches presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The 
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benefits of applying the n1ethod for assessing the risk arising fro1n the forest roads on the 
ele1nents at risk, and recon1lllendations for future work, are then discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
Assessing the Risks of Soil Erosion from Forest Roads: 
A Review of the Literature 
2.1 Introduction 
To plan the constn1ction of new roads or to manage existing roads, it is necessary to 
understand to the processes of soil-water interaction and the likelihood of i1npacts of forest 
roads and transportation activities on enviromnental values. Forest roads are essential for 
conducting forest and land manage1nent activities, transporting forest products, fighting 
fires , and providing access for recreation. However, roads also cause environmental 
proble1ns, including increased surface runoff and soil erosion, which can lead to 
degradation of water quality in adjacent streams (Montgo1nery and Dietrich, 1988, 1992; 
Montgo1nery, 1994; Croke et al., 1999; Croke and Mockler, 2001). An increasing body of 
scientific lmowledge related to these problems has accu1nulated, particularly over the last 
two decades. 
When the natural rate of erosion fro1n landscapes is co1npared with that from 1nanaged 
forests , it is found that even the lowest soil erosion rate associated with forestry activities is 
2.5 times higher than the natural geologic rate of soil erosion. Sedi1nent production from 
forest road syste1ns 1nay account for about 50 to 60 percent of the total sedi1nent production 
fro1n all forest activities (Elliot et al. , 1994 ). 
Logging roads or snig tracks are usually the 111ain sources of enviromnentally damaging 
n1noff and soil erosion problems. When logging and extraction roads are fanned without 
cross-banks and outsloping, the runoff can flow and concentrate on the surface -of the road 
and this will cause serious surface erosion. Haupt (1959), however, noted that even logging 
roads with adequate 1nitigation facilities like cross ditches, dips, and outsloping could still 
contribute significant sedi1nent because of runoff concentrated on the fill batter. Water 
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quality and quantity impacts can be directly related to soil erosion derived fron1 forest road 
construction and maintenance activities, vehicle movements, and road wear. 
This chapter is divided into three different sections: risk assess1nent and manage1nent, soil 
erosion and water quality, and terrain attributes . The first section discusses assess1nent and 
management of risk. This analysis of the issues provides the technical background to the 
discussion of forest roads and their effects on the soil and water (see Chapters 4, 6 and 7). 
The second section reviews the basic and natural phenomena of soil erosion, and water 
quality impact mechanisms and processes. The last section discusses terrain attributes such 
as slope, aspect, Compound Topographic Index (CTI) or Topographic Wetness Index 
(TWI) and Streain Power Index (SPI). 
2.2 Risk Assessment and Management 
2.2.1 Overview 
Risk assessment and risk management are important tools and processes in environmental 
management systems, especially the management of forest roads. The past three decades 
have seen a dramatic increase in the consideration of risk and uncertainty within the context 
of environmental management systems. One of the most important principles of an 
environmentally sustainable 1nanagement syste1n is that the values of soil and water as well 
as other environmental values must be protected. Impacts caused by forest road formation 
and timber harvesting systems are the major environmental risks arising from forest 
management activities. 
Risk assessment is defined as a formal procedure for qualifying risk with regard to the 
damage potential (Gadow, 2001). In practice, risk assessment measures two elements of the 
1isk; the likelihood that the loss will occur, and the magnitude of the consequences and/or 
potential loss (Beer and Ziolkowski, 1995; Gadow, 2001). It also requires identifying what 
hazards exist in an area and how likely these hazards are to cause harm to the elements at 
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risk. There are various approaches to assessing the level of risk. These approaches range 
from a quantitative model to a purely qualitative approach. However, all approaches 
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involve 1naking judgements about how acceptable a risk is (Gadow, 2001; UNISON, 2005). 
The History of Risk and Risk Management Development 
For n1ore than 250 years, the notion of risk has been a basic co1nponent of n1anagement 
systen1s. Daniel Bernoulli (1738) set the foundation stone of neoclassical economics 
through his develop1nent of the concept of choice under risk and uncertainty. Although 
Bernoulli's concept concerned gambling and the theory of gaines, the idea of risk and 
unce1iainty became relevant and i1nportant for economic and 1nanage1nent analysis in the 
20th century, when it was re-introduced by Knight (1921) based on Bernoulli's idea (all 
cited in NEDSTATBASIC,-2001) . Prior to Knight's work, Menger (1871), Fisher (1906) 
and Edgeworth (1908) had expressed the idea that risk and uncertainty should be 
incorporated into econo1nic theory (all cited in NEDSTATBASIC, 2001). After Knight, 
1nany economists applied the concepts of risk and uncertainty to explain investinent and 
econo1nic decision making, profit forecasting, financing, the size and structure of firms, 
production flexibility, 1nanagement decisions and the rational foundation for decision-
making (Chyruk, 2000). 
Risk assessment has become one of the tools in enviromnental science worldwide during 
the last three decades. Enviromnental risk assessment generally deals with the probability 
of an event causing a potentially undesirable effect (Beer and Ziolkowski, 1995). The most 
co1nmonly discussed means of addressing risk in environmental sciences is assessment 
using qualitative risk assess1nent. Assessing the risk and considering uncertainty in 
manage1nent syste1ns will help managers and decision-1nakers make more informed and 
accurate decisions and will also help ensure 1nore successful 1nanagement outcomes. 
The idea of risk assessment in the context of management is new in forestry , especially in 
forest road management systems. Scientists have used risk assessment for managing and 
evaluating the effects of insects, diseases and wind on forest stands since the 1960s. 
Assessing the risk of forestry activities and deforestation on changing behaviour, 1nigration, 
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population and distribution of wildlife, pollution, cli1nate changes, fire, drought, frost , 
flood, soil erosion, and land slides has been cormnon in enviromnental studies in recent 
years. The develop1nent of 1nodem technologies, including computing and software, 1nakes 
the application of the risk assessn1ent faster. For exan1ple, Chen et al. (2001) developed a 
Geographic Infon11ation Systen1s (GIS)-based risk decision-1naking system for natural 
hazard assess1nent called Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) . MCE generally co1nbines a set 
of criteria or GIS layers to create a single con1posite for a decision (Carver, 1991; Buckley, 
1984; IDRJSI, 2004). 
2.2.2 The Benefits of Assessing Risks 
Managers and decision-makers seek to have effective 1nanage1nent syste1ns in place for 
their areas of responsibility. Each 1nanage1nent decision contains some risk, and sometimes 
it will be difficult to control all the effects of risk. Every manager or decision-n1aker is 
concerned about uncertainty and the likelihood of failure. The assess1nent and 1nanage1nent 
of risk are therefore normal in 1nanagement syste1ns. 
Risk assessment generally provides an input to decisions about whether risks need to be 
treated, and identifies the most appropriate and cost-effective strategies (AS/NZS, 2004). 
However, controlling and reviewing the elements of risk in a management syste1n does not 
1nean that risk can be avoided co1npletely; it means that risk can be 1nanaged and 
1ninimised to so1ne extent. Son1e of the important benefits of assessing and managing risk 
are (No1ion et al., 1995; Rose, 1998; Dieter et al., 2001; Gadow, 2001; QAS, 2002; 
AS/NZS, 2004): 
• In1proved resource 1nanagement syste1ns; 
• · Improved accuracy of manage1nent practices and· more effective management 
application; 
• Provision of a syste1natic approach to decision making in 1nanagement syste1ns; 
• Reduction of uncertainty in manage1nent syste1ns; 
• In1proved safety of manage1nent; 
• Reduction in the number of high cost events in manage1nent practice, especially in 
for est n1anagement systems; 
• Provision of more effective strategic planning in management syste1ns to achieve 
arms; 
• Better utilisation of resources, especially natural resources; 
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• Providing infonned decisions and ensuring n1ore successful outcon1es. 
2.2.3 Definitions 
There are 1nany definitions of risk and uncertainty, and a single definition of risk is 
generally insufficient. Risk arises out of uncertainty and refers to the occurrence of 
undesirable and uncontrollable outcon1es (Govermnent of NSW, 2000). "Risk has been 
defined as the expected loss due to a particular hazard for a given area and reference 
period" (Gadow, 2001:v). A general fonnula for calculating the probability of risk is: 
p = R/s (2.1) 
where p is the probability, R is the expected loss, and s is the dainage. The Australian and 
New Zealand Standard 4360 (AS/NZS, 1999) defines risk as the chance of so1nething 
happening that will have an i1npact upon objectives. However, it is clear that when risk is 
connected with decisions, it has to be distinguished from danger (QAS, 2002). Risk has two 
1nain ele1nents: likelihood and consequences. In decision theory, risk 1neans uncertainty and 
risk analysis ai1ns at minimizing the failure and i1npacts to achieve a desired result and 
decision (PCW, 2002). According to the QAS (2002) and AS/NZS (1999) the terin danger 
is defined as liability or exposure to hann or injury. 
Boyer et al. (1999:3) define Consequences: "consequences are a combination of the 
ele1nents at risk and the severity and /or frequency of the event on those elements at risk". 
In addition, consequences can also be defined as the effect of a potential event on ele1nents 
at risk or the outcon1es of an event that will be expressed qualitatively and quantitatively, 
being a loss and an injury (Boyer et al., 1999; QAS, 2002). Likelihood is the description of 
probability and frequency. The tenn likelihood is used in qualitative analysis and it "relates 
to how likely it is that son1ething will occur" (QAS, 2002:43). 
According to Greenfield (NASA, 1998) and QAS (2002), uncertainty refers to the 
implications of lack of knowledge and information or understanding · of the possible 
outco1nes, which 1nust be taken into account as a variable when evaluating risk. In Quality 
Assurance Services (2002:83), risk and uncertainty are divided into four levels: "Risk-
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where we do know the odds; Uncertainty-where we do not know the odds but n1ay know 
the parameters; Ignorance- where we 'do not know what we do not know'; and 
Indeterminacy- where the causal chain of events is open". 
Tolerability is the willingness to live with the effects or the ability to suffer hardship of a 
problen1 with a paiiicular risk without being hanned or dainaged in order to secure benefits. 
Tolerability does not mean acceptability, but the consequences can be properly controlled 
or endured; we need to keep it under review in order to reduce risk and its consequences 
(QAS, 2002). The tenn 'acceptable level of risk' i111plies that risk has been accepted and 
qualified and that a decision has been taken that the likely unfavourable outcomes are not 
sufficiently bad to stop the plan of action. In addition, further consideration or treatment 
cannot reduce the i111pacts of the level of risk any 111ore without further investment. 
Risk Assessment is the scientific process of asking how risky so111ething is (Friedman, 
1994; QAS, 2002). Risk assess111ent can be defined as a process of collecting and analysing 
data in a specific area for identifying the problems and the ways of reducing the impacts of 
risk. The n1ain objectives of risk assess111ent are, then understanding the nature of risks, 
identifying risks and acting to control the iinpacts of 1isks (Boehm, 1989; QAS, 2002). 
Risk Management is thus an organised and systematic decision-making process that 
efficiently identifies risks, assesses or analyses risks and effectively reduces or eli111inates 
risks to achieving prograin goals (AS/NZS, 1999). According to the Australian and New 
Zealand Standards 4360 (AS/NZS, 1999) risk management can also be defined as the 
culture, processes and structures that are directed towards the effective manage111ent of 
potential opportunities and adverse effects . Risk 111anage111ent syste111s will, however, be 
co111plicated, especially in environmental management systems, because of the uncertain 
nature of the risk. 
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2.2.4 Risk Assessment in Forestry 
Today, risk assessn1ent and management are conunon in forest 1nanage1nent systems: "a 
forest enterprise n1anager runs risks, when deciding harvesting strategies" (Dieter et al., 
2001:201 ). Assessing and predicting, then 1nanaging risks and uncertainty, are part of 
normal forest 1nanage1nent systen1s. 
For example, forest fire risk assessment has become one of the most used forest risk tools 
vvorldwide, to identify and assess the probability of fire occurrence and level of risk 
associated with the fire. There are a variety of existing fire risk assessment and mapping 
111ethods, especially in Australia, Canada, and America, where bushfires are frequent. 
Blanchi et al. (2002) developed a methodological approach for forest fire risk assessment to 
clarify the concepts relating to this 1isk, to appreciate the 1nultiplicity of existing needs, to 
analyse the means of risk assess1nent and to identify the data currently usable, as well as the 
processing and the infonnation syste1ns available. 
Risk assessn1ent processes have also been applied to forest road m_anagement syste1ns. For 
example, USDA Forest Service (2003) developed a risk assessment process to compare the 
benefits of the road system with the impacts or risks that the roads pose to key resources. 
Yoshiinura and Kanzaki (1998) developed an expert system for automatically laying out a 
forest road, based on the risk assess1nent of slope failure. The advantage of this method is 
that the decision about where to locate forest roads can be automated (Yoshimura and 
Kanzaki, 1998). 
2.2.5 The Process of Assessing and Managing Risk 
Generally, 1isk 1nanagement has two primary steps: 1isk assess1nent and risk control. Risk 
assess1nent can be divided into three different steps: risk identification, risk analysis, and 
1isk p1ioritisation (Boehm, 1989; Rose, 1998). Risk assess1nent is an important step in risk 
management, because most manage1nent decisions and procedures for risk control will 
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follow on fro1n the results of a risk assessment. Risk control also involves three steps : risk 
n1anagement planning, risk resolution and risk monitoring (Boehm, 1989). According to 
Boehm ( 1989), a risk analysis will produce a perfonnance and assess1nent 1nodel of the loss 
probability, cost 1nodels, network analysis, and decision-1naking analysis. 
Establish the context 
Identify Risks 
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Figure 2.1. Risk assessment and management processes 
Source: Reproduced from AS rzs ( 1999) 
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According to the 1VA SA Procedures and Guidelines (1998), risk management processes and 
functions in olve: identifying risk issues and concerns; analysing, evaluating, classifying, 
and prioritising risks ; risk decision-making and planning; and risk tracking and controlling. 
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The 111ain ele1nents of the risk assess1nent process are: establish the context; identify risks; 
analyse risks; and evaluate and prioritise risks (Rose, 1998; AS/NZS, 1999). These 
processes are illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
Risk has always been of great concern in manage1nent syste1ns, especially in natural 
resource management. Many forest managers have viewed risk as something to be avoided 
and have required a speci,fic prograin to review and control the areas at risk. On the other 
hand, there is no specific or standard approach for risk assessment and management (Moore 
and Ramin, 2000) . Therefore, a successful risk 1nanagement effort requires an individual 
n1anagement responsibility for each risk program. A good risk management decision and 
1nanage1nent program requires "a focus on evaluating [ and] prioritising hazard reductions 
or responses to risks" (Moore and Hamm, 2000:3). 
Procedures for Assessing Risk in Forest Road Systems 
In the context of this thesis, risk assessment in forest roads is a process that evaluates the 
likelihood that adverse enviromnental impacts on water quality may occur as a result of 
road construction and use. One of the main environmental problems of forest road systems 
is related to the high sediment delivery from roads to streams. Generally, most forest roads 
are not sealed with a waterproof surface and tend to concentrate water flow. The main 
result of this is the increased delivery of eroded sediment to streams. Locating the source 
and assessing the severity, probability and frequency of such risks occurring must be part of 
forest road systems research methodology. 
Geomorphology can be an indicator in the assessment of road hazards and in controlling the 
harmful impacts caused by forest roads . Slope gradient, length and position of road, stream 
channel proximity and road-to-stream connectivity, soil and bedrock geology, road density, 
stream crossings, upslope contribution area and road contribution area of runoff delivery to 
road drainage structures can all be indicators of the risks to road related water quality 
impacts (Rice and Lewis, -1991; Montgomery, 1994; Wemple et al., 1996; Croke and 
Mockler, 2001; Takken et al., 2005). These indicators can answer the following basic 
questions related to risk assessment in forest road systems: how, when and where do the 
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forest road syste1ns generate surface erosion?; how and where are the forest road syste1ns 
hydrologically connected to the watercourses?; and how, when and where do the forest road 
systen1s affect water quality and quantity? However, according to USDA (1999, 2004 ), 
indicators alone cannot answer these questions; they should be chosen, applied and used 
only in the context of understanding how forest road systen1s can affect watershed 
processes and water quality in1pacts . 
It will be argued in this thesis that understanding the ele1nents at risk - soil and water 
quality - in forest road systems, for a particular location or road seg1nent, is the first step in 
assessing risk. Risk assess1nent involves consideration of the sources of risk, their 
consequences and the likelihood that these consequences may occur. Risk assessment can 
be qualitative, semi-qualitative, or quantitative, or a combination of these, depending on the 
circumstances (NASA, 1998; AS HB 203, 2000) . The 1nost con1mon risk analysis used in 
environ1nental sciences is qualitative (Beer and Ziolkowski, 1995). Beer and Ziolkowski 
(1995), and Ryan et al. (1998) used a qualitative risk analysis to assess soil erosion hazards 
for Australian fore st 1nanage1nent. 
Qualitative analysis uses descriptive scales to describe the magnitude of potential 
consequences and the likelihood that those will occur. Villeponteaux and Elder (2000) used 
a qualitative risk assessment called 'crossing inventory and assessn1ent' to identify the risks 
of road-stream crossing pose to aquatic resources, especially sedimentation of anadromous 
fish habitat. Villeponteaux and Elder (2000) stated that the probability of risk associated 
with the site - the road-stream crossing point - is the combination of two major elements: 
pipe capacity and upslope debris flow hazard, as well as a lesser component. Consequences 
of failure are co1nposed of four unequally weighted factors - fill volun1e, diversion 
potential, potential debris flow generation and volu1ne of the flow (Villeponteaux and 
Elder, 2000). Essential data for both non-stream and streain crossing roads were then 
collected fro1n the field using GPS. These were used in conjunction with available GIS 
layers to identify the proble1n areas in each sub-watershed (Villeponteaux and Elder, 2000). 
As discussed above, the first step in risk assessment is to establish the context, and identify 
the risk issues and concerns that need to be managed. Approaches used to identify risks can 
include any co1nbination of checklists, judg1nents based on experience and records, flow 
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charts, 'brainston11ing ' meetings, systen1s analysis, scenano analysis, and systen1s 
n1odelling (NASA, 1998; AS/NZS, 1999; QAS, 2002) . Risk analysis, evaluation, and 
classification are the next steps to detennine the level of a risk. The analysis process should 
be defined and structured prior to the risk level esti1nation, which should use explicit scales 
for the likelihood and consequences. 
Establishing the Risk Criteria 
In practice, an iinportant component of risk assessment is finding those risks which are 
111ost critical, and providing a methodology to assess their potential i1npacts. For exainple, 
Garvey (1998) argued that a ' risk matrix' is one approach for identifying, assessing, and 
ranking prograin risks. Garvey (1998) also believed that risk raises the possibility that a 
program' s require1nent may not be achieved by available technology or reliable engineering 
procedures. A risk 1natrix study can include such elements as identifying and describing the 
risk, the probability of risk occurrence, and assessing the iinpact of the risk. In this regard, 
Garvey (1998) introduced criteria for the probability of risk occurrence, the consequences 
of the risk, and risk rating (Tables 2.1-2.3). 
Table 2.1. Probability of occurrence: Illustrative Interpretations 
Probability Range Interpretation 
0-10% (Rare) Very Unlikely to Occur 
11-40% (Unlikely) Unlikely to Occur 
41-60% (Possible/Moderate) May Occur About Half of the Time 
61-90% (Likely) Likely to Occur 
91-100% (Almost certain) Very Likely to Occur 
Source: Adapted from Garvey (1998) 
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Table 2.2. Illustrative definitions of impact ( consequences) 
Impact/consequences Definition 
Category 
Catastrophic ( C) An event that, i
f it occurred, would cause progran1 failure 
(inability to achieve mini1nu1n acceptable requirements). 
Major (M) 
An event that, if it occurred, would cause major cost/schedule 
increases. Secondary require1nents may not be achieved. 
Moderate (Mo) An event th
at, if it occurred, would cause moderate cost/schedule 
increases, but i1nportant requirements would still be met. 
An event that, if it occurred, would cause only small 
Low (L) cost/schedule increases. Require1nents would still be achieved. 
Insignificant or An event that, if it occurred, would have no effect on the 
Negligible (N) program. 
Source: Adapted from Garvey (1998) 
Table 2.3. A risk matrix: possible risk rating scale 
~ Negligible Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic ty g 
0-10% Low Low Low Medium Medium 
11-40% Low Low Medium Medium High 
41-60% Low Medium Medium Medium High 
61-90% Medium Medium Medium Medium High 
91-100% Medium High High High High 
Source: Adapted from Garvey (1998) 
In the case of forests, one risk is that associated with sheet erosion. Sheet erosion 1s 
generally a slow process and difficult to recognise, but it becomes faster and clearer on 
steep terrain. This type of erosion is common in managed forests, especially in harvested 
areas and on forest roads (Zachar, 1982). Zachar (1982) defined criteria for sheet erosion 
classification to evaluate and rank the level of risk associated with the intensity of soil 
removal (Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.4. Criteria for sheet erosion classification based on the intensity of soil removal 
Intensity of soil Assessment Class (Risk 
removal (m3/ha/year) Description ranking) 
<0.5 No erosion (nil) Negligible 
0.5-5 Slight erosion Low 
5-15 Moderate erosion Moderate 
15-50 Severe erosion High 
50-200 Very severe erosion Very high 
>200 Catastrophic erosion Extreme 
Source: Adapted from Zachar (1982) 
Table 2.5. Criteria for potential sediment delivery from road surface erosion sources 
Class Rating Road, logging trail and ditch line Non-specific surface eroswn 
erosion sources 
Road, logging trail or ditch lines crossing The terrain unit is separated from any 
VL Very low the unit wi ll not provide a direct avenue fo r ephemeral or permanent stream by at 
sediment into any ephemeral or permanent least 20 111 of gently sloping, well-
stream. vegetated !lround. 
Road, logging trail or ditch lines crossing Sediment source on a gully sidewall or 
L Low 
the unit wi ll provide a direct avenue for stream escarpment leads directly into an 
sediment into any ephemeral stream, which ephemeral stream, which crosses :::::: 200 
crosses :::::: 200 m of gently sloping terrain m of gently sloping terrain before it 
before it reaches a permanent stream. reaches a permanent stream. 
Road, logging trail or ditch lines crossing Sediment source on a gully sidewall or 
the unit will provide a direct avenue for stream escarpment leads directly into an 
M Moderate sediment into any ephemer
al stream, which ephemeral stream, which crosses 100 -
crosses 100 -200 111 of gently sloping 200 m of gently sloping terrain before it 
terrain before it reaches a permanent reaches a permanent stream. 
stream. 
Road, logging trail or ditch lines crossing Sediment source on a gully sidewall or 
H High 
the unit will provide a direct avenue for stream escarpment leads directly into an 
sediment into any ephemeral stream, which ephemeral stream, which crosses < 100 
crosses < 100 m of gently sloping terrain m of gently sloping terrain before it 
before it reaches a permanent stream. reaches a permanent stream. 
VH Very high 
Road, logging trai l or ditch lines crossing Sediment source on a gully sidewall or 
the unit will provide a direct avenue for stream escarpment leads directly into a 
sediment into a pem1anent stream. permanent stream. 
Source: British Columbia Environment (1995a) 
British Columbia Environment (1995a) defined criteria for potential sediment delivery from 
road surface erosion to the adjacent streams (Table 2.5). These criteria describe the type of 
sources (that is, road, logging trail and ditch) and their condition on the ground, and the 
level of risk rating assigned. As can be seen from the table, when roads and logging trails 
are located far away enough (>200 m) from a stream line, the sediment delivery risk will be 
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very low to low. Risk probability can therefore be ranked according to the certainty of 
sediment production from the total forest road prism and the degree of road-to-stream 
connectivity. 
Risk Acceptability 
In 1nany risk assess1nents, it may be necessary to determine the level of acceptable risk 
during the assessment processes. This is the case for forest road risk assessment. However, 
the precision of the risk acceptability criteria may vary with the objectives of the risk 
assess1nent (Kasperson and Kasperson, 1983; AS/NZS, 1999). There is no zero risk 
situation in forest road risk assess1nent; all decisions or situations involve some level of 
risk, though the 1isk can be very low. Extreme risk is generally an intolerable 1isk level and 
is unacceptable (AS/NZS, 1999) . The vast majority of risk assessors accept negligible and 
very low risks as acceptable risk levels. However, the particular risk acceptability depends 
on the particular case under consideration. 
Creating a Risk Map 
Risk mapping is a technique used to help present identified risks and determine what 
actions should be taken toward those risks (Bouma and van Groenigen, 1995; Akcakaya, 
1996). As mentioned above, the possible risk occurrences can be ranked, based on their 
relative relationship to the possible consequenc~s and the possible likelihood of an 
occurrence, using a 1isk matrix. Mapping a risk occurrence generally aims to subdivide an 
area or a road into different risk intensities due to the function of factors influencing the 
1isk and the evaluated level of risk. Understanding the exact extent of a specific risk to the 
ele1nents at 1isk, by mapping the risk factors and how they might change in the future, is 
vital to planning for development and controlling the risk (Bouma and van Groenigen, 
1995 ; Christakos et al. , 2001). One technique that has proven most effective in providing 
this desired perspective is using GIS as a primary tool to map assessed risk (Akcakaya, 
1996). The risk map will quickly and effectively provide the managers with a view of a 
1isk, thus assisting them to treat and control the risk. 
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GIS is being used increasingly in forestry for purposes such as n1app1ng, planning, 
1nanaging the forest and forest operations, characterising the distribution of fire and disease 
hazards, and creating erosion and flood risk maps (Chuvieco and Salas, 1996; Christakos, 
2001 ). One of the most frequently used 1nethods for mapping a risk distribution of a GIS 
raster layer is the pixel-based approach. This pixel-based approach utilizes the spatial 
infonnation of the pixels to classify the raster (Yan, 2003 ). 
The risk level of each factor can be ranked using a risk 1natrix to create a risk component. 
Each risk component may include several factors influencing the risks associated with the 
ele1nents at risk. The aggregate risk scores for each pixel can be detern1ined by summing 
the risk score of each of the variable for each pixel. The GIS overlay application can then 
be used to classify, co1nbine and map the ranked risk components. 
2.3 Soil Erosion and its Water Quality Impacts 
2.3.1 Overview 
Soil erosion related to agricultural and forestry activities 1s one of the most critical 
proble1ns facing land managers. Table 2.6 shows the causes of soil degradation in the 
world, with overgrazing (35%), deforestation (30%) and farming (28%) being the main 
causes. 
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Table 2.6. Causes of soil degradation in the world by region (by percentage) 
Area Agriculture Deforestation Fuel wood Overgrazing Industrialisation 
Africa 24 14 13 49 -
Asia 27 40 6 26 -
Central 45 22 18 15 -
America 
Europe 29 38 - 23 9 
North 66 4 30 - -
A1nerica 
Oceania 8 12 - 80 -
South 26 41 5 28 -
A1nerica 
World 28 30 7 35 1 
Source: Adapted from WRI (1990); Oldeman et al. (1990) 
The general concepts of soil erosion have been discussed by FAQ (1965), Olde1nan et al. 
(1990), Elliot et al. (1994) and El-Swaify (1997). Erosion processes have been discussed by 
Zachar (1982), Cabrido (1985), Jaines and Russell (1993 :3) and Misra and Teixeira (2001 ). 
Although 1nost erosion research has focused on agricultural lands, quantitative studies of 
forest soil erosion began about 1915-1917, by the U.S Forest Service, and much research 
since 197 5 has considered the i1npacts of soil erosion associated with unpaved forest roads 
(Ziegler et al., 2001 ). 
2.3.2 Classification and Types of Soil Erosion 
Soil erosion is generally classified into two 1nain categories - geological and accelerated 
erosion. Geological erosion is a natural, nonnal and slow process that occurs over long 
geological periods. It also represents erosion of land in its natural enviromnent without , 
h_uman influence or interference and includes soil forming as well as eroding processes 
(FAO, 1965). Accelerated erosion occurs 1nuch more rapidly than geological erosion and is 
caused by human and ani1nal activities (Agriculture and Agri-food Canada, 1996). Most 
erosion problen1s are related to accelerated erosion. The erosive agents can be classified 
into wind, water and ice and snow erosion. This research is only concerned with water 
erosion. Soil erosion caused by the action of water can be divided into five categories: 
splash or raindrop erosion, sheet erosion, rill erosion, gully erosion and, finally, stream or 
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channel formation (Figure 2.2). The physical process of erosion and the factors related to 
each part of the process are explained in the following sections. 
Splash Erosion 
Splash or raindrop erosion occurs when the rain strikes the ground or the surface of the soil 
directly and the soil structure collapses under the force of the raindrops. Soil particles 
generally break down into finer particles by raindrop action and simplify other stages of the 
erosion process like transportation. 
Sheet Erosion 
Sheet erosion, which is also known as surface erosion, is one of the most cornrnon erosion 
types in agricultural land and also on bare and gently sloping land. The soil becomes 
saturated after long intensive rainfall and then the water moves easily on the surface of the 
soil. 
Sheet Erosion Rill Erosion Gully Erosion 
Figure 2.2. Different types of soil erosion by runoff and water movement downhill 
Source: Adapted from Matchett and Moyer (2000) 
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Rill Erosion 
Sheet and rill erosion are two types of land and soil degradation resulting fron1 the action of 
water and runoff. Rill erosion is the ren1oval of the top layers of soil fron1 sloping and 
recently cultivated land, creating small channels. A rill has also been defined as the process 
in which 1nany s1nall channels up to 30 c1n deep are formed (Agriculture and Agri-Food of 
Canada, 1996). Rill erosion is one of the 1nost common erosion processes in hillslopes and 
un-maintained forest road syste1ns. Rill erosion generally occurs on the surface of the roads 
because of the lack of drainage structures and/or poor 1naintenance. It also occurs at the 
outlet of drains ( culverts, 1nitre drains and cross drains) due to the highly concentrated 
water flow and slope. 
Gully Erosion 
Gully erosion has beco1ne an important topic of research since the 1980s. Gully erosion is 
the removal of soil fron1 narrow channels (for example, rills) to various depths by 
concentrated runoff. Gully systems discharge polluted water, sediment and also debris from 
upland into streains. Forestry operations such as timber harvesting and road construction 
can 4J.crease gully erosion. According to Agriculture and Agri-Food of Canada (1996), the 
depth of a gully can vary fro1n around 30cm (1ft) to 30 1netres (100ft). The gully erosion 
process occurs faster in steep terrain where the potential soil erosion ( detachment and 
transpo1i) and runoff force are higher than in other areas. The size of the channel or gully 
depends 1nostly on the soil type, detachability and transportability of soil, contribution area 
or size of the catchinent, the volume of n1noff ( concentrated water), slope steepness and 
slope length. According to the British Colu1nbia Ministry of Forests (2001 ), gully erosion 
will occur when slope steepness and the overall channel gradient is equal or greater than 
25%. 
Hun1an activities can increase the likelihood of gullies occurring, especially on unstable 
land with weak soil structure and strength. Gully erosion is the worst stage of soil erosion 
and so1netin1es the area cannot be restored. In forestry operations, gully erosion is 1nore 
likely to occur after tiinber harvesting and road constn1ction. 
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Table 2.7. Classification of gully erosion rate by longitudinal growth 
Growth of erosion Assessment Class (Risk 
gullies (metres/year) Description ranking) 
< 0.5 ~Erosion nil Negligible 
0.5-1.0 Slight erosion · Low 
1.0-3 .0 Moderate erosion Moderate 
3.0-5.0 Severe erosion High 
5.0-10.0 Very Severe erosion Very high 
> 10.0 Catastrophic erosion Extre1ne 
Source: Adapted from Zachar (1982) 
Table 2.7 shows that the risk of gully erosion is low to negligible where the rate of growth 
in gully length is less than 1 metre per year. The reason for this is that the size of the 
extension (growth rate) cannot provide enough material for transportation and deposition. 
The worst problen1s of sedi1nentation occur where the gully length growth is more than 1 
1netre per year, but they can be controlled and recovered when this rate is less than 5 metres 
per year ( classes low to high). However, it is sometimes impossible to control or restore 
areas in classes very high and extre1ne, because of the severity of the effects • and the 
continuous nature of the processes. 
Table 2.8. Classification of gully erosion by total gully length 
Total length of erosion Assessment Class (Risk 
gullies (km/km2) Description ranking) 
< 0.1 Erosion nil Negligible 
0.1-0.5 Slight erosion Low 
0.5-1.0 Moderate erosion Moderate 
1.0-2.2.0 Severe erosion High 
2.2.0-3.0 Very Severe erosion Very high 
>3.0 Catastrophic erosion Extreme 
Source: Adapted from Bucko and Mazurova (1958); cited in Zachar (1982) 
As can be seen from Table 2.8, the risk of gully erosion is negligible where the length of 
the gully is less than 100 1netres per square kilometre (lan2). This gully process is natural; 
under the influence of natural factors it could be ignored. The 1nost critical proble1ns of 
gully erosion occur where its length is 1nore that 2 kin per lan
2 (very severe and 
catastrophic erosion events) . The effects of this degree of gully erosion are problematic, 
uncontrollable, and irrecoverable in both agriculture and forestry 1nanagement systems. 
Controlling and 1nanaging the factors influencing and affecting the gully erosion processes 
(causes) in these classes before they occur is the best way to reduce the i1npacts of erosion. 
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Bank Erosion and Channel Formation 
Bank erosion, which is also called channel fonnation, is a con1inon erosion process in 
·channel and streain network systeins where there is no vegetation protection on the channel 
sides or channel stability. Hauge (1977 :203) defined streain bank erosion as "erosion in 
which material on or con1posing the banks of the stream falls into the streain and is 
reinoved by flowing water; ren1oval of inaterials deposited in strean1s by landslides or other 
n1ass inoven1ents". 
2.3.3 Soil Erosion and Water Quality Impacts from Forest Roads 
Ahnost all hun1an activities speed up the erosion process. The influence of tiinber 
harvesting and road construction in fore st n1anageinent areas also has this consequence 
because the removal of the forest canopy changes the rate of soil infiltration. The forest 
catchinent will not be . the saine as before the intervention, with the rate of runoff, 
sediinentation, water pollution, flood, channel fonnation and bank erosion all likely to 
increase as a result of these changes. 
Recent research has established that operations such as timber harvesting and the process of 
road constn1ction itself are the inost important causes of soil erosion and consequent 
deterioration of water quality in adjacent streains (for exainple, Anderson et al. , 1976; Rice 
and Lewis, 1991; Adams and Ringer, 1994; Ziegler and Giambellucia, 1997; Croke et al. , 
1999; Luce and Weinple, 2001; La Marche and Lettemnaier, 2001; Madej , 2001 ; Ziegler et 
al. , 2001; Takken et al. , 2005). Some of the inechanisms linking unsealed roads to reduced 
water quality are also well known. Generally, non-exposed topsoil is less likely to be 
eroded than exposed subsoil. However, it is impossible to avoid reinoving topsoil in road 
construction. Consequently, 1nost forest road segments are exposed to erosion. For 
exainple, the Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) in the Oregon Coast Range, USA, 
has shown that the ainount of runoff and soil erosion increased drainatically due to the 
reduced capacity of forest roads to absorb surface water con1pared to undisturbed forest 
(Tysdal et al. , 1999). 
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When logging occurs, surface erosion is 1nore likely to occur in steep areas than on flatter 
areas. Timber harvesting and road constn1ction in steeper areas, and roads across steep 
terrain which are not 1naintained after logging, are the n1ain sources contributing sediment 
directly into stream flow. In so1ne terrains, forest practices result in 1nassive landslides and 
extensive gullying which transfer considerable sedi1nent and pollution directly into streain 
channels (Madej, 2001). 
Suspended sediment also directly affects streain 1norphology as well as water quality 
(Golden et al., 1984 ). So1ne heavy sediment fro1n forest roads spends 1nost of its ti1ne on 
the stream botto1n as a 'bed load'. Bed load sediment can be suspended, rolled, and 
bounced during periods of peak flow (Golden et al., 1984 ). Although some suspended 
sediment is produced through organic debris, the greatest volun1e is fro1n soil erosion 
(Golden et al., 1984). 
McRobert and Sheridan (2001) argued that road runoff and drainage have the potential to 
impact aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems through changes to the quality and quantity of 
water, and to water flowpath. By increasing the area of impervious surface and causing 
higher peak flow rates in streains, roads will create changes in the volu1nes of stormwater 
runoff (McRobert and Sheridan, 2001 ). Disturbance and washes in the bed and edge soil of 
streains and changes to a stream's direction result fro1n an increase in water quantity. This 
process is directly related to water quality impacts and changes to the water flowpath. 
The problems of forest road surface erosion have been evaluated in many studies such as 
those of Burroughs and King (1989), Grace et al. (1997). Tysdal et al. (1999), Croke and 
Mockler (2001 ), Macdonald et al. (2001 ), Megahan et al. (2001 ), and Ziegler et al. (2001) 
Mills ( 1997) showed that local cliinate, type of soil, geology, landfonn, and disturbance to 
the hillslope and channels caused by road construction will affect sediment production from 
forest roads. Generally, unpaved roads generate most runoff, especially when storms occur. 
Such runoff connnonly generates sediment yield as high as 10-15 kg/m
2 I year (Macdonald 
et al., 2001 ), although this volume is closely related to the amount of rainfall and frequency 
of storms, and will therefore be different from place to place. 
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2.3.4 Mechanisms Affecting Soil and Water 
The mechanisn1s affecting soil erosion processes can also affect sedin1ent delivery 
behaviour and water quality impact processes. For exan1ple, Croke et al. (1999) and Croke 
and Mockler (2001) e1nphasise the i1nportance of the degree of connectivity between 
sedi1nent source, n1noff source, strean1 and any other watercourses in detennining erosion 
and wa!er quality i1npacts. Acceleration of the erosion process and transport of the runoff to 
a streain are related to the volun1e of n1noff and its energy, the slope gradient and length, 
runoff catchn1ent area and contributing area and soil types. Novotny and Chesters (1989), 
and State Forests of NSW (1996) argued that overland flow, the filter strip, and channel 
processing are the three 1nain co1nponents in · the mechanis1ns of sediment delivery 
processes to streains. 
2.3.5 Forest Roads and Erosion 
Forest roads can be divided into two 1najor sections in tenns of slope and direction of water 
runoff: the insloped and the outsloped sections (Figure 2.3). The surfaces of roads, ditches, 
cut batters and upslope forests that contribute water (runoff) flows to road pris1ns are 
described as the 'insloped' sections of forest roads. The term ' road pris1n ' describes the 
cross-sectional configuration of a forest road including the travelway, cut and fill batters 
and roadside table drains (see Figure 2.3). 
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Runoff flows fron1 the surface of the road and cut batter to the ditch, then discharges by 
drainage structures such as mitre drains, cross-banks and culve1is. An 'outsloped' section of 
roads refers to the seg1nents of roads that let water flow fron1 the road via shoulders and fill 
batters. The fill batters and parts of the road surface are the main segments of the outsloped 
road section. 
Ins/ope Road Erosion 
There is a strong relationship between discharge of sedin1ent fro1n a ditch and condition of 
the inslope batter. Furthen11ore, there is also a strong link between the length of a road 
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seg1nent and the ainount of sedi1nent fro1n the ditch that drains it. The road surface itself, 
cut batters or cutslopes, and table drains are the three 1nain road segments of an insloped 
road section (Figure 2.3). 
Road Surface Erosion 
The road surface or travelway provides n1ost of the runoff delivery to the ditch and 
contributes a significant proportion of the sedin1ent delivery to the stream during the 
erosion process. The volu1ne of runoff delivered to the ditch is closely related to the ainount 
of rainfall, road contribution area and the slope gradient of the road surface. The effect of 
the road surface varies according to the type and size of road surface 1naterial, the degree of 
co1npaction, slope, traffic and the ruts on the road or the degree of surface wear. 
The an1ount of sedi111ent delivered fro1n travelways to ditches or 111itre drains depends on 
the type of road surface, length of the water flow path on the road's surf ace, and ins lope 
and downslope gradients. Tysdal et al. (1999:4) argued that "a rutted road would increase 
the flow path by diverting the n1noff down the ruts for a distance, thus increasing the 
erosion fro1n the road surface". Burroughs and King ( 1989) estimated that sediment 
production from rutted and unsurfaced travel ways is increased by a factor of 2 compared to 
the forested lands. Longer roadslopes can generate higher erosion because of a larger 
contributing area, but changes in road length do not affect the ainount of runoff as 1nuch as 
does contribution area (Tysdal et al. , 1999). 
The type of road surface materials used can also reduce and/or increase the volmne of 
n1noff and erosion. For instance, soil loss and runoff generation from travelways were 
fo'nnd to be greatest for silt and clay loain soils , but they were least for sandy loam soils 
with gravel (Tysdal et al. , 1999). However, there are a nu1nber of questions still not 
answered by researchers. For example, where the width of the road is increased, how will 
the rate of sediment production be changed? What is the effect on sedi1nent production 
from different types of road surface materials? What is the exact relationship between the 
contribution length of the road and the rate of sedi1nent delivery to streams? 
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In this study, it is assu111ed that rill and gully erosion on the surface of forest roads and at 
the outlet of drainage structures will have the potential to cause water quality problen1s, 
especially where there is a water flow linkage between roads and strea111s. 
Cut Batters 
' Soil erosion fro1n cutslopes is significant and high during the first few years after road 
constn1ction, especially when heavy rainfall occurs. This is because the cutslopes are 
unstable and the soil particles will be easily 111oved by water down to the ditches. Megahan 
et al. (2001) found a positive correlation between soil erosion fro111 cut batters and rainfall, 
and 1nodelled total sedi1nent yield for the measurement period of their study. Their model 
1s: 
Log10 E= 0.927* log10 R - 0.29* log1o (GCD + 0.1) + 1,343* log10 (A) + 5.734* log10 s -
14.552 + e (2.2) 
where E 1s total sediment yield (tonnes/ha/year), R is total erosivity index 
(MJ/nu11/ha/hour), GCD is ground cover density (percent), A is aspect in degrees, s is slope 
gradient in percent, and e is an error tenn with a 1nean of zero and variance of± 0.361 log 
units. Greater height of cut batter causes 1nore soil erosion and also channel extension 
because of high runoff generation (Tysdal et al., 1999). As a general rule, where the slope 
gradient of a cut batter is high and the length of the cut batter within this slope is very long, 
the erosion hazard will become critical. 
Slope failures , 1nass 1nove1nents, 111udflows and also a high rate of soil erosion are co1nmon 
problen1s of unstable cut batters in steep terrain during wet seasons and storm events. The 
pr6ble1ns are more likely to occur during the first few years after road construction, 
especially during heavy rainfall events. Roads in 1nountainous forests are 1nore likely to fail 
because of the height, slope and length of cut batters, on the one hand, and heavy snowfall 
and rainfall on the other. Cut slope angle, soil type and vegetation cover are the 1nain 
factors affecting stability of the cutslope against mass 1nove1nents, slides and erosion 
processes. Forest road cut and fill batters account for nearly 50 percent of the total road 
disturbance areas on steep terrains and contribute about 60 percent of the total sedi1nent 
delivery from forest roads to streams (Grace, 1999) . 
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Roadside Table Drains 
Most forest road surfaces are affected by overflowing runoff fron1 roadside table drains and 
blocked culverts and · 1nitre drains. Although son1e overflows originate fro1n drain 
construction proble1ns, they are created n1ostly by high volun1e runoff delivery fron1 
upslope areas. Consequently, if the road drainage stn1ctures cannot successfully clear the 
runoff, rills or gullies will be created on the surface of the road. The di1nension of the rills 
or gullies is related to the volun1e, flow-speed, repetition of overflow, the road surface 
slope (length and width), type of 1naterial with which the road has been surfaced and n1ts 
n1ade by vehicles. 
Generally, the forest road ditches then1selves contribute only a s1nall volu1ne of sedi1nent 
generated fro1n the road prism. Most sedi1nent delivery fron1 ditch to stream originates fro1n 
cutslopes and road surfaces. As long as the design of the ditch is adequate, the road 
attributes and slope gradient are the 1nost i1nportant factors of sedi1nent delivery to streains 
(Croke and Mockler, 2001). Therefore, reduction of sediment production from road surface 
and cut batter will increase the flow of clean water down the ditch and will decrease 
sediment delivery fro1n ditch to stream. The rate of sediment generated from ditches 
depends on channel slope, slope of channel sides, type of bedrock, the techniques used in 
building the ditch, channel shape, vegetation cover of ditch channel sides and the amount of 
runoff. 
Burroughs and King ( 1989) argued that the rock blanket treat1nent for roadside ditches is 
the 1nost co1mnon and effective erosion control treatn1ent. Sediment reduction by gravelling 
the travelways and ditches and protecting the cut batter has been esti1nated at 91 percent. 
·The WEPP study on ditches has shown that in all cases the road ditch was being eroded 
(Elliot et al., 1994; Tysdal et al., 1999). On the other hand, a graded ditch causes more 
erosion than an undisturbed ditch (Tysdal et al., 1999). Grading both the road surface and 
the roadside ditches is one of the most common activities in the 1naintenance of unsealed 
roads. This is because grading re1noves ruts and corrects the road surface shape. It also 
removes obstructions fron1 table drains. However, roads are more likely to be eroded and 
deliver sedi1nent to streains just after grading, especially when heavy stonns occur. The 
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process of grading, while necessary to improve the road surface, disn1pts the natural 
compaction of the road surface. 
However, there are no absolute rules for establishing table drain size, shape and slope in 
roads. Table drain design depends on the environn1ental and topographic conditions. Cut 
slope stability is very i1nportant to the rate of sediment delivery to streains fro1n ditches. 
The stability of the cutslope depends on the types of soil and bedrock, construction methods 
and effective 1naintenance, natural terrain stability, vegetation cover and slope angle 
(British Colun1bia Ministry of Forests, 2002). 
Outs/ope Road Erosion 
Shaping the road surface with an appropriate slope in order to keep the road surface dry, is 
lmown as outsloping the road. The runoff generally flows slowly fro1n the road surface onto 
the fill slope then downward to the forest floor. Installing proper mitre drains, push outs, 
culverts and cross-banks is necessary to reduce the harmful effects of n1noff through 
reducing the speed, volu1ne, velocity of nmoff and contribution length of runoff. The road 
surface and fill batters are the two 1nain road segn1ents involved in outsloping road erosion 
processes. Drainage structures are another part of this road section but these will be 
illustrated and explained later. 
Although 1nost researchers are concerned about the insloped road erosion problen1s of 
forest roads, there are so1ne serious erosion proble1ns occurring in outsloped sections, 
especially fro1n the fill batter. This is supported by research; for example, the U.S 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA, 1975) reported that one of the 1nain proble1ns of 
outsloped roads is n1ass 1nove1nent, and this can increase sedi1nent delivery to streams. The 
EPA also argued that poor fill 1naterial, i1nproper foundation preparation, improper fill 
con1paction, incorrectly designed fill slope, iinproper culvert design and installation within 
the fill can be major factors in n1ass failures. Bilby et al. (1989) cited 1nass failure of the fill 
batter as one of the most co1mnon causes of sedi1nentation in steeply sloping areas with 
unstable soils. Such landslides are co1nn1on erosion n1echanisms in areas where sedi1nent 
production is n1ostly directed to strea111s (Mills, 1997). Sessions et al. (1987) suggested that 
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in1proved road siting and building would reduce the frequency of landslides dran1atically. 
The highest rate of runoff and sedi1nent delivery to streams fron1 outslopes occurs 1nostly in 
high hillslope areas where the fill batter is very long, very wide and very high. 
Road Surface 
The process influencing erosion in both insloping and outsloping sections of road surfaces 
is the saine, but the direction of water flow is different. In outsloping erosion processes, the 
runoff is not delivered to the ditch, but flows directly to the fill slope or via drainage 
structures in the outsloping sections. An erosion problem occurs where the runoff 
concentrates at a specific point with high volume and velocity. At this point, both road 
shoulder and fill can be detached, eroded and transported to the fore st ground or streams. 
There will be few erosion proble1ns when the water flows slowly fro1n the surface of road 
onto the shoulder and then onto the fill, and finally flows out of the road pris1n. In this case, 
any energy related to the action of runoff will be insufficient to detach soil or transport 
sedi1nent downwards. 
The process of outsloping the road surface by grading is one of the most cormnon activities 
of forest road n1aintenance, and is done in order to control runoff and surface erosion. In 
this way, the runoff will flow slowly from the road surface onto the fill batter, through the 
shoulder of the road. This is the best way to reduce the velocity of runoff into ditches from 
the surface of the road, especially in flat areas. Increasing the nu1nber of outsloping and 
cross drains is a si1nple technique to disconnect sediment from roads to streams and thus 
reduce sedi1nent delivery (USDA, 1999). 
Fill Batter/Fills/ope Erosion 
Erosion fro1n outsloped sections of roads is mostly related to the condition and stability of 
the fillslope. Most erosion in this section of a road comes fro1n the shoulder and the fill , 
where the soil is not con1pacted properly and lacks stability following road fonnation. Soil 
can therefore be easily detached and transported downward by the forces of n1noff and 
gravity. The ainount of fill erosion depends on several variables: slope, pressure forces 
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(energy) of runoff, the rate of soil infiltration, soil erodibility, gravitational forces , fill 
stability and vegetation cover on the shoulder and fill. The rate of instability is highest 
during the years i1n1nediately after road construction. The rate is also high for roads built on 
steeper terrain where the vohnne of excavated soil is high with consequent greater width of 
filling. 
These issues of soil erosion and sedi111entation delivery to streains fro1n fillslopes have not 
been adequately considered by the research reviewed here. There are son1e comprehensive 
studies related to these proble1ns, but they are seldo1n focused on a specific problem area 
like gully fonnation. Most researchers and 1nanagers seem to assu1ne that the proble1ns of 
fill batters are te1nporary and that, shortly after road construction, the problems will be 
solved because of revegetation (Megahan, 1980). The an1ount of sediment produced by 
road constn1ction is directly related to the percent of the area taken by roads, the ainount of 
protection given to the seeded slopes, and whether the road is given a protective surface 
(I(ing, 1984). 
2.3.6 Erosion Processes of Road Drainage Structures 
, 
Unsealed forest road systen1s are generally supported by installing a drainage structures. 
The road drainage structures collect and carry away the water flowing from the surface of 
roads and divert it to table drains, mitre drains, relief culverts or the fillslope. The 111ost 
important purposes of installing drainage structures on a road are: 
1. Reducing the distance water flows (road contributing length) on the road surface 
and in the adjacent table drains; 
2. Decreasing the concentration and velocity of water runoff in order to decrease the 
energy available for detaching and transferring the particles; 
3. Drying the road surface to enable continuous access along the road; 
4. Controlling and reducing ham1ful enviromnental and econo1n1c effects on the 
elen1ents at risk ( soil and water) and road reconstn1ction; 
5. Providing safe crossings over streains, rivers and other watercourses and by 
installing culverts, to prevent water pollution and transportation proble1ns. 
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Erosion Processes Associated with Mitre Drains 
Mitre drains are the most corrunon and effective drainage structures in forest road systems 
located in smooth tenain and flatter areas. Mitre drain condition and characteristics like the 
channel roughness coefficient are sometimes 1nore iinportant than runoff delivery to the 
mitre channel because of their role in sedimentation. For example, the channel must be built 
with suitable dimensions, which can discharge the delivered n1noff safely away fro1n the 
road prism. Runoff overflows from the channel leading to the road surface destroy the 
channel sides, head and crowns. This usually occurs where the channel size is smaller than 
is necessary to carry the water delivered from the road prism. 
There is a strong linear relationship between the required size of the channel and the 
volu1ne of runoff delivery to the 1nitre drain. Therefore, the prediction of the volume of the 
runoff delivery to the mitre drain from the road prism is important in planning and 
installing a mitre drain with proper dimensions. When designing and installing drainage 
structures, the total runoff delivery to the inlet of a mitre drain system is less important than 
the rate of peak flow of runoff delivery. This is also tn1e for other drainage structures like 
culverts. 
Erosion Processes Associated with Culverts 
A culvert is a pipe (made of plastic, steel or concrete) installed across a road to receive 
water discharged from the road prism. As discussed in Chapter 4, culverts are commonly 
associated with·potential erosion and damage to water quality. The most important erosion 
processes associated with culverts are outlet erosion, and the relationship between the outlet 
and the nearest watercourse. Erosion at the inlet occurs when the structure of the head is 
insufficient to carry the water delivered from table drain. Water flow then overtops the road 
fill or flow onto the road surface and causes the culvert to fail (see also Chapter 4). 
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2.3.7 Road Construction 
The occmTence of high levels of erosion and sedin1ent delivery to streains in the few years 
following road construction is well documented by research. For exainple, Ketcheson and 
Megahan ( 1996) found that n1ost surface erosion on forest roads occurs in the first year or 
within a few years after construction. About 84 percent of all sediment production resulting 
from surface erosion on forest logging roads was found to be produced during the first year 
after road construction in a central Idaho forest (Megahan and Kidd, 1972). 
Other studies that also describe the effect of erosion following road construction include 
·those of Fredriksen (1970), Garvin et al. (1979), Cline et al. (1981 ), Peters and Litwin 
(1983), Burroughs et al. (1984), Ward (1985), Burroughs and King (1989), Rice and Lewis 
(1991), Best et al. (1995) , Grace et al. (1997), Tysdal et al. (1999) , Fransen et al. (2001), 
Madej (2001) and Bagley (2002). These papers contain discussion of the effects of the time 
since construction, the effect of drain spacing, sub-soil, 1nass move1nent from batter slopes, 
slope angle of batter slopes and the effect of ground vegetation on erosion from the road 
p1is1n and associated batter slopes. 
2.3.8 Road Maintenance 
Regular maintenance of roads is necessary for efficient and safe use of roads and to prevent 
adverse iinpacts on the environment. Road n1aintenance also plays an iinportant role in the 
reduction of erosion and sedimentation (Yoho, 1980; Douglas et al., 1983 ; Burroughs et al., 
1984; Orme, 1990; USDA, 2003). For exan1ple, Burroughs et al. (1984) stated that a simple 
grading at the end of the harvesting season can yield substantial benefits, since rutted roads 
produce twice as 1nuch sediment as levelled roads. 
Regular maintenance schedules should include inspection of road structures, drainage 
facilities and the condition of the road surface. Road maintenance and traffic intensity have 
the highest in1pact on sediment production (Reid, 1981). Consequently, forest road 
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n1aintenance should be focused on ensuring continued access, 1naintaining fully functional 
drainage stn1ctures, and n1ini1nising the adverse i1npacts on water quality (Reid, 1981 ; 
Burroughs et al., 1984; USDA, 2003). 
Generally, planning and in1ple1nentation of a road maintenance program is a co1nplex task 
because of the specialised technical knowledge, the cost and the 1nanage1nent required for 
i1nple1nenting regular maintenance (Patric and Kidd, 1982; Swift, 1986; Dissmeyer and 
Frandsen, 1988; USDA, 2003). 
2.3.9 Soil Erosion and Water Quality Models 
There are now many erosion, sedi1nent, transport, runoff and water quality n1odels which 
can be used to quantify different erosion processes. For example, the Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (USLE) is one of the oldest models and is used worldwide. It was first introduced 
by Wischineier and S1nith (1978) and then i1nproved by Renard et al. (1991, 1997). This 
revised 1nodel has been known as RUSLE since 1997. The 1nodel comprises a linear 
combination of factors: rainfall erosivity and runoff (R), soil erodibility (K), slope length 
(L), slope steepness (S), land cover 1nanage1nent (C), and support practices (P). 
Moore et al. (1988) argue that the traditional USLE-based approaches to erosion are not 
suitable for characterizing ephe1neral gully erosion processes. The USLE and RUSLE 
(Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) are used mostly for esti1nating possible soil loss 
and sheet erosion in agricultural land; however, these models are also now used for other 
land such as forests after generalizing the factors and data required. Some new models have 
used a con1bination of factors which were first used in the USLE. A simple erosion rate and 
the annual soil loss fro1n specific area can now be predicted and estimated using the 
USLE/RUSLE 1nodel. 
Alternative models have also been developed. The WEPP (Water Erosion Prediction 
Project) model. is a process-based 1nodel that can be used to estiinate soil erosion and 
sediment yield (Flanagan and Livingston, 1995). The input factors of this model are soil 
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type, cli1nate, topographic conditions, and vegetation canopy or land cover. The WEPP 
n1odel is difficult to apply because it requires a huge quantity of input data, and this data is 
so1neti1nes difficult to collect. This model has been adapted for esti1nating erosion and 
sedi1nent yield fro1n forest roads, and has been used by the US Depart1nent of Agriculture, 
Forest Service for calculating sediment yield fron1 forest roads for nearly 130, 000 different 
road segments, table drain (X-DRAIN), and cut and fill batter te1nplates (Elliot et al., 
1999). 
Sediment Model (SEDMODL) is a GIS-based road erosion and delivery model designed to 
identify road segments with high potential for delivering sedi1nent to adjacent streams 
(NCASI, 1999, 2002). The recently developed Sediment Model (SEDMODL2) uses an 
elevation grid combined with other layers such as road, streain, soil, geology and rainfall 
layers to produce what is essentially a co1nputer-generated version of the Washington 
Department of Natural Resources Standard Method for Conducting Watershed Analysis, 
surface erosion 1nodule (WDNR, 1997), and the Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) 
soil erosion n1odel. The 1nodel estimates background sediment, generation of sediment for 
individual road segments, road/stream intersections, and esti1nates delivery of road 
sedi1nent to streams at the road-stream crossing point through road surface (NCASI, 2002). 
While the WEPP and SEDMODL 1nodels could, in principle, be adapted in Australian 
conditions, the constituent para1neters - for geology, soil and other characteristics - have 
been set for the North A111erican conditions in which they were developed. Preliminary 
investigation revealed that these parameters are quite different from those applying in the 
case study area, and that adaptation of the 1nodels would require considerable work. 
Some of the commonly used and 1nore important erosion and water quality models are 
summarised in Table 2.9. The 1nodels can be classified into three main categories: 
conceptual, empirical and physical, depending on the simulation, algorithms and data 
needed (Merritt et al., 2003). 
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Table 2.9. Commonly used soil erosion, sediment and water quality models 
Model Name Type of Area of Reference Model Interest 
USLE (Universal Soil Empirical Soil Erosion Wischmeier & Smith, 1978 
Loss Equation) 
GUEST (Griffith University Physical 
Erosion System Template) 
Soil Erosion Yu et al. , 1997 
WEPP (Water Erosion 
' 
Physical Soil Erosion Laflen et al., 1991 ; Flanagan & 
Prediction Project) Livingston, 1995 
TOPOG (Topographic Physical Soil Erosion O'Loughlin, 1986; CSIRO, 2002 
Catchment Modelling) 
CREAMS (Chemical Runoff 
Physical Water Quality Knisel , 1980 and Erosion from Agricultural 
Management Systems) 
SEDNET (European Sediment Empirical Soil Erosion Prosser et al. , 2001 Research Network) 
EMSS (Environmental Conceptual Water Quality Vertessey et al. , 2001 
Management Support System) 
LASCAM (Large-scale Conceptual Water Quality Viney & Sivalapan, 1999 
Catchment Model) (University of Western Australia) 
IHACRES (Identification of 
unit Hydrographs and Empirical/ Water Quality Jakeman et al., 1990; Jakeman & Component flows from Conceptual (Rainfall- Hornberger, 1993 Rainfalls, Evaporation and Runoff) 
Streamflow data) 
Soil Erosion & National Council for Air and Stream SEDMODLl and Physical Sediment Improvement, Inc. (NCASI), 1999, SEDMODL2 Delivery 2002 (Water Quality) 
A conceptual n1odel can be a simplified representation of the catchment area with a high-
level description of catclunent processes. Conceptual 1nodels "usually incorporate the 
underlying transfer mechanisms of sedi1nent and n1noff generation in their stn1cture, 
representing flow paths in the catchment as a series of storage, each requiring so1ne 
characterisation of its dynainic behaviour" (Merritt et al., 2003:768). 
An en1pirical 1nodel is one based primarily on the analysis of observations to characterize 
response fro1n these data (Wheater et al. , 1993). Empirical models are generally the 
si1nplest of all three n1odel types and the computational and data requirements for such 
1nodels are usually less than for conceptual and physics-based models (Merritt et al. , 2003) . 
Many en1pirical 1nodels are based on the analysis of catchment data, and parameter values 
are 1nore often transferred fron1 calibration at experimental sites (Merritt et al. , 2003). As 
these models can be in1plen1ented in situations with li1nited data and parameter inputs, they 
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are particularly useful as a first step in identifying sources of sedi111ent and nutrient 
generation (Merritt et al., 2003). However, they are often criticised for en1ploying 
umealistic assun1ptions about the physics of the catclunent systen1 and its characteristics 
(Wheater et al., 1993). 
A physical n1odel is a 1naterial, pictorial, and analogical representation of an actual systen1 
(Morton and Suarez, 2001). Reproducing a process or systen1 in this way can si1nulate 
changes, confinn conceptual understanding, or review results of a con1puter sin1ulation. 
Merritt et al. (2003) stated that .physics-based n1odels are based on the solution of 
fundainental physical equations describing strean1 flow and sedi1nent and associated 
nutrient generation in a catclunent. In theory, the paran1eters used in physical 1nodels are 
measurable and are 'known' (Merritt et al. , 2003). In practice, the large nun1ber of 
paraineters involved and the heterogeneity of in1portant characteristics n1eans that these 
paran1eters must often be calibrated against observed data (Wheater et al., 1993; Beck et 
al., 1995). 
2.3.10 Soil Erodibility 
Soil erodibility is the resistance of soil to erosion processes, and is known as the K factor in 
1nost co1nn1on soil erosion 1nodels, such as USLE. Erodibility is a quantitative value, 
experin1entally detennined in the USLE (Rosewell, 1993). The rate of soil erodibility varies 
according to soil shear strength and structure, texture, infiltration capacity, aggregate 
stability and soil properties, especially organic 1naterial and che1nical contents. Soil 
erodibility is also defined as a 1neasure of how easily the soil is eroded by running water. 
According to Laffan et al. (1996: 17), "soil erodibility 1nay be defined as the inherent 
susceptibility of a soil to the detachn1ent and transportation of soil paiiicles or aggregates 
by erosive agents such as rainfall, runoff, throughflow, wind or frost". Soil erodibility value 
is one of the n1ajor factors and/or 111easuren1ents used to predict the volume of soil erosion 
and sedi1nent, especially fro1n forest roads where soil is bared during constn1ction. Laffan 
et al. (1996) also stated that soil texture, structure, colour, aggregate stability, organic 
1natter and the stoniness of the soil layer are the 1nain factors used to assess soil erodibility 
in the field. The severity of soil erosion occurring in forest road syste1ns depends heavily on 
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soil erodibility, technical issues of road construction and 1naintenance. Soil erodibility is 
one the 1nost i1nportant factors in predicting erosion fron1 so1ne road seg1nents, especially 
fro1n cut and fill batters and ditches. The soil erodibility factor (K.) can be used for the 
following purposes: 
• Forest operations, n1anage1nent, particularly in managing the snig track network; 
• Soil loss esti1nation fro1n sheet erosion (for exainple, using RUSLE); 
• Esti1nating the 1naxi1num spacing between the road drainage structures (Table 2.1 0); 
• Assessing, 1nanaging and controlling erosion hazards. 
Table 2.10. Maximum spacing between drainage structures (mitre drains, culverts, cross banks) based 
on the soil erodibility and road grade 
. Road Grade Soil Erodibility Class & Maximum Drain Spacing 
(%) Low to Moderate High Very High 
1-5 150 Metres 120 Metres 70 Metres 
6-10 120 Metres 90 Metres 40 Metres 
11-15 95 Metres 70 Metres 30 Metres 
16-20 50 Metres 35 Metres 30 Metres 
Source: Adapted from Forestry Commission of Tasmania (1993) 
Table 2.10 shows the relationship between the soil erodibility class and 1naximu1n drain 
spacing in Tasmanian forests. The space between drains decreases as road grade and soil 
erodibility hazard class increases. 
Suggested soil erodibility values (K factor) based on soil texture have been esti1nated for 
the state of NSW, Australia (Table 2.11 ). These values refer to the mid points of a texture 
class (Rosewell, 1993 ); it has therefore been suggested that it is better to use an average 
yalue for soils which lie between classes (Rosewell, 1993). 
One of the main purposes of using this classification is to allocate variables to the 
categories as simply as possible for practical use. According to the results of research 
ca1Tied out in the last few decades (for example, Dissmeyer and Foster, 1980; Brown and 
Laffan, 1993 ; Forestry Co1nmission of Tasn1ania, 1993; Rosewell, 1993), soil erodibility 
can be classified based on local geology classes, soil type, gravel content, vegetation or 
land cover classes, and also local experience, in order to assess the soil erosion hazard. 
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Table 2.11. Suggested values of the soil erodibility factor (K) for different soil textures in the state of 
New South Wales, Australia 
Soil Texture Symbol Suggested K factor 
Sand s 0.015 
Clayey sand CLS 0.025 
Loainy sand LS 0.020 
Sandy loam SL 0.030 
Fine sandy loain FSL 0.035 
Sandy clay loam SCL 0.025 
Loain L 0.040 
Loam, fine sandy Lfsy 0.050 
Silt loam SiL 0.055 
Clay loam CL 0.030 
Silty clay loam SiCL 0.040 
Fine sandy clay loam FSCL 0.025 
Sandy clay SC 0.017 
Silty clay SiC 0.025 
Light clay LC 0.025 
Light 1nedium clay LMC 0.018 
Medimn clay MC 0.015 
Heavy clay HC 0.012 
Source: Rosewell (1993: 19) 
Deep coarse sandy and coarse sandy soil are categorised as being in a very high erodibility 
class (Table 2.12). Although it is not easy to syste1natically separate the soil erodibility 
classes according to a specific soil type using this table, the location of soil in a forest (for 
exainple, wet or dry forest) is a key factor for classification of erodibility based on soil 
type. For exainple, in Australia, clayey, red clayey and stony loamy soils under wet or 
1nixed forest are classified as belonging in the low erodibility class, whereas these soils 
have 1noderate erodibility when they are located under dry forest. 
Table 2.12. Soil erodibility classes related to soil type 
Level Class I Soil type 
1 Low Clayey soil under wet and mixed forest , red clayey, very stony loamy soils under wet forest 
Loamy over clayey soils under wet forest , loainy soils, clayey and 
2 Moderate red clayey soil under dry forest, clayey, loainy and fine sand soils 
under Blackwood swamp forest 
3 Upper Moderate Organic soils, shallow loamy, loamy over clayey, sandy, coarse 
to high sandy, fine sandy, mottle clayey soils 
Sandy over clayey, loamy, fine sandy over clayey soils under dry 
4 High forest, sandy or silty soil under wet forest, sandy over clayey under dry forest, sandy soils under dry fore st 
5 Very high Deep coarse sandy over clayey, coarse sandy soils under dry forest 
Smu-ce: Brown and Laffan (1993); Laffan (1993) 
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2.4 Terrain Attributes 
2.4.1 Overview 
Topographic or terrain attributes data are very useful features of GIS systems and can be 
used to describe the 1norphology of the landscape, and to understand the influence of 
topography on the environmental processes leading to natural resource deterioration (Beven 
and Moore, 1993; Pallaris, 2000). Surface and hydrological information and terrain 
attributes can be auto1natically extracted from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) . Surface terrain attributes such as slope, aspect, surface 
curvatures, flow direction and accu1nulation, Compound Topographic Index (CTI), and 
Streain Power Index (SPI) are generally derived or created by surface and hydrological 
analysis of DEM. These terrain attributes describe and identify the land ( earth) surface 
situation, such as downslope flow 1novement and its direction, potential energy of water 
flow, zones of enhanced erosion and deposition, the possible rate of n1noff and overland 
flow, and the erosive power of overland flow. 
2.4.2 The Role of Terrain Models in Predicting Soil Erosion and Water 
Quality Impacts 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are priinary 1nodels that can be used in the analysis of 
catchinent topography; they consist of an array of numbers representing the spatial 
4ish·ibution of elevations above so1ne arbitrary datu1n in a landscape (Moore et al., 1993). 
In addition, the spatial distribution of terrain attributes is generally represented by DEMs: 
"A DEM is a 3-diinensional representation of the Eaiih's surface" and is used for 
applications requiring 3-D topographic information (RADARSAT, 2000:1). The terrain 
attributes, or structuring a network of elevation data for its acquisition and analysis, can be 
represented using the three basic formats of a DEM: by square-grid, triangular irregular 
(TIN) and contour-based networks (Moore et al., 1993). 
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Hutchinson and Gallant (2000) classified topographic sources into three n1ain classes: 
surface-specific point elevation data, contour • and streainline data, and re1notely sensed 
elevation data. The surface-specific point elevation data can include high and low points, 
crest and saddle points, and points on streains and ridges which can be obtained by ground 
survey and manually assisted photograinmetric stereo 1nodels (Markarovic, 1984; Clarke, 
1990). Such data can co1nmonly be obtained for detailed surveys of relatively s1nall 
experin1ental catch1nents, but they are less often used for larger areas because the process is 
long and expensive (Hutchinson and Gallant, 2000). On the other hand, contour data are 
still the 1nost co1m11on terrain data source for larger areas . These data can be digitised fro1n 
existing 1naps or can be generated auton1atically fro1n photogram1netric stereo 1nodels 
(Le1mnens, 1988; Hutchinson and Gallant, 2000). Finally, re1notely sensed elevation data 
can be very useful and can also provide broad spatial coverage. Although remote sensing 
data have a nun1ber of generic li1nitations with significant rando1n errors, there are 1nany 
ways to reduce these li1nitations like "averaging of data obtained from 1nultiple passes of 
the sensor [which] can reduce these errors, but at greater costs"_ (Hutchinson and Gallant, 
2000:34). 
Topographical analysis can be used to estimate the prnnary topographical attributes 
throughout the catchinent. For exainple, Moore and Burch (1986b) and Moore et al. (1988) 
used a Topographical Analysis Program for the Environmental Sciences (TAPES) to 
estimate the following primary topographical attributes throughout a catchment: 
1. Unit area or upslope contributing area (Ab) per unit length of contour (units 
1n2/m), where Ab = Alb and A is the upslope contributing area and b is the length of 
its contour seg1nent; 
2. Slope (S, see formula 2.3); 
3. Profile curvature (C or Kp, units = 1nhn2) as shown in fonnula 2.9; 
4. Aspects that will illustrate by E or 11 icon (units = degrees clockwise fro1n north) 
(see also formula 2.6). This is defined as the down-slope direction orthogonal to the 
contour. 
TAPES is a useful tool describing the morphology or shape of the landscape by dividing a 
three-di1nensional terrain into s1nall irregularly shaped ele1nents or polygons based on 
contour lines, that are assumed to be equipotential lines, and their orthogonal, streainlines 
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(Moore and Burch, 1986b; Moore et al., 1988). TAPES has recently been developed and 
documented as a GIS based tool for ArcGIS9 by Gallant and Wilson (2004). 
Moore et al. (1988) investigated the effects of topography on the distribution of surface soil 
water and the location of ephe1neral gullies by using terrain and topographic analysis 
1nethods. They found that when the photographs of the catchment were digitally i1nproved 
"to highlight differences in soil water content, zones of higher water content could clearly · 
be seen pointing out fro1n the wet areas along the renmant furrow lines" (Moore et al., 
1988: 1103). This study shows that soil water content across the catchment was connected 
with n1any topographic attributes, and the values of these attributes could be deduced using 
a contour-based topographic analysis. Slope and aspect are of greatest i1nportance as 
pri1nary attributes to predict flow distributions and the soil water context. 
2.4.3 Primary Terrain Attributes 
Elevation 
Elevation information is generally represented in the fonn of a Digital Elevation Model 
(DEM) or Digital Terrain Model (DTM). A DEM is a cell-based raster representation of the 
continuous surface of the earth delineating or showing elevation above a given datu1n that 
is a known height in 1netres above sea level (Pallaris, 2000). DTM is a set of techniques 
used to derive or present a DEM (Hengl et al., 2003). DTM is generally used for derivation 
of terrain parameters (Moore and Wilson, 1992; Hengl et al., 2003). Elevation is base 
terrain infonnation for spatial analysis and extracting derivative data sets and terrain 
attributes. 
Slope 
Slope is one of the most i1nportant foundation pri1nary attributes; it is derived directly from 
a DEM. Slope can be defined as the rate of change of elevation in the direction of steepest 
descent. "It (Slope) affects the velocity of both surface and subsurface flow and hence soil 
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water content, erosion potential, soil fonnation, and n1any of other in1portant processes" 
(Gallant and Wilson, 2000:53). Slope can be calculated in two ways: as an angle fron1 the 
horizontal in degrees (tan 0) and as a percentage (100* (Rise/ Run) (Burrough, 1986; 
Burrough and McDonnell, 2000; Gallant and Wilson, 2000): 
S = tan 0 = b/a (2.3) 
Slope can also be calculated by the Finite Differences (FD) n1ethod: 
(2.4) 
where FD is finite differences and p = X2+ Y2 (X = Run and Y = Rise). Gallant and 
Wilson (2000) and Jones (1996) believe that this method is slightly more accurate than 
other 1nethods for calculating slope, such as the D8 method. The Finite Differences formula 
is based on the elevation in the four cardinal directions (north, south, east, and west). In the 
D8 method, slope is co1nputed using the steepest downhill slope to one of the eight nearest 
neighbours cells (Gallant and Wilson, 2000). The D8 n1ethod generally gives smaller 
average slopes than the finite differences n1ethod when the down-slope direction is the only 
target fro1n eight possible directions (Moore et al., 1993d; Jones, 1996; Tarboton, 1997): 
z -z 
= 1nax 9 1 
i= l ,8 h¢(i) (2.5) 
where ¢(i) = 1 for cardinal neighbours (1=2,4,6, and 8) and ¢(i) = ✓2 for diagonal 
neighbours, h is the grid spacing of DEM, and z is the flow direction numbering 
convention. 
Aspect 
Aspect (\f) has been defined as the orientation of the line of steepest descent, and will 
usually be n1easured in degrees clockwise from north (Gallant and Wilson, 2000). Aspect 
and slope are useful for visualizing landscapes and estin1ating the solar radiation. An area 
with a very s1nall slope 1nay be considered to have undefined aspect (Gallant and Wilson, 
2000 cited fron1 Mitasova and Hofierka, 1993). Aspect is also significant for estimating 
solar insolation, evapotranspiration, distribution and abundance of fauna and flora, and 
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ecological assessn1ent and surveys. In addition, the downslope direction will be calculated 
by deriving the aspect as the 111axi111un1 rate of change in value fr01n each cell to its 
neighbours (Pallaris, 2000). Downslope direction indicates the direction of water flow over 
the terrain being analysed: 
where '¥ is aspect and z (A and B) is flow direction numbering convention. 
Flow Direction 
The flow direction is another terrain attribute that is derived fro111 DEMs. The flow 
direction is generally used to define the water flow from one cell into the target cell 
(USGS-NASA, 2001). "The prin1ary flow direction, FLOWD, is an approxi1nate surrogate 
for aspect" ( Gallant and Wilson, 2000: 5 5). 
FLOWD= 2j-t (2.7) 
where j = arg max 29 ( ;; . The value of i that gives the largest slope value is the direction 
/= l,8 h¢ l 
of steepest descent. Flow direction is essentially an aspect orientation map; the function is 
based on a D8 algorithm introduced by Moore et al. (1991) which computes 8 possible 
directions related to the eight cells into a target flow travel cell (Pallaris, 2000). Flow 
direction directly derives fro1n a depressionless or filled (sink) DEM. Flow direction is one 
of the 1nost in1portant primary terrain attributes in the watershed delineation process and 
also when applying Digital Terrain Analysis to a hydrological study using GIS. This will be 
further discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. 
Flow Accumulation 
Flow accumulation is calculated directly from a co1nputed flow direction. It is also the 
count for each cell of how 111any upstreain cells would contribute to it in tenns of their flow 
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direction (Pallaris, 2000). Flow direction and accumulation are used for calculating flow, 
accu1nulation area, catclunent runoff, and strea1n network in watershed delineation 
applications. The amount of discharge water is generally proportional to the accumulation 
area. According to Moore et al. (1991) and Pallaris (1999), the accumulation area can be 
used to calculate the volume of water which is potentially available to each cell from an 
upslope area. The volu1ne of water or runoff will be higher downhill and in the valley 
bottom because of the bigger contribution area and higher volume of water collection. The 
most i1nportant benefits of this process are identifying the overland flow contribution area 
within a catclunent. Pallaris (1999) showed that the conception of the accumulation area of 
a given cell is the sum of all the upstream cells that drain it (Figure 2.4). 
Figure 2.4. Accumulation area of the shaded cell, catchment runoff pattern 
Source: Pallaris (2000) 
Plan Curvature 
It is commonly observed that water converges as it flows across land; small streams meet to 
fonn larger streams which in tum coalesce to form rivers. This natural tendency can be 
predicted and mapped using a technique based on DEM, called 'Plan Curvature'. Plan 
-curvature has been defined as a measure of topographic convergence and divergence, and is 
a measure of the propensity of water to converge as it flows across the land (Gallant and 
Wilson, 2000). Plan curvature (Ke) describes the curvature of the surface perpendicular to 
the slope direction. Ke also shows the rate of change of aspect along a contour (Moore et 
al., 1993; Enander, 1998). It is also known as contour curvature. The value of Ke also 
defines the rate of change of _aspect along a contour. The value of plan curvature is negative 
for deriving flow on ridges and it is positive for converging flow in valleys (Gallant and 
Wilson, 2000). Surface curvature identifies zones of enhanced erosion and deposition that 
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are represented by two i1nportant attributes; plan and profile curvatures (Pallaris, 2000) . 
The plan curvature is defined as: 
? ? 
z __ z - - 2z z z + z z -
K ux xvxy yvy e -
p 3 / 2 
(2.8) 
where Ke is plan curvature, z is flow direction numbering convention and p is as defined in 
equation 2.4. 
Profile Curvature 
The rate of change of potential gradient, which is very ilnportant for characterising changes 
in flow velocity and sediment transport and delivery to stream, can be 1neasured from 
profile curvature (Gallant and Wilson, 2000). In addition, Kp shows the rate of change of 
slope down a flow line. As Gallant and Wilson (2000) and Pallaris (2000) argued, the plan 
curvature is defined as the curvature in the horizontal plane of the contour line, but the 
curvature in the vertical plane of a flow line is known as profile curvature (Kp): 
(2.9) 
where Kp is profile curvature, z and p are as defined in equation 2.5 and q is discharge per 
unit width. 
Tangential Curvature 
Tangential curvature (Kt) is the plan curvature multiplied by the sine of the slope angle 
(Moore et al. , 1993; Wilson and Gallant, 2000). Tangential curvature is also defined as a 
curvature in an inclined plane perpendicular to both the direction of flow line and the 
surface (Wilson and Gallant, 2000). Kt can provide 1nore accurately the measurement 
alternative paths of flow convergence and divergence than plan curvature because there are 
no extremely large values when the slope is small (Mitasova and Hofierka, 1993 ). K t is 
estimated as: 
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z z - - 2z z z + - z -K = xx x xv x y L- yr .y 
I 1/? pq -
(2.10) 
where Kt is tangential curvature, and z, p and q are as defined earlier in equations 2.8 and 
2.9. 
2.4.4 Secondary Terrain Attributes 
The secondary terrain attributes are generally computed or calculated from two or more 
primary attributes (Moore et al., 1993; Wilson and Gallant, 2000). These attributes are very 
important for predicting water 1novement processes through the landscape. They play an 
important role when estimating the effects of topography on redistribution of water in the 
landscape and in modifying the an1ount or rate of solar radiation received at the surface 
(Wilson and Gallant, 2000). The most important secondary terrain attributes are Compound 
Topographic Index (CTI), Stream Power Index (SPI), Radiation Index (RI) and 
Temperature Index (TI). CTI and SPI are the two secondary terrain attributes most relevant 
to this study. 
Compound Topographic Index (CTI) 
CTI can be derived from priinary attributes at different scales (Moore et al., 1993; Mackey 
et al., 1994). Generally, CTI (also called Topographic Wetness Index (TWI)) is used to 
predict soil 1noisture status, which is important to ecological relationships, road 
construction and logging (Mackey et al., 1994). CTI measures the wetness of a site and is 
useful in identifying wetlands and other moist soil conditions. CTI is a function of the 
upstreain contributing area and the slope of the landscape that co1nbines the catchment area 
above a cell with the local slope (USGS-NASA, 2001). In addition, CTI answers the 
questions of potentially how much water flows to a specific site?, and how fast does water 
drain from a site? "The CTI is calculated using the flow accu1pulation (FA) layer along 
with the slope as: CTI= 1n (FAJ tan (slope))" (USGS-NASA, 2001:4). CTI value in flat 
areas is obtained by assuming a slope value of 0.001 (USGS-NASA, 2001). The amount of 
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upstrean1 catchn1ent area draining into each cell is generally deten11ined from the flow 
accu1nulation data. 
Moore et al. (1993) argued that identifying soil water content and surface saturation zone 
are the n1ost in1portant objectives for using CTI. They developed the co1npound 
topographic attributes, or CTI, equation as follows: 
Wr = ln( As J Or W = ln( As J 
T tan /J T tan /J 
(2.11) 
In equation 2.11, T is transmissivity when the soil profile is saturated, and Wt and W are 
both often refened to as wetness indices (Moore et al., 1993 : 17). Although there are some 
slightly different forms and definition, the spatial distribution and size of zones of 
saturation and/or variable source of areas for runoff generation are the 1nain factors of CTI 
fonns, definition and application (Moore et al., 1993). 
Stream Power Index (SP/) 
Stream Power Index (SPI) generally 1neasures the erosive power of flowing water with 
respect to the assu1nption of propo1iional discharge from a specific catchment area (Wilson 
and Gallant, 2000). Moore et al. (1991) stated that SPI has been used in 1nany studies of 
erosion and sedi1nent transport for rneasuring the erosive power of flowing water, that is, 
the energy of water moven1ent down a slope. The SPI also predicts the net erosion rate in 
areas of profile convexity, tangential concavity, and net deposition in areas of profile 
concavity (Wilson and Gallant, 2000). The SPI is generally calculated by the equation: 
SPI = As tan fJ (2.12) 
where As is a specific catchinent area and /J is slope gradient. It is also co1nputed as: 
Q = pgq tan/J (2.13) 
where pg is the unit weight of water, q is the discharge per unit width, and /J is the slope 
gradient in degrees (Wilson and Gallant, 2000). 
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Moore and Burch (1986a) and Moore and Wilson (1992, 1994) improved an equation for 
calculating the LS-Factor (slope length (L) and slope gradient (S) factors) in the Revised 
Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). This equation is based on streain power theory as a 
second co1npound index, using a variant in place of the LS-Factor that is liinited for slope 
length more than 100 1netres and slope gradient more than 14 degrees. The equation for the 
LS-Factor calculation is: 
LS= (m + 1)( As ) 111 (sin j3 I 0.0896) 11 
22.13 
(2.14) 
\¥here As is a specific catchinent area, 1n is slope length exponent ranges from 0.4 to 0.6, 
sin~ is sine of the slope and n is slope steepness exponent ranges from 1.2 to 1.3. The 
details of this calculation (LS-Factor) and related issues will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
The priinary and secondary terrain attributes for quantitative terrain analysis relevant to this 
study are those developed by Speight (1974), Moore et al. (1993) and Wilson and Gallant 
(2000). These are sun11narised in Tables 2.13 and 2.14. 
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Table 2.13. Primary terrain attributes for quantitative terrain analysis calculated by Speight (1974), 
Moore et al. (1993) and Wilson and Gallant (2000) 
Attribute Units Definition Formula 
Degrees Aspect is the slope direction. The 
Vf FD = 180- arctan( ~J + 9o[
1
~
1
J aspect data show the direction of (Clockwise Aspect maximum rate of change in from North/ 
0-360) elevation between each cell and its 
eight neighbours. 
Metres (from Elevation is the prop01iion of cells 
Elevation above sea in a user-defined circle lower than -
level) the centre cell 
Flow Number of The amount of upstream catchment 
-
Accumulation cells area draining into each cell. 
Catchment Catchment area is an area draining Litre or 1113 to catchment outlet. It is used to -Area 
calculate the runoff volume. 
Flow None or The direction of flow from one cell Nominal into the target cell (steepest down- -Direction Code (1-128) slope neighbour). 
Flow Path Metres Maximum distance of water flow to -Length a point in the catchment. 
Plan curvature (Ke) describes the 
curvature of the surface 
perpendicular to the slope direction. 2 
- 2z).yzxz Y + z yy z Y 2 2 xx 2 x Plan Curvature 100 111-1 Ke also shows the rate of change of K e -- 3 / 2 
aspect along a contour. Plan p 
curvature is also known as contour 
curvature. 
Profile curvature (Kp) shows the 
rate of change of slope for each cell 
in the direction of slope. It also ? 2 
Profile 100 111-1 shows whether the slope is convex KP 
zxxzx- + 2zxy zxz Y + z yy z y 
-
Curvature or concave and determines the - 3 / 2 
pathway of water depositional 
pq 
material. Profile curvature is also 
known as slope profile curvature. 
Tangential curvature (Kt) is the plan 2 
- 2 Z X)I Z X Z )' + Z yy Z y 2 Tangential 2 xx 2 x 100 111-1 curvature, which is multiplied by K, -Ctu-vature - pql /2 the sine of the slope angle. 
Distance from highest point of 
Catchment Metres catchment to outlet. Catchment Length length is ve1y important for -
studying overflow. 
Slope measures the rate of change 100* (Rise/ Run) or 
Slope % of elevation in the direction of Sm= -fp (FD=Finite Differences 
steepest descent. p=z2x+z2v) 
Upslope ? Catchment area above a short m-or length of contour. This is extremely Contributing number of A =AIL 
significant for calculating nmoff s Area (USCA) cells 
volume and steady-state runoff rate. 
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Table 2.14. Secondary terrain attributes for quantitative terrain analysis calculated by Speight (1974), 
Moore et al. (1993) and Wilson and Gallant (2000) 
Attribute Units Definition Formula 
CTI is a function of the CTI= ln (FA/tan(slope)) 
upstream contributing area and FA: Flow Accumulation 
the slope of the landscape that Or Compound 
combines the catchment area 
Wr =In( A, J Topographic Nominal Code above a cell with the local slope Index (CTI) (USGS-NASA, 2001). CTI is T tan /J 
used to predict soil moisture As = The specific contributing area 
status/ wetness index. T=The soil transmissivity 
Measure of erosive power of 
Stream Power flowing water based on SPI=FA* (S/100) or 
Index (SPI) Nominal code assumption that discharge is FA* tan~ Or SPI= As * tan~ proportional to specific 
catchment area. 
1. Estimates the total short-
wave irradiance. 
1. ~ =(~11 -Rc111 )F + Rc111v+ ~ 11(1-v)a 
Cal/cm2/dayLa 2. Estimates the incoming or 
atmospheric long wave 2.Lin = EaCJTa4 v+(1-v)Lout Radiation ngley/day 
Indices MJ/n//dayW/ irradiance. 3. Estimates the 3. Lout = EsCJT/ outgoing long wave irradiance. nl 4. Estimates the net radiation or 4. R11 = (1 - a )R1 + &sLi11 - Lour surface energy budget at the 
earth 's surface. 
Computer techniques have been used for predicting runoff and soil erosion since the 1980s, 
when GIS becaine a common software tool for mapping and analysis (Mitasova et al. , 
1996). Work in the 1990s (Hutchinson, 1989, 1997, 2000) to integrate ANUDEM software 
with the ArcGIS system greatly facilitated the use of terrain models for predicting the 
likelihood of the exact locations of soil erosion. Creating reliable maps of terrain attributes 
derived from DEMs is an ongoing process. Moore et al. (1988) argued that a high value of 
Compound Topographic Index (CTI) can be a useful factor in predicting the location of 
ephe1neral gully erosion which occurs away fro1n the 1nain drainage ways (see also Table 
2.15). Table 2.15 su1nmarises the principal variables and factors used for predicting the risk 
to soil and water quality arising fro1n forest road systems in this study. 
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Table 2.15. Factors used for predicting the risk of water quality impacts caused by forest road systems 
in this study 
Factor Equation Derived from Range of effects 
CTI Wr = ln(As /tan~) DEM Low-High 
SPI SPI = As * tan~ or DEM Low-High SPI = As /(S/100) 
Elevation - DEM Low-High 
Slope S= tan~ =b/a DEM Low-High 
Distance (Length) to DEM/Measure/ Short-Long - Observation stream 
Gully/Soil Erosion Gindex= 0.2 (As * 'P * Measure/Range Low-High Index tan~)°-25 
Contribution area of CA= CL* CW Observation/ Gully-Diffuse drain Measure 
Upslope As= A/L Measure/ Low-High and Contributing Area calculation Gully-Diffuse 
2.5 Summary and Conclusions 
Risk assess1nent is now an inseparable paii of all types of n1anagement systems. The 1nost 
in1portant question asked by potential investors in a project is: how likely is the project to 
go wrong? How can this risk be assessed? Risk is normal, and even highly sophisticated 
tools cannot prevent all risks from occurring in a specific project. Risk assessment and 
related 1nanage1nent processes can, however, reduce and 1ninin1ise the risk to outco1nes of a 
project. Risk assess1nent is a useful, even essential tool, in a forest 1nanagement syste1n, 
especially for n1anaging forest roads , which are responsible for 1nost soil erosion and water 
quality impacts. Road layout, technical problen1s in the building of roads and drainage 
stn1ctures, and the values of terrain attributes all play important roles in identifying and 
assessing the risks involved in forest road syste1ns. 
Risk assessn1ent is now conunonly applied to the 1nanage1nent of projects or operations, 
especially where the consequences of failure are high. These include design of passenger 
aeroplanes and civil engineering works such as bridges. The process is one of identifying 
risks , estin1ating the probability that the risk will occur, and the costs involved in the worst 
case. A rational process of risk avoidance or reduction can then take place. For forest roads , 
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the n1ost important ele1nent of risk to the enviromnent is that of increased erosion and 
additional sedi1nent loading in watercourses. 
Research studies on the effects of forest practices confirm that forest roads are the source of 
high rates of soil erosion and sedi1nent delivery to streams. Where possible, forest roads, 
skid trails and landings should be built on stable soil and avoid steep terrain, landslide-
prone areas, wetlands, and poorly drained areas in order to reduce sedi1nent delivery to 
streains. Of particular concern is the high risk of soil erosion and water quality impacts 
resulting fro1n existing older forest roads associated with a lack of proper design and 
ineffective maintenance. However, a newly built road on a steep slope is also likely to 
result in hannful i1npacts on water quality and other aspects of the environment. 
To sun1 up, the proble1ns of soil erosion and water quality impacts fro1n forest roads are 
well covered by research. However, one of the 1nost important questions for forest 
1nanagers is still not completely answered, that is: how can . forest managers, in practice, 
prevent or reduce the in1pacts of forest roads? 
The key factors in the production of erosion of this nature are associated with the collection 
of water which ends up on the road's surface, and the slope of the road and the terrain; 
these all affect the road drainage structure and the ability of the soil and the road surface to 
resist erosion. These can be quantified using GIS techniques and DEM analysis. The 1nost 
important factors that need to be calculated in this quantification are CTI, SPI, distance 
between road and stream, soil loss and curvatures. These will all be discussed in Chapters 
5, 6 and 7. 
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Chapter 3 
Description of Case Study Area 
3.1 Introduction 
For this study, it was fortunate that a plantation forest with an existing road network, 
developed over a long period, was located near the Australian National University. Stro1nlo 
Forest co1nprises about 10,000 ha, and - prior to a severe bushfire in January 2003 - it was 
stocked mainly with radiata pine. The blocks that co1nprised the Stromlo Forest 
1nanage1nent area were thoroughly inspected before finalising its selection as a study area 
in order to 111eet the objectives and test the possibilities of applying the methodology of the 
research in that area. Thus the type of forest, roads and drainage structures, topography and 
the distribution of the existing roads on slopes were all considered when selecting the study 
area. The possibility of soil erosion and water sedi1nentation proble1ns occurring were also 
considered as an i1nportant criterion of the selection process. 
The objectives of this chapter are to explain the selection of the study area and to describe 
its characteristics. In January 2003, a severe bushfire destroyed over 90% of the growing. 
stock in the forest. The consequent effects on data collection will be discussed. 
3 . 2 Location of Study Area 
Stromlo Forest, ACT (Australian Capital Tenitory), is located on the western edge of 
Canbena, approximately 10 kilo1netres west of the city centre (Figure 3.1). The study site is 
a sn1all area within the Murru1nbidgee River Catchinent, located in the southeast of that 
catchi11ent (Figure 3.2). The Murrumbidgee River is one of Australia's main rivers and the 
second largest river in NSW; it flows through ACT from south to north (Baskin et al., 
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1996). This river drains 1najor areas of the Murray Darling Basin. The area drains into the 
Molonglo River, a branch of the Murrumbidgee River, which flows through Canberra. The 
study area coordinates are latitude -35.26° South (6,096,100 1neters) and -35.37° South 
(6,083,900 1neters) and longitude 148.92° East (674,660 1neters) and 149.10° East (690,900 
meters). 
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Figure 3.1. Location of the study area in the Australian Capital Territory 
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Figure 3.2. Case study area within the Murrumbidgee lliver Catchment area 
3.3 Selecting Stromlo Forest as the Case Study Area 
One of the 1nain aims of this study was to devise a practical method for assessing the risk 
that the condition of existing forest roads would cause in1pacts on water quality. Stromlo 
Forest provided an appropriate and convenient case study area for this work. The existing 
forest roads and their design and physical characte1istics, accessibility of the area, and the 
low costs of doing field work were impo1iant factors in the choice of Strornlo Forest as the 
case study area. Characteristics of the forest roads which were impo1iant for achieving the 
research aims are that most roads in the study area were built more 30 years ago and, 
although there was no technical infonnation related to their condition, they de1nonstrate the 
effects of traffic, and of good and poor design and 1naintenance. These roads were not built 
according to present codes of practice and have 111any proble1ns that are co1m11on to existing 
old roads. They also present 1nany oppo1iunities where 1isk assess1nent and targeted 
manage1nent could improve their iinpacts on soil erosion and water quality. 
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3.4 Study Site Characteristics 
The study area was located in an area known as the Stromlo Forest Manage1nent Area 
(SFMA), comprising 2307 hectares of plantation forest. Elevation of the case study area 
ranges from 455 to 782 1netres above sea level with an average of 590 metres above sea 
level (Figure 3.3a and Table 3.1). The topography of Stromlo Forest is characterized by 
relatively uniform low hills and the study area has an undulating landscape. The slopes 
range from O to 93 percent (0 to 43 degrees) with an average of 9 percent (5 degrees). 
Along the edge of Mount Stromlo itself, the slope steepness exceeds 92% (more than 40 
degrees). Other characteristics of the study site are explained later in this thesis (see 
Chapters 6 and 7). 
Elevation Classes 
D 1: 455-495 
D 2: 496-536 
D 3: 537-577 
4: 578 - 618 
D 5: 619-659 
6: 660 - 700 
- 7: 701 - 741 4 0 4Kilometres 
• 8: 142 - 182 ~~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~ 
Figure 3.3a. Maps of DEM and shaded relief 
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Figure 3.3b. Three-dimensional view of the study area (scale as for Figure 3.3a) 
The study area drains into the Molonglo River, one of the mam branches of the 
Mumnnbidgee River in the ACT. 
Table 3.1. Statistical description of the DEM ( elevation) of the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Value Standard Range 
(ha) Value (m) Value (m) (m) Deviation (m) 
10477 455 782 590 41 327 
Figure 3.3a shows the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and a shaded relief map, and 
histograin of the elevation classes of the study area. The DEM was first subjected to pit 
removal in order to create a depressionless elevation layer for creating a shaded relief map 
and other related 1naps. This process will be explained later, where DEM analysis and 
watershed delineation are described in Chapters 6 and 7. As can be seen in Figure 3 .3a, 
most of the elevation of the study area falls within the range 490-700 meters above sea 
level. A three dimensional image of the study area, created fro1n DEM using ArcGIS, is 
shown in Figure 33.b. 
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3.4.1 Vegetation 
Before the fire of January 2003, Stromlo Forest was mostly (almost 80%) covered by 
plantations of radiata pine (Pinus radiata D. Don). This had been converted from degraded 
agricultural land and native Eucalyptus forest nearly eight decades before. Some 
agricultural and pasturelands were distributed in small patches ainong the forest blocks and 
other pine species, Eucalyptus spp, Prunus sp, and Ulmus spp which were present in the 
forest. Salix spp, Populus nigra var Jtalica, Casuarina spp and Tussock grass species were 
common woody and non-woody vegetation along the rivers of the study area. 
3 3Kilometers 
~~'liiiiiiiiiiiii---~~~~ 0 
Figure 3.4. Land use and land cover of the study area (2002) 
Land Use and Land Cover 
- Native Forest D Native Shrubs 
~ Native Grass 
D Annual Crop 
D Pine Plantation 
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Unknown Cover 
N 
A 
Figure 3.4 shows the land use and land cover of the study area, including the adjacent area, 
in 2002, prior to the bushfire event. This map was created using a combination of the clip, 
overlayed and 1nerge co1mnands of ArcGIS. The data and information from land coverage 
data sets n1apped by NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS, 2000, 2002), and a 
land use and land coverage 1nap fro1n Geoscience Australian, were used to create the land 
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use 1nap of the study area. Native forest and shn1bs were distributed as sn1all patches 
throughout the catch1nent and covered about 1300 ha of the study area (Figure 3.4). 
3.4.2 Geomorphology (Geology and Soils) 
The geology of the study area is Ordovic~an or late Silurian, consisting mostly of Laidlaw 
and Deakin Volcanics. These were subsequently covered by li1nestone (Lindsay, 1999). As 
a consequence, the soils are old, and the most soluble 1ninerals and nutrients have long 
since been dissolved and leached away to streains (Lindsay, 1999). Geologically, the study 
area is 1nostly located on uniform lin1estone and rhyolitic rocks which cover almost 97%, 
that is, 10222 ha out of 104 77 ha, of the area (Table 3 .2 and Figure 3 .5). Li1nestone, 
con1prised predo1ninantly of calcite, is a sedin1entary rock It consists of eroded materials 
that are deposited as layers in the ocean and compressed through time, until the botto1n 
layers slowly tum into rock (Nelson, 2003). About 51 % (5369 ha) of the study area is 
covered by rhyolitic rocks (Table 3 .2), which are of volcanic origin. The rhyolitic rocks are 
crystalline, granitic and light coloured rocks containing 1nicrocrystalline potassium feldspar 
and quartz 1ninerals (Nelson, 2003). These types of rocks are rich in K and Na and 
deficient in Fe, Mg and Ca. 
Table 3.2. Geology of the study site 
Period Composition Common Area 
ha % 
Late Silurian Igni1nbrite tuff/ Lin1estone Paddy river Volcanic 4853 46 
Late Silurian Rhyolitic Volcanic 5369 51 
Late Ordovician Greywacke/shale Nungar Beds 116 1 
Mid/Late Silurian Sandstone - 43 0.4 
Tertiary Gravel Silt 96 1 
Total - - 10477 100 
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Figure 3.5. Geological composition of the study area 
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The study area 1nainly has a sandy or sandy loam surface containing small broken rocks (A 
horizon), and at a depth of 30 cm is underlain by yellow clays (B horizon). With reference 
to the Great Soil Group (Stace et al., 1968), these, soils are classified as Yellow/Brown/Red 
Duplex soils (Table 3.3). Duplex and Yellow Earth soils are the 1najor soil types of the 
study area, occupying almost 97% (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6). 
Duplex soils can generally be divided into yellow, red, dark brown and grey soils based on 
the colour of the subsoil (Belford and Gregory, 1992). The Duplex soils group is common 
in southern and western NSW, in areas adjacent to the ACT, and these soil types also cover 
most of Australia's agricultural lands. Belford and Gregory (19?2) reported that between a 
half and two thirds of the 19 1nillion hectares of agricultural lands in southwest NSW with 
1nediu1n and higher rainfall are occupied by Duplex soils. These soils have a distinctive 
texture contrast between the top layer (surface soil) of sandy soil and the subsoils, which 
are generally clayey soils. 
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Duplex soils also cover much of the tablelands and stony plains of NSW and ACT and they 
are distributed at the foot of most steep lands, adjacent to lower land. As these soils have a 
sandy surface with low clay content and weak structure, they have a low water holding 
capacity, especially where plant litter is limited. Although the subsoils can often store large 
amounts of water due to their clayey nature, they are generally unable to supply moisture to 
plants because of their weak structure. They therefore provide very limited opportunity for 
vegetation growth, especially where the rainfall is low. These characteristics also make 
Duplex soils very sensitive to 1nechanical traffic and the soils easily undergo compaction 
(Belford and Gregory, 1992). Clear-cutting or removing the vegetation in any way will also 
cause the soil particles to be easily detached by raindrop impact and transported by runoff. 
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Figure 3.6. Soil map of the study area 
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Some soils in the flood plain of the Molonglo River and adjacent to major watercourses in 
the study area are relatively rich black soils; these soils cover <0.2% of the area (Table 3.3). 
Siliceous Sands also cover less than 2% of the area. These are 1nostly finer sands found 
around the Molonglo River and the sides of hillslope. These soils vary in colour and have a 
very deep profile, with organic 1natter accumulations in the A horizon (Sleeman and 
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Walker, 1979). Soloth soils originating fro1n siliceous rocks, contribute a very s1nall area 
(ahnost 5 ha) in the north of the study area. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, several factors affect the interaction between soil and water and 
hence influence the fonnation of n1noff. Soil type, soil characteristics such as texture and 
organic n1atter, the amount and duration of rainfall, vegetation cover and topographical 
factors (slope gradient and slope length) are the 1nain factors influencing this interaction 
and its consequences in terms of soil erosion and sedi1nentation. Subsequent to the January 
2003 bushfire, the soils of the study area exhibited four i1nportant characteristics that 
predispose the1n to high rates of erosion. These characteristics were: (1) sparse vegetation 
coverage of trees; (2) textural contrast profiles that are highly dispersive; (3) weak stn1cture 
( as a result of oven1se by previous fores try operations); and finally ( 4) compacted cycling 
and walking tracks ( due to excessive recreational use). These hard soils, especially the 
surface soil, seal readily under the i1npact of raindrops and intensive rainfall, leading to 
erosion and sedin1entation to streams. 
Table 3.3. Soil groups of the study site 
Soil Groups Area 
Great Soil Group Cl) The Australian Soil Soil Map of the World C3) Classification C2) ha % 
Yellow/Brown/Red Chromosols, Eutric Planosol, Luvisol, 10144 97 Duplex Kandosols Albie Luvisol 
Yell ow Eaiihs Kandosols Chromic Luvisol 5 0 
Siliceous Sands Tenosols, Rudosols Albie Arenosol 168 2 
Lithosols Tenosols, Rudosols Lithosol and Regosol 109 1 
Alluvial 
t 
Rudosols, Tenosols Fluvisol 26 0.2 
RedN ell ow Earths Kandosols Orthic Acrisol, Luvisol, 21 0.2 Chromic Luvisol 
Soloths/Solodic Soils Kurosols Orthic Luvisol 5 0 
Red Podzolics Kurosols Luvisol 5 0 
Total 10477 100 
~ Source: ( I ) Stace et al. (1968); C2) Isbell (1996); C.,) FAQ-UNESCO (1990) 
Cutting the slope, ren1oving the soil, filling in the depressions and co1npacting the soil for 
road surface protection are the 1nost conunon activities impacting on the soil during road 
construction. The resulting soils are known as 'anthropogenic soils' (Dudal et al., 2002), 
that is, their surface and subsoils have undergone hu1nan-induced disturbances. Road 
construction and ti1nber harvesting processes significantly influence soil profile properties. 
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However, it is 1nore difficult to predict the level of interaction between soil and water after 
these anthropogenic changes, co1npared with natural soils where the properties reflect the 
soil classification. The anthropogenic influences 1nay make the soil n1ore easily eroded and 
transported by runoff, especially during and for a few years after road construction. The 
soils on the cut and fill batters of Stro1nlo Forest roads are, therefore, 1nore likely to be 
eroded because of a range of factors, that is, their soil type, the construction and 
1naintenance processes they have undergone and the ren1oval of vegetation cover during 
construction. 
3.4.3 Climate and Rainfall 
The clin1ate of the study area and 1nost of the rest of the ACT is alpine, with warm to hot 
and relatively dry su1m11ers and cool to cold winters (Baskin, 1996). According to the 
Bureau of Meteorology (2004) the climate of Canberra is strongly influenced by bands of 
high pressure located around the globe at about 30-40°S, known as sub-tropical ridges. This 
syste1n is located over southern Australia, including the Canberra region, during the 
su1nn1er, resulting in warm and hot weather with winds generally from the east through to 
the no1ihwest. The syste1n is located across northern Australia during the winter resulting in 
adverse effects on the weather of the Canberra region because of the westerly winds 
associated with cold fronts (Bureau of Meteorology, 2004). 
Alnong the cli1natic paraineters, rainfall is the most i1nportant variable as a cause of soil 
erosion. Generally, changes in elevation, temperature, topography, location, ainount of 
vegetation cover and impacts on ecosystems act to vary the effects of rainfall. According to 
the Bureau of Meteorology (2002), the Australian rainfall pattern is mostly seasonal in 
character, with a mainly winter rainfall regime in the south and a summer regi1ne in the 
north. Although the Australian Capital Territory region is located in the south east of 
Australia and the rainfall pattern should follow that of the southen1 region, the rainfall 
varies fro1n year to year and season to season, ranging fro1n dry periods to intense rainfall. 
The Bureau of Meteorology (2004) reported that the average annual rainfall of the Canberra 
region is about 629 rmn with an average of 108 rainy days per year; the wettest 1nonth is 
October with 65.3 1nm, and the driest is June with 39.6 mm (Table 3.4) . 
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Table 3.4. Average rainfall and maximum and minimum temperature of Canberra region 
~ 1 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 
Average 61.5 53.6 52.6 49.5 48.6 39.6 42.0 47.2 52.6 65.3 63.3 53.1 629 Rainfall 
Mean 
Maximum 27.7 27.0 24.4 19.8 15.3 12. l 11.2 12.9 16.0 19.2 22.4 26.0 19.5 
Temperature 
Mean 
Minimum 13.0 12.9 10.7 6.6 3.2 0.9 -0.2 0.9 3.1 6.0 8.6 11.2 6.4 
Temperature 
Average 20.0 20.0 17.5 13.2 9.3 6.5 5.5 7.0 9.5 12.5 15.5 18.6 12.9 Temperature 
Source: Adapted from Bureau of Meteorology (2004); Gungahlin Weather Centre (2004) 
3.5 Forest Management Systems 
Stron1lo Forest Managen1ent Area (SFMA) was 1nanaged partly as an industrial pine 
plantation forest, and partly for public recreation. Ilnproving the land uses and reducing the 
land degradation of the area close to the capital city of Australia were ainong the 1nain 
strategies behind its establishn1ent in 1915. 
The origins of the Stro1nlo Forest Managen1ent Area (SFMA) and the adjacent Uriarra and 
Pierces Creek forest areas reflect the history of the ACT. Initially the area was associated 
with the local Aboriginal people, and then in the 19th century with settlers (1nostly 
European pastoralists) whose practices degraded the landscape (forest and pasture lands). 
The city of Canberra was developed mainly after 1925, and a modem multiple-use 
plantation was established. Manage1nent of the study area atte1npted to address three 1najor 
objectives: environmental objectives such as controlling wind erosion on over-grazed land 
and providing an attractive landscape for the city; industrial wood production; and 
recreation activities. Baskin et al. ( 1996) noted the increasing urbanisation of the rural 
lands around Canberra and that this was a 1najor proble1n in 1naintaining the areas' 
landscape values. The study area is under heavy and increasing pressure fron1 the growth 
of Australia's capital city (Canbe1Ta) and the effects of urbanisation. The 1nanage1nent plan 
for the area, therefore, must have enough flexibility to cater for the different objectives and 
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should be supported by so1ne strong scientific evidence to safeguard the envirom11ental 
objectives under the forest 1nanagen1ent strategy. 
Before the 1naj or bushfire of January 2003, the SFMA was under the third rotation of the 
pine plantation. The 18th January bushfire event had severe i1npacts on both the co1nn1unity 
and environ1nent. The public and the residents of the suburbs close to the forested area 
raised 1nany questions related to the SFMA, particularly 'how far should the forest 
1nanage1nent area be located fro1n the residential area?'. The severe physical and 
environ1nental in1pacts of the bushfire increased public awareness and e1nphasised the role 
of the co1nmunity in deten11ining the 1nanage1nent plan of the area. Decisions about 
1nanaging the rehabilitation of the fire-affected area mostly reflect the concerns of the 
community about having a forested area close to the urban area. For exan1ple, the ACT 
Goven11nent (2003) stated that because the Stro1nlo Pine Plantation had been one of the 
city's inain areas for recreational activities over n1any years, and ahnost all of the forest had 
been dainaged by the bushfire, there was a strong case for restoring the SFMA. Ulti1nately, 
the SFMA was not re-established to pine plantation, but to less dense vegetation designed 
for recreational and fire prevention activities (ACT Govem1nent, 2003). 
The ACT plantation was established in 1915 on Mount Stro1nlo with Pinus radiata and 
small plantings of Cupressus spp (Carron, 1988). Planting continued in the 1920s and 
1930s in n1ost areas of Stro1nlo and adjacent land around the Cotter River where the forests, 
pasture and agricultural lands had been degraded by new settlers and natural events like 
fires at the end of the 18th and early 19th centuries (Jacobs, 1939; Baskin et al., 1996). Most 
of these plantations were destroyed by fire events in 193 8 and 1952 but were replanted 
1nostly with Pinus radiata (Baskin et al., 1996). Although 111ost of the woody and non-
woody native vegetation has been re1noved, there are still many native trees, shrubs and 
grasses that can be found throughout the study area, especially in the lower level of the 
canopy. 
Figure 3.7, reproduced fron1 an original 1nap supplied by ACT Forests, illustrates Stromlo 
Forest's co1npart1nents. All con1partinents were planted with pines (1nostly Pinus radiata 
D. Don), beginning in 1915. 
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Figure 3.7. The location and size of Stromlo Forest Compartments (2002) 
Source: ACT Forests, 2002 
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Stro1nlo Forest road network was the basis of both industrial timber production and 
recreation activities. Continuous access on these roads is mostly related to technical issues 
and the safety situation and condition of the roads. However, the location of the roads in the 
landscape and on stable tenain is very important to both their use and sediment production 
from the road prism. The forest road syste1n and its impacts on environmental values like 
soil and water are major areas of concern for forest management systems. Management of 
the roads to mitigate and control their negative effects on the soil, with consequences for 
water quality iinpacts, needs to be based on technical information on the roads such as the 
characteristics of the roads, location of the roads in the landscape, construction and 
drainage structures and also the status of maintenance. Unfortunately, most historical 
information concerning the road systems is not available because the 2003 fire event 
destroyed all management information stored in the ACT Forest Headquarters. 
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The Stro1nlo Forest Managed Area (SFMA) is serviced by almost 264 km of unsealed 
forest roads (A. Winter, ACT Forests, pers. comm. , 7 January 2003), excluding about 40 
km of public roads (asphalt) and walking tracks, which are located in the adjacent area and 
out of the forest compartment area (Figure 3.8). They cover about 6 precent of the SFMA 
by area and result in a road density of 120 meters per hectare. These roads range from well 
designed ( and re-designed) and maintained roads to temporary roads and snig tracks, which 
are seldom graded and lack maintenance. Most SFMA roads were constructed in the 1950s 
to 1970s and are called ' existing forest roads ' in this research, because of the lack of 
reliable technical information related to the age, road construction and maintenance history 
of the roads. 
3 0 3 Kilo meters 
Figure 3.8. Stromlo Forest plantation area with road network (2002) 
Source: ACT Forests, 2002 
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Figures 3. 8 and 3. 9 sho\r\ the pine plantation area, forest road net.;vork and application 
classes in the study area. As shown in Figures 3 .9 and 3 .10, public roads , \Nhich are usually 
sealed roads are used as the main roads to access Stromlo compartments (Stromlo Blocks) 
for all forestry activities such as timber harvesting, wood transportation, planting and fire 
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fighting. Most roads (1ninor access and tracks) distributed in the pine plantation 
compartment areas are linked to the major access and ultimately to public roads. 
Figure 3.9. Forest road network and types of Stromlo Forest (2002) 
Source: ACT Forests, 2002 
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Figure 3.10. Distribution of length and type of the forest roads in the Stromlo Forest; categories as 
applied by ACT Forests 
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As can be seen fro1n Figure 3 .10, 111ajor and 1ninor access roads are the 1nain types of roads 
servicing Stro1nlo Forest and adjacent areas, representing 19% (59 lun) and 32% (98 k1n), 
respectively. Tracks are generally built for temporary use for collecting timber and 
transferring logs to the 1nain roads during forest operations. About 22% (66 kn1) of forest 
roads in the study area are classified as 'tracks' and were made to give access for harvesting 
operations, both thinning and final harvesting, and other forest manage1nent practices of 
short duration like site preparation and fire fighting. About 82 lun of the roads serving the 
pine forest and adjacent area are public roads. These roads are 111ostly used for public 
transportation to so1ne ACT suburbs (for exainple, Tuggeranong Parkway and Cotter Rd) 
and to areas of NSW (for exainple, Uriarra Rd) (Figure 3 .9). However, so1ne public roads 
directly service the Stro1nlo Forest area like Mt. Stromlo Road, built to access the 
Astrono1nical Observatory and so1ne pine compartn1ents around Mt. Stro1nlo, and are also 
used in the processes of forest practice and 1nanagement activities. 
No quantitative data were available on the intensity of forest road use prior to the study, as 
a consequence of the total loss of ACT Forest records in the January 2003 bushfire. 
However, heavy traffic use had been light by typical production forestry standards, as a 
consequence of both forest age structure and 1nanage1nent priorities. 
Forest Road Maintenance 
Most Stro1nlo Forest road network surfaces consist only of native soil (see Appendix B, 
Table 3). This earthen surface frequently requires maintenance to maintain access, protect 
th~ road surface against sheet erosion, and 1ninimize the adverse impacts on water quality. 
On the basis of field observation, 1nost Stro1nlo road network 1naintenance was limited to 
grading the road surface by a Grader once or twice a year. This operation was only 
i1nplen1ented when wheel rutting on the road surface was sufficient to cause water to 
re111ain on the road travelway, with consequent access problems. Because most of the road 
network, that is, tracks and 1n1nor access roads, were only trafficked during forest 
operations, road 1naintenance was generally lilnited to keeping the 1naj or access roads 
serviceable. 
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3.5.2 Pine Plantation Establishment and Site Preparation Activities 
Pines were planted in the Stro1nlo area for the first tin1e in 1915 on disused, over-grazed 
agricultural land which contained son1e forest re1m1ants (Jacobs, 1939; Carron, 1988; 
Baskin et al. , 1996). However, clear-cutting for industrial ti1nber harvesting removes the 
vegetation canopy that protects the soil, leaving the soil bare and under direct pressure from 
raindrops and sheet erosion losses. Soil 1nay suffer compaction by 1nachinery and finally, 
the delivery of litter to the topsoil is decreased. These i1npacts can so1neti1nes be 
exacerbated during pine plantation establishment, especially during site preparation. 
Logging, burning, digging, and creating eaiih n1ounds along contours are comn1on 
activities in site preparation that cause some changes in soil structure (Costantini and Loch, 
2002). Soil may wash away during rainfall and also be transported to streains by n1noff. 
3.6 Recreation Activities and Their Impacts on the Environmental 
Values 
. 
The Uriarra-Stro1nlo valley is one the 1nost attractive areas in the Canberra area because of 
its beautiful and unique landscape. The ease of access and its short distance from the city -
10 Ian fron1 the city centre and very close to the residential areas in the western suburbs -
have 1nade this area 1nuch more attractive to the public compared to other areas of the ACT. 
These factors make the area one of the most important cultural landscapes, of historical 
interest because of its relevance to the Aboriginal people and early settlers, and also the 
high level of recreational use by the public. 
Bush walking, cainping, n1ountain bike riding> 1notorbike racing and horse riding are son1e 
conunon recreational activities carried out in the Stro1nlo Forest. Motorbike and '1nountain 
bike' riding on the forest floor over routes fonned by continuous and extensive riding on 
steep terrain have caused so1ne sheet and gully erosion. Although this research did not 
study the effects of the recreation activities in the study area, several gullies on walking 
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tracks and bike routes were seen during field observation, especially around Mount 
Stromlo. 
3.7 Bushfire 
Australia's landscape is well known to have been modified by periodic bushfires that are 
difficult to predict and control. So1ne bushfires are natural events (wildfires) and these 
occur regularly in the Australian context, especially in native forest ecosystems. Many large 
or widespread bushfires have been recorded throughout the Australian states in the last 
half-century. For example, two bushfires in 1964-65 in the Blue Mountains and Tu1nut 
Valley of NSW burnt nearly 330,000 ha of grassland, forest and residential areas. On the 
18th of January 2003, the ACT faced one of the worst and most tragic bushfire events in its 
history. The fire burnt almost all of Stromlo pine plantation and damaged private and public 
property, as well as causing the deaths of four people (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). 
Figure 3.11. Removing the burnt trees and site preparation for bushfire recovery around Mt. Stromlo 
after the 18th January 2003 bushfire. The rows are the clear-cut burnt timber bulldozed togeth'er. The 
burnt-out buildings of Stromlo Observatory can be seen on the top of the ridge. 
Source: Author's photograph, March 2003 
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Although some pine plantation compartments of the study area had already been burned in 
a fire in 2001, the 2003 bushfire destroyed the area completely. Because of that and site 
clearing operations, 1nost pine compartments were closed for safety reasons and it was 
impossible to gather field data for 6 months after the bushfire event. The forest situation 
and characteristics and fauna and flora had been completely changed. The new situation 
made the roads worse, especially during and after heavy rainfall and storms at the end of 
January and in early February 2003. For all of these reasons, the methods of sampling and 
gathering data had to be changed ( see Chapter 4). 
Figure 3.12. Site preparation for bushfire recovery around Mt. Stromlo and adjacent area after the 
1.~th January 2003 bushfire 
Source: Author ' s photograph, March 2003 
Figures 3 .13 and 3 .14 are from the Landsat 7 and Spot 4 images of the study area. Figure 
3.13 shows the situation of the study area before the 18th of January 2003 bushfire. The 
original image is from NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service and covers all of the ACT 
land and territory and the Boorowa region in the NSW. The study was clipped and 
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extracted and the layers (image bands) co1nposed for creating the colour map using 
ERDAS, IDRIS! and ArcGIS software. 
Figure 3.13. Satellite image (Landsat 7) of the study area in 2002 before the 2003 bushfire 
Figure 3.14 shows the situation of the study area on 5th of February 2003, after the 18 
January bushfire. As can be seen fro1n the figure, most of the Stromlo Forest and adjacent 
native bush and grasslands were severely affected by the bushfire event. According to 
McLeod (2003) and ACT Government (2003), the affected area and private land and 
properties (including the people affected) were or will be re-established and recovered in 
, 
three stages: imlnediate recovery actions (focusing mostly on affected people and 
properties, from 18th to 2ih of January); after the state of emergency; and, finally, longer 
term recovery for 2003-2004 action. The ACT and Australian governments have spent 
millions of dollars on the recovery plan in the period since the bushfire. 
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Figure 3.14. Satellite image (Spot 4) of the study area in 2003 after the 18th of January 2003 bushfire 
3.8 Summary and conclusions 
Stro1nlo Forest (pine plantation) was selected as the study area because it met all the criteria 
for applying the chosen required risk assessment approaches to the impacts of forest road 
systems on water quality. The information and data related to the study area explained in 
this chapter provide a background and framework for the approach to forest road risk 
assessment used in this research. The chapter has also provided a brief explanation of the 
history, use, roading and 1nanagement system of the Stro1nlo Forest, and the changes in 
vegetation cover in the study area because of bushfire events, as background for risk 
assessment, field assessment and data gathering described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Methodology and Data Sets 
4.1 Introduction 
The hypothesis of this thesis, explained in Chapter 1, is that 'by analysing the attributes of 
an unsealed forest road and its surrounding terrain, it is possible to evaluate the risk that 
erosion fro1n the surface of the road, or associated with the road drainage structures, will 
deposit water-borne sedin1ent into an adjacent strea111'. 
The 111ajor objective of this study is to devise a 111ethod for predicting the probable impacts 
of forest roads on soil and water, by co1nbining spatial attributes of the drainage structures 
with terrain attributes of the surrounding land. The 1naterial presented in this chapter 
describes the 111ethodology and data gathered for assessing these i1npacts . The research has 
focused on developing a siinple and practical 1nethod for assessing the risks posed by 
unsealed forest road systen1s to water quality. 
Table 4.1 su1m11arises the 1nethodology used in the study, both in general ten11s and in 
ten11s of its specific application in this study. The key 111ethodological stages of this study 
were: 
1. Experi1nental approach, design and sa111pling strategy; 
2. Terrain modelling and analysis; 
· 3. Forest road analysis; 
4. Hydrological analysis, including GIS-based and statistical 1nodelling; 
5. Developing an erosion risk model using logistic regression; and 
6. Risk assessn1ent and 1napping, including predicting and 1nappii1g soil loss for the 
study area and the roads . 
Each of the ele1nents of the 111ethodology is described in the following sections. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of the methodology followed in this study 
General methodology 
1. Experimental Approach, Design and 
Sampling Strategy 
• Estimate sample size 
• Conduct road inventory (road, 
drainage and erosion characteristics) 
• Map road drainage, rill and gully 
eros10n 
2. Terrain Modelling and Analysis 
• Obtain or create Digital Elevation 
Model 
• Develop Digital Terrain Model 
(DTM) from DEM 
• Conduct Terrain Analysis (TA): 
o Create Terrain layers & attributes 
o Conduct slope position analysis 
3. Forest Road Analysis 
• Map road network 
• Road slope position analysis 
• Assemble spatial data sets 
• Create road database 
4. Hydrological Analysis 
• Delineate watersheds 
• Model flow pathways 
• Assess road-to-stream hydrologic 
connectivity 
5. Development of Rill & Gully 
Occurrence and Road-to-Stream 
Connectivity Risk Models 
• Data preparation 
• Develop models, Conduct logistic 
regression & ANOV A 
• Test and validate the models 
6. Risk Assessment and Mapping 
• Identify the Risk 
• Mapping rills and gullies 
• Apply RUSLE to study area 
• Analyse the Risk 
• Establish risk criteria 
• Rank risks according to criteria 
• Create Risk Maps 
• Create a risk map 
• Integrate the risk assessment into a 
consolidated map 
Application in this case study 
1. Develop experimental approach, design and sampling strategy 
2. Identify study area - Stromlo Forest, ACT, Australia 
3. Conduct field survey 
• Estimate sample size 
• Develop road inventory forms 
• Record road characteristics 
• Record road drainage structure characteristics 
• Record rill and gully characteristics 
4. Partition data into 'development' and 'validation' data sets for model development and 
verification, respectively 
1. Obtain topographic maps, DEM, & satellite imagery of the study area 
2. Create a DEM layer for pilot study and test the possibility of using DGPS 
3. Conduct terrain analysis: 
• Prepare the DEM for analysis 
• DTM using Relief Analysis to create terrain attribute layers 
• Slope position analysis and topographic or landform classification 
• Calculate slope length, slope gradient, and aspect layers 
• Estimate slope Stability Index (SI2 
1. Digitise the road network from spatial information 
• Verify road network and map drainage location 
2. Assess erosion risk associated with road and drainage structures 
• Classification of road drainage structures and road layers 
3. Conduct road slope position analysis 
4. Extract relevant terrain attribute values 
5. Assemble spatial data sets and create single integrated data set 
1. Conduct stream and watershed delineations 
• Create stream networks 
• Create basin and sub-watersheds 
2. Model the flow pathways length (road-to-stream hydrologic distance) using five GIS-
based models 
3. Assess road-to-stream hydrologic connectivity and analysis using statistical 
and GIS-based approaches 
• No connection 
• Gully connection 
• Diffuse connection 
l. Data preparation 
2. Develop models by analysing the data using logistic regression and ANOV A 
• Apply stepwise procedure for selecting the independent variables best correlated to 
the dependent variable 
• Built statistical model for road surface & outlets of the road drainage structures 
and road-to-stream hydrologic connectivity, separately 
3. Test the models 
• Test the fitness of the models to data by applying the Hosmer & Lemeshow 
goodness-of-fit test 
• Apply the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves (ROC) test 
• Apply residuals_plots and analysis 
4. Validate the model 
• Model the probability of occurrence of rill & gully 
• Apply the model using both sample and population data in order to compare: 
• The error 
• The accuracy of the prediction 
• Fit model to data 
1. Identify risk 
• Mapping rills and gullies 
• Estimate the RUSLE factors using GlS-based application 
• Apply the RUSLE to predict soil loss ofhillslope and forest roads 
2. Analyse the risk 
• Establish risk criteria 
• Establish a risk matrix 
• Rank risk according to the criteria 
3. Create risk maps 
• Create risk map for each component, as defined by significant variables 
• Integrate the qualitative and quantitative risk assessment into a consolidated map 
for study area and its forest road network 
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4.2 Tools 
The study was conducted using a set of tools including GPS, GIS software packages -
Arcview, ArcGIS, ERDAS, ID RISI, FGIS and Map Win - and statistical software -
STATISTICA (V. 5.5 and 6), SPSS (V. 11.5) and JMPin. A Differential Global Positioning 
Syste1n (DGPS) was used for gathering data in the field. Before purchasing the equipn1ent, 
different n1odels were tested in order to deten11ine which type or 1nodel of GPS was 
suitable for gathering accurate data in the field. An 'Ash tech' DGPS (Magellan 
Corporation, 1998) was selected for collecting field data because of its accuracy, number of 
features and attribute infonnation. The Ashtech package includes a handheld controller, 
GPS receivers (rover and base) capable of providing sub-1netre accuracy, interconnecting 
cables, a GPS antenna and Reliance software for downloading, processing, exporting, 
correcting and transferring the collected data to a GIS (Magellan Corporation, 1998). 
The advantages of using a con1bination of DGPS and GIS tools to gather field data fro1n the 
road pris1n, and perfon11 assessn1ent and analysis, are: high accuracy of establishing spatial 
location of drains and roads; lower incidence of data transfer errors because of direct digital 
entry of most infom1ation; ease of data 1nanipulation and analysis using GIS and 
spreadsheets; and the field data can easily be kept and used in conjunction with Digital 
Te1Tain Modelling data to evaluate specific future cases. DGPS and GIS can also 1nake 
infonnation gathering easier, n1ore accurate and cheaper than paper collection. 
4.3· Experimental Approach, Design and Sampling Strategy 
The approach adopted by this study was to assen1ble a data set representative of the study 
area, and then to partition that data set into develop1nent and validation data sets for n1odel 
developn1ent and verification, respectively. Creating develop1nent and validation data sets 
is the standard 1neans of developing and testing predictive 1nodels. Small and Edelstein 
(1997) stated that, in almost all data 1nining applications , the data is divided into at least 
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two sainple subsets; 'develop1nent' and 'validation ' data. The develop1nent data is used to 
develop a model and esti1nate the 1nodel paraineters and the validation data is used for 
n1odel testing and validation. 
4.3.1 Identify Study Area for Field Survey 
The first step in conducting this study involved finding a suitable area for gathering data in 
order to test the hypothesis of the study. Stro1nlo Forest, ACT, Australia, described in 
Chapter 3, was selected as the case study area. 
4.3.2 Experimental Design and Field Survey 
As conducting a field survey on the entire forest road network of about 300 Ian of the study 
area would have been too expensive and time-consu1ning, sample seg1nents of the road 
network were selected using stratified rando1n sampling. A road segment is a section of 
road transect that, generally, defines a continuous length of road between two road drainage 
points. Each road transect in the study area consisted of many seg1nents, up to 3 85 1n in 
length. 
Prior to the study, there was no infon11ation from the field about the number of drains, or 
drain positions, on the forest roads. Nor was it known beforehand which of the paraineters 
that were collected in the field would prove to be the most useful for 1nodel building. This 
precluded developing a sainpling strategy based on the acceptable level of error for a single 
paraineter. Therefore, it was difficult to predict which road characteristics or paraineters 
and terrain attributes should be used as the basis for detennining the sainple size. 
Consequently, a stratified rando1n sainpling strategy, based on the ti1ne and financial 
resources available for sainpling, was used to collect the information about the paran1eters 
and variables of the population that 1night be useful for 1nodel building. This sainpling 
process will be called the 'field survey' in this thesis. The aim of field survey was to collect 
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as 1nuch data that 1night be useful for building a 1nodel fro1n as n1any variables as ti1ne and 
1noney pennitted. 
Under the stratified randon1 sampling method used in the field surveys, each element (that 
is, section or road transect) in the population (that is, 300 km of road network) had an equal 
chance of being sampled. Stratification increases precision without increasing san1ple size 
(Patten, 2002; Pavkov and Pierce, 2003; Bass, 2005). Sainple stratification involved two 
steps: (1) dividing the population of san1pling units into population sub-groups, called 
strata; (2) objectively selecting a sainple of predefined size (n) in each stratu1n. 
To do this, the entire road network of Stro1nlo Forest was stored as digital coverage in 
Arc/Info and Arc View GIS database. Data layers of road topographic position were used to 
define strata and consequently select road seg1nents for the field survey. Road segn1ents 
were stratified into three topographic positions - valley botto1n, 1nid-slope and ridgetop -
using the sche1ne developed following Wemple et al. (1996). Topographic position was 
used as the basis for stratification by Montgon1ery ( 1994 ), We1nple et al. ( 1996) and 
Hatfield (2003 ), who identified it as the 1nost appropriate basis for examining the selection 
of road network for detailed survey. Topographic position is recognised as an i1nportant 
variable in evaluating erosion processes in forest road syste1n (Bloo1n, 1998). The methods 
used to assign slope position to each of three categories followed those developed by 
Montgo1nery (1994), We1nple et al. (1996), Hatfield (2003); all are described in section 
4.4.2. 
Factors Determining the Number of Measurement Sites 
The 1nain factors detem1ining the nun1ber of 1neasurement sites for the pilot study were 
ti1ne and the budget available for the survey. A total budget of approxi1nately $6600 was 
available to cover DGPS and the use of a four-wheeled drive vehicle. For each segment, 
data collection involved observing approximately 6 drains and the associated road prism; 
the cost was esti1nated at around $65 for each km of road sainpled. Consequently, the total 
length of road that could be sainpled was around 102 km. 
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The actual road transect and segn1ents to be surveyed were chosen fron1 the survey 
population of the entire road network by allocating a unique nun1ber to each strata and then 
using a si1nple rando1n-nu1nber generator to select representative road segn1ents. The 1nost 
co1n1non approach is to sample the san1e proportion of iten1s in each stratu1n; this is ten11ed 
proportional allocation. The ref ore, the overall sainpling fraction is: 
Road sainple size/T.otal road length = 102/307 = 0.332. 
The consequent sainple assign1nents are listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2. Distribution of the length of road sampled in each stratum 
Road strata Total (km) Sample (km) Allocation 
Valley bottom 64 21 0.332 
Midslope 162 54 0.332 
Ridgetop 81 27 0.332 
Total 307 102 0.332* 
* Average allocation 
The variance, standard deviation and standard error of the population and the field survey 
sainple were calculated and co1npared (Table 4.3). Asphalt public roads were excluded 
fro1n the statistical calculation, as they were not selected for the field survey. The 
co1npanson in Table 4.3 shows that the sample provides a good representation of the 
population. 
Table 4.3. Statistical comparison of the population and sampled road network (length of road 
segments) 
Valid No. Sum Mean Median Confid. Confid. 
of road (km) (m) (m) -95.00% +95.00% Variance Std.Dev. 
segments 
Population 707 307 353.59 241.94 319.49 387.69 213309.6 461.85 
Sample 313 102 324.62 249.78 293.30 355.94 79308.88 281.62 
Standard 
Error 
17.37 
15 .92 
Table 4.3 shows that of the 707 road seg1nents present in the Stro1nlo Forest area, 313 were 
selected to be san1pled. This sainple covered 1nore than one third of the road length and 
included aln1ost 30% of the drainage structures. Mean length of road segments in the 
population was 353 1n, and in the sainple 325 1n. This was well within the 95% confidence 
interval; by using the finite population correction for large sainple size, it is possible to 
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detennine that an esti1nate of the n1ean within the saine confidence interval could have been 
obtained using a sainple of only 80 la11 of road. This suggests that the sainple size used in 
the sh1dy, 102 lan, was 1nore than adequate. 
4.3.3 Conduct of Field Survey, Road Inventories and Assessments 
Develop Road Inventory Forms 
Gathering data fron1 the field using GPS requires associated pre-fieldwork preparation 
work. The feah1res file should be designed, written and then uploaded into the GPS 
prograin through connecting a field handheld syste1n controller to a PC. 
The use of the DGPS and related software - Reliance - can be divided into four n1ain steps: 
1. Preparation, which includes uploading the feah1re files from a PC into a field 
handheld syste1n controller; 
2. Recording ·data in the field. The data can be a line, a point, or a polygon, and numeric 
or nonnumenc; 
3. Data transfer, which includes downloading the recorded data from the rover and the 
base receiver by connecting the receivers to Reliance software. 
4. Processing and exporting the data fro1n the Reliance as a vector file into GIS 
software. 
Application in this Case Study 
For this study, a specific feah1re fonn was written for each road feah1re, covenng all 
necessary field data related to that feah1re. The fonns for each of the feah1res are 
su1mnarised in Appendices 1 - 4. The feature file was then transfened into the handheld 
controller prior to starting the recording. 
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Data Collection from the Field: Forest Road and Drainage 
Characteristics and Relevant Variables 
The actual route of the forest road is one of the 111ost in1portant factors influencing the 
likelihood of negative i111pacts on the environ1nental values of the forested catchn1ent. As 
described in Chapter 2, physical and topographic features - slope gradient, swainps, rock 
bluffs, debris slides and topographic position ( crest, pit or depression) - all influence the 
likelihood of negative i1npacts fron1 road location, design, construction and maintenance. 
As explained previously, because of lack of data and infonnation about the characteristics 
of the Stro1nlo Forest road network and its drainage st1uctures, data were collected for all 
road and drainage characteristics and relevant te1Tain variables that may influence the risks 
to soil and water. 
Spatially explicit field data describing road attributes and drainage stlucture characteristics 
were gathered using the Ashtech DGPS . The exact locations of sainpled road lines were 
111apped in the field with the DGPS using a pen11anent base station located approxi1nately 
15 kn1 fro1n the study site. The base or reference station selected as the pennanent position 
point was the workstation of CSIRO Forestry and Forest Products in Ya1Talu1nla, ACT. The 
collected data were then downloaded, processed, co1Tected, exported, and transfe1Ted to a 
GIS (Arc View) using the Reliance software of the DGPS. The final output of the process is 
a vector layer (Shapefile) showing the 1nap of the road location on the ground. 
Table 4.4 sununarises the characteristics and type of data and vaiiables collected in the 
field. Data were collected fron1 the 102 kin of roads selected for san1pling to describe the 
road surface, cut and fill batters, road drainage st1uctures, and rill and gully erosion and 
channel fon11ation on the road stu-face and associated with the road drainage st1uctures. 
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Table 4.4. Summary of the road features and variables assessed in the field 
Features assessed Variables Scale 
1. Two-dimensional slope gradient Degrees and/or percent 
(in length and width) 
2. Road surface condition Sealed and Unsealed 
3. Road use (traffic) No traffic, occasional, very light, light, moderate and heavy h·affic 
Road Surface 4. Road length and width 
Meh·es 
5. Type of road Public , Logging, and Snig track 
6. Geometry Insloped, Outsloped, Crowned 
7. Road location X, Y , and Z 
8. Topographic position Crest and Pit or Depression 
9. Evidence of erosion Yes/No 
1. Slope gradient Degrees and/or percent 
2. Height Metres 
Cut and Fill Batters 3. Length Metres 
( Cutslope and Fillslope) 4. Vegetation cover Percent 
5. Evidence of slope failure Yes/No 
6. Evidence of erosion Yes/No 
1. Drain types Table drain, mih·e drains , culverts, 
cross drains and push outs 
2. Road Conhibuting Width (RCW) Meh·es 
3. Road Contributing Length (RCL) Meh·es 
4. Road Contributing Area (RCA) Square Metres (ni) 
5. Slope gradient Degrees and/or percent 
6. Hillslope gradient Degrees and/or percent 
7. Location X, Y , and Z 
Road Drainage Structures 8. Location of installation Right/Left 
• Table Drain (Ditch) 9 . Table drains, drains or culver1s' Meh·es 
• Drains channel dimensions 
• Culverts 10. Size (diameter) of culver1 Meh·es 
11. Characteristics at the inlet and Technical specifications, 
outlets construction 
12. Evidence of erosion Yes/No 
13 . Water flow length Meh·es 
14. Direction of drains and culve11s Degrees 
15. Evidence of discharging failure Yes/No 
16. Technical and working conditions Yes/No , blocked, open 
17. Road-to-stream distance Meh·es 
18. Road-to-sh·eam connectivity Yes/Na/Gully/Diffuse 
1. Location X, Y, and Z 
2. Slope Degrees and/or percent 
Rill and Gully Erosion on the 3. Road Contributing Width (RCW) Meh·es 
Road Surface or at the outlets 4. Road Contributing Length (RCL) Metres 
of Road Drainage Structures 5. Road Conhibuting Area (RCA) ? Square Meh·es (m-) 
6. Dimensions Metres 
7. Direction Degrees 
8. Type of erosion Rill/Gully/Channel formation 
Road Surface 
The road surface or travelway is one of the 1na1n parts of the forest road prisn1. In this 
study, 'road p1ism' refers to the cross-sectional configuration of a road that includes the 
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travelway, cut and fill batters and table drains (see also section 2.3.5 , Chapter 2). At each 
road seg1nent, a nu1nber of physical phenomena were recorded. These data described the 
exact location of road line, condition and characteristics of the road surface, road geon1etry 
and evidence of erosion - rill and gully - on the surface of the roads (Table 4.4). An 
i1nportant paraineter for the type of the geon1etry is the slope of the road perpendicular to 
the hillside, which is characterised as insloped, outsloped, or crowned. 
During each survey session, each vehicle pass was also recorded. This was later used in 
conjunction with the ACT Forest road information to classify road use into three categories: 
no traffic, occasional, and very light. 
Cut and Fill Batters 
In tenns of erosion and failure , cut and fill batters are i1nportant parts of the road pris1n in 
steep terrain. As explained in Chapter 2, section 2.3.6, the erosion rates and road prism 
failure are expected to be high - because of cutslope failure, slump and/ or mass move1nent 
- during or for a few years after road construction. Generally, cut batters or cutslopes 
should be as steep as the soils and bedrock permit, without becoming unstable. Fill batters 
or fillslopes can be built at various angles, depending on the properties of the soils and the 
building techniques used (Weaver and Hagans, 1994 ). In the case study area, the erosion 
rates fro1n cut and fill batters were low, as almost all roads were built more than 30 years 
ago and have beco1ne stable over time. 
The variables recorded for cut and fill batters are listed in Table 4.4. These data describe 
the characteristics, height, slope gradient and vegetation cover on cut and fill batters. The 
cut batters are more likely to fail when the height and slope gradient values are high and the 
vegetation cover is low. Evidence of slope failure - slu1np or mass move1nent - and rill and 
gully erosion on the cut and fill batters was also recorded. Generally, slope failures and 
slu1nps block the roadside table drains and redirect the flow of the runoff onto the road 
surface fron1 the table drains. This causes rill and gully erosion on the road surface. 
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Drainage Structures 
Table drains, 1nitre drains, push-outs, culverts and cross-banks are the n1ost co1nmon road 
drainage stn1ctures installed along the roads to drain road surface. Table drains or roadside 
ditches are in1portant for controlling n1noff and draining roadways. On insloped roads , 
ditches are i1nportant parts of the road pris1n in collecting the runoff fron1 the road surface 
(Figure 4.1). 
Table Drain (Ditch) 
Fill Batter 
.---
--
Cut Batter 
A. Insloped road surface with side table drain (ditch) 
Runoff Direction 
---
--
B. Outsloped road surface with side table drain (ditch) 
-
C. Crowned road surface with side table drain (ditch) 
Figure 4.1. Schematic plan of cross sectional road prism with side table drain structure 
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Figure 4.1 shows three types of cross sectional road pris1n with ditch or roadside table 
drains. Table drains are one of the 1nain parts of the roads that are built on steep terrain in 
order to collect n1noff from the road surface and cutslopes. The drainage structure of an 
insloped road generally involves a side ditch and relief culvert. The road surface, being 
sloped inwards toward the cutslope, redirects the runoff it captures to the roadside table 
drain (Figure 4.1 A and C). 
The n1itre drain is one of the most co1nmon drainage structures used to discharge water 
from the surface of road and ditches. Generally, mitre drain systems are distributed in flat 
areas to control runoff fro1n the surface of roads. In the steeper areas, managers and forest 
road planners prefer to design and use culverts for discharging and controlling runoff, in 
order to avoid surface erosion proble1ns on the fill batter. Push-outs are also used to drain 
saddles, and topographic lows on ridgetop roads. Cross-banks are installed to drain skid 
tracks on steep ground and are to protect snig tracks against water erosion after the end of 
tiinber harvesting (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). 
·' 
Slope Direction of Road Surface 
• RCL / 
Road Width 
~, 7 
. :···············~······································· •-'.----,---- . : / . 
: / 
: / 
. 
•-----
Channel Ditch 
RCA 
Mitre Drain 
Runoff Direction 
Figure 4.2. Schematic plan of a mitre drain structure 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the mitre drain and push-out structures of forest roads in the 
study area. These types of drains are usually installed where forest roads are located on 
gentle slopes and flat areas. In these cases , the road does no usually have high cut batters. 
Road contributing area (RCA) is one of the most important parameters in road drainage 
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111anage1nent, especially when deten11ining the correct position to install a drain. In both 
figures, the grided area illustrates RCA. 
-
Ditch 
' 
' 
' 
' 
Push-out 
-----------•~ --•----------
Slope Direction of Road Surface 
Push-out Crown 
Figure 4.3. Schematic plan of a push-out drain structure 
-
The correct 1nagnitude of road contributing length (RCL) and width (RCW) of each drain is 
based on the geo1netry or shape of the road surface (insloped, outsloped, crowned), the 
distance between installed drainage structures and slope gradient of the road surface. These 
two variables, which together define the road contributing area (RCA), are in1portant 
factors in forest road assess1nent and analysis in tenns of calculating the possible runoff 
delivery to each drain and its capacity in discharging the runoff fro1n road prism. However, 
physical features which 1night clearly suggest an undersized drain include channel width 
and drain or culvert-dian1eter-to-channel-width ratio. This last ratio integrates input and 
output capacities and can provide an important indicator in the field of exceedance 
probability (Furniss et al., 1996). Additionally, evidence visible fron1 field inspections of 
overflowing and redirection of runoff flow back fro1n drain inlet onto the road surface was 
used to indicate partial or con1plete drain failure. 
Two types of culve1i drains are also used in the study area. 'Stream crossings' are built in 
streains and 'relief culve1is' are installed to discharge the water fro1n roadside table drains, 
1nostly on the saddle points of the roads and where the cut batter of the road is high. Relief 
culverts divert water fro1n the ditch, under the roadbed, and onto a stable slope below the 
' 
road (Figure 4.4). Runoff fro1n road surfaces and cut batters is concentrated in ditches and 
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it is often in1possible to discharge this by other drainage structures - n1itre drains , push-outs 
and cross-banks - because of the roads' topographic position and the height of the cut and 
fill batters. However, bridges are installed on so1ne of the strean1 crossing points where the 
volun1e of the discharged water is very high. 
Slope Direction of Road Surface 
-----•• ---•------
Ditch Inlet 
• Outlet 
A 
Ditch Inlet 
---•-/ 
/ 
Relief Culvert Outlet 
B 
RCA 
Slope Direction 
• 
RCA 
Figure 4.4. Schematic plan of relief culvert structures in the study area 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the relief culvert structures. As shown in Figure 4.4 A, the direction of 
the runoff is toward the saddle point fro1n both sides of the road and will be concentrated in 
the saddle point where the culvert is installed. In Figure 4.4 B, it is assu1ned that the road is 
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located in steep terrain and the height of the cut batter will not pen11it the runoff to be 
1nanaged with any other drain structure. In this situation, the water concentrated in the 
ditches 111ust be broken down into sn1aller volu1nes by installing culverts and discharging 
the runoff onto the forest ground through fill batters. This process will reduce the RCA, 
resulting in a reduction of the erosive power of the runoff As a result, the likelihood of the 
risk of ditch defonnation and road surface erosion will be decreased. 
In this thesis, all types of culverts and bridges are called ' culverts ' , and other drainage 
structures are called, 'drains' for the reason of si1nplicity. Both categories of drainage 
structures were aggregated in the s_tatistical analyses. 
Drainage Structures in the Case Study Area 
Table Drains 
Information related to the condition of roadside ditches is needed to correctly 1neasure the 
RCL and RCW in the field. The RCA - the area of roadway that collects runoff for 
transferring into ditches - was then calculated by multiplying RCL and RCW. This 
infon11ation, and evidence of ditch failure, can be used to identify the factors influencing 
overflow runoff and sheet erosion on the surface of the roads. Data gathered fro1n ditches 
were used for identifying the condition of the road surface and the inlets of drains, and the 
evidence of sediment production and delivery to the drainage structures . The variables 
recorded for table drains are listed in Table 4.4. These data described the conditions and 
characteristics of the table drains, channel fonnation and evidence of erosion. During the 
field survey it was also recorded whether the table drains were discharging water into a 
drain or culvert, and whether the table drains were well built in terms of technical 
considerations. 
These technical considerations refer to the constn1ction, di1nensions, inside slope, correct 
location along the roadside, water discharge capacity and 1naintenance. The connection 
between roadside table drain and drainage stn1ctures is an i1nportant technical issue in table 
drain failure. Any lack of proper connection between table drain and road drainage 
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structures can lead to failure, redirection of n1noff onto the road surface, and possible 
surface erosion. 
Drains 
The Stron1lo Forest road network is drained predon1inately by 1nitre drains. These fonn 
extensions of the table drain and redirect n1noff onto the adjacent hillslope. The 
predo1ninance of this type of drain reflects the high proportion of ridgetop roading (Croke 
and Mockler, 2001 ), but, 111itre drains have also been installed on son1e roads located in the 
valley botto1n and 1nidslope. 
The location at which the drainage structure is installed on the road is very important in 
terms of draining the road surface and discharging the runoff collected fro1n the road prism. 
The distance between the drainage structures installed on the roads is also i1nportant to 
reduce the negative in1pacts on the road surface and outlet of drainage, by dispersing the 
volu1ne of runoff to n1ultiple smaller volu1nes. Consequently, the exact locations of all road 
drainage structures installed on the selected road seg1nents were mapped in the field using 
the saine process applied for 1napping the road lines. The drain survey co1nprised the 
infonnation and variables described in Table 4.4. 
Any visible evidence of rill, gully and channel fonnation and sedi1nentation at the outlet of 
the drain was recorded. As the hydrologic distance between drainage structures and streams 
is in1portant for road-to-streain connectivity assessment, flow pathway length - distance 
from the outlet of drain toward a strean1 - was 1neasured in the field. 
The ability of drains to discharge water is the 111ost important characteristic of the road 
drainage structure in relation to the potentially adverse effects on the element at risk, streain 
water quality. One of the factors influencing the likelihood of overflow and road surface 
erosion is drainage failure consequent fron1 the inadequate size or low discharge capacity of 
drains, and/or of the1n not being correctly located on the road. To investigate this issue, 
1nitre drains were classified into six groups related to their capacity to discharge and control 
n1noff fro1n the surface of roads to the floor of the forest. These six groups and 
corresponding risk categories were: 
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1. The n1itre is built well (in ten11s of technical specification) and is working very well; 
2. The n1itre is built well and is partly working; 
3. The n1itre is built well but is blocked; 
4. The 1nitre is built badly but is working very well; 
5. The 1nitre is built badly but is partly working; 
6. The mitre is built badly and is also blocked. 
Under this classification, the level of the risk associated with category 1 is the least - that 
is, negligible - and that with category 6 is the highest. This classification was also used 
during the analysis phase for evaluating risk associated with mitre drains. 
Culverts 
Culverts are other coilllnon drainage stn1ctures used in the Stro1nlo Forest road network. 
Generally, forest road culverts are used to drain the surface of a road to provide outlets for 
table drains and to allow streains or natural channels to pass through a roadway 
e1nbanlanent (EPA, 1975). The location and technical specifications of culverts are very 
i1npo1iant for the control of runoff. 
The variables recorded for culverts are listed in Table 4.4. These data describe the 
characteristics of the culverts, the exact location of the culvert along the road, with respect 
to surrounding topography, the situation at the inlet to discharge water, evidence of rill, 
gully and channel fonnation occurrence at the outlet and sedimentation at the inlet, outlet 
and channels , and also the length of flow pathways. 
The type of inlet and outlet construction and the risk of a culvert failing to discharge water 
were assigned to four categories: 
1. Inlet and outlet are built of concrete, and culvert condition is good; 
2. Inlet and outlet are built of stone, and culvert condition is fair; 
3. Inlet and outlet are built of wood, and culvert condition is poor; 
4. Inlet and outlet have no construction of the above types. 
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Categories 1 and 2 have negligible and very low risk of failure in discharging water, 
respectively, and categories 3 and 4 have a 1nediu1n to high risk of failure in discharging 
water depending on other factors like the size of the culvert. The construction of inlets and 
outlets is extre1nely important for the culve1is to work. Therefore, they were classified as 
open, partly working, or blocked. 
Any evidence of road-to-stream connectivity was also recorded in the field for all types of 
drainage structures. Each outlet of the drainage structure or road segment was classified 
into one of three categories based on whether its outlet delivered water: (1) directly to an 
adjacent stream (that is, stream-crossing and/or diffuse connection); (2) into a gully incised 
below the drainage outlet (that is, gully com1ection); and (3) onto a hillslope where the 
water re-infiltrated the soil (that is, no connection). Road segments in category 1 are 1nostly 
located in the valley botto1ns and the road-to-stream connection is mostly a diffuse linkage 
because of the short distance between roads and streams. Road segments assigned to 
category 2 were 1nostly located in 1nidslope, and there was evidence of gully erosion and 
fon11ation of a canalised flow path for a certain length ( at least 10 1netres) below the outlet 
of a drainage structure. Category 3 road segn1ents were located n1ostly on ridgetops or far 
away from the streams, and there was no evidence of erosion or road-to-stream connection. 
These field data were used to verify the road-to-stream connectivity predicted by the 
1nodels (see also section 4.6.2 and Chapter 7). 
Mapping Rill and Gully Location and Recording Their Physical 
Characteristics 
One of the 1nost important parts of the forest road analysis and the field survey was 
intended to identify those areas of the forest roads that are proble1natic in terms of soil 
erosion. The location of the rills or gullies on the surface of the roads and at the outlets of 
the drainage structures and their physical characteristics are key factors for spatial 
assess1nent and analysis of the proble1n areas. 
The exact locations of rills and gullies on the road surface, and at the outlet of the road 
drainage structures, were mapped using the san1e process applied for 1napping drains and 
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culverts. Channel fonnation and evidence of sedi1nentation at the inlets and outlets of the 
drains and culverts were also recorded. Data collected for each rill and gully on the surface 
of the roads or at the outlets of the drainage stn1ctures are listed in Table 4.4. These data 
describe the di1nensions of the rill and gully erosion, RCW, RCL and RCA related to each 
rill or gully point, and infonnation related to the possible connection between the erosion 
and the failure of table drain and the drainage structure (blockage, non-functionality, 
technical proble1ns (for exa1nple, construction and poor positioning) and cutslope). 
Moreover, all factors which could be seen to have influenced the occurrence of rills or 
gullies on the surface of the road - including evidence of ruts on the roads, possible 
linkages between the erosion point to upslope runoff delivery, and other visible related 
infonnation - were also recorded. All of the data and infonnation collected were attached 
to the road network 1nap as a table of attributes. This database was used to create an 
integrated data set for the Stro1nlo Forest road network (as discussed in section 4.4). 
4.3.4 Partitioning the Field Data into 'Development' and 'Validation' 
Data Sets 
As noted previously, the 1nost widely used evaluation technique in data analysis is 
partitioning sainple data into develop1nent and validation data sets (Small and Edelstein, 
1997; Hand et al., 2001). A model is built fro1n a development set and its perfonnance is 
subsequently tested on a validation set. The si1nplest approach to partitioning a data set into 
develop1nent and validation sets is by rando1n sampling. In siinple random sampling, every 
observation in the 1nain data set - data collected fro1n the field survey - has an equal 
pro.bability of being selected for the two partitioned components of data set. 
As explained in Table 4.3, because of the lack of prior information about the population, 
information fro1n the field survey was used to estimate the develop1nent data set size. To 
determine the required size of a sa1nple, the standard deviation of the population 111ust be 
known. It is rare for a researcher to know the exact standard deviation of the population. 
Typically, the standard deviation of the population is estiinated fro1n the results of a 
previous survey, a pilot study, secondary data, and/or the judginent of the researcher. In this 
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study, the standard deviation was esti1nated fron1 the field survey. Maxin1un1 acceptable 
difference and desired confidence level are the other parameters necessary for esti1nating 
the appropriate sample nu1nbers. The fon11er is the n1axi1nu1n difference by which the 
sample 1nean can deviate fro1n the true population n1ean before calling the difference 
significant (Patten, 2002; Pavkov and Pierce, 2003; Bass, 2005). The confidence level is a 
level of certainty that the sainple 1nean does not differ from the true population 1nean by 
1nore than the 1naxi1num acceptable difference. Typically, researchers use a 95% 
confidence level. 
Fonnulas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 can be used to esti1nate the size of the develop1nent set fro1n the 
field survey population (Patten, 2002; Israel, 2003 ). Cochran (1977), Evans et al. (2000) 
and Rainbow Research (2005) developed a forn1ula (Formula 4.1) for large populations, 
representing a san1ple size for proportions: 
z2pq 
n0 = ? ( 4.1) e-
where no is the sainple size, Z is the abscissa of the nonnal curve that cuts off an area at the 
tails, e is the desired level of precision, p is the estin1ated proportion of an attribute that is 
present in the population, and q is 1 - p. The value for Z is found in statistical tables which 
contain the area under the nonnal curve. When there is a large population and the 
variability in the proportion is not known, the esti1nated proportion can be calculated by 
assun1ing as a maxi1nu1n variability or p=0.5. In this study, the desired level of confidence 
and precision (acceptable 1nargin of error) were set at 95% and ±5%, respectively. The 
sample size (no) can be adjusted using 'The Finite Population Correction' (Cochran, 1977; 
Steel and Fay, 1995; Israel, 2003) (Fonnula 4.2): 
n 
n = o 
1 + (no -1) (4.2) 
N 
where n is the san1ple size, 110 is the sainple size from Formula 4.1 and N is the population 
size. A siinplified fon11ula has been developed by Y ainane (1967) to calculate sample sizes. 
A 95% confidence level and P = 0.5 can be assu1ned for this fonnula (Formula 4.3): 
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N 
n=----
l + (N * e2 ) (4.3) 
where n is the san1ple size, N is the population size and e is the precision (acceptable error). 
The Z value for a 95% confidence level corresponds to a = 0.05, and the corresponding 
critical value in nonnal distribution tables is therefore Za12 = 1.96, thus, . 
n = (1.96) 2 (0.5*0.5) = 385 0 (0.05) 2 
The sa111ple size, after adjustinent applying the finite population correction using Formula 
4.2, is esti1nated as: 
385 
n ---- =247 
=1+(385-1) 
685 
The esti1nated sa1nple size, using the si1nplified Fonnula 4.3 is: 
n = 
685 
= 253 
1 + (685 * (0.05) 2 ) 
Therefore, the acceptable sainple size for develop1nent data set for this study is around 250 
(from 247 to 253). The develop1nent sainple for the field survey was selected randomly 
fro1n the population using the rando1n sainpling option of the statistical software SPSS and 
STATISTICA; the number generated by those packages was 254. 
The population sainple of 685 observations was therefore partitioned with a development 
data set of 254 observations, and a validation data set of 431 observations. Table 4.5 
su1111narises the summary of the descriptive statistics of key variables of the whole 
population and the develop1nent and validation data sets. The con1parison of the 1nean, 
standard deviation, standard error and variance of 1nost variables shows that the 
develop1nent set is a good sainple of the population. 
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Table 4.5. Descriptive statistics of key variables from the field survey population, development, and 
validation data sets 
Variable Data sets N Range Min Max Mean Std. Std. Variance Error Deviation 
Field survey 685 417 9 426 66.30 2.35 61.38 3767.64 
Contributing Development 254 403.5 9 412.5 66.29 3.59 57.24 3275.97 Area 
Validation 431 416 10 426 66.29 3.07 63.76 4065.69 
Field survey 685 54 3 57 16.73 .29 7.49 56.16 
Hillslope 
Development Gradient 254 53 3 56 17.22 .53 8.42 70.96 
Validation 431 51 1 52 16.42 .33 6.9 47.55 
Field survey 685 257 508 765 591.01 1.66 43.49 1891.6 
Elevation Development 254 222 510 ~ 32 592.00 
'------
2.69 42.88 1838.63 
Validation 431 257 508 765 590.43 2.11 43.89 1926.24 
Field survey 685 12.95 5 17.95 7.99 .07 1.77 3.13 
CTI Development 254 9 5 18 8.1 .11 1.76 3.08 
Validation 431 12 5 17 7.92 .09 1.78 3.16 
Field survey 685 629755 2 629757 8063.67 1561.46 40867.3 1670139460.85 
SPI Development 254 587168 44 587212 8457.6 2716.06 43286.83 1873749797.09 
Validation 431 629755 2 629757 7831.51 1898.88 39421.81 1554079174.58 
Field survey 685 41 1 42 10.78 .19 4.91 24.07 
Slope Development 254 41 1 42 10.56 .32 5.09 25.93 
Validation 431 41 1 42 10.74 .23 4.8 23.03 
Field survey 685 1615 2 1617 297.25 13.19 345.25 119195.5 
Distance Development 254 1615 2 1617 302.11 22 .56 359.52 129255.6 
Validation 431 1615 2 1617 294.38 16.23 336.94 113531.5 
Field survey 685 158173 20 158193 1492.44 392.80 10280.47 105688098.17 
USCA Development 254 149369 20 149416 1632.27 663.52 10575.8 111832368.89 
Validation 431 158173 20 158193 1410.03 487.19 10114.37 102300410.38 
Field survey 685 348 7 355 45.85 1.37 35.76 1278.79 
RCL Development 254 267 8 275 45.59 2.09 33.28 1107.85 
Validation 431 348 7 355 46.01 1.79 37.18 1382.27 
Field survey 685 3 0 4 1.37 .02 .567 .321 
RCW Development 254 3.1 .40 3.50 1.41 .037 .587 .345 
Validation 431 3 0 4 1.34 .03 .554 .306 
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4.4 Terrain Modelling and Analysis 
4.4.1 Obtaining Topographic and Digital Maps 
The digital 1naps of the study area, including the forest road network and details of the 
topography, were obtained fro1n ACT Forests. Satellite in1agery of the ACT and adjacent 
southern NSW regions taken in 2000, 2002 and 2003 (pre- and post-bushfire) were 
provided by NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and CSIRO Forestry and 
Forest Products. Topographic 1naps and images were used for creating DEM at 20 m and 40 
1n resolutions for the pre-pilot study and testing DGPS data collection. Subsequently, a 
DEM, initially at 20 1n resolution, was obtained fro1n CRES, ANU (CRES, 2003), and used 
for the 1nain study. Other 1naps and GIS layers essential for the study were created using 
DTM processes. 
4.4.2 Conducting DTM, Topographic and Terrain Analysis 
Preparation of the Maps and DEM 
Preparation of 1naps and GIS layers is the first step of topographic and terrain analysis. It 
includes geographic projection, clipping, joining and/or separating the targeted area from 
the original maps, comparing the satellite i1nage and DEM with topographic maps, and 
ch~cking the error of the DEM using GIS techniques. 
Application in this Case Study 
The GIS layers were projected using the projection coordinate syste1n of Australia known 
as the 'Australian Map Grid' or 'Geocentric Datu1n of Australia ' (GDA) and the Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) System (GDA_ l994_UTM_Zone_55s) and Geographic 
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Coordinate Syste1n (GCS) (GCS_GDA_ 1994) for the study area, using ArcGIS (versions 
8.3 and 9) and Arc View version 3.2a. The Stro1nlo Forest co1npartments and adjacent area 
were then separated fro1n the original maps and DEM by overlaying the road network as a 
1nask layer using IDRIS! and ArcGIS. These layers were later used to define the basin area, 
associated watersheds and sub-watersheds of the study area for hydro logic 1nodelling. 
Errors in the DEM and Relationship to Errors in Using DGPS 
A DEM is a con1puter representation of the earth's surface that provides a base data set 
fro1n which topographic para1neters can be digitally generated (Wechsler, 2003). All DEMs 
have li1nitations according to their production 1nethods and the data fro1n which they were 
derived. According to Burrough (1986) and Wise (1988), the sources of possible error in 
DEM data sets include: 
1. Data errors due to the age of data; 
2. Inco1nplete density of observations or results of spatial sampling; 
3. Measure1nent errors in relation to the positional · inaccuracy, data entry faults or 
observer bias; 
4. Processing errors, including nu1nerical errors in the computer, interpolation errors or 
classification and generalization problems. 
Errors in the use of DGPS in forest-related work are related principally to: (1) the time of 
data gathering, reflecting the availability of satellites for the particular area zone; (2) the 
density of any tree canopy, and; (3) systematic or technical biases due to the instruments or 
data collector. Most of these errors can be controlled or avoided. 
As described in section 4.2, an Ashtech (Magellan Corporation, 1998) DGPS was used to 
collect data fro1n the field. The use of this DGPS allowed a high level of mapping accuracy. 
The Ashtech DGPS system provides an esti1nate of the accuracy of each data collection 
location; in the case of this study, approximately 97% of the sites were accurately located 
within about 20 c1n. This also suggests that there were no syste1natic or technical biases. 
Given that data collection took place after the overstorey vegetation had been burnt in the 
2003 bushfire, there were no inaccuracies due to canopy cover. 
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Application in this Case Study 
A DEM of 40 1n resolution was built by the author for the study area in 2002 using a 
topographic 1nap of the area. The accuracy of this DEM was tested using a li1nited nu1nber 
of sainple points that represented the accurate elevation value, as there were doubts about 
the level of its accuracy and error 1nargins. Therefore, the existing DEM was used only for 
a pre-pilot study at the beginning of the work and for providing 1naterial for a paper, 
included as Appendix F. Subsequently a DEM of the ACT with a resolution of 20m, 
belonging to the NSW Govermnent, was provided fro1n CRES, ANU, where it had been 
evaluated and its accuracy was tested. The DEM has been built using original source data 
with a 20 m grid resolution. This can be assu1ned to have negligible error. The DEM 
'standard elevation error' depends on the local slope and grid resolution, which is 
f onnulated as: 
SE = slope * h/sqrt(12) 
where 
SE = error in 1netres; 
and h = the grid spacing (M. Hutchinson, pers. co1n1n., 12 May 2005). 
(4.4) 
Based on this fonnula, the error is less than 0.3 1n for a 5% slope and less than 1.2 m for a 
20% slope. As the average slope of the study area is about 10%, the average error is <0.6 
1n, and is effectively negligible. 
DTM and TA 
Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM) is a powerful tool in GIS analysis and visualization. It is 
defined as the study of ground-surface relief and pattern by numerical methods, and has 
becon1e integral to hydrology, topographic and geo-hazard assessment (Pike, 1995). Digital 
terrain layers can be stored in a GIS in several ways: as a set of contour vectors ; as an 
irregularly spaced set of points com1ected as triangles known as a Triangular Irregular 
Network (TIN), and a regular grid of spot heights known as a Digital Elevation Model, or 
DEM (s~e also Chapter 2). The co1nputer processing of squared-grid arrays of terrain 
heights (DEM) has revolutionized the discipline's two chief functions of topographic 
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analysis and display (Moore et al., 1991 ; Pike, 1995). GIS technology fu1iher enables 
terrain-1nodelling results to be combined with non-topographic data. The resolution at 
which elevation data points are san1pled to build a DEM is i1nportant in determining the 
usefulness of the resulting DTM. 
Application in this Case Study . 
As stated above, a DEM of the study area with an acceptable resolution, at 20 1n, and 
accuracy (CRES, 2003) was used for topographic analysis. All necessary terrain attribute 
layers for the study were built up or derived from the DEM, using relief analysis and 
approaches derived fro1n Moore et al. ( 1991 ), Gallant and Wilson (2000), Pallaris ( 1999, 
2000), and Reuter (2003). The relief analysis was applied using ArcGIS analysis processes, 
including second order finite differences and fitting a bivariate interpolation function. All 
pri1nary terrain attributes of the study area - slope, aspect, curvatures (profile, plan, 
tangential and total), flow direction and flow accu1nulation - were calculated fro1n 
directional derivatives of a topographic surface using the DEM (see also Chapter 2). The 
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' secondary relief paraineters' - Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) (also referred to as 
Compound Topographic Index (CTI)), Stream Power Index (SPI), Upslope Contributing. 
Area (USCA or SCA) and Sediment Capacity Index (SCI) - were then computed. Other 
terrain attributes - slope length and drainage area - were also calculated using relief 
analysis and the formula explained in section 2.4, Chapter 2. Slope and slope length were 
later used to calculate variables, such as slope (S) and slope length (LS) factors , used in soil 
loss assess1nent in RUSLE 1nodels. The details and results of these analyses are explained 
in Chapters 5 and 6. 
Landform Classification and Slope Position Analysis 
Landfonn and slope classification are necessary processes for gathering and managing 
natural resources data. They provide the foundation data for natural management and 
planning. According to Hammond (1964), Speight (1974, 1990), McNab (1989, 1991 , 
1993) and MacMillan et al. (2000), landform classification can be defined as a quantitative 
procedure which uses values of slope gradient, relative relief ( differences between 
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1nax11nu1n and n11n11nu1n elevation), and profile type to define different landfo1ms. 
Landform classification allows calculation of the percentage of the area where the ground is 
flat or gentle, the relative relief, and also the relative proportion of flat or gently sloping 
tenain. Topographic position analysis allows estimation of position of the location and 
extent of crest defined as an area high in the landscape, having positive plan and/or profile 
curvature; of a depression defined as an area low in the landscape, having negative plan 
and/or profile curvature; of a si1nple slope, lower, 1nid-slope and upper slope; and of a 
rigetop defined as a co1npound ele1nent containing at least 2 opposing planar slopes 
1neeting at a very nanow crest (Speight, 1990; McNab, 1991, 1993; MacMillan et al., 
2000). 
Both landfonn and slope position analysis can be applied using GIS-based applications and 
1nodelling. The final result of applying the 11]-0del will be a coverage polygon map, from 
which the percentage of the area for each category can be calculated. 
Application in this Case Study 
In this study, a landform classification was canied out using a concavity/convexity index 
calculated following concepts introduced by McNab (1991, 1993), Bolstad (1998) and 
Jeffrey (2002). The landform and topographic position analyses were carried out using a 
GIS-based prograin described by Hatfield (2003). First, general tenain attributes were 
derived fro1n DEM using DTM. Some of these tenain attributes - slope, aspect, flow 
direction, flow accu1nulation and curvature layers - were then used for landf orm 
classification in conjunction with DEM. The landfom1s were classified in 10 classes, fro1n 
very flat to cliffs (see Chapter 7 for details). 
Topographic position is generally classified using the distance of the road fro1n an adjacent 
ridgetop to the nearest high - fourth or fifth - order streain. We1nple et al. (1996) defined 
three hillslope positions layers used to develop strata for field sampling: valley bottoms 
were the area within a 100-m buffer around the fourth- and fifth-order streams; ridgetops 
were the area within a 100-1n buffer around the boundary of sub-basins of 1nore than 100 
hectares; and Inidslopes were the re1naining area. As described in section 4.3 .2, the slope 
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positions of the study area and its forest road network were calculated and classified into 
three categories: ridgetop, 1nidslope, and valley bottom using the processes were developed 
by We1nple (2001), Hatfield (2003) and Tak.ken et al. (2005). An Arc Macro Language 
(AML) fron1 the USDA, originally written by Hatfield (2003), was adapted for the study. 
Hatfield (2003) used a g1id of elevation values (DEM) to create a grid of slope position. He 
defined the slope position of a pixel as its relative position between the nearest valley floor 
and the ridge top. The slope position of each pixel is then calculated by dividing its relative 
elevation value by the differences between valley bottom and ridgetop and expressing this 
as a percent (see fonnula 4.5). 
SP = INT [(Eµ - Ev) / (Er_ Ev) * (100)] (4.5) 
where SP is slope position of a pixel, INT is integer, Ep is the elevation value of pixel, Ev is 
the relative elevation value of valley botto1n and Er is the relative elevation value of 
ridgetop. 
Hatfield (2003) used fonnula 4.5 to represent slope position as a ratio, ranging from 0 
(valley floor) to 100 (ridgetop ). The slope position value of all pixels will therefore be 
assigned fro1n 0 to 100%. 
A DEM layer (20 1n resolution) and forest road network layer of the study area were used 
as inputs for running the model in Arcinfo. The output of the model is a grid layer with 
values ranging fron1 0 (valley botto1ns) to 100 (ridgetops ). Slope position values were 
derived by interpolation for the remaining areas. To create the final slope position map, 
three different thresholds were defined to assign slope position boundaries: < 20% for the 
valley bottom, >20% and <80% for mid-slope, and >80% for ridgetop zones. 
Stability Index (SI) assessment was also carried out for the study area and the forest road 
network. The SI was calculated and 1napped using an Arc View GIS-based model called 
'SINMA' (Stability Index Mapping) n1odel developed by Pack et al. (1998). SI is generally 
calculated in order to address 1nass wasting or landslide hazards. However, the SI analysis 
can also be used to indicate the segments of roads that are more likely to have sheet erosion 
(rill and gully) due to table drains becoming blocked by cutslope failure (that is, slu1np ). 
The SI results were then compared with the field data collected from the road cutslope. 
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4.5 Forest Road Analysis 
This section describes the processes used to analyse the roads, develop and verify the forest 
road 1naps, and assemble road-related spatial and non-spatial data. One of the n1ain 
objectives of the forest road analysis is to create and develop a co1nprehensive road data set 
for easy storage, retrieval, analysis and updating of infon11ation, using both spatial and non-
spatial variables. 
4.5.1 Forest Road Network and Slope Position Analysis 
As explained in section 4.3.3, the forest road network 1nap provided fro1n ACT Forests was 
checked, updated and verified by ground investigation. The location of sa1nple road lines 
was recorded using DGPS, and transferred into GIS where it was stored as a vector layer. 
This layer was then co1npared with the digitised road layer, and the overlay application 
proved acceptable in tenns of road n1apping accuracy. 
Calculation of road slope-position has been used in forest engineering research for the past 
10 years, particularly for selecting road segments for detailed survey and exa1nining road to 
streain connectivity (Montgo1nery, 1994; We1nple et al., 1996; Croke and Mockler, 2001; 
We1nple et al., 2001; Hatfield, 2003; Tak.ken et al., 2005). For these purposes, it is 
important to know the exact position of a forest road layout on the ground, and how far the 
road is physically located fro1n the streain. 
As ·explained in sections 4.3 .2 and 4.4.2, the road slope position analysis for the study area 
was carried out using the same processes and 1nethodology used for landform and 
topographic position analyses. The final outco1ne of the model is a coverage polygon 
describing three different zones - valley botto1n, 1nid-slope and ridgetop - based on the 
defined thresholds. Subsequently, the road layer was intersected with the slope position 
zones, and the length and percentage of the road network in each zone were calculated. 
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Extracting Relevant Terrain Attributes Values from the Terrain Layers 
and Assembling Spatial Data 
All terrain attribute data relevant to the recorded drainage structures were extracted fro1n 
terrain layers using GIS techniques (that is, spatial overlaying, con1bining and intersecting). 
All vector ( coverage and shape) layers were then displayed in the ArcMap or Arc View 
enviromnent and the necessary analysis conducted, using spatial analysis or intersection 
application, to extract the data related to each point or line. 
Raster analysis - including overlay, combine and grid co1n1nands of Arcinfo, IDRISI and 
ERDAS IMAGINE - and an Arc Macro Language (AML) called 'gridspot70.aml' (ESRI, 
1998) - were used to extract the spatial data fro1n the grid layers. 
Creating Single Integrated Data Set for Roads and Drainage Structures 
A comprehensive data set was created for both forest road and road drainage structures by 
integrating both field-collected data and relevant extracted terrain data, in order to easily 
store, 1nanage, retrieve, analyse and update information. All extracted terrain data - slope, 
aspect, CTI, SPI, upslope contributing area, elevation, curvatures, slope length, flow lines 
or flow pathway and slope position - were asse1nbled and integrated into a table of 
attributes for drain and culvert layers. Most of these data were joined spatially and directly 
fro1n terrain layers using GIS spatial analysis. However, so1ne of non-nu1nerical data were 
added to the data sets using other GIS and database management 1nethods and techniques 
(for example, intersection, join and 1nerge ). These integrated data sets were used in 
subsequent analyses. 
4.6 Hydrological Analysis 
Watershed or stream delineation is one of the 1nost fundamental processes in hydrologic 
analyses. In this study, a watershed refers to a region draining into a stream or river syste1n. 
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A stream also refers to a watercourse where water 1nay flow at least 2 1nonths of the year 
(F AO, 1999). Streams are generally identified by their 'order', which is a 1neasure of the 
relative size of streams identified by a nu1nerical code sequence (Strahler, 1964; Allan, 
1995). A first order streain is the s1nallest size of streain, originating with a spring or 
through drainage after precipitation. A second order streain is fanned when two first order 
streains flow together, and a third order stream is fanned when two second order streains 
1neet. A fourth order streain is formed when two third order streains 1neet, and the fifth 
order streain is f onned when fourth order streains 1neet. 
Conducting Stream and Watershed Delineations for the Case Study 
Area 
The principal ai1n of this study, as articulated in the hypothesis, was to ascertain whether 
the road-derived runoff is likely to deposit sedi1nent into an adjacent streain. Predicting the 
extent of the overland flow and runoff fro1n the surface of the road, and the possibility of 
flow with sedin1ent reaching streams, are essential parts of hydrologic analysis. The DEM 
of the study area was used for this analysis. ArcGIS, Arc View and TauDEM (Tarboton, 
2004) extensions were used to delineate the watershed. The streain network, basins, 
watershed and sub-watersheds were created and characterised by i1nple1nenting the 
delineation. 
4.6.1 Model the Flow Pathways Length (Predicting Road-to-Stream 
Hydrologic Distance) Using GIS-Based Models 
The factors influencing the likelihood of overflow and road-to-stream connectivity are the 
location of drains, the road contribution area, the slope gradient, the distance between roads 
and streains, drainage failure and the size or capacity of drains. All of these variables were 
measured in the field or extracted fro1n the DEM. 
As 1nentioned previously in Chapter 1, prediction of the hydrologic distance (flow 
pathway) between the outlets of the drains to the nearest watercourse using GIS modelling 
was one of the objectives of the study. It is used to define road-to-stream connectivity. 
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Therefore, this distance was n1easured in the field as the basis for co1nparing and validating 
the different prediction 1nodels. As 1neasuring the distance between the outlets road of 
drainage structures and streams is difficult, time-consuming and expensive work, a sample 
of the drains was selected at rando1n. The sa1npling intensity was about 1/3, based on the 
sainpling fraction explained in section 4.3 .2 . For each road seg1nent, the first sample drain 
was randon1ly selected, and every third drain was then chosen for measurement of distance 
to streain. In total, the hydrological distances fro1n 250 drainage structures were 1neasured. 
The 1neasurement of flow pathways was based on the topography, slope direction, 
depression and any other evidence that showed where water would have flowed fro1n the 
outlet to the streain. Visible evidence of the flow path fro1n the outlet toward the streain 
facilitated the 1neasure1nent of the actual flow distance on the ground. The distance fro1n 
the outlet of each drain to the nearest watercourse was measured along the direction of the 
actual flow pathway. As in other field surveys, a DGPS, a metric survey tape and 
clino1neter with accuracy to± 0.5° were used to 1neasure the actual road drainage-to-stream 
path lengths and slope. 
The hydro logic distance between roads at the outlets of the drainage stn1ctures and streams 
was then predicted. The hydrologic distance was also predicted using five GIS-based 
1nodels, including Arclnfo NEAR 1nethod, FLOWLINES and FLOWPATH prograins, 
Map Win and TauDEM extension for ArcGIS. The predicted distance of flow length was 
then co1npared with the field-measured distance to find the best esti1nated distance or 
1nodel. These 1nodels are described in Chapter 7. 
4.6.2 Water Quality and Forest Road-to-Stream Connectivity 
Over the last two decades , 1nany researchers (for example, Amaranthus et al., 1985; Brown, 
1989; Novotny and Chesters, 1989; Lacey, 1993; We1nple et al., 1996; Croke et al., 1997; 
Croke and Mockler, 2001; McRobe1i and Sheridan 2001; Ziegler et al. , 2002) have focused 
on n1noff, water flow paths and the connectivity between roads and streains as the key 
attributes of deten11ining the i1npacts of forest roads on water quality. 
1 1 1 
Generally, n1noff is generated when soil is saturated. Soil water content and the surface 
saturation zone can be identified using a Compound Topographic Index (CTI). "Runoff 
fro1n saturation zones is a threshold process and areas producing saturation overland flow 
can be identified using threshold wetness index" (Moore et al. , 1993: 1 7). Using the wetness 
index as an indicator of the spatial distribution of water content and soil water drainage has 
not been totally successful, however, because of the li1nitations of these two 1neasures 
(Jones, 1987). However, Moore et al. (1988) argued that there is a strong correlation 
between the distribution of wetness indices and the distribution of water content in a small 
catchment. Because of the nature of the wetness indices by which the soil water content and 
saturated zones can be identified, the relationship between wetness indices and other 
attributes is predictable. 
The topographic position of road attributes is very i1nportant to hydrological assessment of 
the road prism. Moore et al. (1993) stated that the relative magnitudes of 1nany 
hydrological, geo1norphologic, and biological processes operating in natural landscapes are 
sensitive to topographic position. 
The connectivity between the source of sediment (in this case, the road) and watercourses 
has been recognised as a 1nain factor in water quality i1npacts by 1nany researchers. 
Novotny and Chesters (1989) clai1ned that 1nost impacts on water quality depend on the 
runoff and soil erosion sources and the connectivity between sediment sources and the 
n1noff delivery to the streain. Road surfaces are a significant source of sedi1nent delivery to 
streams via water flow paths from drainage outlets, especially when heavy storms occur 
(Brown, 1989). 
We1nple et al. (1996) separated a catchment into three areas for the purpose of studying 
water quality: ridge top, mid-valley and streamside. Montgomery (1994) identified the 
drainage outlets and discharge points at three different locations: (1) where flow was 
directed fro1n the road surface either onto a hillside or into a channel; (2) where table drains 
or roadside ditches delivered flow to culverts, and (3) where road surface drainage ran 
repeatedly over road 1nargins and onto hillsides. 
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Croke and Mockler (2001) argued that contributing road length and the gradient of the 
discharge hillslope are two iinportant factors for planning and rehabilitation of forest roads 
in order to control water quality iinpacts. They used a linear discriininant analysis for 
analysing and evaluating these factors in order to separate channelled and non-channelled 
flow pathways within a catchn1ent. 
Moore and Burch ( 1986) developed the unit streain power theory of sheet and rill flow in 
order to predict the sediment transport capacity. They also argued that "the application of 
unit streain power theory to soil erosion would be even inore successful than its usual 
application to river studies of sediinent transport" (Moore and Burch, 1986:1351). The 
effects of slope, catchinent size, inorphology and shape of rill, and water and sediment 
discharge froin the rill have been exan1ined for sediinent transport froin rill flow (Mosley, 
197 6, 1981, 1982). Mosley also ineasured the 111orphological characteristics of each rill-
initial surface slope, rill catchinent area and channel slope. Moore and Burch (1986) stated 
that Mosley's rill data and results froin his study are suitable for testing the application of 
unit streain power theory in order to predict the sediment transport capacity of rill flow. 
Note that there is a strong relationship between concentration of water flow (convergence) 
and divergence of surface water flow with rill fonnation and sheet erosion, respectively. 
Moore and Burch (1986:1354) argued that "convergence or divergence of a flow surface 
affects the nu1nber of rills fonned on the surface and the catchment area of each rill". 
Moore et al. (1988: 1098) defined ephe1neral gullies as "small channels that are fonned in 
the same locations, usually in natural depressions or waterways, during erosion events". 
Gullies occur when the flow concentrations wash the surface soil and carry the sediinent 
away, and in consequence cham1el formation begins. Soil will be detached from the bed and 
walls of the channel by concentrated flow (Moore et al., 1988). This process can create 
substantial sedi1nent that will be delivered directly or indirectly to the stream by water flow. 
Application in this Case Study 
In this study, road-to-streain connectivity was tested using the logistic regression and 
threshold curve approach introduced by Croke and Mockler (2001). They used an equation 
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( equation 4.6) for assessing and classifying the presence and absence of the cham1el or 
gullied pathways at the road drainage outlet around the threshold RCL (Lt) for a range of 
discharge hills lope gradients ( 0): 
L = m / sin (0) (4.6) 
where L is the contributing length of the road serviced by a drain, m is cu111ulative 
frequency curves of road contributing length (RCL ), and 0 is the hillslope gradient at the 
outlet of drain ( drain discharge point). Croke and Mockler (2001) classified a drain as 
linked when L > Lt, and as unlinked when L < Lt. The partially-linked drain points were 
classified as linked drains based on the field observation for the purpose of analysis. They 
also predicted the characteristic or threshold road length and area by the following 
formulae: 
RCL = 25111 / sin ( 0) (4.7) 
' 2 RCA= 70m / sin (0) (4.8) 
RCL, RCA, the hydrological distance between roads and streams and hillslope gradient at 
the outlet of drains, were used in this study as inputs for the road-to-stream connectivity 
assessment. Before this assess111ent, slope position and landform analyses were applied in 
order to identify the road position in the catch111ent and classify the roads for study. 
Watershed delineation is necessary for predicting the distance and connectivity between 
roads and streams. All processes, procedures and results of this assessment are presented 
and discussed in Chapter 7. 
The type of road-to-streain connectivity was classified using field observation and the 
results predicted from the analysis. Diffuse overland flow connectivity between outlet of 
the ··drains and strea111s was predicted using both field observation and the approaches 
described by Hairsine et al. (2002). Hairsine et al. (2002) introduced a 111odel called 'vbt5 ', 
the volu111e to breakthrough for a 5 111 length of the hillslope. The volume to breakthrough is 
the volu111e of n1noff that enters an area before a discharge is observed at the downslope 
boundary of that area or at the outlet of cross-bank and drains (see also Chapter 7). Also, 
volume (vbt5) "is a co111bination of water lost to overland flow through infiltration, water 
stored above ground in depression storage and water in transit between the upper and lower 
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boundary of the area" (Hairsine et al., 2002:2314). For this study, a steady-state infiltration 
rate of 11. 7 rmn/hr was used, based on the coITespondence to the mean value during rainfall 
simulations on unsealed forest roads reported by Croke et al. (forthcoming). They described 
the overland flow by equation 4. 9: 
Lpred = 5 (Vout / vbt5) (4.9) 
where Lpred is the predicted length of the plu1ne, Yout is the volu1ne of flow leaving the 
cross-bank, and vbt5 is as defined above. The volume of flow leaving the cross-bank (Vout) 
during runoff event can also be predicted by equation 4.10: 
Yout = (L / 15)V15 ( 4.10) 
where L is the RCL - snig track segment of length ~ that is assumed to be related to the 
volu1ne of the standard 15-in length seg1nent. 
As one of the objectives of the study was to develop a 1nethod to reduce the amount of the 
fieldwork needed for forest road assessment (Chapter 1, section 1.2), an innovative method 
was used to predict the location of the drainage structures on the road network using GIS 
approaches . The average distance between the sampled drainage structures was used to 
define the nu1nber of drains that would probably be installed on the roads. The generated 
point layer was used in conjunction with road, stream, and DEM layers as input layers to 
predict road-to-stream hydrologic distance (see Chapter 7). 
Deterioration of the strea1n water was defined as occuITing where the road-derived runoff 
and flow pathway had delivered sediment to streams. It was possible to determine whether 
or not this had occurred by careful field observation of traces of water-flow. 
4.7 Development of Erosion Risk Model 
Co1Telation and regression analyses were used to select the 1nost important variables 
influencing the road erosion and streain deterioration problems, and to assess the possibility 
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of risk associated with the independent variables. Analyses were canied out t1S1ng 
STATISTICA versions 5.5 and 6 software (StatSoft, 1999, 2003) and SPSS version 11.5 
(SPSS, 2002). The analyses were applied to build 1nodels and answer questions related to 
the hypothesis: 
• Are erosion proble1ns found on the surface of the roads or at the outlets of the road 
drainage stn1ctures? 
• Which variables (that is, road characteristics and tenain attributes) influence the 
erosion proble1ns (probability of rill and gullies occunence )? 
• Is there water a flow connectivity between the problematic location and streains? 
• Will the sedi1nent, generated from the roads, be delivered to the adjacent streains by 
a flow pathway? 
A co1nbination of quantitative methods was applied during the data analysis and n1odel 
develop1nent. Conelation and ANOV A tests, standard linear regression, logistic regression, 
and stepwise, pairwise and 1nultiple data comparisons were used to build 1nodels to test the 
individual and group effects of variables influencing the probability of the proble1ns of 
erosion and streain dete1ioration. 
The outcon1es of the analyses were three different 1nodels that were built: for the road 
surface, the outlets of road drainage stn1ctures and road-to-stream ~onnectivity. The models 
were then tested and validated using the fitness validation (goodness-of-fit), Relative 
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves, residuals and predictions versus observations. 
Finally, the 1nodels developed from the development data set were applied to the validation 
data set for validation, as described in Chapters 6 and 7. 
4.7.1 Data Preparation 
The data compiled by the study consists of two catego1ies: tabular data, including forest 
road and drain characteristics, and 1nap or spatial data including continuous data sets -
tenain attributes, watershed boundaries, stream networks, soil and vegetation types, road 
and drainage structure n1aps. Both tabular and spatial data include nu1nerical and non-
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num rical data. 11 data mu t be edited and prepared prior to both GIS -based and statistical 
anal es. 11 non-numerical data ere transfeITed to the numerical database by coding (for 
exampl e = 1 Io= O· alle bottom= 1, mid lope= 2 and ridgetop = 3) . 
The spatial or 1nap data tructure \, ere first geographicall prepared (for example, 
project d and v ere used for GIS -based anal sis. The numeric and non-numeric data 
r 1 -ant to drainage tructures and roads v/ere then e tracted to create and complete a 
tabular patiall 'plicit databa e. 
4.7.2 Analysing the Data Using Logistic Regression and ANOVA 
A. Model Construction 
Th de\ elopment data set u ed for the anal is is a combination of continuous and binomial 
data. Th refore, logistic regre ion is the best approach for data anal sis and evaluation of 
the r lation hip benveen the variable . In most of the statistical anal ,se a combination of 
imple I.in ar, N 0\1' and logistic regres ion model \Va u ed to determine evaluate and 
model th b t r lation hip bet\\ een "ariable . For e_ ample, the relationships bet\veen 
ind p ndent ,-ariable - for example, CTI, SPt slope and contributing area - and one or 
mor dep ndent variables - for example, occUITence of rills and gullie on the surface of 
th road - \\ ere xplored using linear and nonlinear functions. Ho\ve -er, simple and 
multiple r gre ions ,-r,,- re u ed to model and compare the predicted road-to-stream 
hydrologi di tan and estimat d -lope and hill,.., lope gradients \Yith the actual field-
lie t d data. 
What Is the Logistic Regression and How Can It Be Used for Modelling 
Data? 
Logi ti regre ~i n generaU - e,-aluat the r lationship bet\veen independent , -ariables and 
a ategori al in miaI dependent Yariable. The dep ndent , -ariable mu t be binan in nature 
and an nly tak yalues that are O and 1~ or ye and no. Logi ti re£Ie ion is preferable to 
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the linear probability 1nodel because it does not require the OLS-BLUE (Ordinary Least 
Squared-Best Linear Unbiased Estimator) assu1nption of normally distributed error terms in 
multiple regressions (Eastman, 2002; Collett, 2003; StatSoft, 2003). Logistic regression 
does not generate impossible predicted scores because they are bounded between O and 1. 
Logistic regression uses the assumption that the probability of the dependent variable 
taking the value of 1 will follow the logistic curve (Eastman, 2002). The logistic regression 
equation does not directly predict the probability that the indicator is equal to 1: it usually 
predicts the log odds that an observation will have an indicator equal to 1. The odds of an 
event are defined as the ratio of the probability that an event occurs to the probability that it 
fails to occur. The log odds are the natural logarithm of the odds. The probability can be 
estimated with the fonnula (Eastman, 2002; StatSoft, 2003): 
( 4.11) 
where p is the probability of the dependent variable, X is the independent variable and 0 is 
the estin1ated variable. The transfon11ations below are generally applied to linearise the 
above fonnula and remove the boundaries (0 and 1). The logistic transformation of p is 
defined as a natural logarithm of ratio of two probabilities: 
Logit(p) or p' = loge ( P; ) 
1 + P; 
L ( P; ) - R. 1 R. *X 1 R.*X I 1 R.*X I 0 ge -- - 1--' 0 ' 1--' I ' I ' 1--'2 ' 2 ' . • • ' 1--'k ' k ' cj 
1 + P; 
( 4.12) 
(4.13) 
\iVhere 00 and 0i (i = 1, 2 ... k) are esti1nated parameters and Xi (i = 1, 2 ... k) are independent 
variables and Ei is an error te1m. The method of maximum likelihood is used to estimate the 
unknown paraineters (00 and 0i) with the binomial distribution assu1ned as the error 
structure of the residuals in the 1nodel. 
Application in th is Case Study 
The forward stepwise procedure \Vas first applied by using all independent variables as 
input in order to analyse, model and find the independent variables best correlated with 
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each dependent variable (for exainple, rill or gully erosion on the road surface and at the 
outlet of the road drainage structure, and the road-to-streain connectivity). To do this, 
independent variables entered the relationships in the order of decreasing linear correlation 
until there were no significant improve1nents to the equation statistics. This process was 
also used to identify the group and individual effects of the independent variables on the 
probability of erosion occurrence or road-to-streain connectivity. 
The analysis was applied to building a model for three different areas of the road. The 
processes described above - stepwise regression for selecting the independent variables 
best correlated to the dependent variable - were carried out to 1nodel, separately, the 
probability of erosion occurrence on the road surface and at the outlet of the drainage 
stn1cture. 
B. Testing and Validating the Models 
The ai1n of testing the 1nodels developed from the develop1nent data set is to determine 
whether the final models provided a good fit to the data, and to assess the significance of 
each independent variable to the model. Relative Operating Characteristics (ROC), the 
goodness-of-fit (GF), 1nulti-resolution goodness-of-fit (MGF), chi-squared, r-squared, and 
analysis of residuals tests were used for testing and validating the models developed here. 
A ROC curve generally demonstrates the trade-off between true-positive rate and false 
positive rate in binary classification problems as a function of varying a classification 
threshold (Altn1an, 1991; Pontius and Schneider, 2001). The ROC takes a value of 1 when 
there is a perfect 1natch between the real data or map and the modelled one, but in cases 
where there is no spatial agree1nent between those data or map, the ROC value becomes 
0.5. Costanza (1989) suggested that the ROC technique of assessment should be 
supple1nented with additional 1neasures - GF and MGF methods - in order to improve the 
accuracy of 1nodel estin1ation. 
One of the 1nost co1nmon assessments of overall model fit in logistic regression analysis is 
the goodness-of-fit (GF). Goodness-of-fit statistics generally examine the difference 
between the observed frequency and the expected frequency for groups of variables. The 
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statistic can be used to determine whether or not the n1odel provides a good fit for the data. 
For the logistic regression 1nodel, using 1naximum likelihood estimation, the likelihood Lo 
for the null n1odel where all slope parameters are zero will be compared with the likelihood 
L 1 of the fitted 1nodel (StatSoft, 1999). The chi-square statistics (x2) for this co1nparison can 
be computed as: 
x2 = -2 * [log (Lo) - log (Li)] (4.14) 
To calculate this statistic, the data are divided into 10 groups or deciles. The deciles are 
con1posed of data points arranged from those where the model predicts the highest 
probabilities that the event (in this case rill and gully fonnation) will occur, to the decile 
where probability is lowest. For each group, the chi-squared statistic that compares the 
predicted to observed frequencies (in a 2xl O table) is calculated. Lower values and a non-
significant p indicate a good fit to the data and therefore a good fit for the overall 1nodel. 
One such statistic is the Hosmer-Le1neshow goodness-of-fit statistic (Hos1ner and 
Lemeshow, 1989; Collett, 2003). 
The goodness-of-fit of the logistic regression can also be calculated using a type of R-
squared statistic. Pseudo R-squared is often used to assess the general performance of the 
logistic regression, when the statistic is affected by autocorrelation. According to Clark and 
Hoskins (1986), R2 values above 0.2 are considered a good approximation for logistic 
regression using maximum likelihood estimation. 
Application in this Case Study 
Accuracy estiination, testing and validation of the models were carried out using a range of 
test·s. The ROC, the goodness-of-fit or 1nulti-resolution goodness-of-fit, chi-squared, r-
squared, analysis of residuals and predictive tests were used to determine whether the final 
models provided a good fit to the data. These can also be used as appropriate 1neasures of 
accuracy and si1nplicity of the final 1nodels within logistic regression. Predicted versus 
observed values and residuals versus expected nonnal value were also plotted for the final 
n1odels. The analysis of residuals allows the identification of cases that are poorly fitted and 
cases that have a great deal of influence on the values of the estimated paraineters of the 
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n1odel (Hosn1er and Lemeshow, 1989; Collett, 2003). The final validation test of the 
models was to apply them to the independent 'validation' data set. 
In the application of the model to the validation data set, a fitted probability of 0.5 was used 
as the threshold for acceptance; if the fitted probability was less than 0.5, the model was 
assu1ned to predict that there was not a relationship between the variables, if was greater 
than 0.5, it was assumed that there was a relationship between the variables. To assess 
accuracy of the models, the predicted values were compared with the actual values recorded 
from the field . The model will be accepted as validated if the 1najority of recorded values 
lie within the predicted 95% confidence interval. 
4.8 Risk Assessment and Mapping 
The process of risk assessment, both generally and as it is applied to forest roads, was 
described in Chapter 2, sections 2.1 and 2.2. The following sections describe the 
application of the process to the case study. 
Application in this Case Study 
The risk assessment steps and associated processes used in this study are: 
Risk Assessment step 
1 Identifying the risk 
2. Analysing the risk 
3. Creating risk maps 
Process 
1. Stating the risk issues and concerns 
2. Mapping rills and gullies associated with roads 
3. Predicting and mapping soil loss 
1. Defining likelihood criteria 
2. Defining consequences criteria 
3. Forming a risk matrix and ranking 
4. Defining the risk level 
1. Creating a 1isk map for each variable 
2. Creating an integrated risk assessment map 
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Each of these co1nponents is sun11narised below. Steps 1 and 2 were canied out separately 
for each variable influencing the risk associated with the road surface, outlets of road 
drainage stn1ctures, and road-to-streain connectivity. The variables are presented and 
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7. In step 3, the 1napped risk rankings for each variable were 
aggregated on a spatially explicit basis to create an integrated risk assessn1ent 1nap (Chapter 
8). 
4.8.1 Identifying Risk 
The principal risk on which this study focused was that associated with adverse i1npacts on 
water quality caused by erosion fro1n the forest road surface, the outlet of drainage 
structures, and road-to-stream connectivity. Identifying this risk involved two related 
processes: 1napping the rill and gully erosion on the surface of the roads and at the outlets 
of road drainage structures (see section 4.3.3), and using the Revised Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (RUSLE) to build a raster GIS-based model of soil erosion associated with water 
1novement. 
Predicting and Mapping Soil Loss Using RUSLE 
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) was developed for estimating the likelihood of 
soil loss on gently sloping cropland (Wisch1neier and Smith, 1978). This equation was 
further developed by Renard et al. (1991, 1997) and adapted for applying to steeper lands 
and other environ1nents, such as forests , rangelands and disturbed sites. The new version 
was called the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). The USLE and RUSLE are 
used to make general predictions of soil losses due to erosion fro1n different types of land 
use - croplands, pasture lands, rangelands, forests and construction sites - at regional, 
landscape, or watershed scales. 
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Predicting Soil Loss of the Study Area and Road Network 
The RUSLE was used with GIS applications to create an overall assessment of the potential 
of losing soil from the surface of the study area. The main goal of surface erosion 
assessment using RUSLE was to provide a preliminary soil loss risk map and to find and 
map the areas sensitive to surface erosion, and the roads more likely to have rill or gully 
erosion. The develop111ent of the RUSLE 1nodel, its application in the case study, and the 
results fro1n this analysis are presented in Chapter 5. 
4.8.2 Analysing the Risk 
The risk analysis step involves 4 stages: 
1. Defining the level of likelihood, using relevant criteria; 
2. Defining the level of consequences, using relevant criteria; 
3. Forming a risk 1natrix which ranks the level of risk for each level of likelihood and 
consequence; 
4. Defining the levels of risk associated with risk rankings, according to relevant criteria. 
Risk assessment, analysis and evaluation processes must be general enough to 
accommodate the various risk factors, and applicable to all possible variables and factors 
influencing a specific risk arising from a road system. A qualitative risk analysis process 
was used to assess the 1isk and define the level of risk of each variable. Criteria for 
assessing risk likelihood and consequences were defined from the literature, codes of forest 
practice, and expe1i knowledge. In this study, mostly qualitative criteria were used to 
classify roads and the landscape in one of 5 categories - extreme, high, moderate, low or 
negligible - of risk to water quality. These criteria were used to establish a risk matrix for 
ranking the risk of impacts on water quality aiising from soil erosion associated with forest 
roads. 
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Defining Criteria for Likelihood and Consequences 
The level of risk is detennined by the likelihood and consequences of a particular outco1ne. 
The qualitative 1neasures of the likelihood and consequences of the risk for soil and water 
arising fro1n forest road network are defined in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. These are 
adapted fro1n Garvey (1998), AS/NZS (1999), SAA/NZS HB (1999), Boyer et al. (1999) 
and QAS (2002). 
Likelihood of occurrence is detennined on the basis of esti1nation of how often an event 
occurs in1pacting the ele1nents of risk (in this case, of soil erosion and adverse i1npact on 
water quality). Most risk assessors use the tenns 'rare', 'unlikely', 'possible', 'likely' and 
'ahnost certain' to rate the likelihood (Garvey, 1998; AS/NZS, 1999; Boyer et al., 1999; 
QAS, 2002). For exainple, in the context of forest roads, the likelihood of water quality 
i1npacts would be 'likely' or 'ahnost certain' when the distance between roads and streain is 
less than 100 n1 and there is a road-to-streain connectivity (Table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6. Likelihood categories for risk to water quality from forest roads 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Likelihood 
(Descriptor) 
Rare 
Unlikely 
Possible/ 
Moderate 
Likely 
Ahnost 
certain 
Criteria/Description 
An event occurs only m exceptional circumstances. For example, the 
likelihood of the cross cut-off, collapsing or removing all of the road 
travelways that is built on gentle slopes or flat areas by gully erosion because 
of raining or heavy storm events where rebuilding the damaged area is 
impossible and the route must be changed. The distance between roads and 
streams is more than 500 m. 
An event could occur but is not expected. For example, the likelihood of the 
roads collapsing, gully erosion on the road surface or at the outlets of road 
drainage sh·uctures where the slope gradients are low and the RCA is small. 
The distance between roads and streams is more than 200 m. 
An event could occur. For example, the likelihood of gully erosion on the 
road surface or at the outlets of the road drainage structures where the slope 
gradients are gentle but the RCA is large, there are not enough drainage 
structures installed on the roads or the road drainages are not functioning very 
well. The distance between roads and streams is more than 100 m. 
An event will probably occur in most circumstances. For example, the 
likelihood of rill or gully erosion on the road surface or at the outlets of the 
road drainage sh·uctures where road is built on steep telTain or the slope 
gradient is high, the RCA is large, there are not enough drainage stn1ctures 
installed along the roads, and the road drainages are blocked or not 
functioning at all. The distance between roads and streams is less than 100 m. 
An event is expected to occur in most circumstances of forest road systems. 
For example, the likelihood of rill or gully erosion on the road surface or at 
the outlets of the road drainage strnctures where road is built on steep tenain 
or the slope gradient is very high, the RCA is very large, there are no drainage 
stn1ctures installed along the roads, the density of the drains are very low (for 
example, 1 or 2 drains per each kilometres of the roads), the road drainages 
are blocked or not functioning at all, the cutslope is not stable or the height 
and slope of cutslopes are very high, and the roads are not regularly 
maintained. The surface erosion (rill and gully) during constrnction or a few 
years after construction, especially during heavy rainfall or storm events, is 
very high. The distance between roads and sh·eams is less than 25 m and the 
slope gradient at the outlets of drains and along the flow pathway is very 
high. 
Consequences are detennined based on the ele1nents of risk (in this case, of soil erosion and 
adverse i1npact on water quality). Most risk assessors use the terms 'High', 'Moderate' and 
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'Low' to rate the consequences (Garvey, 1998; NASA, 1998; AS/NZS, 1999; Boyer et al., 
1999; QAS, 2002). The consequences and impacts of catastrophic and major events -
earthquakes, landslides, 1nass 1novements, floods and collapsed access or cut-off the roads 
- are usually very great and so1neti1nes outside of the control of 1nanage1nent syste1ns (see 
Table 4.7). 
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Table 4.7. Categories of consequences for risk to water quality from forest roads 
Level Consequences Criteria/Description (Descriptor) 
Severe damage including collapsed access to the road, cut-off or high damage on 
the road and service loss ; huge and extensive economic loss; high soil erosion 
5 Catastrophic (large rill and gully on the road surface or at the outlets of the drains) and water quality impact ( direct sediment delivery to the stream); rebuilding or intensive 
treatment/ maintenance activities required, but may not be possible to recover in 
most circumstances. 
4 Major Extensive loss, loss of service and production, transport capacity, high soil 
erosion and water quality impact, high treatment/ maintenance activities required. 
3 Moderate High level of damage will result; evidence of rill or gully erosion; there will be 
sediment delivery to stream; treatment required. 
The area and amount of damage are small; no major soil erosion or gully or 
2 Minor channel formation; no water quality impact by sediment delivery to streams; 
primary and normal treatment required. 
1 Insignificant 
No damage; no serious soi l erosion or rill and gully erosion; no sediment delivery 
to stream; negligible environmental and economic impacts. 
Establishing a Risk Matrix 
A risk 1natrix, developed by combining the defined 1neasures of the likelihood and 
consequences, is presented in Table 4.8. There are a number of possible approaches to 
fonning the risk 1natrix, as discussed by Garvey (1991, 1998), NASA ( 1998), AS/NZS 
(1999), Boyer et al., 1999, QAS (2002) and UNISON (2005). In this case, the standard 
approach recommended/adopted by Garvey (1998), AS/NZS (1999), QAS (2002), and 
UNISON (2005) of generating relative risk scores as the products of the scores assigned to 
each level of likelihood (L) and consequences (C), was followed. 
Table 4.8. Risk matrix for ranking the risk of soil erosion and water quality impacts arising from the 
forest roads 
Consequences 
Likelihood Catastrophic Major Moderate Minor Insignificant 
5 4 3 2 1 
Ahnost certain 5 25 20 15 10 5 
Likely 4 20 16 12 8 4 
Possible/Moderate 3 15 12 9 6 3 
Unlikely 2 10 8 6 4 2 
Rare 1 5 4 3 2 1 
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Defining Risk Criteria 
The next step in the risk assessn1ent process is to define the risk criteria. Given that the 
principal objective of this thesis is to evaluate whether the risk of erosion generated fro1n 
the roads will affect the streain water quality through sedi1nent deposition associated with 
road-to-streain connectivity, the criteria therefore focussed principally on the possibility of 
erosion occurrence and road-to-streain distance and connectivity. The criteria presented in 
. Table 4.9 describe the risk associated with each component of the system - road surface, 
outlets of road drainage structures, and road-to-stream connectivity. They were defined on 
the basis of the study objectives, the guidelines and codes of practice (Australian 
Govermnent, 1996, 2000; NL WRA, 2000; AUSTROADS, 2001), the literature (see 
Chapter 2), field observation and expert assess1nent of the study area and its road 
conditions, and the likelihood and consequences criteria (Tables 4.6 and 4.7) . Each of the 
criteria listed in Table 4.9 can be used to define the level of risk for each variable. 
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Table 4.9. Level of risk and associated criteria for soil erosion and water quality impacts arising from 
the forest roads 
Slope & Soil Erosion Road-to-Stream Hillslope Road-to- Runoff, RCA Risk 
Road Distance Gradient Stream and USCA Ranhlng 
Location Connectivity Scores 
Road is The erosion rate is The road is located Slope value There is a The volume of 
located very high (>25 close to a at the gullied rnnoff delivery 
on a steep tonnes/ha/yr). The watercourse drainage connection to the streams is 
slope. probability of rill and ( distance 0 to <60m outlet between roads high because of 
gully occmTence is ( valley bottom)) and downward to and streams. the big RCA .12-25 
high (there is runoff generated the stream is (> 150 ni2) and 
evidence of large from the road very high USCA, 
gully erosion) . delivers directly to (>30%). especially eluting 
the streams. storm events. 
Road is The erosion rate is The road is located Slope value There is a The vol ume of 
located high (15-25 close to streams at the gullied runoff delivery 
on a steep tonnes/ha/yr); there ( <80m) and the drainage connection to the streams is 
slope are evidences of runoff delivers outlet between roads high because of 
gully erosion. directly to the downward to and stream. the big RCA 7 - 11 
streams. the stream is (between 70 -
high (20- 150 ni2) and 
. 
40%) . USCA. 
Road is The erosion rate for The road is located Slope value Most runoff The volume of 
located this category is not near to streams (60- at the delivery and runoff delivery 
on gentle very high (5-15 1 00m) and the drainage road-to-stream to the streams is 
slope. tonnes/ha/yr); there runoff may deliver outlet linkages are not big because 4-6 
are evidences of rill to the streams. downward to diffused of small RCA 
or small gully the stream is connections. (between 40 - 70 
eros1011. not high (15- m2) and USCA. 
25%). 
Road is The erosion rate is The road is not Slope value Almost all The RCA is 
located low (1 - 5 located close to at the runoff mostly less than 
on lower tonnes/ha/yr); there streams(> 120m) drainage delivery and 40 m2and USCA 
slope and may evidences of rill and the runoff is less outlet road-to-stream is small. 
flat areas erosion, but there is likely to be downward to linkages are 
no evidence of gu lly delivered to the the stream is diffuse 1-3 
eros10n. streams. small (5- connections or 
20%). there is no 
connection 
between roads 
and streams. 
Road is The erosion rate is The road is located Slope value There is no The RCA is less 
on a very low and/or very low far away from at the road-to-stream than 20 m2 and 
flat area (0 - 1 tonnes/ha/yr); streams (>300m) drainage hydrologic USCA is ve1y 
there is no evidence and the runoff does outlet connection small. 
of rill or gu lly not reach the downward to except during :S l 
eros10n . sh·eams. the stream is ve1y heavy 
small (0 - storm events, 
10%). as diffuse 
connectivity. 
The principle features of each risk categories (Table 4.9) are: 
• In the extre1ne risk category, rills are likely to forrn on the road surface or at the 
outlets of the drainage structures in 1nost years and gullies 1nay develop in very wet 
periods. The runoff with associated sedi1nent is likely to reach the streains; 
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• In the high risk category, rills are likely to develop in 1nost seasons during wet 
periods, but gullies may develop only during very wet periods. Runoff with 
associated sedi1nent is likely to reach the streains; 
• In the 1noderate · risk category, rills n1ay develop in so1ne seasons during very wet 
periods, sedi1nent may be seen running from the road surface ·and ditches, but it is 
less likely to reach the streams; 
• In the low risk category, small rills will rarely develop, sedi1nent is rarely seen to 
move, and runoff is less likely to reach the streams; there is less likely to be road-to-
stream connection, and the com1ection is always through diffuse linkages; 
• In the negligible risk category, there is neither rill development nor sedi1nent 
1novement on the road surface or at the outlets of the drainage structures; there is no 
road-to-stream connection. 
Evaluating the Risk Associated With Risk Rankings 
The risk associated with each variable for each component of the system - road surface, 
outlets of road drainage structures, and road-to-streain connectivity - was ranked using the 
1isk matrix (Table 4.8) . The process described in section 4.8.2 was followed for each 
variable influencing the risk of sheet erosion occurrence on the road surface, at the outlets 
of road drainage structures, and road-to-stream connectivity; this assessment is described in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
The risk ranking for each variable was also assigned a risk level, based on the scale for 
individual variables presented in Table 4.9. Each of these data sets of numerical risk 
ranking represented a layer in the GIS database. Risk rankings for each variable were then 
summed, on a spatially explicit basis, to calculate the aggregate risk score for each pixel, 
and the aggregate ranking was assigned a risk level on the basis of the scale described in 
Table 4.6. As seen in Table 4.9, there were 5 categories of risk level, from extreme to 
negligible. 
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4.8.3 Creating a Risk Map for Each Variable 
The nu1nerical risk rankings for each variable, derived as described above, were aggregated 
to create a risk co1nponent 1nap. Each risk con1ponent 1nap can include one or 1nore 
variables. One exainple of the risk co1nponent that included just one risk variable is that for 
RUSLE. An exainple of a risk co1nponent which included 1nore than one variable is that for 
road-to-streain connectivity which comprises aggregated risk variables of hillslope 
gradient, RCA, USCA and road-to-strea1n hydrologic distance. 
Integrating the Risk Assessment into a Consolidated Map 
The overall risk associated with the forest road network, assessed by the probability of 
sedi1nent delivery to the stream, can be ranked and shown in an integrated risk 1nap. To 
construct this consolidated risk 1nap, all of the individual ranked risk 1naps were combined 
using GIS overlay applications (that is, intersection and Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE), 
as described in Chapter 2, section 2.2.1). 
The variables were aggregated by adding the single score for each are in each pixel to 
generate an aggregate score for each co1nponent. The final score of each risk level depends 
on the nu1nber of the risk variables and co1nponents used to create the final consolidated 
risk 1nap. In each case, it will be the stun of the total given score to each risk according to 
the level of the likelihood and consequences. For example, the total score for risk level 
ranked as 'high' for gully connectivity between roads and strea1ns would be the stun of the 
given score for the rill and gully erosion, hillslope gradient, distance between roads and 
streams, RCA, and upslope contributing area, as the variables influencing the 1isk. 
Interpretation of the final consolidated risk map gives information on the elements at risk, 
and can be used as a tool for n1anaging the forest road system. The i1nplications and results 
of the risk assessn1ent are described in Chapter 8. 
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4.9 Summary and Conclusions 
The 1nethod used in this study is to con1bine data on soil erosion and water quality i1npacts 
generated by the forest roads within a pine plantation. It e1nploys spatial data on the road 
layout and drainage stn1ctures, and predicts the possible connectivity between the road 
drainage stn1cture and streain channel network. 
The study proceeded in several steps: 1nap preparation, experi1nental design and field 
survey, DTM analysis, forest road _ analysis and establishing a con1prehensive integrated 
road database. Fro1n these data, slope position and stability analysis, landfonn analysis, 
watershed delineation, are calculated and the hydrologic distance between roads and 
streains, and road-to-strea1n connectivity assess1nent are 1nodelled. A risk 1nodel developed 
using logistic regression and other statistical analyses, was used for risk assessment and 
1napping including predicting soil loss by applying RUSLE, and creating a risk map. DPGS 
and GIS were the 1nain tools used in gathering data and analysing and preparing the 
necessary 1naps and risk co1nponents for the evaluation processes of the study. The GIS 
software used for analysing and _ evaluating the data were ArcGIS, Arc View, ID RISI, 
ERDAS, FGIS and MAPWin. 
Detennining the probability of a hydrologic connection between forest road drainage 
structures and streains is in1portant to the risk assessment of forest roads. To do this, 
topographically detennined, GIS-based 1nodels were applied to predict flow pathways (the 
hydro logic distance between the outlet of the road drainage stn1ctures and the streams). The 
terrain attribute layers resulting from DTM were used as input data for this prediction. Then 
logistic regression, threshold values and field observations were used to define the road-to-
streain connectivity. 
The approach used in this study to detennine the factors influencing the erosion and water 
quality in1pacts on unsealed forest roads entailed using both quantitative and qualitative 
analytical processes. Statistical analyses, 1nostly logistic regressions, were used to evaluate 
the data. 
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The ain1 of this 111ethod was to develop and introduce a GIS-based process and procedure 
which can be used to co1nbine different methods and procedures of assessing the risk fro1n 
different pa1is of the road network, in order to visualise and 1nap the overall risk arising 
fron1 the roads to the soil and water. 
The procedures, processes and results of the GIS applications, methods, techniques and 
statistical 1nodels used will be presented and discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. The results 
of i1nple1nenting the RUSLE, to provide an overview of the area and its road network in 
ten11s of soil loss condition, will be presented in Chapter 5. The results of terrain analysis 
and model develop1nent for predicting rill and gully occurrence on the road surface and at 
the outlets of road drainage structures will be presented and discussed in Chapter 6. In 
Chapter 7, the results of road and watershed analyses and road-to-stream connectivity 
n1odelling and risk assessment will be discussed. The final risk 1nap, presented in Chapter 
8, is a consolidated n1ap of different 1isk components evaluated by both GIS and statistical 
analysis. 
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Chapter 5 
Results and Discussion 1: Estimating Relative Soil 
Erosion Using the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation 
(RUSLE) and GIS Techniques 
5.1 Introduction 
Before the effect of erosion fro1n road syste1ns can be detennined, the ainount of soil loss 
1nust first be esti1nated. If soil loss is negligible, then the risk to strea1ns will also be 
negligible. Conversely, in situations where erosion is predicted to be 1noderate to severe, 
sedi1nentation will be likely, but only if there is a water-flow connection between the road 
and the nearest streain. The Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation was used to indicate 
those places along the road network where erosion fro1n the road surface could be expected 
to be moderate or greater. Field inspection confinned the general accuracy of the prediction 
and showed that the study area contained sufficient variation in soil erosion potential to be 
a suitable experimental area. It also demonstrated the likelihood that soil erosion could be 
predicted using established theory and GIS technologies. 
As described in Chapters 2 and 4, sections 2.3.9 and 4.8.1, the USLE and RUSLE are 
e1npirical 1nodels used to make general predictions of soil losses due to erosion at regional 
landscape or watershed scales. However, they 1nay be better at predicting relative rather 
than. .actual ainounts of soil loss. Rosewell (1993) and Edwards (1986) argued that USLE 
may be applied to different types of land use, such as croplands, pasture lands, rangelands, 
forests and construction sites. In the present research, the RUSLE has been used to esti1nate 
the volu1ne of soil loss in the study area, and to categorise and evaluate the risk of soil loss 
and erosion fro1n forest roads. 
The RUSLE equation comprises a linear combination of factors: 
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A = R*K*L*S*C*P (5.1) 
where: A is the annual average soil loss in tonnes per hectare per year, and shows the 
prediction of possible soil losses across the catclunent area; R is the rainfall erosivity and 
runoff factor in Mega joules per milli1netre per hectare per year, which is the number of 
rainfall erosion units; K is the soil erodibility factor in tom1es per hectare per year; L and S 
are topographic factors , where L is the slope length factor in 1netres and S is the slope 
steepness factor in percent; C is the land cover n1anage1nent factor; and P is the support 
practice factor. 
The accuracy and reliability of predictions by the 1nodel depend on the prec1s1on 1n 
calculating each individual factor, and also on the way in which the individual factors are 
co1nbined when running the RUSLE 1nodel. The soil erodibility (K-Factor), slope length 
(L) and slope gradient (S) should be esti1nated or calculated as accurately as possible, as 
any n1iscalculation will directly affect the result of soil loss prediction. 
The 1nain goal of surface erosion assess1nent using RUSLE, as part of a catch1nent and road 
assess1nent, was to provide a preliminarily risk 1nap with an understanding of: 
• Which areas of Stromlo Forest are sensitive to surface erosion? 
• Which road seg1nents are located in sensitive areas, in terms of losing soil? 
• What is the possibility of surface erosion (rills and gullies) on the surface of the 
roads, in tenns of the soil loss 1isk ranking? 
• Which parts of forest roads are 1nore likely to have rill and gully erosion? 
• What is the condition of the hills lope between roads and streains in tenns of erosion 
sensitivity? 
These questions will be answered by developing a soil loss map of the study area and its 
forest road network. The answers will provide an overview of the area and its road network, 
which will be used for the detailed studies of the roads and of the hillslopes between roads 
and streams. 
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5.1.1 The Use of RUSLE for this Project 
The four 1naJor factors affecting sheet, rill and inter-rill erosion are cli1nate, soil, 
topography and land use. Since erosion is inherent in the properties of soils and slope 
gradient, any method for n1apping erosion 1nust consider these properties. The RUSLE 
(Renard et al. , 1991 , 1997) is such a 1nethod, which considers all of these factors. This 
1nodel is contained in an exceptionally well-validated and documented equation (Toy et al. , 
1998). RUSLE retains the stn1cture of its predecessor, the USLE (Wisch1neier and Smith, 
1978). RUSLE is a very powerful tool that is used to esti1nate soil loss under a wide variety 
of site-specific conditions. The use of this 1nodel is linuted to the estimation of gross 
erosion, because it lacks the capability to compute deposition along hillslopes, depressions, 
and valleys or in channels. In addition, as erosion can occur only along a flow line without 
influencing the water flow itself, this restricts direct application of the USLE to 
co1nputations within GIS. Although the RUSLE can be used as a GIS based 1nodel, there 
are still so1ne li1nitations and so1ne processes 1nust be calculated 1nanually. 
As 1nentioned above, soil erosion is influenced by the spatial heterogeneity in topography, 
vegetation, soil properties and land use. As GIS has the capability to exainine the problem 
in a spatial context, coping with a large volu1ne of spatial data (Haining, 2003) and the 
relationship between data fro1n various sources in the erosion 1nodelling process, it 
therefore becon1es a valuable tool that can be used in conjunction with RUSLE. In 
co1nparison with predictive soil erosion models , the RUSLE shows approximately what 
· percentage of the basin and forest roads are in erodible soils and thus determines the 
possibility of potential soil loss or occurrence of erosion in the specific area. Visual 
evidence of erosion in the field, such as rills and gullies , can be used as evidence to validate 
the possibility of soil erosion occurring. 
The user must enstffe that RUSLE is applied to appropriate soil-loss problems, and that 
inputs for the calculation of factor values accurately represent site conditions. The RUSLE 
1nodel can also be adapted to estin1ate road surface erosion (EPA, 2000). This typically 
requires some expe1iise and fainiliarity with conducting erosion studies. A GIS syste1n is 
also very helpful for sin1plifying 1nany of the steps for calculating the related factors. The 
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RUSLE is best used on s1naller drainage basins by dividing the basin into areas of unifonn 
soil type, topography, and agronon1ic conditions (EPA, 2000). The soil loss can then be 
con1puted for each con1bination, and this can be greatly si1nplified if GIS is used. Erosion 
potential prediction has become a widely applied GIS operation, and the integration of GIS 
with erosion n1odels has been addressed in several studies (De Roo et al. , 1996; Desmet 
and Govers, 1996; WEPP, 1999; Croke and Mockler, 2001; NCASI, 2002; ID RISI, 2004). 
The RUSLE can be used to predict the amount of soil moved from its original position but 
does not necessarily predict the an1ount of sediment transported out of an area or watershed 
(EAP, 2000). Sediment delivery into an adjacent streainline or other sediment-transport 
conduits such as gullies, ditches and channels can be considered to be a separate step. 
Sedi1nent delivery conelates with hillslope gradient and infiltration rates on bare soils but 
can be best predicted by slope length and soil erodibility on vegetated surfaces (Ebise1niju, 
1990). Reid and Dunne (1996) found that redeposited sediment is 1nostly related to factors 
such as gradient, surface roughness, vegetation cover, storm runoff, and distance from the 
sedi1nent source (that is, roads). These paraineters should be noted when a field survey is 
conducted in order to identify the conditions under which delivery 1nay be significant. 
Road stu-face erosion is generally evaluated separately from sheetwash erosion because of 
the fonner's importance (Reid and Dum1e, 1996). A nu1nber of factors can affect the 
production of sediment from roads - road surface conditions and surfacing material, traffic 
levels, rainfall, and drainage structure and design. Road erosion is typically of greatest 
concern at streain crossings, although roads parallel to streams can also cause 
sedimentation proble1ns (EAP, 2000). Watershed-scale road erosion is typically evaluated 
by developing an average annual rate of erosion 1nultiplied by the area of road delivering 
sedin1ent directly to streams. 
The 'Background Erosion ' Rate and Its Relationship to This Proj ect 
All lands are subject to "background" erosion, viz . the natural erosion of any surface, which 
occurs on all managed and unmanaged land, including forested areas. Background erosion 
and sedimentation rates are generally estimated when it is necessary to partition the total 
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sediment deposited in a streain into sources, such as erosion froin the strean1 banks, the 
riverbed itself, or the effects of inanageinent. 
The case study area has rolling topography and is situated in an area of relatively low 
rainfall ( c. 640 inin per year, see full description of the study area in Chapter 3). These 
factors inean that the background soil loss rate will be sinall by international standards; 
furthen11ore, under typical Australian conditions, only 5 - 10% of the background hillslope 
erosion will reach the streains by the process known as 'natural movement' (Prosser et al., 
2001). 
For these reasons, background soil loss was not considered further in the development of 
inodels in this study. If a similar study were to be conducted in an area with a high 
background rate of soil loss, and/or where a greater proportion of background erosion 
reaches the streains, background soils loss rates would be relevant to inodel development 
and application. 
Preliminary Exploration of the Application of RUSLE to the Case Study 
Area 
Although RUSLE was originally developed as a method of predicting comparative soil loss 
froin different agricultural practices, the model has been used to exainine effects in forests 
since at least 1997. The chosen study site is typical of plantation forests in the ACT. 
RUSLE was used to predict the probability of different erosion rates occurring on forest 
roads and related hillslopes. The results were compared with erosion as visually assessed in 
the field. In locations where 'high' erosion was predicted by the model, there was evidence 
of considerable erosion, such as the presence of rills and gullies. There was a good 
correlation and agreement between actual location predicted to have high erosion 
probability and what was seen in the field. For the areas classified as having negligible soil 
erosion, there was no evidence of any inore than ininor erosion. 
The preliininary observations provided confidence to continue the study using other 
techniques and inodels to quantify and describe the erosion delivery process to streams, and 
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a 1nethod based on accepted principles controlling soil loss appeared to be valid for this 
site. It also 1neant that the site was suitable for this investigation because it showed clear 
exainples of variation in soil erosion and that these were associated with loss predicted by a 
well-accepted model. 
5.2 Application of RUSLE Model Using GIS 
The RUSLE 1nodel can be i1nple1nented and the ainount of soil lost fro1n a specific 
catch1nent area can be calculated using the overlay and multiple criteria evaluation 
functions present in ahnost all GIS software. The equation factors are set up as GIS layers 
in a grid fonnat in order to calculate and classify the soil loss. Each layer is created 
individually and then the layers are overlayed and accumulated, resulting in the average 
annual soil loss layer. This 1nakes it possible to develop spatial soil loss and soil erosion 
1nodels. 
The application of RUSLE using the ID RISI software is summarised in Box 5 .1. However, 
the RUSLE modelling provided in the IDRIS! software did not prove to be well suited to 
the purpose of this study because of the intensity of the work required to define the relevant 
RUSLE thresholds. In paiiicular, selecting the correct slope and aspect thresholds and the 
s1nallest patch size, were proble1natic in running this model in IDRIS!. 
Box 5.1. Steps in implementing the RUSLE model using IDRISI 
1. Determine the value of Rainfall and Runoff Erosivity (R-Factor). 
2. Determine the soil erodibility (K-factor) based on the soil series or texture. 
3. Determine the land cover management factor (C-Factor) and support 
practice factor (P-Factor). 
4. Prepare an accurate and high resolution DEM. 
5. Determine and select a proper slope, aspect and patch size thresholds. 
6. Run the 1nodel in order to obtain soil loss rate within the patch and the 
catchment (the study area) in ton/ha/year. 
Note: All layers 1nust be built in IDRIS! (i1nage) raster format. 
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Consequently, RUSLE assess1nent was in1ple1nented for the study area and its road network 
using ArcGIS software. The processes of calculating and creating each factor and GIS layer 
related to the estimation of soil loss in the Stro1nlo Forest are stnrunarised in Box 5.2. The 
application was carried out for the SFMA and adjacent land within the study catch1nent 
area, which totals nearly 10,500 hectares. Running this 1nodel resulted in an esti1nate of 
relative soil erosion. The values do not equal the ainount of sedi1nent production or 
sedi1nent transport to streain in the study catchment area, but are rather an index of those 
values. The processes involved in i1nplementing the RUSLE in ArcGIS and IDRIS! are 
different (Boxes 5.1 and 5.2); to n1n the model in ArcGIS, all layers 1nust be created 
separately. 
Box 5.2. Steps in implementing the RUSLE model using ArcGIS 
1. Detennine the value of Rainfall and Runoff Erosivity (R-Factor). 
2. Determine the soil erodibility (K-factor) based on the soil series or texture. 
3. Detennine the present slope (S-Factor). 
4. Detenninehneasure the length of slope (L-Factor). 
5. Measure/calculate the LS-Factor. 
6. Detennine the land cover 1nanageinent factor (C-Factor) and support practice 
factor (P-Factor). 
7. Overlay/multiply the factors in order to obtain soil loss rate within the 
catchn1ent ( study area) in ton/ha/year. 
Note: All layers 1nust be built in Arc grid format. 
For forest roads, the model was run separately using the road database and information as 
input layers. A grid layer of road network with field-n1easured slope value was created 
using ArcGIS. This layer was then used as input to calculate the S, L and, finally, LS 
factors of the roads. Other related factors were created individually for forest roads and 
• , 
then were used as road input layers to n1n the RUSLE model. The output of the 1nodel 
application using ArcGIS is a grid layer co1nbining the different factors. The amount of soil 
loss and soil erosion can be extracted using grid co1nmands from the grid layer for the 
forest road layout or for the location of the road drainage stn1ctures. 
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5.2.1 Rainfall and Runoff Erosivity Factor (R-Factor) 
The rainfall and n1noff factor (R-Factor) is a measure of the erosive power of rain. The R-
factor index varies from one location to another and its calculation is based on the kinetic · 
energy of the annual su1n1nation of rainfall that coITelates with raindrop size. Total energy 
and the 1naxi1num 30-ininute intensity of stonns (Ebo) have been defined as two 
co1nponent factors for the R-Factor calculation (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). The total 
stonn kinetic energy (E) is estimated fro1n rainfall intensity: each region has a different 
equation for E calculation. Rosewell (1986) developed an equation for calculation of E 
under Australian circu1nstances: 
E = 29.0 (1 - 0.596 Exp (-0.041) (5.2) 
where E is storm energy or erosion index in MJ/m2.1nm and I is the rainfall intensity in 
1mn/h. The R-Factor has been esti1nated for all Australian states, including, New South 
Wales (NSW), which itself includes the Australian Capital TeITitory (ACT), by Rosewell 
(1986, 1993) and Bureau of Rural Sciences (2000). The range of the calculated R-Factor for 
the ACT is 234-1697 MI.nun/ ha- 1.h-1.y-1, with an average of 858. Wisch1neier (1959, 1976, 
1978) argued that the best prediction ofR-Factor is: 
(5.3) 
In equation (5.3), E is the total storm kinetic energy in hundreds of (metric) tonnes per 
hectare, 130 is the 1naxi1nu1n 30-minute rainfall intensity, j is the counter for each year used 
to produce the average, k is the counter for the number of stonns in a year, m is the number 
of stonns in n years, and n is the number of years used to obtain the average R. The 
ainounts of rainfall and peak intensity are the two most important characteristics 
determining the R-Factor. 
The rainfall and n1noff erosivity index for running the RUSLE for Stromlo Forest were 
adopted fro1n Rosewell (1986, 1993) and fron1 the R-factor predictions for all Australian 
states (Bureau of Rural Sciences, 2000). The R-factor data and map of the study area 
(Stron1lo Forest) have been extracted fro1n the R-factor map of Australia (Bureau of Rural 
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Sciences, 2000), which was downloaded fro1n the Bureau of Rural Sciences (2000) and the 
Australian National Resources Data Library (Bureau of Rural Sciences, 2000). The map 
was projected, categorised and analysed in order to create the single categorized layer for 
the 111odel. A su1n1nary of statistical parameters of the R factor of the study area, in MI.mm/ 
ha- 1.h-1.y-1, is shown in Table 5.1. As can be seen fro1n Table 5.1, the average value of the 
R factor of the study area (1528) is nearly twice that of the average value for the whole of 
the ACT (858). 
Table 5.1. The R-Factor parameters (MJ.mm/ ha-1.h-1.y-1) of the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Value Standard Range (ha) Value Value Deviation 
10477 1252 1683 1528 80 431 
The R factor value of the forest roads located i11 the Stro1nlo Forest was extracted using 
Arclnfo co1nmands. Table 5.2 is a statistical summary of the R-Factor of the forest road 
network of the study area. Although the distribution of the mean value of the R-Factor is 3 
points less than the mean value of the catchment area, the minimum and maximum values 
are ahnost identical. 
Table 5.2. The R-Factor parameters (MJ.mm/ ha-1.h-1.y-1) of the forest roads in the study area 
Road Minimum Maximum Mean Value Standard Range Length (km) Value Value Deviation 
307 1253 1683 1525 74 430 
5.2.2 Soil Erodibility Factor (K-Factor) 
Rosewell (1993) defined soil erodibility as a measure of susceptibility of soil to erosion. 
The detennination of the soil erodibility factor (K) of the study area is based on the soil 
texture, that is, the relative presence of sand, silt and clay. Generally, sandy -soils have low 
K values because of their coarse texture and low-level runoff. Clayey soils have low K 
value because of their detachtnent resistance. Susceptibility of the soil to detachment can be 
reduced by the percentage of organic material; the amount of runoff and erosion will 
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therefore decrease when infiltration rates are increased. This determination was based on 
the SOILOSS program written by Rosewell (1993) for Australian conditions. To apply this 
to the study area, the texture of each soil type was first listed based on the soil map of the 
Canberra district (Sleeman and Walker, 1979), and the K-Factor values were determined 
using the soil erodibility nomograph (Foster et al., 1981) in SI units (Figure 5.1). 
According to the SOILOSS handbook (Rosewell, 1993), the erodibility nomograph 
deternrines accurately the soil erodibility factor (K) for soils containing less than 70 percent 
silt plus very fine sand (0.002 - 0.1 mm). McKenzie et al. (2004) argued that soil organic 
matter is the sum of the biologically derived organic materials found in the soil; this is 
measured by the content of organic carbon. If the organic carbon level is less than 1 %, the 
organic matter is small and if it is greater than 2%, the level of organic matter is considered 
high (McKenzie et al., 2004); (1-2% is considered moderate). 
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Figure 5.1. Soil erodibility (K-Factor) nomograph in SI units 
Source: Adapted from Foster et al. (1981) 
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The procedure for determining the K value using the non1ograph is: (1) the relative 
percentages of silt and very find sand, sand (0.1 - 2 1nm) and organic matter are first 
calculated or determined; (2) soil structure classes; and (3) permeability level are then 
determined. In Figure 5.3 , a blue dotted line (anow) illustrates an exainple of K value 
detennination. The values of silt and very fine sand, sand, organic matter, structure and 
permeability are 65%, 5%, 2.8%, 2 (fine granular structure) and 4 (slow to moderate 
penneability), respectively, in this example. As can be seen from Figure 5.1 , the K-Factor 
value in this example is 0.04 tonnes per ha per year. The permeability level was determined 
for the forest road with reference to the road condition and the level of road use. 
Table 5.3. Summary of the K-Factor parameters of the study and the forest roads 
Parameter Area (ha) or Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range Length (km) Value Value Value Deviation 
Study Area (ha) 10477 0.033 0.051 0.044 0.0015 0.018 
Roads (km) 307 0.033 0.057 0.046 0.0006 0.019 
The K value will always be greater than 0 and less than 0.1 (in SI units). K < 0.02 indicates 
low soil erodibility, 0.02 - 0.04 1noderate and K >0.04 indicates high soil erodibility 
(Rosewell, 1993). Based on Rosewell's (1993) categorisation of K value for Australian 
regions , about 97% (10,155 ha out of 10,477 ha) of the study area and 88% of forest roads 
were classified as having high, and about 3% and 12% as having moderate, soil erodibility, 
respectively (Table 5.4). Hence, the minimum and maximum estimated values of the K-
Factor for the study _area and forest roads are between 0.033 and 0.057 (Table 5.3); 
therefore, the rate of soil erodibility (risk) of the study area and roads can be categorised as 
moderate to high. 
Table 5.4. Soil Erodibility (t.ha-1.y-1) classification of the study area and the forest roads 
~ <0.02; 0.02 - 0.04; >0.04; Lo-Yv Soil Erodibility ~1oderate Soil Erodibility High Soil Erodibility 
Area (ha) 0 322 10155 
Percent 0 3.1 96 .9 
Roads (km) 0 37 270 
Percent 0 12 88 
5.2.3 Topographic Factors (LS-Factor) 
Topographic factors include hillslope length (L) and slope steepness (S). A co1nbination of 
L and S factors is known as the LS factor. This is one of the more significant co1nponent 
factors of USLE and RUSLE. Where field 1neasurements are not feasible, the LS factor can 
generally be estin1ated fro1n a DEM layer. However, while extensive computer 
progran1ming has been developed for a RUSLE GIS-based grid in 1nany GIS software 
packages, including Arclnfo and IDRIS!, there are still so1ne difficulties in obtaining very 
accurate LS factors. 
The slope length factor (L-Factor) is expressed (Zingg, 1940 cited in Liu et al., 2000: 1759) 
as: 
(5.4) 
where L' is soil loss per unit area per unit time, "A is slope length in 1netres, and a and m are 
en1pirical coefficients. This equation can be nonnalised to a unit plot of length 22.13 1netres 
for both USLE and RUSLE (Liu et al., 2000). 
L = (A l 22.13Y1 (5.5) 
where L is soil loss nonnalised to the unit plot of length 22.13 metres and m is empirical 
coefficient. One of the 1nain differences between USLE (Wischmeier and S1nith, 1978) and 
RUSLE (Renard et al., 1991 , 1997) is the differences between the values of m suggested by 
USLE and RUSLE. The suggested m values for the USLE (Wischmeier and Sinith, 1978) 
were 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 for the slope gradients <1, 1 to 3, 3.5 to 4.5 , and 5% or greater, 
respectively (Liu et al., 2000). A problem with this categorisation occurs when the slope 
gradient exceeds 5%: the slope length factor for soil loss calculation using the USLE does 
not change with the slope steepness. This problem has been solved in the RUSLE 1nodel, 
where the m value is considered as a continuously increasing value, using the equations 
below (Renard et al., 1997): 
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m = /3 / (1 + /3) 
/3 = (sin 0 I 0.0896) ! [3.0(sin 0°·8 ) + 0.56] 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
where /3 is the ratio of rill erosion to inter-rill erosion, and 0 is the angle of the slope 
gradient. 
The value of the hillslope length factor is 1 for a unit plot (normalised) 22.13 metres in 
length with a hillslope gradient of 9% (Renard et al., 1997; Toy et al., 1998). The L-Factor 
value will be less than 1 for hillslope lengths less than 22.13 metres and 1nore than 1 for 
slope lengths greater than 22.13 1netres. The hillslope length (L-Factor), hillslope gradient 
(S-Factor), and LS-Factor of the study area were calculated using an Arclnfo AML, which 
was originally written by Rick et al. (2003). The AML was adapted for the study area in 
order to consider its characteristics and to create, separately, the GIS layers for the S and L 
factors and the LS factor combination. 
As hillslope gradient and length increase, the total soil loss in a catchment area increases 
because the velocity, erosivity and the progressive accumulation of runoff increase in the 
downslope direction. 
Table 5.5. Summary of L-Factor parameters of the study area and the forest roads 
Parameter Area or Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range length Value Value Value Deviation 
Study Area (ha) 10477 0.64 2.6 1.06 0.28 1.96 
Roads (km) 307 0.62 2.27 1.08 0.30 1.63 
Table 5.6. Summary of S-Factor parameters of the study area and the forest roads 
Parameter Area or Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range length Value Value Value Deviation 
Study Area (ha) 10477 0 12 1.3 1.3 12 
Roads (km) 307 0.05 9.1 1.5 1.2 9.1 
Tables 5.5 to 5.7 present surmnaries of parameters for Land S factors of the study area and 
forest roads. The 1nini1num value of the L-Factor is 0.64 and 0.62, and maximum value is 
2.6 and 2.27, for the study area and forest roads, respectively (Table 5 .5). As can be seen in 
Table 5.6, the minimum and maximum values of S-Factor are 0 and 12, respectively, while 
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these values are 0.05 and 9.1 for forest roads. Fro1n Table 5.7, it can be seen that 1nore than 
95% of the S-Factor of the forest roads and less than 95% of this value for the study area 
are distributed between the values of 0 - 4. Higher values .of the S-Factor ( 4 - 12) occupy 
n1ore than 5% and 3% of the study area and forest roads, respectively. 
Table 5.7. Summary of the distribution of the S-Factor in the study area and the forest roads 
S-Factor 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-12 Total 
Number of pixels 220102 29588 9806 1811 618 261925 
Area (ha) 8805 1184 392 72 25 10477 
Percent 84 11 4 1 0.2 100 
Roads (km) 249 48 7 3 0.1 307 
Percent 81 16 2 1 0 100 
Table 5.8. Summary of LS-Factor parameters of the study area and the forest roads 
Parameter Area or Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range length Value Value Value Deviation 
Study Area (ha) 10477 0.05 24.4 1.4 1.6 24.4 
Roads (km) 307 0.05 16.3 1.7 1.7 16.2 
Table 5.9. Summary of the distribution of the calculated LS-Factor in the study area and the forest 
roads 
LS 0-0.05 0.05-1 1-2 2-3 3-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-24.4 
Number 77899 66063 61755 23802 22143 9594 863 104 10 
of pixels 
Area (ha) 3116 2642.5 2470. 952.1 885.7 383.8 34.5 4.16 0.4 2 
Percent 30 25 24 9 8 4 0 0 0 
Roads 19 116.5 121.5 22.1 17.5 7:3 3 0.6 0 (km) 6 
Percent 6 38 40 7 6 2 1 0 0 
Tables 5.8 and 5.9 present the su1nmary of parameters for the LS-Factor of the study area 
and forest roads, respectively. The 1nini1nu1n value of LS-Factor is the saine (0.05) for the 
study area and forest roads, but the maxi1nun1 and means values are 24.4 and 1 .4 for the 
study area and 16.3 and 1.7 for the forest roads, respectively (Table 5.8). Table 5.9 
su1n1narises the distribution of the calculated LS-Factor of the study area and the forest 
roads. Fro1n Table 5 .9, it can be seen that 1nore than 96% of the LS values are distributed 
around the 1nean value (between 0.05 and less than 5) for both the study area and forest 
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roads. Greater values of the LS-Factor (5 - 24.4) occupy less than 4 and 3% of the study 
area and forest roads, respectively. Only so1ne s1nall patches, totalling about 5 hectares 
(0.04%) of the study area, and 0.6 lan of the roads, have a value of 15 - 24.4 LS-Factor. 
5.2.4 Land Cover Management (C) and Support Practice (P) Factors 
The land cover 1nanage1nent factor (C-Factor) represents the effects of land cover 
(vegetation) 1nanage1nent, and also control practices for soil erosion and soil loss. The C-
Factor can be interpreted by calculating the ratio of soil loss fro1n the specific land use 
exainple to the corresponding soil loss fro1n continuously tilled bare fallow (Rosewell, 
1993). The soil loss ratio is also an estimate of the ratio of soil loss under different 
reference conditions. This ratio varies with canopy, density of surface cover, plant litter and 
soil bion1ass, surface roughness and · any consolidation change. The C-Factor is generally 
derived fro1n the co1nbination of soil loss ratios and the applicable percentages of erosion 
index (EI) (Rosewell, 1993). The C-Factor value shows how the land use management plan 
will affect the average aimual soil loss and the potential soil erosion distribution for a 
particular 1nanagement syste1n. The C-Factor is also expressed as an annual value for a 
particular 1nanage1nent plan or management practice. 
The land cover manage1nent factor ( C-F actor) is di1nensionless and varies fro1n O - 1 
depending on the situation - for exainple, canopy cover, 1nulch cover, residual trees and 
1nanagement effects (Rosewell, 1993; University of Zululand, 2001, 2003). The esti1nated 
C-Factor for the study area was based on the C-Factor classification for permanent forest, 
pasture and rangeland, or scrub (Rosewell, 1993 ), and the situation after the 2003 bushfire. 
It is clear that the density of canopy cover, including both top level cover (trees) and 
ground cover, was suddenly destroyed by the bushfire. However, the residual burnt trees 
and recovery manage1nent after the fire, including re1noving trees, site preparation, and 
regrowth or revegetation of grasses, ground cover and trees, increased the percentage of 
total ground cover in contact with the soil surface a short time after the bushfire event. A 
unique value of land cover n1anage1nent factor (C-Factor = 0.076) was therefore esti1nated 
for the study area. This was done following the guidelines and processes developed by 
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Rosewell (1993) and reported in the SOILOSS Handbook, which considers the percentage 
of the canopy cover re1naining, including ground cover - grasses, weeds and shrubs - and 
land cover under recovery 1nanage1nent. 
A support practice, known as the P-Factor, represents the effects of a specific 1nanagement 
practice on soil loss under standard conditions. The P-Factor is also defined as the ratio of 
soil loss when a support practice such as contour cultivation or contour tillage, furrowing 
and ripping, diversions and contour vegetation strips is used, co1npared with cultivation up 
and down the slope (Rosewell, 1993). According to Schulze (1989) and Rosewell (1993), 
the P-Factor is dimensionless, varying fro1n Oto 1. Contour cultivation is 1nost effective on 
slopes between 3 - 8 percent and the P-Factor, and the soil loss ratio in this situation, 
co1npared to cultivated land that is tilled directly up and down slope, is 1 (Rosewell, 1993). 
Uncultivated natural forest, and grasslands, roads and river banks or contour-graded 
syste1ns, which usually reduce sheet and rill erosion, will also have a P-Factor of 1 
(Gold1nan et al., 1986; Schulze, 1989; Rosewell, 1993; University of Zululand, 2001, 
2003). 
The P-Factor of the study area was estimated as 1 because: 
1. The area was mostly covered by pine forest before the bushfire event on 18 January, 
2003; 
2. At the ti1ne of the fieldwork, the area was covered by debris fro1n the pine plantation 
and grass, and the recovery 1nanage1nent and replanting increased the ground cover; 
3. The average slope of the area is about 9 .4 percent, that is, close to the range of 
1nini1nu1n soil loss (3 - 8%); 
. .4. The area of interest is forest roads, and the P value for roads is generally 1. 
AP-Factor grid layer with a value of 1 was created and then used as one of six factors of 
RUSLE for esti1nating soil loss in the study area, paiiicularly from the forest roads. 
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5.2.5 Average Annual Soil Loss and Erosion Risk 
The output of the RUSLE model is a prediction of average annual soil loss per unit area 
(t.ha-1 .y-1). This output is a grid GIS layer showing the soil loss distribution value per unit 
area (20 * 20 metre pixels). It was derived by applying the model using ArcGIS. Figures 
5 .2 and 5 .3 illustrate the distribution of the. probability of soil loss risk resulting from 
implementing RUSLE using GIS across the study area and forest roads. 
Figure 5.2. Soil loss and probability of erosion risk for the study area 
. ' 
Table 5.10. Parameters for estimated annual soil loss (t.ha-1.y-1) for the study area 
Area · Minimum Maximum Mean Value Standard (ha) Value Value Deviation 
10477 0 124 7 8 
Risk of Soil Loss 
~ Negligible 
Low 
LJ Moderate 
D High 
- Extreme 
N 
1' 
Range 
124 
Table 5 .1 0 shows the 1nini1nu1n, maxiinu1n and mean values of predicted soil loss in the 
study area to be about 0, 124 and 7 tonnes per hectare per year, respectively. The highest 
level of expected soil loss occurred on the ridge above the Molonglo River and on the sides 
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of Mount Stron1lo, where the values of the slope gradient and slope length are higher than 
for other areas. 
The risk of soil loss of the study area and forest roads was ranked using the processes 
explained in Chapter 4, section 4.8. The risk-ranking scores were first estimated and the 
score associated with each cell in the risk 1natrix was then used to evaluate the level of risk, 
fro1n extre1ne, high, 1noderate to low/negligible. The probability of soil loss from the site 
and the erosion rate are expected be low to very low when the slope gradient is between 0 -
8 degrees (Forestry Co1mnission of Tasmania, 1993; Ryan et al., 1998; Australian 
Govem1nent, 1992, 2000). For example, the likelihood of losing soil fro1n the landscape 
and forest roads located in a flat area would be 'rare' (level 1: see Table 4.6) and 'unlikely' 
(level 2). In this situation, the potential soil loss rate would be very low because of low 
level of water 1novement due to a lack of the energy needed to transpo1i soil particles 
associated with a s1nall slope value. The consequences, therefore would be 'insignificant' 
(level 1: see Table 4.7) and '1ninor' (level 2). The risk ranking scores associated with these 
levels of likelihood and consequences would be between 1 and 4, and the risk levels 
associated with these scores are 'negligible' and 'low', respectively. The field investigation 
confinned that there was no evidence of erosion across the landscape or of rill or gully 
erosion on the surface of the roads and at the outlets of the drainage structures, for these 
categories. Furthen11ore, the roads built on the flat areas (in this case study area, about 40% 
of the roads) have no substantial cut and fill batters, and where they do exist the height and 
slope values of cut and fill batters are very low. In this situation, the contributions of 
erosion fro1n cut and fill batters to the total possible erosion rate fro1n roads, therefore, 
would be negligible. 
In hillslope conditions, there is a higher probability of having a high rate of soil loss and 
gully forn1ation con1pared with the lower slope and flat areas (British Colu1nbia 
Environment, 1995a). Gully formation would probably occur on the hillslope, and on the 
surface of the roads and at the outlet of drainage structures, when the slope gradient 
exceeds 25% and where the ground cover is low (British Columbia Enviromnent, 1995a; 
Ryan, 1998). The greater the slope, the higher is the velocity of the flow of the run-off 
across the landscape and on the road surface, which may cause high erosion rates and gully 
fom1ation. As described in Chapters 2 and 4, the likelihood of the erosion occun-ence on 
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steep terrain ranges from 'likely' to 'almost certain' , depending on the magnitude of the 
slope value, site conditions, and dainage to road and ground covers. The consequences of 
soil loss for this condition range from 'moderate' to 'catastrophic' , depending on the 
magnitude of the slope gradient that provides energy for soil particle movement. The 
ranking scores for these categories for the study area and its roads range from 9 - 16, and 
the associated risk would be 'high' and 'extreme' , respectively. The soil loss rates for these 
categories are 15 - 25 and >25 tonnes/ha/yr, respectively. Van Vliet et al. (2002) used a 
'risk of water erosion indicator' (that is, >22 tonnes/ha/yr for high to very high risk) to 
identify areas at risk of significant water erosion. The ranking score for 'moderate' risk is 
estimated at 6 (Tables 5.11 and 5.13), using the same procedures described above. 
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Figure 5.3. Soil loss and probability of erosion risk of forest roads of the study area 
As surmnarised in Table 5 .11, there is a predicted risk of 'moderate' soil loss for around 
42% of the study area. The next largest area (31 %) is that ranked as having 'low' soil loss. 
Sixteen percent of the study area was ranked as having negligible soil loss; this was located 
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in the lowest slope or flat area (Figure 5 .2 and Table 5 .11 ). Eleven percent (1196 ha) of the 
study area is at risk of 'high' and 'extre1ne' risk of soil loss. 
Table 5.11. Summary of the risk of soil loss across the study area 
Risk of Soil Loss Negligible Low Moderate High (15.01 Extreme 
(t.ha-1 .y-1) (<l) (1.01- 3) (3.01 - 15) - 25) (>25) 
Area (ha) 1669 3218 4394 781 415 
Percent 16 31 42 7 4 
The 1najority of the study area (53%) is assessed as having 1noderate to extre1ne risk of soil 
loss (Table 5.11). 
Table 5.12. Summary parameters (t.ha-1.y-1) for soil loss from the forest roads of the study area 
Road Length Minimum Maximum Mean Value Standard Range (km) Value Value Deviation 
307 0.2 84 9 9 84 
Table 5.13. Summary of the risk of soil loss from Forest Roads across the study area 
Risk of Soil Loss Negligible Low Moderate High Extreme 
(t.ha-1 .y-1) (<1) (1.01- 3) (3.01 - 15) (15.01 - 25) (>25) 
Road Length (km) 38 75 150 30 14 
Percent 12 24 49 10 5 
Figure 5.3 illustrates and Tables 5.12 and 5.13 summarise the distribution of the soil loss 
values and risk of soil erosion categories for forest roads in the study area. As shown in 
Table 5.12, the mini1nu1n, maxi1nu1n and mean values of possible soil loss of the forest 
road are 0.2, 84, and 9 tonnes per hectare per year, respectively. The maximum value of 
soil loss fro1n the forest roads is nearly 40 tonnes per hectare per year less than the 
maxi1num value for the entire study area, but the mean value is 2 tonnes per hectare per 
year higher than that of the entire study area (Tables 5.10 and 5.12). 
About 12 percent (3 7 kin) of the forest roads of the study area are ranked as having 
'negligible' soil loss, and 13 percent (39 km) are predicted to have 'low' risk of soil loss · 
(Table 5.13). More than half (59 percent) of the forest roads are predicted to have 
'moderate' rates of soil loss. 'High' or 'extre1ne' risk of soil loss (15 to more than 25 t.ha-
1 .y- 1) are predicted for 16 percent (51 kin) of the forest roads. These roads are mostly 
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located in high slope areas, such as around Mount Stromlo. As a result, most of the forest 
roads (75 percent) of the study area are ranked as having 'n1oderate ' to 'extre1ne ' risk of 
soil loss. 
5.3 Summary and Conclusions 
The RUSLE is well established as a method for detennining relative susceptibility to soil 
loss over a land area. Values can be calculated and mapped using GIS-based techniques for 
evaluation and planning in both forested and non-forested catch1nents. The GIS-Based 
1nodel of RUSLE is available in the IDRISI 1nodelling module, and grid cormnands are 
available in the ArcGIS software. The use of ArcGIS was prefe1Ted in this study. The 
factors involved in the 1nodel were individually calculated and/or estimated using different 
GIS approaches in order to obtain a realistic result. This application was made over an area 
of about 10,000 ha that included about 307 lan of forest roads. The result is an estimate of 
relative potential soil loss and soil erosion, however it is not an estimate of sedi1nent 
delivery downstreain by runoff. The 1isk levels (low to extreme) shown in the maps were 
used to create an integrated final risk map in the final stage of evaluation (Chapter 8). The 
soil loss risk 1nap of the study area was used as one of the components in the final risk 
evaluation process. 
The risk ranking and classification of soil erosion in both the landscape of study area and its 
forest roads were consistent with the results of the field observation. For example, in areas 
where 'extre1ne' and 'high ' erosion risk were indicated by the model, evidence of 
considerable erosion, such as the presence of rills and gullies, was found on the surface of 
the roads or at the outlets of the road drainage stn1ctures. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and Discussion 2: Digital Terrain Modelling and 
Development of Rill and Gully Occurrence Risk Models 
6.1 Introduction 
Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM) and Digital Terrain Analysis (DTA) were developed 
almost 20 years ago. They are 1nethods based on GIS technology used to model 
environmental effects. DTM, a set of techniques used to derive or present a Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM), is a powerful tool in GIS analysis and visualization (Hengl et al. , 
2003). A DEM is a digital representation of part of the earth's surface (see also Chapter 2). 
DTA is the process of quantitatively describing terrain (Hengl et al. , 2003). DTM and pTA 
are generally used for derivation of terrain paraineters and their application (Moore and 
Wilson, 1992; Hengl et al., 2003). Although using the terrain attributes and analysis in 
enviro1unental 1nanage1nent systems is not new, digitisation and analysis of terrain 
attributes have recently i1nproved, following i1nprovements in con1puter technology and the 
ability to co1npute environmental phenomena. Current DTM and DT A approaches derive 
principally from the efforts of Moore and his colleagues (for exainple, Moore and Burch, 
1986; Moore and Nieber, 1989; Moore and Foster, 1990; Moore and Hutchinson, 1991 ; 
Moore and Wilson, 1992) in the second half of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s. 
Te1iain attributes play i1nportant roles in forest road and hydrology 1nanagement systems. 
Some terrain attributes are key factors in managing and controlling the effects of forest 
roads on the environment. For exainple, Moore et al. (1986, 1991), Croke et al. (1999, 
2001 ), Pallaris (2000), Croke and Mockler (2001 ), Hairsine et al. (2002) and Takken et al. 
(2005) have pointed to ce1iain terrain attributes - such as slope gradient, slope length, 
aspect, road contribution length and area, specific catchment area, upslope contribution area 
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and slope position - as being the 111ost impo1iant factors influencing forest road and ti1nber 
harvesting i1npacts on soil and water. 
In this chapter, the DTM used in the study is described and the calculation procedures, 
processes and results of derivation of each terrain attribute are explained. The data sources 
and data collected fro1n the field, the road database developed fro1n the tenain attributes 
values and field data, and variables used for analysis are then discussed. The effects of each 
factor - the independent variables - on the dependent variable - rill and gully erosion 
occU1Tence - were tested using logistic regression and ANOV A. The results of these 
analyses are presented as separate n1odels predicting rill and gully occunence on the road 
surface and at the outlets of road drainage structures, and road-to-stream connectivity. The 
quality of the 1nodels derived fro1n the develop1nent data set was tested using the Hosmer-
Le1neshow goodness-of-fit test, R squared, residual plots, and relative operating 
characteristics (ROC) curve. These 1nodels were then tested and validated using the 
validation data set. 
6.2 Analysing Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) Using Relief 
Analysis Within ArcGIS and IDRISI 
Using cell-based Digital Elevation Models is the most common method used for calculating 
data relating to the shape of the eaiih' s sU1·face. DEM is used as the input layer in GIS-
based processes to quantify the characteristics of the land surface and for extracting 
relevant infonnation for land management (Moore et al., 1991; Wilson and Gallant, 2000; 
Pallaiis, 2000). 
A DEM with 20 1netres resolution (CRES, 2003) was used in this study for analysing and 
creating the tenain attribute layers. Using ArcGIS , the DEM layer was first subjected to 
'fill sink' and 'pit re1noval' procedures to create a depressionless DEM. This step is 
necessary in DEM and DTA analysis to extract the relevant data and information as 
accurately as possible. For exan1ple, cells that do not appear to drain anywhere become a 
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problem when using DEM analysis for tasks such as the building of a drainage network. 
Mark (1998), Moore and Hutchinson (1991), Moore et al. (1993) and Pallaris (2000) 
argued that 1nost errors in DEMs and DTM processes co1ne from either sinks or peaks. A 
sink is defined as an area that will be surrounded by higher elevation values; this is also 
known as a pit or depression area. 
The pri1nary terrain attributes of the study area - slope, aspect, curvatures (profile, plan and 
tangential), flow direction and flow accumulation - were calculated fro1n directional 
derivatives of a topographic surface using the DEM. Secondary relief parameters -
Co1npound Topographic Index (CTI) and Strean1 Power Index (SPI) - were computed 
using Arcinfo. Relief analysis of the DEM was applied using the DEM analysis processes 
including second order finite differences and fitting a bivariate interpolation function, as 
explained in Moore et al. ( 1993), Pallaris (2000), Wilson and Gallant (2001) and Reuter 
(2003). 
In this chapter, the process of calculating a nu1nber of derived indices - slope, slope 
position, aspect, curvatures, CTI and SPI - is described. Flow direction, flow accumulation, 
flow pathway, USCA, road-to-stream hydrologic distance, and watershed delineation 
processes are described in Chapter 7. These indices were based on published work that 
suggested they could provide an explanation for the likelihood of stream sedimentation. 
Each index was tested to detennine its suitability as an explanatory variable for the risk of 
strean1 sedi1nentation. 
6.2.1 Slope 
Slope and aspect values are known as a first derivative from the DEM (Gallant and Wilson, 
2000). The slope gradient of the study area was calculated using the grid commands of 
ArcGIS 9. The procedure used for calculating the slope of the study area was based on the 
concepts and fonnulae developed by Burrough (1986), Burrough and McDonnell (2000), 
Gallant and Wilson (2000) and Eastinan (2002). Table 6.1 su1m11arises the calculated slope 
for the study area. 
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Table 6.1. Parameters of slope (in degree and percent) of the study area 
Area Unit Minimum Maximum Mean Standard (ha) Value Value Value Deviation Range 
Degree 0 43 5 4 43 
10477 
Percent 0 93 9 8 93 
Terrain stability 1napping based on the infinite plane slope stability model of hydrology 
(Pack et al., 1998) requires stability classes to be mapped in order to easily identify regions · 
and seg1nents of roads that need more detailed assessment. Stability Indices (SI) of the 
study area and forest roads were mapped using GIS and the SINMAP (Stability Index 
Mapping) 1nodel developed by Pack et al. (1998). Although the SI generally refers to 1nass 
wasting and landslide hazards, the 1nap and results of SI analysis can also be used to 
indicate the seg1nents of roads which are 1nore likely to have sheet (rill and gully) erosion 
due to table drains being blocked by cut slope failure. The reason for carrying out the SI 
analysis and 1napping was to determine whether there was any correlation between slope 
failure and distribution of sheet erosion on the surface of the roads or at the outlets of drain 
stn1ctures. 
The results of the stability assessment showed that nearly 90% of the study area and 80% of 
the forest roads were stable or moderately stable. About 90% of the study area and 79% of 
forest roads were recognised as having 'negligible' risk level. Less than 5% of the study 
area and around 11 % of forest road network were associated with 'moderate', 'high' or 
'extreme' risk. The western parts of the SFMA around Mt. Stromlo and around the 
Molonglo River were the areas found to be most at risk of instability. Data and information 
related to slope failure were gathered during the field survey in order to validate the results 
of this analysis. As the roads were built more than 30 years ago, the cut batters have 
beco1ne stable over ti1ne, and there were no major slope failures found during field 
investigation. Thus, although the Slope Index 1nap shows some areas with a high or 
extre1ne risk of slope failure occurrence, no substantial slope failure problems were found 
in Stro1nlo Forest. 
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6.2.2 Landform Classification and Slope Position Analysis 
As described in Chapter. 4, section 4.4.2, the landform classification was carried out using a 
concavity/ convexity index which calculated the following landform index introduced by 
McNab (1989, 1991, 1993), Bolstad (1998) and Jeffrey (2002). A program written in Arc 
Macro Language (AML), originally from Jeffrey (2002), was updated and adapted for this 
study. This AML, and ArcGIS Grid and Arc cormnands, were used for calculating the 
landf onn index. 
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Figure 6.1. Landform classification of the study area 
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Figure 6.1 illustrates the landform classification of the study area. As can be seen fro1n the 
figure and Table 6.2, gentle ridges and sloping hilly area ( class 3) comprised more than 
38% of the study area, and comprised the :i.najority of the 10 landform classes. Of the 
overall landform classification of the study area summarised in Table 6.2, more than 65% 
was classified as having low, gentle and moderate slopes ( classes 1- 4); less than 35% of 
the area is located on steep slopes. 
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Table 6.2. Summary of landform classification of the study area 
Classes Name Area 
ha % 
0 - 1.4 0.01 
1 Valley flats 423 4.04 
2 Toe slopes, bottoms 1183 11.3 
3 Gently sloping ridges and hills 3987 38.1 
4 Nearly level plateaus or terraces 1237 11.8 
5 Very moist steep slopes 551 5.3 
6 Moderately moist steep slopes 2036 19.4 
7 Moderately dry slopes 871 8.3 
8 Very dry steep slopes 47 0.5 
9 Cool aspect cliffs, scarps, cirques, canyons 82 0.8 
10 Hot aspect cliffs, scarps, cirques, canyons 58 0.6 
Slope position of the study area and the forest roads was calculated using the procedures 
described in Chapter 4, section 4.4.2. An AML from the USDA, originally written by 
Hatfield (2003), was adapted for the study area. A DEM layer (20 m resolution) and forest 
road layer of the study area were used as inputs for running the model. Figure 6.2 illustrates 
the slope position classes of the study area. As can be seen from the figure, and Table 6.3 , 
more than 50% of the study area is categorised as having 'mids lope' ( class 2) position. 
4 0 4 Kilometres 
Figure 6.2. Slope position classes of the study area 
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Table 6.3. Summary of slope position of the study area 
Slope position Area 
Classes Name of Class ha % 
1 Valley Botto1n 2334.28 22.28 
2 Midslope 5596.81 53.42 
3 Ridgetop 2545.91 24.30 
- Total 10477 100 
Table 6.3 su1nmarises the slope position classification of the study area. More than 22% of 
the study area is classified as 'valley bottom' , while about 53% and 24% are 'midslope' and 
'ridgetop', respectively. 
6.2.3 Aspect 
Aspect shows the direction and the 1naxi1nu1n rate of change of the slope value. Generally, 
areas of different slopes differ in their alignment to the sun and each area can also have a 
different wetness index. The aspect of the study area is calculated based on Formula 2.4 
(Chapter 2) using ArcGIS and Arc View. Each cell is generally assigned a unique aspect 
regarding its slope value using a standard azi1nuth designation staiiing fro1n north. The 
distribution of aspect for forest roads in the study area is given in Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4. Aspect class distribution for the forest roads 
Aspect Road Length (km) Percent 
North 38 12 
Northeast 36 12 
East 51 17 
Southeast 39 13 
South 35 11 
Southwest 27 9 
West 36 12 
No1ihwest 44 14 
Flat 3 1 
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6.2.4 Curvatures 
Curvature attributes are generally based on a second derivation from the DEM, which 
n1easures the rate at which the aspect and slope change. The curvatures of the study area are 
calculated using Arclnfo and equations 2.8 to 2.10, described in Chapter 2. The values of 
curvature (profile, plan and tangential) show the change in orientation resulting fron1 
travelling 1 metre (the units are radians per 1netre) along the respective line (Gallant and 
Wilson, 2000). Profile, plan and tangential curvature layers were used for characterizing 
and studying the flow, flow velocity, sedi1nent transpo1i capacity, convergence and 
divergence of water flow across the study area. The results are discussed in Chapter 7. 
Table 6.5. Parameters of profile curvature for the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range (ha) Value Value Value Deviation 
10477 -6 6.3 0.33 0.9 11.96 
The negative values of profile curvature are related to a convex flow profile on the upper 
slope, or a slope that increases downhill (Table 6.5). The positive values are associated with 
concave profiles on lower slopes or slopes decreasing downhill (see also Chapter 2, section 
2.4.3). 
Table 6.6 shows the distribution of plan curvature value for the study area. The plan 
curvature values of the area are distributed fro1n - 7 to 7 .5. The mean and standard deviation 
values are 0.7 and 1, respectively. 
Table 6.6. Parameters of plan curvature for the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range (ha) Value Value Value Deviation 
10477 -7 7.5 0.7 0.99 14.5 
Table 6. 7 surmnaiises the distribution of the values of the profile and plan curvatures in the 
study area. About 82% (8690 ha) and 65% (6872 ha) of the study area are categorised as 
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having profile curvah1re and plan curvature values of less than 1, respectively. As shown in 
Table 6.7, about 41 % ( 4314 ha) of the study area is recognized as having a convex flow 
profile area and 59% ( 6163 ha) of the area is categorised as having a concave flow profile. 
Table 6.7. Summary of distribution of the profile and plan curvatures in the study area 
Curvature Class Number of pixels Area in hectares Percent 
Ranges Profile Plan Profile Plan Profile Plan 
-7 - -3 164 148 6.6 5.9 0.06 0.06 
-3 - <0 107691 83539 4307.6 3341.6 41.1 31.9 
0 - 1 107076 88260 4283 3530.4 40.9 33.7 
1 - 4 46951 89909 1878 3596.4 17.9 34.3 
4 - 7.5 43 69 1.7 2.8 0.02 0.03 
Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the distribution and statistical summary, respectively, of the 
tangential curvah1re of the study area. The tangential curvature of the study area 1s 
calculated by 1nultiplying the plan curvature by the sine of the slope angle. As the 
tangential value does not take on extre1nely large values when the slope value is s1nall, it is 
more reliable than the plan curvature for assessing the flow convergence and divergence 
(Mitasova and Hofierka, 1993; Gallant and Wilson, 2000). As can be seen fro1n Table 6.8, 
the 1nini1nu1n, 1naximum and 1nean values of the tangential curvature are -1.5 , 3.6 and 0.03, 
respectively. Table 6.9 shows that most of the tangential curvature values of the study area 
fall within the range -1.5 - 1, covering approxi1nately 59% of the area. About 47% (4879 
ha) of the area is categorized as having a tangential curvature value of less than 0 while 
111ore than 52% (5479 ha) of the area is given a value of between 0 and 1. Plan and 
tangential curvah1re layers are used for creating the landform classification and slope 
positioning layers of the sh1dy area and forest roads by considering differences between 
ridges, valley botto1n, and hillslopes. 
Table 6.8. Parameters of tangential curvature for the study area 
Area Minimum lVIaximum lVIean Standard Range (ha) Value Value Value Deviation 
10477 -1.5 3.6 0.03 2.3 5.05 
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Table 6.9. Summary of distribution of the values of the tangential curvature in the study area 
Tangential Curvature Number of Area (ha) Percent Classes pixels 
-1.5--0.5 262 10.5 0.1 
-0.5 - 0 121714 4868.6 46.5 
0 - 1 136971 5478.8 52.3 
1- 2.5 2940 117.6 1.1 
2.5 - 3.6 38 1.5 0.01 
Figure 6.3 illustrates the total curvature values of the study area. Total curvature is shown 
as the surface curvature 1neasure1nent. According to Gallant and Wilson (2000), the total 
curvature is not the curvature of a line across the surface in some direction, but the measure 
of the curve of the surface which can be either positive or negative and/or zero. 
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Figure 6.3. Total curvature layer for the study area 
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The histograin analysis of the total curvature layer provides a statistical summary for the 
area, as shown in Table 6.10. After creating the total curvature layer, the resulting image 
was reclassified into 5 broad curvature classes (Table 6.11 ). The result shows that around 
39% (4118 ha) of the study area is classified as having negative curvature values. Also, as 
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can be seen in Table 6.11 , n1ost of the area (1nore than 60%) has between 0 and 2.5 
cu1 ature va lues. Other curvature classes only comp1ise relatively small percentages, less 
than 1 % of the study area. 
Table 6.10. Parameters of tangential curvature for the stud) area 
Area Minimum Nlaximum lVIean Standard Range (ha) Value Value , alue De, iation 
10477 -10 .5 11.3 0.42 1.05 21.75 
Table 6.11. Summary of distribution of the, alues for the tangential curvature in the study area 
Total Cun ature Number of Area (ha) Percent Classes pixels 
-10.5--4.5 161 6.4 0.06 
-4.5 - 0.001 102953 4118.1 ,,., 9 ,,., .) . .) 
0 - 2.5 158319 6332.8 60.4 
2.5 - 7 464 18.6 0.2 
7 - 11.3 28 1.1 0.01 
6.2.5 Compound Topographic Index (CTI) 
CTI (also called Topographic \~/etness Index (TWI)) , as described in Moore et al. (1993) , is 
an index of moisture retention based on basin size or specific catchment area and slope (see 
also Chapter - , section 2.4.3). CTI is used to predict and characterise the spatial distribution 
of the surface saturation zone and soil ,vater content in the landscape. The CTI alue is also 
used to predict overland flo,v or the propensity of overland flo,v to carry sediment at 
catchment cale. CTI is considered as one of the most important variables influencing the 
impacts of forest road on the soil and ,vater ( 1oore et al. , 1993). Figure 6.4 sho,, ·s the CTI 
layer for the tud area. The CTI values of the area are mostly distributed around the mean 
value (7), a urnmarised in Tables 6.1 _ and 6.13. 
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Figure 6.4. Compound Topographic Index (CTD layer for the study area 
N 
Figure 6.5. Three-dimensional view of Wetness Index layer for the study area draped over DEM 
An area with high values for the wetness index is 1nost likely to become saturated quickly 
during rain, especially during a heavy storm. Therefore, overland flow and the contribution 
of surface runoff to adjacent streams are logical results of quick saturation. Also, if the 
volume of the runoff is high and there is a connection between the source of the sediment 
(for exainple, forest roads) and the streains, deterioration of stream water quality is 
possible. The three-di1nensional layer of CTI (Figure 6.5) clearly illustrates this possibility. 
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The dark and bright blue colours illustrate high values of the Wetness Index where there 
will be overland flow and, therefore, where the topsoil is 1nost likely to be detached, 
resulting in erosion and possible sedi1nent delivery to the streains. 
Table 6.12. Parameters of CTI values for the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range (ha) Value Value Value Deviation 
10477 4.7 16.9 7.4 1.05 12.2 
Table 6.13. Summary of the CTI values for the study area 
CTI Classes Number of Area (ha) Percent pixels 
1: 4 - 7 92244 3689.8 35.2 
2: 7 - 9 150776 6031 57.6 
3:9-11 11940 477.6 4.6 
4:11-13 5051 202 1.9 
5:13-17 1914 76.6 0.7 
Tables 6.12 and 6.13 show that the lowest CTI class (CTI value <7), with the least 
possibility of being subjected to the overland flow, co1nprises 1nore than 35% (3690 ha) of 
the study area. Class 2 (7 - 9) is the dominant value, being distributed over about 5 8% of 
the study area. CTI classes with higher values are distributed over about 7% (about 755 ha) 
of the study area; these have a greater probability of contributing to overland flow and 
surface runoff. 
6.2.6 Stream Power Index (SPI) 
The Streain Power Index is a 1neasure of the erosive power of overland flow. According to 
Moore and Burch (1986b), Gallant and Wilson (2000) and Pallaris (2000), the unit stream 
power theory provides the basic rationale for understanding overland flow generation and 
behaviour. It also shows the potential energy available at any pixel or point causing sheet 
erosion and carrying sedi1nent. The ratio of SPI increases with an increase in slope angle 
and the size of a specific catch1nent area (Pallaris, 1999). 
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Figure 6.6. Stream Power Index (SPI) layer for the study area 
The SPI of the study area was calculated using the background information and formulae 
described in Chapter 2. As shown in Figure 6.6, most of the SPI values are distributed in 
class 1, between 2- 1000. The minimum, maximum and mean SPI values of the study area 
are 2, 34910700, and 12381, respectively (Table 6.14). As can be seen from Table 6.15, 
about 88% (9215 ha) of the study area constitutes class 1 (2 - 1000) of SPI values and 
about 1 % of the area is associated with a high value of the SPI_(more than 50,000). 
Table 6.14. Parameters of SPI values for the study area 
Area Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Range 
.(ha) Value Value Value Deviation 
10477 2 34910700 12381 270894 34910698 
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Table 6.15. Summary of the SPI values for the study area 
SPI Classes Number of pixels Area (ha) Percent 
1: 2 - 1000 230374 9215 88 
2: 1000 - 50000 28841 1153.6 1 1 
3: 50000 - 500000 1715 68.6 0.7 
4: 5 00000 - 5 000000 750 30 0.3 
5: 5000000 - 34910700 245 9.8 0.1 
Slope gradient, flow direction and upslope contribution area are the three most important 
factors detennining sedi1nent production based on the potential energy of the runoff. The 
driving force of the potential energy of water is related to the speed and ainount of water 
that will be provided by a change of slope angle and slope length (Pallaris , 2000). As 
shovvn in Figure 6.7, the streain power increases exponentially with an increase in slope 
gradient. The volume of discharge is directly proportional to the upstream contributing 
( accumulation) area. 
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Figure 6.7. Relationship between Stream Power (discharge) and slope 
Source: Adapted from Pallari s (1999) 
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6.3 Data Sources 
Data used in this study are from two sources: data collected in the field, and terrain attribute 
data fro1n DTM. As described in Chapter 4, data and infonnation about forest road 
characteristics were collected fro1n Stromlo Forest. Field data were gathered over three 
fieldwork periods (Septe1nber - December 2001 , May - December 2002, and May 2003 -
June 2004) which were widely spaced due to the bushfire events in 2001 and 2003. The 
sample data actually used in this study for the analysis phase were all fro1n the last period 
of fieldwork, which took place after the 2003 bushfire. Terrain attribute data were derived 
from the DEM of the study area using terrain analysis, as described in section 6.2 in this 
chapter, section 2.4, Chapter 2, and section 4.4, Chapter 4. 
6.3.1 Preparation of the Field Data 
The position accuracy for uncorrected GPS data (stand-alone GPS) is about 100 metres. 
The data therefore needed to be corrected using the Reliance software supplied with the 
instrument. The software uses a differential correction to obtain highly accurate positions 
fro1n the data collected (Magellan Corporation, 1998). 
The results of corrections using this differential process showed that the errors of feature 
positioning were mostly less than 20 cm, especially if data had been gathered with high 
satellite availability. All field-recorded data were transferred from DGPS into the Reliance 
soft:ware and were then processed by the software in order to correct and prepare the data 
for conversion into a GIS fonnat data layer. The software tested the accuracy of each data 
point, and data that had a very high error could not be processed and were removed from 
the data sets. Collection was repeated at another time in order to have all data at the same 
high precision. 
The processed data were exported from the GPS and stored in the GIS as vector layers. The 
GIS layers were then projected using the projection coordinate system of Australia (see 
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Chapter 4, section 4.4.2). The projected vector layers were overlayed on other terrain 
attribute layers in order to extract the necessary terrain data. 
The field data were collected from the selected road segments (by sampling) and include 
road layout, road surface, batters, road drainage structures (mitre drains, cross banks, 
culverts, and roadside ditches), rill and gully features on the road surface and at the outlets 
of drainage structures, and distance between roads and streams. A road database was also 
established, ·using both existing data such as road length and type, from ACT Forests, and 
data collected in fieldwork. This database includes road surface conditions, road geometry 
(that is, outsloped, insloped and crowned), cut batter height and slope, vegetation cover on 
cut and fill batters, slope, road use (for example, occasional and light traffic), year of 
construction and road width (see Appendix B). 
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Figure 6.8. Example of the mapped location of the drains and rills and/or gullies on a surface of a forest 
road 
Figure 6.8 shows an example of the mapping of the forest road features using GPS and 
GIS. The locations of the rills and gullies on the surface of the roads were mapped 
separately and were overlayed with the road layer to create the final rill and gully location 
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map. Figure 6.9 is a photograph of visible rill and gully erosion on the surface of a road in 
the Stromlo Forest in 2003. The dimensions of the gully are illustrated in the picture 
indicating the volume of the soil that was re1noved from the surface of the road during the 
gully erosion process ( see Appendix E for more photographs). 
~ : J. 
Ditch 
Figure 6.9. An example of rill and gully erosion on the surface of a Stromlo Forest road 
Source: Author ' s photograph, April 2003 
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Figure 6.10. An example of table drain (ditch) failure and gully initiation on a Stromlo Forest road 
Source: Author 's photograph, April 2003 
Table 6.16 smnmanses the vaiiables used in this study, either recorded in the field or 
derived as tenain attributes by DTM. The hillslope gradient at the outlet of the drains was 
used for analysing the road to stream connection and for testing the relationship between 
the vaiiables and rill and gully occunence at outlets of drains. The hillslope gradient and 
the road contributing area were used for testing the road-to-stream connectivity (see 
Chapter 7), using the methodology of Wemple et al. (2001 ), Croke and Mockler (2001) and 
Hairsine et al. (2002). Road contributing width, length and area are the variables necessary 
for assessing the impact of forest roads in relation to sheet erosion and water quality 
deterioration. The point and width of the road where the v.rater starts to flow and to drain 
through a specific road drainage structure, and the endpoint of flow on the road surface, had 
to be carefully identified. Although this detennination calls for some practical field 
expe1ience, evidence of road slope direction, road geometry, water flow path, and visible 
evidence of sheet erosion on the road surface were necessary in order to be able to carry out 
accm·ate measm·ement of the road contribution width and length. Accurate field 
measurement is necessary for accurate estimation of the amount of runoff generation on the 
surface of the road for each drain, based on contribution area. 
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Table 6.16. S fth . bl din th" d 
Identity Variables Units Description 
1 ID Number Identity of data stored in the database 
2 Field ID Number Identity of field recorded data 
= 3 Drain ID Number Drain identity associated with the road segment 
.9 4 Time The time of data recording ..... -0: 
e 5 Accuracy X Metre Horizontal accuracy of recorded data 
... 
~ 6 Accuracy Y Metre Vertical accuracy ofrecorded data 
.5 7 Accuracy Z Metre Altitudinal accuracy of recorded data 
-; 
8 Direction Degree Drain's discharge direction ... 
~ 
= 9 ~ Drain location - Drain's location along the road (left, right) 
c., 10 Position of drain (X, Y) Degree/metre Latitude and longitude of drain 
11 Angle of the culvert Degree Angle of the pipe or discharge installed on the 
road 
12 Width of road Metre Average width of road travelway and shoulder 
13 Road surface slope Percent Average slope of road segment 
14 Type of road surface - Sealed, unsealed and native surface 
15 Road length Metre Length of each road segment 
16 Road geometry - Insloped, outsloped and crowned 
17 Road use - No traffic, light, occasional, moderate, heavy 
18 Roadside ditch's Metre Width, depth and length of ditch (table drain) 
dimension 
19 Table drains' slope Percent Average slope gradient of the channel 
20 Cutslope height Metre Average height of the cutslope 
21 Cutslope slope Percent Average slope gradient of the cutslope 
22 Cutslope vegetation Percent Average vegetation cover on the cutslope 
cover 
23 Fillslope height and Metre Average height and length of the fillslope 
length 
24 Fillslope slope Percent Average slope gradient of the fillslope 
25 Fillslope vegetation Percent Average vegetation cover on the cutslope 
cover 
26 Width of drain's channel Metre Average width of mitre drain 's channel 
27 Length of drain's channel Metre Average length of mitre drain's channel 
28 Depth of drain's channel Metre Average depth of mitre drain's channel 
29 Slope of drain's channel Percent Average slope of mitre drain's channel 
30 Drain classes Nominal Classification of drain according to construction 
"' 
code and working conditions 
~
::c 31 Road contributing width Metre Average width ofroad segment for a drainage 
0: 
·c structure 
0: 32 Road contributing length Metre Average length of road segment for a drainage ;,.. 
..... 
= structure ~ 
"O 33 Road contributing area mL Area of road segment for a drainage structure 
= ~ 34 Size of culvert Metre Size of the pipe or discharge installed on the road C. 
~ 
Culvert classes Nominal Inlet and outlet construction (Concrete, stone, "O 35 
= .... code wood, and no construction) 
36 Hillslope Percent Slope gradient at the drainage outlets 
37 Water pathway length Metre Average runoff length from outlet to streams 
38 Field-measured distance Metre Field-measured road-to-stream hydrologic distance 
39 Predicted distance Metre Predicted road-to-stream hydrologic distance 
40 Road slope position - Valley bottom, midslope, and ridgetop 
41 Elevation Metre Elevation of each drain 
42 Aspect Degree The slope direction 
43 CTI Nominal Compound Topographic Index 
code 
44 SPI Nominal Stream Power Index 
code 
45 USCA mi Upslope Contributing Area 
46 Plan curvature 100 m- 1 Rate of change of aspect along a contour 
47 Profile curvature lOOm-1 Rate of slope change for each cell in slope 
direction 
48 Tangential curvature 100 m-1 Plan curvature multiplied by sine of the slope 
angle 
49 Catchment area Litre or m3 An area draining to catchment outlet 
50 Flow path length Metre Maximum distance of water flow to a point 
51 Slope length Metre Total length of slope 
52 Flow direction Nominal Direction of flow from one cell into the target cell 
code 
53 Flow accumulation Cell number Upstream catchment area draining into each cell 
"' 
54 Rill & gully on road Nominal Rill & gully occurrence on the road surface 
~ surface code ::c 
0: 55 Rill & gully at drain's Nominal Rill & gully occurrence at the outlet of drains 
·c 
0: outlet code ;,.. 
..... 56 Road-to-stream Nominal Connectivity between drain's outlet & streams 
= ~ connectivity code "O 
= 57 Field distance Metre Road-to-stream hydrologic distance used for ~ C. 
~ comparison tests with predicted hydrologic i::i 
' distance 
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Drain location on the left or right sides of the roads, evidence of erosion such as cham1el 
fonnation, sedi1nent plu1ne, and the length of the water pathway were recorded during 
fieldwork. The distance between road and streain was also n1easured, using the visible 
evidence of the water flowpath, fro1n the outlets of the drainage stn1ctures down to the 
strean1. This variable was used for co1nparison of the hydrologic distance between roads 
and strean1s predicted by the GIS based model, explained in Chapter 7, for road to streain 
connectivity. 
Data related to each rill and gully - di1nension (width, depth, and length), slope, direction, 
and position - were recorded as individual data sets and then transfe1Ted to the GIS fro1n 
the OPS and stored as a vector layer after projection. The di1nensions were used to classify 
the erosion as rill or gully erosion using the background infonnation provided in Chapter 2. 
These data were then used to classify the road drainage structures as either 'Yes' (1neaning 
the drain is associated with sheet or gully erosion) or 'No' (meaning the drain is not 
associated with sheet or gully erosion). These data were also used as dependent variables in 
co1Telation and other statistical analyses that are described later. 
Most of the roads selected for the field survey had no cut and fill batters of significant 
height. Therefore, the data and infonnation collected about the cutslopes and fillslopes were 
li1nited. However, field observation and data collected fro1n areas with steep teITain around 
Mount Stro1nlo show that there were no major cut or slope failures in the study area. This is 
because the roads were more than 30 years old and the cut and fill batters had beco1ne 
stable over ti1ne. 
6.3.2 Extraction and Preparation of Terrain Attribute Data 
A nu1nber of routine procedures such as co1Tection, projection and resainpling had to be 
done before any use could be 1nade of the GIS layers. As the resolution of the original 
DEM (CRES, 2003) used for the study was 20 n1etres, those layers which were not built in 
the san1e resolution were resainpled to 20 1netres. 
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The data were then added into the stored drain vector layer and data sets ( see Table 6.16). 
Elevation, slope, aspect, CTI, SPI, and curvatures are so1ne of the terrain attributes that 
were extracted fron1 the terrain layers and added into the data sets. The position of the 
. drains (X and Y), and predicted hydrologic distance between road and strea1n using GIS 
based 1nodels, were also extracted fro1n the layers and added into the data sets. 
6.3.3 Variables Used in Developing Predictive Risk Models 
The road drainage characteristics, technical infonnation and variables used for analysis in 
this study were described in Chapter 4, and are listed in Table 6.16. The independent 
variables used to develop the 1nodels predicting the probability of erosion occurrence on the 
road surface and at the outlet of the drainage stn1cture, and road-to-streain connectivity, 
are: slope (road surface) gradient, hillslope gradient, cut and fill batters slope gradient and 
height, road construction year, vegetation cover on cutslope, RCW, RCL, RCA, water 
pathway length, drain classes, slope position, road use, road geometry, CTI, SPI, USCA, 
curvatures (profile, plan, tangential, total), aspect, field measured road-to-stream distance, 
and road-to-streain predicted hydrologic distance. 
6.4 Data analysis 
Data analysis involved a number of stages. These were: (1) planning; (2) data collection; 
(3) -.data 1nanage1nent and preparation prior to analysis including, selecting the format of 
data for a particular software, and defining the dependent and independent variables; ( 4) 
selecting the type of statistical analysis (for example, logistic regression) according to the 
type of dependent variable; ( 5) presenting the 1nodel as an equation and reporting the 1nodel 
developn1ent results as tables and graphs; and ( 6) testing and validating the 1nodel using an 
independent data set. Stages 1 to 4 were desc1ibed in Chapter 4 and Table 6.16. Details of 
the 1nodel develop1nent and validation results are presented in this section. The field data 
set was partitioned at rando1n into a development and a validation data set, of 254 and 431 
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data points , respectively. The co1npanson of the 1mn11nu1n, n1ax11nun1, 111ean, standard 
error, and standard deviation paraineters of the variables (for exainple, RCA, slope, 
hillslope, CTI, road-to-streain hydrologic distance, and USCA) of both data sets with the 
population data set, as described in Table 4.5 , shows that the develop1nent and validation 
data sets are good samples of the population. 
The effect of each independent variable on dependent variables (that is, rill or gully 
erosion) was tested by applying a sensitivity analysis using stepwise regression, logistic 
regression, correlation and ANOV A tests, and standard and 1nultiple regression. The 
individual and combined effects of the variables influencing the probabilities of impacts on 
soil and water quality were then co1npared using pairwise and multiple data co1nparisons. 
The relationship between a set of independent variables (for exainple, CTI, SPI, slope and 
contributing area) and one or 1nore categorical binomial dependent variables was tested 
using logistic regression. The critical level of significance for all correlation tests is 
assumed to be p<0.05 throughout this thesis. 
6.4.1 Model Development 
The relationship between all independent variables was tested for rill or gully occurrence 
on the surface of the road and at the outlets of the drainage structures, in order to identify 
which variables 1nost influence the probability of the occurrence. The independent variables 
were identified fro1n most i1nportant to least correlated with the elements at risk in the first 
stage using forward stepwise procedure, si1nple correlation, and logistic regression analysis 
(see below and Chapter 7). 
Road Surface 
Logistic relationships between rills or gullies on the surface of the road, as dependent 
. variable, and the independent variables described in Table 6.16 were fitted using a forward 
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stepwise procedure. Independent variables entered the 1nodel in the order of decreasing 
linear coITelation (Chapter 4, section 4.7.2) until there were no significant i1nprove1nents to 
the equation statistics. 
The best logistic 1nodel to classify rill or gully occuITence on the surface of the road 
( equation 6 .1) included RCA, slope and CTI as significant paraineters (p<0.0001) and 
coITectly classified over 96% of the observed presence and absence of rills or gullies (Table 
6.17). There is no evidence of a lack of fit (Hosmer and Lemeshow x2 = 4.04, p>0.85). 
Fu1iher details of the 1nodel fitting and testing are presented in Appendix D. The overall 
logistic 1nodel for rill and gully occuITence on the road surface, based on equation 4.11 
described in section 4.7.2 (Chapter 4), and estimated paraineters, presented in Appendix D, 
Table 3, is: 
Yi= -16.77 + 0.121 * RCAi + 0.395 * Slopei + 0.934 * CTii 
[3.309] [0.121] [0.120] [0.346] 
where [] denotes standard eITor; 
Yi denotes odds of a rill or gully on the road surface i; 
RCAi denotes Road Contributing Area i; 
Slopei denotes road surface slope gradient i in percent; 
CTii denotes Compound Topographic Index i. 
Table 6.17. Classification table for results of road surface rill and gully erosion prediction 
Rill or Gully Rill or Gully Erosion Prediction 
(6.1) 
Observation False (Pi < 0.50)* True (Pi >0.50) CoITect prediction (%) 
Not observed 104 5 95.4 
Observed 5 104 96.6 
Outlets of Road Drainage Structures 
The sa1ne analytical approach described above for the road surface was applied in 
evaluating the logistic relationships between the independent variables and the rill or gully 
occuITence at the outlets of the road drainage structures. The best logistic 1nodel to classify 
rills or gullies at the outlets of the road drainage structures ( equation 6.2) included RCA, 
hillslope gradient and USCA as significant paraineters (p<0.0001 ), and also coITectly 
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classified over 96% of the observed presence and absence of rills or gullies (Table 6.18). 
There is no evidence of a lack of fit (Hos1ner and Len1eshow x2 = 3.66, p>0.88). Further 
details of the n1odel fitting and testing are presented in Appendix D. The overall logistic 
1nodel for rill and gully occurrence at the road drainage structures, based on equation 4.11 , 
and esti1nated paraineters presented in Appendix D, Table 10, is: 
Yi = -8.980 + 0.055 * RCAi + 0.227 * HSGi + 0.012 * USCAi 
[1.7_2] [0.018] [0.093] [0.005] 
where [] denotes standard error; 
Yi denotes odds of a rill or gully at the outlets of road drainage structures i; 
RCAi denotes Road Contributing Area i; 
HSGi denotes hillslope gradient i in percent; 
USCAi denotes Upslope Contributing Area i. 
(6.2) 
Table 6.18. Classification table of results of road drainage structures rill or gully erosion prediction 
Rill or Gully Rill or Gully Erosion Prediction 
Observation False (Pi < 0.50)* True (Pi >0.50) Correct prediction (%) 
Not observed 103 6 94.5 
Observed 4 142 97.0 
* Pi = 1/ [l + exp(-Yi)] 
The statistical analysis showed that some variables were not significant when tested as 
co1nponents of the 1nodel in the study area. For exa1nple, road slope position (valley 
botto1n, 1nidslope and ridgetop ), road geometry (insloped, outsloped and crowned), road 
use and traffic, cutslope height and vegetation coverage were not significant factors in 
predicting rill and gully erosion on the surface of the roads. The cutslope contribution to 
erosion is relatively small co1npared to that of other road elements when the cutslope height 
is less than 3 m (Tysdal et al., 1999). The height of cutslopes recorded from the field survey 
is mostly less than 1 1n and, as explained in section 6.2.1, both cutslopes and fillslopes have 
becon1e stable over tin1e. Road construction year (decade) was also not a significant factor 
in occurrence of the surface erosion, as ahnost 99% of the roads were built more than 30 
years ago. According to Megahan et al. (1986) and Burroughs and King (1989) , 1nost road 
sedin1ent is produced within the first two years after road construction, but continues at a 
reduced rate for quite long periods. 
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6.4.2 Model Validation 
The pnmary objective of the 1nodel develop1nent was to provide a 1nodel capable of 
assessing the i1npact on water quality of erosion associated with unsealed forest roads. The 
ai1n of the validation of the logistic models predicting rill and gully erosion on the road 
surface and at the outlet of drainage structures is to test the 1nodels' predictive accuracy. 
The judg1nent of validity of a 1nodel depends on the circu1nstances in which the 1nodel is 
applied and the predictive accuracy of the model. There are two types of validated model: 
( 1) a statistically validated 1nodel is one which passes all appropriate statistical checks, 
including goodness-of-fit, residual and ROC analyses on the development data set (see 
Appendix D) and; (2) a practical validated 1nodel is one which perfonns satisfactorily on a 
validation data set to provide unbiased prediction on a new data set. As 1nentioned above, 
the 1nodels passed all of the statistical validation processes applied during the model 
develop1nent stages . As described in Chapter 4, the selection of an appropriate sample of 
data (that is, a validation data set) is of great i1nportance in performing a practical 1nodel 
validation. Gilbert (1993) points out that a 1nodel that has been developed to explain data 
taken from one context ( develop1nent) is very frequently tested on data derived from 
different but related contexts (validation). 
Road Surface 
An independent validation data set, as described in section 6.4, was used to validate the 
logistic n1odel developed for predicting the probability of rill or gully erosion occurrence 
on 'the road surface. The presence or absence of rills and gullies on the road surface for 
these data was esti1nated using the fitted logistic function ( equation 6.1) and found to match 
the observed condition on 96% of occasions (Figure 6.11 b ). The 4% of cases where 
equation 6.1 did not result in a correct classification of gullies and rills were limited to 
those conditions where the probability predicted by the equation was between 0.43 and 
0.55; that is, there was total agreement between the 1nodel and the observations when the 
n1odel is predicted outco1nes were less than 0.43 or greater than 0.55. This is a relatively 
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s1nall range where the model predictions are uncertain and indicates that equation 6.1 1s 
generally a valid and useful model. 
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Figure 6.11. Probability of rill and gully occurrence on the road surface predicted by the model versus 
field observation. A: Scattered distribution. B: Nonlinear distribution showing discontinuity when 
predictions were incorrect 
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Outlet of Drainage Structures 
The sa1ne processes as described above for erosion fro1n the road surface were applied to 
validate the logistic developed model for erosion from the outlets of the road drainage 
structures ( equation 6.2). The presence or absence of rills and gullies at the outlets of road 
drainage structures for validation data was esti1nated using the fitted logistic function 
( equation 6.2) and . found to 111atch the observed condition on 96% of occasions (Figure 
6.12b ). The 4% of cases where equation 6.2 did not result in a correct classification of 
gullies and rills was li1nited to those conditions where the probability predicted by the 
equation was between 0.45 and 0.58; that is, there was total agree1nent between the model 
and the observations when the 1nodel predicted outcomes were less than 0.45 or greater 
than 0.58. As for the 1nodel for the road surface erosion, this is a relatively s1nall range, and 
indicates that equation 6.2 is generally a valid and useful model. 
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Figure 6.12. Probability of rill and gully occurrence at the outlets of road drainage structures predicted 
by the model versus field observation. A: Scattered distribution. B: Nonlinear distribution showing 
discontinuity when predictions were incorrect 
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6.5 Mapping the Risk of Rill and Gully Occurrence on the Road 
Surface an·d at the Outlets of Drainage Structures 
A combination of the independent variables assessed as risk factors influencing rill and 
gully erosion on the road surface and at the road drainage structures ( equations 6.1 and 6.2), 
and those describing the risk ranking, was used to produce a risk map. These variables are 
RCA, slope gradient and CTI for road surface, and RCA, hillslope gradient and USCA for 
outlets of road drainage structures. To create road surface and road drainage outlet risk 
' 
components, scores were assigned for each of the variables using the criteria defined and 
described in Chapter 4, section 4.8. The independent variables listed above were aggregated 
using ArcGIS by adding the single score for each area in each pixel to produce an 
aggregated score for road surface and road drainage outlet risk components. 
4 0 4 Kilometres 
Figure 6.13. Risk map of rill and gully occurrence on the road surface 
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Figure 6.13 presents the 1napped risk of rill and gully occurrence on the road surface. The 
risk was first ranked for the sampled road segments according to the variables assessed as 
significant risk factors influencing rill and gully occurrence on the road surface in the 
model development, testing and validation processes, and then was generalised to create a 
risk map for all of the road seg1nents of the study area. According to British Columbia 
Environment (1995a), Ryan et al. (1998), Australian Govermnent (2000), Macdonald et al. 
(2001) and Croke and Mockler (2001 ), the likelihood of sheet erosion on the road surface is 
very low when the slope gradient of the road surface is low and the road is located in a flat 
area. Roads are not at risk in terms of rill and gully erosion or landslide occurrence when 
the slope gradient is less than 5% (British Colu1nbia Environment, 1995a; Ryan et al., 
1998). For exainple, the likelihood of rill and gully erosion occurrence under these 
circu1nstances would be 'rare' (level 1), and 'unlikely' (level 2). In this situation, the 
consequences of rill and gully erosion, if it should happen, would be 'insignificant' (level 
1) or 'minor' (level 2). The risk ranking scores associated with these levels of likelihood 
and consequences would be 1 - 4, and the risk level associated with these scores 
'negligible' and 'low', respectively. 
Road contributing area (RCA) is another variable assessed as a significant risk factor 
influencing the rill and gully erosion, both on the road surface and at the outlet of drainage 
structures. The greater the RCA, the greater the volume of runoff on the road surface, 
which may cause high erosion rates, increase the possibility of rill and gully occurrence on 
the road surface, and increase sediment movement from the road surface and outlet of 
drainage structure down into an adjacent streain. Croke and Mockler (2001) stated that 
there is a high possibility of gully erosion at drainage outlets when the RCL and RCA 
values are 1nore than 25 1n and 70 m2, respectively. The likelihood of rill and gully 
occurrence on the road surface or at the outlet of drainage structures would be 'negligible' 
(level 1) and 'low' (level 2) when the RCA is small (for example, less than 40 m2). In this 
situation, the consequences of rill and gully erosion, if it should happen, would be· 
'insignificant' (level 1) or 'minor' (level 2); the risk scores associated with these levels of 
likelihood and consequences would be 1 - 4, and the risk levels associated with these scores 
are 'negligible' and ' low' , respectively. When the RCA exceeds 70 m2, the likelihood of rill 
and gully occurrence on the road surface and at the outlet of drainage structure would range 
fro1n 'possible ' (level 3) to 'ahnost certain' (level 5) and the consequences would be 
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'1noderate' (level 3) to 'catastrophic' (level 5). The risk scores _associated with these levels 
of likelihood and consequences vvould be between 9 and 25, and the risk level associated 
with these scores is between 'moderate' and 'extre1ne '. 
CTI is the third va1iable assessed as a significant risk factor influencing the rill and gully 
erosion on a road surface. As described in Moore et al. (1993 ), the CTI value is used to 
predict the spatial distribution of saturation zone and the propensity of the overland flow. 
The s1naller the CTI value, the lower volume of the overland flow, which may decrease the 
likelihood of sheet erosion occuning. The likelihood of rill and gully occurrence \\rould be 
between 'possible' (level 3) and 'likely' (level 4) \\rhen the CTI value exceeds 8; in this 
situation the consequences would be between 'rninor' (level 2) and 'major ' (level 4). The 
risk scores associated with theses levels are bernreen 6 and 16, and the risk levels associated 
with these scores are bernreen 'moderate' and 'extrerne '. 
Table 6.19. Summary of risk evaluation results for rill and gully occurrence on the road surface 
All roads Surveyed roads 
Risk classes 
kin % kin % 
egligible 96 31 37 . 36 
Lov,r 98 32 ,., ,., 32 .) .) 
Moderate 88 29 25 25 
Hio-h C, 22 7 6 6 
Extrerne ,., 1 1 1 .) 
Total 307 100 102 100 
Table 6.19 sun11narises the results of the risk evaluation by each risk class; in this and 
subsequent tables , the ' road nernrork' is referred to as 'all roads ' . As sho\vn in the table, 
63% of the road net\;vork and 68%_ of the surveyed roads are classified as having 
negligible' and 'lo\v' risk \Vhile only 8% of all roads and 7% of the surveyed roads are 
associated \Vith 'high' and 'extrerne ' risk classes. Less than 29% of all roads and 22% of 
the sur\ eyed roads are classified a having rnoderate ' risk le, el. 
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Figure 6.14. Risk map of rill and gully occurrence at the outlet of drainage structures 
Table 6.20. Summary of risk evaluation for rill and gully occurrence at the outlet of drainage structures 
All roads Surveyed roads 
Risk classes 
kin % km % 
Negligible 61 20 23 23 
Low 111 36 39 38 
Moderate 92 30 27 26 
High 36 12 11 11 
Extreme 7 2 2 2 
Total 307 100 102 100 
Figure 6.14 shows the road segments at different levels of risk according to the risk 
assessment of rill and gully erosion at the outlets of the road drainage structures. The same 
processes described above were used to determine the level of risk associated with the road 
segments. As can be seen fro1n Table 6.20, more than half of all roads and 61 % of the 
surveyed road segments are assessed as having 'negligible' or 'low' risk levels. About 14% 
of all roads and 13% of the surveyed roads are classified in 'high' or 'extreme' risk level, 
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while '1noderate' risk is associated with about 30% of all roads and 26% of the surveyed 
roads. 
A co1nparison of the results sum1narised in Tables 6.19 and 6.20 shows that around 40% of 
the surface of the roads is classified as '1noderate' or higher risk levels, while nearly half of 
the roads are at these risk levels for erosion associated with the outlets of road drainage 
structures. This also indicates that the high and extreme risks associated with the outlets of 
road drainage structlu-es are twice as great as those associated with the road surface. One of 
the 1nost impo1iant reasons for this is related to the magnitl1de of the slope gradient: the 
slope gradient value of the road surface is usually smaller than the hillslope gradient. The 
average slope gradient of road surface is about 11 %, and that for hillslope gradient is about 
17%. Therefore, the effect of this factor in tenns of influencing rill and gully occurrence on 
road surface is s1naller than at the outlets of road drainage structures. 
6.6 Summary and Conclusions 
A DEM with 20 1n resolution Vlas used to create terrain attribute layers using DTM. Field 
data, DEM and terrain attribute layers provided the data sources used in this study. 
Preparation routines such as georegistration, projection, resainpling (where needed), 
correction, and calculation of the attributes were applied to the terrain GIS layers in order to 
prepare them for analysis. Although preparation of the GIS layers (terrain attributes and 
field data) was tin1e consu1ning, it was necessary in order to create component layers and/or 
tabulate data and to test the effects of the independent variables on the dependent vaiiable. 
The slope stability index was calculated and mapped for the catchment area and for the 
forest road netvvork using the SINMAP extension of Arc View GIS. The results show that 
most forest roads are located in stable and moderately stable areas, at 79 and 10%, 
respectively. More than 5% of the roads are located in areas of probable instability. 
However, field assessn1ent and observations did not suppo1i the predicted SI for the forest 
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roads, as the roads were built 1nore than 30 years ago and have becon1e stable over that 
tin1e. 
A 'developn1ent' data set fro1n the field surveys was used to develop the risk prediction 
1nodels used to estimate the probability of rill and gully occunence on the surface of the 
roads and at the road drainage structures. The data set co1nprised 254 data points fr01n the 
road surface characteristics, the characteristics of the road drainage stn1ctures, tenain 
attribute data fro1n the DTM, and the locations and characteristics of rill or gully erosion on 
the road surface and at the outlets of the road drainage stn1ctures. In addition, all road 
segments selected for field survey were assessed for any evidence of cut or fill batter 
failures. Data collected in the field and de1ived from the DEM (terrain attributes) were 
analysed in order to develop a predictive model and find the most important independent 
variables influencing the in1pacts of forest roads on the soil and water. 
Evaluating the relationship between the dependent variable and the best subset of the 
independent variables, using logistic regression, ROC and goodness-of-fit, demonstrated 
that a significant relationship exists between so1ne of the independent variables and rill and 
gully occurrence on the road surface and at the outlets of the road drainage structures. The 
results of the analyses presented in this chapter de1nonstrate the impo1iance of contributing 
road length and area, slope, upslope contributing area, and CTI in predicting rill and gully 
erosion on the road surface. The residual, goodness-of-fit and ROC tests have also shown 
that the final models provide a good fit to the data. 
A 'validation' data set, comp1ising the other 431 data points partitioned rand01nly fro1n the 
overall data set, was used to validate the model developed from the 'develop1nent' data set. 
The results of model validation show that both road surface and drainage outlet 1nodels can 
conectly predict the probability of rill and gully occunence on the road surface and at the 
road drainage sh-uctures 1nore than 96% of the time. This confirmed the hypothesis of the 
study introduced in Chapter 1, that the use of the terrain attribute data can predict rill and 
gully erosion fro1n the road syste1n. 
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Chapter 7 
Results and Discussion 3: Predicting the Probability and 
Risk of Road-to-Stream Connectivity 
7.1 Introduction 
The delivery of sedi1nent to streains depends principally on the degree of hydrologic 
connectivity between roads and streams (Takken et al., 2005). The importance of this 
paraineter and associated issues were discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.6. As outlined in 
Table 4.1 (Chapter 4), the process of predicting the probability and risk of tl~e road-to-
stream connectivity involved four principal steps: (1) road analysis; (2) hydrologic analysis; 
(3) develop1nent of rill and gully occurrence and road-to-strea1n connectivity risk 1nodels, 
and; ( 4) risk assessment and mapping. Iinplementation of each of these in this chapter is 
sum1narised below. 
1. Forest road analysis 
1.1 Digitise the road network fro1n spatial information 
• Verify road network and 1nap drainage location 
1.2 Assess erosion risk associated with road and drainage stn1ctures 
• Classification of road drainage structures and road layers 
1.3 Conduct road slope position analysis 
1.4 Extract relevant terrain attribute values 
1.5 Assemble spatial data sets and create single integrated data set 
Steps 1. 1, 1.4 and 1.5 of the road analysis were discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. Steps 1.2 
and 1.3 will be discussed in this Chapter, which explains how the analysis was conducted, 
including how well the road drainage structure works in tenns of discharging the water 
fro1n the road seg1nents, the drainage and road classification used, and the slope position of 
the roads. 
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2. Hydrological analysis 
2.1 Conduct stream and watershed delineations; 
2.2 Mode the road-to-stream hydrologic distance using five GIS-based models ; 
2.3 Assess road-to-streain hydrologic com1ectivity using statistical and GIS-based 
approaches 
3. Development of rill & gully occurrence and road-to-stream connectivity risk 
models 
3 .1 Data preparation 
3.2 Develop models 
3 .3 Test and validate the 1nodels 
This Chapter ( section 7 .3) describes the hydro logic analysis which comprises watershed 
delineation, road-to-stream hydrologic distance prediction, and road-to-stream connectivity 
prediction. Watershed delineation was carried out using the basin and the hydrologic 
modelling extensions in Arc View and Arclnfo commands, to create basins, sub-watersheds 
and stream layers. These layers were then used for road-to-streain hydrologic distance 
prediction and road-to-stream connectivity assessments. 
The road-to-stream hydrologic distance was predicted using five GIS-based models: the 
Arclnfo NEAR method, and the FLOWLINES, SPLINES, FLOWPATH and DISTWASH 
models (ESRI, 1994; Newham and Croke, 2002; Takken, 2003). Map Win and the TauDEM 
(Tarboton, 2004) extension for ArcGIS were used for predicting the ·road-to-stream 
hydrologic distance. The DEM, stream and road drainage layers were used as input layers 
to the models. All models use the location of the road drainage structures to predict the 
future location of a flow in order to compute the water flow length (hydro logic distance) of 
each drain to the nearest streamline. The aim of applying these different models was to 
compare several alternative methods of estimating the distance between the outlets of the 
drain and the strean1. The results of n1odelling the different methods were each compared 
with the distance 1neasured in the field in order to find the best prediction for hydrologic 
distance. 
The type of the road-to-stream connectivity - stream crossing ( direct connectivity), diffuse 
( o erland £lo\ ), and gully connecti ity - \¥as assessed by a number of methods: (1) field 
observation, for erification and alidation of the connectivity predicted by models ; (2) use 
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of threshold curves developed by Croke and Mockler (2001) for predicting gully and non-
gully connectivity; (3) use of Vbt5 model developed by Hairsine et al. (2002) for predicting 
diffuse connectivity, and; ( 4) intersecting the road and the streain layers to locate streain 
crossings and direct connectivity. 
A logistic 1nodel for predicting the road-to-streain hydrologic connectivity was also 
developed following the process described in Chapter 6 for predicting rill and gully erosion 
on the road surface and at the outlets of the road drainage structures. The model was 
developed using the 'development' data set, and tested and validated using the 'validation' 
data set. 
4. Risk assessment and mapping 
4 .1 Identify risk 
4.2 Analyse the risk 
4.3 Create risk maps 
The final step in the process was the 1napp1ng of road-to-streain connectivity using 
infonnation and results fro1n the previous three steps. The final road~to-streain risk 1nap 
(Figure 7.19) shows the degree of the connectivity between roads and streams; this can be 
used to identify which road seginents are 1nore likely to connect to the stream and thus have 
the greatest potential water quality impacts. 
7.2 Road Analysis 
7.2.1 Classification of Drainage Structures 
Road Drainage Structures Characteristics 
In Stro1nlo Forest, as described in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3, the roads are drained by a 
variety of drainage structures, including roadside table drains, mitre drains, cross-banks, 
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push outs and culverts (relief and strea1n crossing). Mitre drains are the n1ajor drainage 
stn1ctures (Table 7 .1 ). In the study area, relief culverts were installed at so1ne locations on 
the forest roads, 1nostly on the slopes of Mount Stro1nlo and adjacent roads. These roads are 
located in the 1nidslope and ridegetop slope positions (Figure 7 .1 ). The field survey of the 
roads showed most of the erosion was originally initiated where it was impossible to install 
proper ditches or to discharge the runoff fro1n the ditches. This was because of the 
topographic position of the road seg1nent and its hillslope gradient. In these cases, the 
runoff flowed through the ditches for some distance and was redirected back onto the 
surface of the roads. The runoff problem was exacerbated during and after heavy storm 
events. 
Table 7.1. Drain characteristics surveyed and sampled 
Drainage structures surveyed Development Validation Field survey data set data set (Population) 
N % N % N % 
Culverts 33 13 48 11 81 11.8 
Mitre drains 199 78 361 84 560 81.8 
Push outs 4 2 7 2 11 1.6 
Cross banks 18 7 15 3 33 4.8 
Total 254 100 431 100 685 100 
Drains 40 42 41 
Average 
Culverts 85 79 82 value of 
RCL (m) Average for all 46 46 46 drainage structures 
Drains 57 60 59 
Average Culverts 126 117 121 
value of 
RCA {in2) Average for all 66 66 66 drainage stn1ctures 
Highest 56 52 57 
Slope at Lowest 3 1 3 
outlet(%) Average for all 17.2 16.4 16.7 drainage structures 
Table 7 .1 su1m11arises the characteristics and types of road drainage structures included in 
the field survey data set, the development and validation data sets. The characteristics of the 
data sets are presented in Chapter 4, section 4.3.4, and Chapter 6, section 6.4. A total of 685 
drainage structures fro1n the 102 kin of selected forest roads in the study area were 
surveyed as the field survey (population) data set. This set includes 604 drains and 81 
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culverts (t\vo of which 'Nere bridges over streams). The 1najo1ity of the drainage structures 
surveyed were n1itre drains (about 82%); ho\;vever, culveris don1inated on steep terrain, 
especially around Mount Strornlo itself (Table 7.1 ). About 5% (3 3 out of 685) of the 
drainage structures surveyed v.rere cross-banks installed on snig tracks on steep terrain. 
Only a srnall nun1ber of surveyed drains (1.6%) v/ere push-out drainage structures. About 
13% and 11 % of selected san1ple drainage structures for developrnent and validation data 
sets, respectively, v.rere culveris.. The n1ajority of drainage structures selected for 
developing the 1nodels \Vere n1itre drains (78%), vvhile 2% and 7% of thern \Vere push-outs 
and cross banks, respectively (Table 7.1 ) . 
Table 7 .1 sho\vs that the average values of the road contributing length (RCL) for drains 
(1nitre drains, cross banks and push outs) \Vere 40, 42 and 41 m for developrnent, validation 
and field survey (population) data sets, respectively. The RCL values for culveris \Vere 
around t\;vice that, at 85, 79 and 82 m, respectively. The average value of RCL for drainage 
structures for all data sets \Vas 46 m. The average values of road contributing area (RC.,t\) 
for drains and culveris frorn population Vlere 59 and l_l rn2, respectively, for development 
data set, they v,rere 57 and 126 m2, and for validation data set, they \Vere 60 and 11 7 rn2, 
respectively. The average RCA of all drainage structui-es \Vas 66 m2 for both field survey 
and develop1nent data sets. The highest value of slope gradient at the outlet of drainage 
structures \Vas 57% for field survey and 56% and 52% for development and validation data 
sets, respectively. The lovlest and average values for both field survey and develop1nent 
data sets were 3 and about 1 %, respectively, \Vhile they \Nere 1 % and 16.4% for the 
validation data set, respectively. 
Classification of the Road Drainage Structures 
The classification of drains into SLX groups vvas described in Chapter 4, section 4. 3 .3. 
Figure . 1 s111D111arises the results of the classification of drainage structures of the 
population and developn1ent data set in the study area. Drain class ( condition \Vas not 
recognised as a significant independent variable influencing rills and gullies on the road 
sui-face; however, the field assess1nent sho\vs that a fe-.;v failed drains \Vere associated \/\·ith 
1ill or gully erosion on the surface of the r ads. 
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Figure 7.1. Classification of surveyed drains in development, validation and field survey data sets 
* D.C. = Drain class, Dis. = Description, B.C. = Built correctly, N.B.C.= Not built correctly 
·-
As shown in Figure 7 .1 , in all data sets ( development, validation and field survey), most 
drains were classified as classes 1, 2 and 5. About one third of the drains in all data sets 
were classified as class 1 (built correctly, working well). Less than 6% of drains in all data 
sets were completely blocked ( classes 3 and 6). Class 4 ( drains not built correctly but 
working well in terms of discharging runoff) characterised 10, 11 and 11 % of the 
development, validation and field survey data sets, respectively. 
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Figure 7.2. Classification of culverts in development, validation and field survey data sets 
* C.C. = Culvert class, Dis.= Description, No Con. = No construction 
As described in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3, culverts were classified into four groups based on 
the type of construction at the inlet and outlet. A common problem influencing culvert 
drainage failure is a lack of construction at the inlet or outlet of the culvert. Figure 7 .2 
summarises the results of the culvert classification survey. The 1najority of culverts 
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surveyed, 64% of developn1ent data set, 73% of the validation data set, and 69% of field 
survey data set have no construction ( class 4) at the inlet and outlet. 
Only 7% ( 6 of 81) of the outlets and inlets of the .culve1is fron1 the field survey data set, 
12% ( 4 out of 33) fro1n develop1nent data set and 4% (2 of 48) of validation data set were 
1nade of concrete (class 1). About 21% (17 of81) of the culve1is from field survey data set, 
24% (8 of 33) fro1n development data set and 19% (9 of 48) from validation data set were 
classified as class 2. Only 3% of the outlets and inlets of culve1is fr01n field survey and 4% 
fro1n validation data sets were built of wood ( class 3); none of these were selected for 
inclusion in the develop1nent data set. 
7.2.2 Classification of the Forest Road Layer 
Road Class 
Each road in the forest road network of the study area was classified based on the 
accessibility of the road, the width of the road, and whether or not the road surface was 
sealed. This classification was derived fro1n those used by State Forests of NSW (1999) and 
Forestry Tas1nania (2000), and information from the Stromlo Forest GIS layer (ACT 
Forests). The classification is su1m11aiised in Table 7.2. The width of the Stromlo Forest 
roads is co1mnonly less than 6 1n, except for public roads. Most of the tracks were less than 
4 111 in width and are classified as class 5. The field survey showed the width of the minor 
access roads is 1nostly between 3 .5 and 5 rn, except in S\¥itchback areas (Table 7 .3). 
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Table 7.2. Classification of forest roads of study area 
Road Formation or 
Function* Road surface pavement type and 
class pavement width (m)* conditions* 
1 >5.5 Primary road in large Surfaced, all-weather 
network, public roads 
2 5.5 Secondary access road, Surfaced, two lanes, all-weather 
maJor access 
3 3.7 - 4.0 Feeder and spur, minor All-weather road, unsealed, two lanes 
access 
4 3.7 Feeder and spur road, Dry weather track, unsealed, loose surface 
mmor access 
5 3 - 3.7 Harvesting roads, tracks Dry weather track, unsealed, loose surface 
6 3 - 3.7 Fire trail, Walking tracks Four wheel drive h·ack 
* Forestry Tasmania (2000) and State Forests ofNSW (1999). Forestry Tasmania (2000) uses the terminology 
' road surface pavement type and width' and State Forests of NSW (1999) uses 'fonnation width and road 
surface condition'. · 
Most of the forest roads in the study area were classified as being in classes 3 to 5 ( except 
for public roads) , because of their width and surfacing. The field observations concur with 
the ACT Forest road database, in that all 'minor access' and most '1najor access' roads are 
unsealed, but are accessible in all seasons and almost all weather conditions. Table 7.3 
surmnarises the type, class and length off ore st roads and surveyed for est roads of the study 
area. About 32% of the forest roads of the study area are 1ninor access or secondary roads 
that are categorised as class 4 (Table 7.3). About 59 kin (19%) of the Stromlo Forest roads 
are major (pri1nary) access roads, classified as class 3. Tracks are one of the main forest 
road types, of 66 km length and comprising 21 % of the road network of the study area. 
Most tracks are used during timber harvesting, site preparation, plantation and urgent 
1nanagement activities like fire fighting. These are mostly dry weather roads and are 
classified as class 5. Public roads are sealed roads, co1npns1ng 13 % of the forest road 
network of the study area, and are classified as class 1. 
Table 7.3. Summary of the forest road classes of the study area; by classes actually used 
Road Surveyed roads All roads Types of the roads 
classes km % km % 
Public Roads (Asphalt) 1 - - 40 13 
Public and Major Access 2&3 16 16 101 33 
Minor Access 4 66 65 98 32 
Tracks 5 20 20 66 21 
Walking Tracks 6 - - 2 0.7 
Total - 102 100 307 100 
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As shown in Table 7.3 , all roads for which field data were gathered were selected randomly 
fro1n the three road types (1najor, 1ninor access and tracks). These are the n1ain roads for 
operational purposes, and are used as feeder or connecting roads between con1partments 
and public, roads; 1nost of them are unsealed roads . Erosion proble1ns generally stein from 
i1nproperly or inco1Tectly installed drainage stn1ctures, especially relief culverts on the 
roads located on steep teITain, and also fro1n the lack of a maintenance program. 
The extent of sealed class 2 roads was trivial, and these small sections of sealed road were 
distributed widely across the other class of the roads. It was not possible to segregate these 
s1nall sealed segments, and their effect was assumed to be negligible. 
Road Geometry 
As described in Chapter 2, section 2.3.6, and Chapter 4, section 4.3.3, the geometry of the 
forest road surface is characterised as insloped, outsloped and crowned. Table 7.4 
su1runanses the results of the road classification according to the type of road surface 
geo1netry assessed in the field survey. As shown in the table, about 57% and 60% of all and 
surveyed road lengths, respectively, were classified as having crowned geometry. About 
16% and 27% · of the Stro1nlo Forest road lengths were classified as having insloped and 
outsloped road surface, respectively, while these categories characterised about 13% and 
27% of the surveyed roads. 
Table 7.4 . Summary of the forest road geometry of the study area 
Surveyed roads All roads 
Road geometry 
lan % kin % 
Crowned 176 57 176 57 
Insloped 48 16 48 16 
Outs loped 83 27 83 27 
Total 307 100 307 100 
Road Use 
As described in Chapter 4, section 4.3.3 , use of the forest roads of the study area was 
classified using the field survey data in conjunction with the ACT Forest road information. 
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Table 7 .5 su1mnarises the road use classification of the road network of the study area, and 
the surveyed roads. As shown in the table, 1nost roads are ~lassified as having either light 
and occasional or no traffic. Only 13 % of the public roads are classified as having heavy or 
1noderate traffic. Slightly n1ore than 50% of the surveyed roads are classified as having no 
traffic and slightly less than 50% were classified as having light or occasional traffic. Most 
of the track roads are not used for a long period after ti1nber harvesting and reforestation, 
except for e1nergency use (for exainple, fire fighting). 
Table 7.5. Summary of use classes of forest roads of Stromlo study area 
Road use 
Surveyed roads All roads 
km % km % 
Heavy Traffic - - 36* 12 
Moderate Traffic - - 4* 1 
Light Traffic 21 21 72 23 
Occasional Traffic 29 28 85 28 
No Traffic 52 51 110 36 
Total 102 100 307 100 
*Public asphalt roads 
Approximate Decada/ Age 
The age of forest roads plays an important role in forest road impact assessment processes. 
Thus, the for est roads of the study area were also classified according to the approxi1nate 
decade in which they were built (1920s to 1980s), based on information supplied by ACT 
Forests. As the first forest road was built in 1926 (about 3 lan) and the next in 1950, the 
first decade was called 'before 1950' (see Table 7.6). Class 1 or 'unlmown' comprises 
public roads, and some tracks and minor access roads, which have no recorded 
docu1nentation of the year of the construction. About 3 7% of the Stromlo Forest road 
network and 21 % of the surveyed roads are classified in this group (Table 7.6). Only 1 % of 
the roads were built before 1950. Almost 30% of the forest roads of the study area were 
built between 1950 and 1960. More than 32 percent (99 lan) of all forest roads and 41 % of 
the surveyed roads were constructed over two decades, between 1961 and 1980. Only 140 
m of forest roads of the study were built after 1980, mostly in 1998. 
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Table 7.6. Summary of classification of the forest roads based on the year of building (in decades) 
Forest Roads' Age (Decade) Classification 
Decades Surveyed Roads All Roads 
Class Year lan % lan % 
1 Unknown 21.5 21 3.02 1 
2 Before 1950 0 0 91.08 29.7 
3 1950-1960 30.5 30 57.82 18.8 
4 1961 - 1970 39 38 41.5 13.5 
5 1971 - 1980 11 11 0.14 0 
6 1981 - 2000 0 0 307 100 
Total - 102 100 3.02 1 
More than 99% of the roads in the study area were constructed more than 30 years ago. 
These roads, therefore, have beco1ne stable over time and for the reasons discussed 
previously in Chapters 2, 4, and 6, no substantial slope failures, landslides or any other 
relative road instability were found. 
7 .2.3 Road Slope Position Analysis 
As described in Chapter 4, the road slope position has been identified as an important 
paraineter for selecting the road segments for detailed survey and examining road-to-stream 
connectivity (Montgo1nery, 1994; Croke and Mockler, 2001; Wemple et al., 2001; Hatfield, 
2003; Takken et al., 2005). As described in Chapter 4, section 4.4.2, the slope position of 
the forest roads was analysed using the approaches developed by Wemple et al. (2001) and 
Hatfield (2003). The results of slope position analysis of the study area, as a whole, were 
presented in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7.3. Slope position classes of Stromlo Forest road network 
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The forest road layer was intersected with the slope position layer of the study area using 
ArcGIS grid commands. Three thresholds (<20, >20 - <80, and >80%), defined for reason 
described in Chapter 4, were used to classify the road network into valley bottom, midslope 
and ridgetop. Figure 7 .3 illustrates the distribution of the forest roads among different slope 
position classes in the study area. 
Table 7.7. Summary of slope position of the forest road of the study area 
Slope position Surveyed roads All roads 
Classes Name of Class km % km % 
1 Valley Bottom 21 21 64 21 
2 Midslope 54 53 162 53 
3 Ridgetop 27 26 81 26 
Total 102 100 307 100 
Table 7. 7 summarises the slope position classes of all forest roads and surveyed roads of 
the study area. About 21 % of both the Stromlo Forest road network and the surveyed roads 
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were located in valley botton1s . About 53% and 26% of the roads are located in 1nidslope 
and ridgetop slope positions, respectively. 
7.3 Hydrological Analysis 
7.3.1 Watershed Delineation 
GIS and DEM are generally used to perfonn watershed delineation to a point or an area of 
interest (Garbrecht and Martz, 1999; Lyon, 2003). The entire Stromlo Forest Management 
Area (SFMA) was delineated as a small catchment area using DEM analysis, in order to 
create basins, sub-catchments, sub-watersheds, and establish the exact ground positions of 
streain networks. The watershed was delineated using the basin and the hydrologic 
1nodelling extensions in Arc View, Arclnfo co1n1nands and TauDEM (Tarboton, 2004). The 
results of this process (basin, sub watershed and stream network layers) were used as input 
layers in all GIS modelling in this study, such as calculation of the hydrologic distance 
between roads and streains, road-to-streain connectivity, and slope position estimation. 
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Figure 7.4. The hydrologic modelling and watershed delineation flow chart 
Figure 7.4 illustrates the hydrologic 1nodelling and watershed delineation processes as a 
GIS-based flow chart. The DEM of the study area (20 1netres resolution) was used as an 
input layer. The first step is to fill in the sinl(s ( areas which will not drain anywhere) in the 
elevation grid. Cells that appear not to drain anywhere may become a proble1n in the 
process of building a drainage network system that defines_ the flow path (Farabi, 2005). 
The next step was to create a flow direction network from the filled DEM. Flow 
accumulation is used to identify the downstream cells. These were used to create the stream 
network, strean1 order, streain length and points of reach. The watershed outlet (also called 
pour point) was created using flow grid and reach point inputs. Finally, this layer was used 
for creating the basin and watersheds (Figures 7.5 and 7.6). The watershed delineation 
process was also used to calculate watershed area, mean elevation, 1nean slope, stream flow 
length, and high and low positions of the stream. 
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Figure 7.5. Basins of the study area 
Table 7.8. Summary of the basin parameters of the study area · 
Basin Area Perimeter Mean Centroid Centroid Centroid ID (ha) Elevation Slope X y 
Bl 327.4 11680 559 10 681027.5 6094347.5 
B2 7992 54040 585 5 685917.5 6090167.5 
B3 1073.3 17200 615 8 680997.5 6090717.5 
B4 115 6640 586 7 679437.5 6089597.5 
BS 969.3 18440 607 7 681837.5 6086897.5 
Figure 7.5 shows the basins of the study area. This representation was created using 
ArcGIS 9, and ArcView 3.2a. The Arc and Grid commands, basin and hydrologic 
modelling extensions were used to create the basins. DEM and the streain network layer, 
created from the watershed delineation application, were used as input layers for the 
processes. Five basins were created based on the connectivity and continuous flow of the 
streams toward the end point of the basins (Figure 7.5). The basin parameters are 
summarised in Table 7.8. Basin number 2 (B2) is the largest, encompassing nearly 8000 ha 
covering more than 7 6% of the study area, while B4 is the smallest basin, at 115 ha ( about 
1 % of the area). 
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Figure 7.6. Sub-watersheds of the study area 
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Figure 7.6 illustrates the sub-watersheds of the study area. Watershed parameters are 
summarised in Table 7.9. Sub-watershed number 13 is the biggest ainong the 19 sub-
watersheds, covering 1339 ha of the study area, while number 14 of 229 ha is the smallest 
sub-watershed. The minimum slope of the sub-watersheds is 0, while sub-watershed 
number 2 has a 1naximu1n slope value at 93%, the highest in the study area (Table 7.9). 
Sub-watershed nu1nber 16 has the highest maximum elevation value at 782 1n above sea 
level while sub-watershed nu1nber 15 has the lowest maximum elevation value at 622 m. 
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Table 7.9. Summary of the sub-watershed parameters of the study area 
Area Peri.* Min Max Mean St. Min Max Range
 Mean St. Dev. 
ID (ha) (m) Slope Slope Slope Dev. Elev.* Elev. Elev. Elev. Elev. (%) (%) (%) Slope (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1 481 14942 0 84 10 9.2 476 689 213 568 41.5 
2 326 9724 0 93 14 10.4 455 686 231 559 44.7 
3 377 9971 0 47 11 7.4 501 714 213 586 33.4 
4 491 10116 0 63 11 7.8 489 672 183 560 36.3 
5 564 14028 0 53 10 9.0 545 738 193 598 34.2 
6 540 11371 0 64 12 7.1 501 748 247 571 43.3 
7 576 360 0 52 10 6.6 510 735 225 594 31.9 
8 683 14528 0 56 12 7.5 509 771 262 571 38.6 
9 435 12486 0 64 8 8.6 539 672 133 574 24.6 
10 250 8959 0 73 14 9.7 463 672 209 569 36.4 
11 305 9269 0 58 12 7.4 520 776 256 616 41.4 
12 519 9910 0 51 14 7.6 520 781 261 636 53.6 
13 1339 18076 0 42 5 4.0 539 684 145 591 20.9 
14 229 7268 0 53 9 6.6 484 684 200 573 27.7 
15 279 8542 0 48 8 6.2 530 622 92 562 16.7 
16 614 11879 0 59 11 8.5 530 782 252 627 50.8 
17 1181 14611 0 41 6 4.0 535 690 155 596 25.0 
18 550 10977 0 55 12 8.6 540 718 178 608 39.4 
19 738 13509 0 43 7 6.0 550 723 173 607 31.8 
*Peri. = Perimeter, Elev. = Elevation 
Figure 7. 7 shows the stream layers of the study area, in 5 different orders, resulting from 
implementing the watershed delineation processes using flow direction and flow 
accumulation corrunands in ArcGIS and Arc View. 
Stream Order 
N 
Figure 7.7. The stream layer of the study area 
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Figure 7 .8 surmnarises the stream length of the study area by strea1n order. Total streainline 
length of the study area is nearly 218 km. First order streams have the greatest streamline in 
total a1nong all the orders, at 116 km (53%), while the fourth order streams have the 
shortest length at about 6 km (3%). The main stream that drains most of the study area has 
a length of about 14 kin ( 6% ), while the lengths of stream orders 2 and 3 are about 54 km 
(25%) and 29 km (13%), respectively. 
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Figure 7.8. Stream length of the study area based on stream order 
The streainline was topographically analysed using a surface extension (Jenness, 2005) in 
ArcView (3.2a) GIS .software. The DEM layer was used for creating and extracting the 
surface and topographic characteristics of the stream. The elevation profile of the stream 
was then created to show the distribution of streain length based on the elevation. · Each 
original streamline may have multiple segments; these were created to identify each 
segment within the original streamline. In total, the streain networks of the study area 
included 509 streamlines (main stream lines and segments). The longest length of a single 
streamline is 2021 1netres, which represents the surface distance between the starting (high 
elevation) and the ending (low elevation) points. The shortest of the streamlines is 20 
metres. The 1najority (78%) of the lengths of stream segments fall between 250 and 1000 
metres. 
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Particular attention was paid to the watershed and stream delineation processes because the 
stream networks layer is one of the most i1nportant input layers in the calculation of the 
hydrologic distances between roads and streain. 
7.3.2 Modelling Road-to-Stream Hydrologic Distance Using Five GIS-
Based Models · 
The aim of the modelling processes discussed in this section was to predict which locations 
on a road would be .most likely to connect and contribute sediment to streains. The method 
used was to calculate and model the flow path and length of runoff delivery from outlets of 
the road drainage structures to the streams (Farabi, 2005). This was done using Arclnfo 
co1nmands and algorithms. The Arclnfo commands were written in Arc Macro Language 
(AML) using algorithms such as Particletrack and coding the function of water movement 
behaviour on the ground (Takken, 2003). The GIS-based 1nodel and application processes 
used in calculating the hy9rologic distance are shown in Figure 7. 9. 
The stream coverage and stream grid were created from the existing stream network using 
Arclnfo, and these were then used as vector and raster input layers for model application. 
Two buff er zones at 5 and 10 metres width were created for the stream networks of the 
study area using Arc View and ArcGIS, and were used as input coverage layers for the 
application processes in the model. The recorded field data related to the road drainage 
structures and previously stored as multiple files, were used as drain point vector input 
layers . The Arclnfo NEAR method, FLOWLJNES, SPLINES FLOWPATH, and DISTWASH 
models, and TauDEM extension for ArcGIS and Map Win, were used for predicting the 
hyd~ologic distance between roads and streams. 
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Figure 7.9. GIS-based model of road-to-stream hydrologic distance prediction 
The Arc Info NEAR method was used for detennining the distance between the outlets of 
road drainage structures (points) and streams (lines). The Arc NEAR model detennines the 
point-to-arc, point-to-node and point-to-point distances. The locations of the road drainage 
structures (point coverage) and stream network (line coverage) were used as input layers. 
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The distance was co1nputed from each outlet drainage point to the nearest streainline. The 
output includes all of the attributes fro1n the input point coverage, which is copied during 
the process, and the calculated distance that is added during the application. The NEAR 
application process, therefore, will not affect the input files and their coordinate precision 
(Farabi, 2005). 
The FLOWLINES program is based on the pa1iicle-tracking algorithm known as 
'Paiiicletrack' , and the grid :function and code (Tak.ken, 2003). This 1nodel predicts the 
direction and future location of a flow, based on the local velocity field by interpolating the 
nearest elevation grid cell centres (Farabi, 2005). The output of this 1nodel is a line 
coverage layer within flowlines. The flowlines start at the outlet of a drain and flow all the 
way down until they reach the edge of the grid (DEM) or join a streainline. These flowlines 
intersect with strea1nlines using SF LINES code (Tak.ken, 2003 ). The output of these 
processes is a distance file that includes the length of flowlines from the outlets of the 
drains to the stream. 
A FLOWPATH model is based on the grid function and flow direction (Takken, 2003). The 
n1odel uses the flow direction grid to define the distance from the outlet of the drain to the 
stream. The model calculates the flowpath starting from the grid cell at the outlet of the 
road drain and then follows the flow direction down the grid until it reaches a grid cell 
(lowest elevation grid value) that has a streamline (Farabi, 2005). The distance between 
drain and stream is the length of the calculated flow path that was determined by the model 
at the end of the process (named GRIDPATH). 
The road-to-stream hydrologic distance was also calculated using the TauDEM (Tarboton, 
2004) extension for ArcGIS and WinMap by a network analysis process. A DEM grid file 
was used as input file and the distance was calculated using watershed delineation, network 
and DEM analysis (Farabi, 2005). The distance between each drain outlet and the closest 
streain was extracted fro1n the grid output using Arclnfo cormnands and an A.ML 
(gridspot70 .aml). 
DISTWASH (Newham and Croke, 2002) predicts the road-to-stream hydrologic distance 
principally based on the grid function and flow direction using the watershed delineation 
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process. The process of the hydrologic distance prediction in the DISTWASH 1nodel is 
almost the saine as for most of the 1nodels, as mentioned above. DEM, flow direction, 
streain networks and watershed grid were used as input layers and the output layers 
co1nprised a grid file fro1n which the distance data could be extracted using Arc Info 
co1mnands and gridspot70 macro, based on the location of the drains. 
Figure 7 .9 illustrates the overall processes of calculating the hydro logic distances between 
roads and streains; this involves most of the 1nodels in the flow chart. The input layers are 
ahnost the same for 1nost models, especially when FLO WLINES, SF LINES and 
FLOWPATH 1nodels are used. However, predicting the hydrologic distance using Map Win 
and TauDEM requires the watershed of the study area as an input layer, as well as those 
layers used in other models. 
All of the hydrologic distances calculated fro1n the 1nodels were extracted using ArcGIS 
cormnands, and then co1npared with these distance measured in the field. Tables 7 .10 and 
7 .11 su1nmarise the results. Co1Telations between the calculated distances and distance 
n1easured in the field were determined using Pearson's simple co1Telation coefficients to 
identify highly correlated distances. The co1nparison shows that two 1nodels, FLOWPATH 
(GRIDPATH) and FLOWLJNES (PTRA _ LEN), predicted the distance more accurately than 
the others, based on co1Telation analysis (Figure 7.10, and Tables 7.10 and 7.11). Figure 
7 .10 is a co1Telation 1natrix between distance to streain as detennined from the field 
measure1nent (FIELD_ DIS) and five other potential indicators. As shown in Figure 7 .10, 
GRIDP ATH has the best co1Telation fit with distance measured in the field while 
PTRA_LEN has the second best fit ainong the others. 
Table 7.10. Correlations (r) between field distance and distance predicted by different models 
Models FIELD DIS GRIDPATH PTRA LEN DIST MW4 DIST WAS DIST NEA 
-
FIELD DIS* 1.00 
GRIDPATH 0.98 1.00 
PTRA LEN 0.83 0.79 1.00 
DIST MW4 0.44 0.40 0.50 1.00 
DIST WAS 0.43 0.39 0.37 0.41 1.00 
DIST NEA 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.21 0.11 1.00 
*FIELD DIS = Field Distance 
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The best predictor is clearly GRJDPATH ( correlation coefficient r = 0.98 , r2 = 0.96 and p = 
0.000) (Figure 7.10, and Tables 7. 10 and 7.11). This was also the case in a previously 
repo1ied preli1ninary analysis (Farabi, 2005; Appendix F). PTRA _LEN (Paiiricletrack 
length) predicts the next-best predicted distance compared with the field distance 
(correlation coefficient r = 0.83, r2 = 0.69 and p = 0.000) . Therefore, GRJDPATH and 
PTRA LEN generate predicted distances that were highly correlated to the distance 
111easured in the field. 
Table 7.11. Comparison between road-to-stream hydrologic distance predicted by models and 
measured in the field 
Predicted distance by 
n1odels 
GRIDPATH 
PTRA LEN 
DIST M\V4 
DIST WAS 
DIST NEA 
FILO DJS 
GRIDPATH 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
R R2 
0.98 0.96 
0.83 0.69 
0.44 0.19 
0.43 0.19 
0.12 0.01 
PTRA LEN 
• 
• I • • I I •\ l • ~~ (JIR!~ .. ~ 
Effect test 
F Ratio Pro.F 
1295 .9 0.000 
30.24 0.000 
0.09 0.76 
9.67 0.002 
0.07 0.79 
DIST l'vfW4 
• DIST WAS 
DIST NtA 
• 
Figure 7.10. Scatter plots and histograms illustrating the relationship between road-to-stream 
hydrologic distance predicted by models and measured in the field 
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Figure 7 .10 shows the correlation matrix and regression companson of the hydro logic 
distance measured in the field with predicted distances . As can be seen in the figure, 
GRIDP ATH and PTRA _ LEN had the best fit with field distance. However, in the case of 
, 
PTRA _ LEN, while most predicted values were clustered close to the model line, a small 
number of values were scattered widely. Therefore, the distance predicted by FLOWPATH 
(GRIDPATH) model was used for the road-to-stream connectivity assessment because of 
its accuracy compared with other prediction methods. 
Figure 7.11 illustrates the outcomes of FLOWLINES, SPLINES and FLOWPATH models. 
The flowlines start at the outlet of a drain and flow down and join a streamline. The 
flowpath starts from the grid cell at the outlet of the road drain and then follows the flow 
direction down the grid until it reaches a streamline. 
J 
Figure 7.11. Flowlines calculated from the outlet of drainage structures to stream, and movement 
comparison among Flowpath, Gridpath and flowlines 
A total of 254, 431 and 685 drainage structures from development, validation and field 
survey data sets, respectively, were used, separately, as input point coverage layers in the 
distance modelling process. The distance between a recorded drain and a streamline was 
calculated in order to use these measurements in road-to-stream connectivity assessment. 
However, in order to compare the results, find the 'bugs' in the programs and increase the 
accuracy, drains were split into separate files with a smaller number of drains and were then 
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used as input layer for applying the models before final application using all drainage 
structures. 
Addressing Problems with the FLOWLINES Model 
One of the 1nain proble1ns that o~curred during 1nodelling was that some 1nodels, while 
generally 1naking good predictions, predicted so1ne situations quite erratically. For 
example, the FLOWLINE algorith1n did not work accurately for some of the drain points. 
The predicted water pathway did not reach the stream properly in ahnost 5% of the points 
when a large number of drains (for example, more than 600) were used as the input for 
in1ple1nenting the 1nodel. S01ne flowlines were correctly located fro1n the outlet of the 
drains and the path to the streain was correctly si1nulated, but they did not join the stream 
grid cell correctly. As can be seen in Figure 7 .12, the calculated flow lines followed an 
unrealistic and lengthy zigzag path along the streamline. However, the FLOWLINES model 
calculated the distance correctly for 1nost drains. 
I Flowlines k~~ WI~'-.:: ..,.., ___ ,, 
, ... ,_ ,.;.. .. .............. ~ JN -~ - ___,..., 
Figure 7.12. An example of erroneous predicted flowlines from the 'FLOWLINES' model 
As 1nentioned previously, the model was applied many times with different nu1nbers of 
input drainage points. It was found, first, that the n1odel worked better with a smaller 
number of drainage points and, second, that the area of flat ground near the streain was the 
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problen1atic area, where the 1nodels becaine ' confused' by the direction of flow and 
predicted water flowing backwards and forwards , thus exaggerating the length of flow. 
The field observations of the drainage points where the 1nodel did not accurately predict the 
hydro logic distance showed that the width of the flat area was 1nore than that of the defined 
stream buffer zone ( 5 1n) for the model. The buffer zone is a distance back from the central 
strea1nline, at which point the model si1nply assu1nes that this is the end point, and that the 
flow will go straight to the stream. To solve this proble1n, the buffer zone was increased 
from 5 1n to 10 1n and then to 15 1n. After this modification, the 1nodel handled the nearly-
flat ground better, and erroneous predictions were dramatically reduced, to less than 2%. 
The proble1n was finally solved by repeating the application using the revised prograin and 
si1nulating a smaller number of drainage points. However, further revision and repetition 
with different nu1nbers of drains would be needed to solve the problem completely. 
7.3.3 Assessing Road-to-Stream Hydrologic Connectivity Using 
Statisti_cal and GIS-Based Approaches 
Modelling the level of road-to-stream water-flow connectivity is useful to help manage the 
impacts of runoff generated from the road pris1n. Although erosion and sediment 
production are inevitable adverse outcomes of road construction and 1naintenance, there 
will be no environmental i1npact on streain water quality unless roads and streams are 
connected by water-flow. Thus, it is important to know where the runoff will flow, where it 
n1ay concentrate, and where it is 1nost likely to connect to watercourses. 
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Figure 7.13. Road and stream connectivity based on type of sediment delivery pathway 
Source: Takken et al. (2005:581) 
The degree of connectivity between roads and streams was assessed using a method of 
classification of the different types of pathway delivery to streams presented in Takken et 
al. (2005). The road-to-stream connectivity is classified into three groups: stream crossing; 
channelised or gullied; and diffuse connections (Figure 7.13). In the first of these, at stream 
crossings, the runoff will be delivered directly to the stream. In the second, a channel or 
gully 1nay continue from the outlet of the drain where it is initiated to the stream, and it 
1nay act as an extension of the stream network (Croke and Mockler, 2001 cited in Takken et 
al. , 2005). In the third, as can be seen in Figure 7.13 , the runoff may reach or connect to the 
stream by diffuse overland flow in the absence of a stream crossing or channelised 
connection. 
The probability of flow pathway and runoff originating from the forest road and reaching 
the adjacent stream through diffuse delivery pathways can be predicted using the 'vbt5 ' 
1nodel introduced by Hairsine et al. (2002). Road contributing area (RCA) , hillslope length 
( or the distance between the drain outlet and the streain) and slope gradient are the three 
variables used for predicting the probability of runoff reaching the stream in this model. 
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Road-to-Stream Connectivity Assessment Using a Fitted Threshold 
Previous attempts to predict road-to-streain com1ectivity have included using a two-
di1nensional 'threshold curve', introduced by Croke and Mockler (2001 ), based on RCA 
and discharge hillslope gradients and the hydrologic distance between road drainage outlets 
and streains and discharge hillslope gradients. Croke and Mockler (2001) reported that their 
threshold curve (line) equation (RCA = 70 / sin ( 0)) correctly predicted 94% of the 
observed gullies connectivity. Following this 1nethodology, the hillslope gradient as 
1neasured in the field and the predicted hydrologic distances between roads and streains 
were used as input variables for connectivity prediction (Figure 7.14). The RCA was also 
used separately as input for predicting the gully and overland flow connection (Figure 
7 .15). The background infon11ation and related equations derived from these 1nethods were 
described in section 4.6.2 (Chapter 4). 
The results fro1n using the threshold curve method show that these two factors can almost 
always correctly predict the hydrological connectivity between roads and streains (Figure 
7.14). No connection was found between road drainage structures and streams when the 
hydrologic distance, using develop1nent data set, was 1nore than 250 111, or where the 
hillslope gradient was less than 10%. The results of the statistical analysis show that there 
was a positive relationship between hydrologic distance and discharge hillslope gradient at 
the outlet of drains (r = 0.77, r2 = 0.59, and P <0.0001). 
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Figure 7.14. Fitted threshold curve using predicted hydrologic distance between road and stream 
versus hillslope gradient for drains surveyed from development data set 
It is evident fro1n Figure 7.14 and Table 7.12 that the hydrologic distance itself is not as 
i1nportant as its association with the degree of slope in road-to-stream connectivity analysis. 
For exainple, there is no evidence of connectivity between roads and streains where the 
distance of road-to-stream is more than 130 m when the hillslope gradient is less than 20% 
(Figure 7 .14). However, at shorter distances, hydro logic distance is more relevant than 
slope gradient in connectivity between roads and streains. Almost all drains ·were connected 
to the streams where the distance was less than 50 m; hillslope gradient was not a relevant 
factor when the drains were located very close to the streams (for example, at streain 
cros·sing points). The analysis showed the hillslope gradient to be a significant factor in the 
connectivity between roads and streams where the associated distance is between 50 m and 
250 lTI. 
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Classifying the Risk of Road-to-Stream Connectivity Arising From 
Hydrologic Distance and Hills/ope Gradient 
Table 7 .12 su1nmarises the risk of road-to-streain com1ectivity in Stromlo Forest associated 
with the hydrologic distance and hillslope gradient using the processes described in 
Chapters 4 and 6. The risk of road drainage outlet to streain connectivity is very low when 
the distance is 1nore than 200 m and hillslope is less than 35%, when it is categorised as 
having negligible risk ranking. There is a low possibility of road-to-streain connectivity 
where the distance is between 200 and 150 1n and hillslope is 1nore than 30%. The risk of 
road-to-streain connectivity is 1noderate where the distance range is 150 - 100 1n and 
hillslope is 1nore than 25%. The risk of connectivity is high where the distance ranges 
between 100 and 60 m and hillslope gradient is greater than 20%, and extre1ne where the 
road-to-stream distance and hillslope gradient are less than 60 1n and more than 10%, 
respectively (see Figure 7.14 and Table 7.12). 
Table 7.12. Summary of the risk of road-to-stream connectivity using the hydrologic distance between 
roads and streams with associated hillslope gradient 
Risk classes Distance (m) Associated hillslope gradient(%) 
1 Negligible >200 <35 
2 Low 200- >150 >30 
3 Moderate 150 - > 100 >25 
4 High 100 - >60 >20 
5 Extreme <60 >10 
Predicting Road-to-Stream Connectivity Using RCA and Hills/ope 
Gra.dient 
The two-din1ensional threshold technique was also used to assess road-to-streain gully 
connectivity using RCA and hillslope gradient. As shown in Figure 7 .15, the 1nodel 
predicts most instances of road-to-streain connectivity more accurately than that using 
hydrologic distance. This is probably because including RCA, a variable that indicates the 
volu1ne of water in the flow pathway, introduces the concept of the ainount of discharge as 
a causal effect on road-to-stream connectivity. 
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Figure 7.15. Fitted threshold curve using RCA versus hillslope gradient for drains surveyed 
Figure 7.15 shows the road-to-stream connectivity using RCA and hillslope gradient for 
drainage stn1ctures ·surveyed from develop1nent data set. As can be seen in Figure 7 .15, 
1nost drainage stn1ctures were linked to strea1ns where the RCA and the hillslope gradient 
at the outlet of the drains were more than 70 m2 and 30%, respectively. The figure clearly 
illustrates that ahnost all drains with a RCA higher than 100 m2 and associated hillslope 
gradient of 1nore than 20% were connected to streams. 
Table 7.13. Summary of the risk of road-to-stream connectivity associated with RCA and hillslope 
gradient 
Risk classes RCA (m2) Associated slope gradient (%) 
1 Negligible <25 <35 
2 Low 25 - <40 <35 
3 Moderate 40 - <70 <30 
4 High 70 - <120 >20 
5 Extre1ne >120 >15 
Table 7 .13 surmnarises the road-to-strea1n connectivity for drainage structures surveyed in 
the study area using the results presented in Figure 7 .15. The risk of gully connectivity 
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between roads and streains is 'negligible' when RCA is less than 25 1n2 and associated 
slope gradient is less then 35%. There will be a s1nall nu1nber of connections when the 
slope gradient is 1nore than 40% and the RCA is less than 40 1n2; these are 1nostly related to 
the streain crossing points. There was always a connection between the outlets of road 
drainage stn1ctures and strean1s when the RCA and slope gradient value were n1ore than 
100 m2 and 20%, respectively. 
Most gully com1ectivity was located where the road contribution area, hydrologic distance, 
and hillslope gradient at the outlet of drains were greater than 100 m2, 60 1n and 30%, 
respectively. To extend and validate the results obtained by using the threshold, the same 
processes were applied to the validation data set to predict the road-to-stream connectivity. 
The results predicted gully connectivity when the contribution area was greater than 100 1n2 
or the hillslope gradient was more than 30%. 
A con1parison of the results for road-to-streain connectivity predicted by threshold curves 
and those observed in the field shows that use of the threshold curve based on RCA 
predicts the road-to-stream connectivity slightly better than using the hydrologic distance or 
road contributing length used by Croke and Mockler (2001). The assess1nent shows that the 
threshold curve using RCA and hillslope gradient correctly predicted more than 96% of 
connectivity. However, the two-dimensional method was tested because it was an 
established and successful method. Considering the two variables simultaneously is useful 
for interpretative and illustrative purposes. However, in all cases where the predictive 
variables are considered in pairs (including using RCA, which was introduced here) , there 
were always several outliers that were not well predicted. Predictions of road-to-strea1n 
connectivity were best when the logistic 1nodel described by equation 7 .1 was used. Using 
this .model seems to resolve the problem of outliers. 
To predict the probability of diffuse connectivity between the outlet of the drains and 
streams, the volu1ne of road-derived runoff reaching the streams (through overland flow) 
1nust be calculated. To do this , the 'Vbt5' 1nodel introduced by Hairsine et al. (2002) was 
applied to calculate and define the volun1e of n1noff that would reach a stream from the 
outlet of a drain. According to Hairsine et al. (2002), the 'Vbt' is the volu1ne of 
breakthrough, which is the volume of the runoff entering an area before a discharge is 
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observed at the downslope boundary of that area. The 'Vbt5' is the volu1ne of breakthrough 
for a 5-inetre length of hillslope when the runoff volu1ne is discharged from the drain 
(Croke et al., 1999). The breakthrough volu1ne (Vbt5) will generally be a co1nbination of 
water lost to overland flow through infiltration, water stored in above-ground digressional 
storage, and water in transit between the upper and lower boundaries of the area (Hairsine 
et al. (2002). A steady-state infiltration rate of 11. 7 mm/hr was used, based on its 
con-espondence to the 1nean value during rainfall si1nulations on unsealed forest road 
surfaces (Croke et al., forthcoming; Takken et al., 2005). 
Rainfall with a 10-year recun-ence interval of 30 1ninutes duration and 50 mm/hr intensity 
was simulated for the study area (see also Chapter 3, section 3 .4.3) in order to derive one of 
the factors in calculating Vbt. The volume of the runoff collected by each road drainage 
structure was calculated using the infiltration rate for the unsealed forest roads, the rainfall, 
and RCA. The Vbt5 1nodel was applied using hillslope gradient, RCA, and the predicted 
distance between roads and streains as input layers. 
The intersection application available in ArcGIS and Arc View was used to find the stream 
crossing points. The surveyed forest road layer and the stream layer of the study area were 
intersected to created the streain crossing point layer. These points were then compared 
with direct com1ectivity observed in the field to verify the prediction. The results are 
presented in Table 7 .14. 
Table 7.14. Summary of the types of connectivity pathways of the study area 
Types of 
Drainage structures surveyed 
Development set Validation set Field survey set 
connectivity 
N % N % N % 
Streain crossings 19 7 31 7 50 7 
Gully 63 25 120 28 183 27 
Diffuse connection 56 22 89 21 145 21 
No connection 116 46 191 44 307 45 
Total 254 100 431 100 685 100 
Table 7.14 su1nmarises the type of the road-to-stream connectivity pathways of the study 
area. The results show that about 54%, 56% and 55% of drainage structures from 
develop1nent, validation and field survey data sets , respectively, were connected to the 
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strea1ns either by streain crossing, gully, or diffuse com1ection. No type of com1ection was 
found for nearly 45% of drainage structures fro1n all data sets. 
As shown in Table 7 .14, about 7% of the drainage structures surveyed in the field drained 
directly to a streain at a strea1n crossing; these were 1nostly culverts. Gully connections 
were 1nore widely distributed over the SFMA; these were about 27% of the drainage 
structures fro1n the field survey data set, and about 25% and 28% of the drainage structures 
surveyed in the develop1nent and validation data sets, respectively. The 1najority of gully 
connections were found along roads adjacent to Mount Stromlo. All other drains, especially 
those on the lower parts of the road in the valley botto1ns, were connected through diffuse 
overland flow because of their close proximity to the streams along the Molonglo River. In 
addition, field observations revealed that 1nost road-to-stream connectivity was diffuse 
overland flow where the distance was less than 30 1n, and that the road-to-streain 
connectivity occurred by diffuse overland flow, instead of gully or channelled connectivity, 
where the hydrologic distance was more than 150 1n. 
Road-to-Stream Connectivity Model Development 
The saine analytical approaches described for the road surf ace and outlet of drainage 
structures in Chapter 6, section 6.4.1 were implemented to 1nodel the relationship between 
all independent variables listed in Table 6.16 (Chapter 6) and road-to-stream connectivity. 
Logistic relationships between road-to-strea1n connectivity parameters and the independent 
variables were fitted using a forward stepwise procedure. 
The best logistic 1nodel to classify road-to-stream connectivity ( equation 7 .1) included the 
RCA, hillslope, USCA and hydrologic distance between roads and strea1ns as significant 
paraineters (p<0.0001 ), and correctly classified over 97% of the observed presence and 
absence of rills or gullies (Table 7 .15). There is no evidence of a lack of fit (Hosmer and 
Lemeshow x2 = 4.28, p>0.83). Further details of the model fitting and testing are presented 
in Appendix D. The overall logistic 111odel for road-to-streain connectivity, based on 
equation 4.11 and the esti1nated paraineters presented in Appendix D, Table 17, -is: 
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Yi = -12.59 + 0.052 * RCAi + 0.498 * HSGi + 0.01 * USCAi + (-0.007 * Disti) (7 .1) 
[3.436] [0.018] [0.158] [0.005] [0.002] 
where [] denotes standard error; 
Yi denotes odds of road-to-stream connectivity i; 
RCAi denotes Road Contributing Area i; 
HSGi denotes hillslope gradient in i percent; 
USCAi denotes Upslope Contributing Area i; 
Dist i denotes road-to-streain hydrologic distance i. 
Table 7.15. Classification table of results of road-to-stream connectivity prediction 
Road-to-Stream Road-to-Stream Connectivity Prediction 
Connectivity False (Pi < 0.50)* True (Pi >0.50) Correct prediction (%) 
Not observed 110 5 95.7 
Observed 2 137 98.6 
The classification table (Table 7 .15) is often used to indicate the classification testing of the 
logistic regression 1nodel. The 'percentage correct' generally relates to sensitivity and 
specificity ( or the reverse); the result here shows that more than 97% of the road-to-stream 
conne~tivity is correctly predicted by the model. 
Model Validation 
The saine processes as described in Chapter 6, section ·6.4.2, for erosion from the road 
. surface and outlets of the drainage structures, were applied to validate the logistic 
developed 1nodel for road-to-stream connectivity ( equation 7 .1 ). The independent 
validation data set, as described in Chapter 6, section 6.4, was used to validate the logistic 
1nodel ( equation 7 .1) developed for predicting the probability of the road-to-stream 
connectivity occurrence. The presence or absence of road-to-stream connectivity for these 
data was esti1nated using the fitted logistic function ( equation 7 .1) and found to 1natch the 
observed condition on 97% of occasions (Figure 7.16). The 3% of cases where equation 7.1 
did not result in a correct classification of road-to-stream connectivity were li1nited to those 
conditions where the probability predicted by the equation was between 0.39 and 0.65 . That 
is, there was total agree1nent between the model and the observations when the outco1nes 
predicted by the model were less than 0.40 or greater than 0.65. Although this range is 
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greater than that presented in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, the actual nu1nber of miss-predictions 
is very low. This indicates that equation 7 .1 is a valid and useful 1nodel. 
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Figure 7.16. Probability of road-to-connectivity predicted by the model versus field observation. A: 
Scattered distribution. B: Nonlinear distribution showing discontinuity when predictions were 
incorrect 
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The overall result of testing this 1nodel strongly validates the 1nodel created using the 
develop1nent data set. This also shows that road contributing area, hillslope gradient, 
upslope contributing area and the hydrologic distance between roads and streains are the 
1nost i1nportant predictors of road-to-streain connectivity occuITence. 
7.4 Mapping Road-to-Stream Connectivity Risk 
As 1nentioned previously in this Chapter and in Chapters 4 and 6, the road-to-streain 
hydrologic distance is an i1nportant risk predictor variable in road-to-stream connectivity 
assessment. The risk of this connection occuITing was mapped using the hydrologic 
distance and the results presented above. The connectivity risk was also mapped using all 
significant variables influencing road-to-stream hydrologic connectivity presented in the 
road-to-strea1n connectivity 1nodel ( equation 7 .1 ). Although the process of determining the 
risk of road-to-stream connectivity and possible sedi1nent delivery through overland flow 
pathway ( diffused) and gullied connection is not simple, it can be facilitated using a GIS-
based 1nethod. To 1nap the risk of road-to-streain connectivity based on road-to-streain 
hydrologic distance, buffers of different widths ( 60, 100, 150, 200 and 250 m) were created 
around the streainline layer using ArcGIS and ArcView. The forest road layer was then 
overlayed and intersected with the buffer 1naps (see Figure 7.20). The roads were classified 
based on the distance between roads and streams, and the risk ranking presented in Table 
7 .13. The processes can also be implimented using the MCE method provided in GIS 
software (for exainple, ID RISI). Figure 7 .17 illustrates the overlaying of different buffer 
layers arotmd streains to evaluate the risk of road-to-stream connectivity. 
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Figure 7.17. An example of stream buffers of different widths (0 - 200 m) intersecting with the position 
of the road network 
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Figure 7.18. The risk map of the road-to-stream connectivity based on the hydrologic distance to 
streams for the Stromlo Forest road network 
Table 7 .16 su1mnarises the results of risk classification of the road-to-stream connectivity 
for forest road network of the study area. This risk assessment is mapped in Figure 7 .18. 
About 32% (98 km) and 35% (36 km) of the road network and surveyed roads, 
respectively, were located 1nore than 200 m from the strea1ns, and were classified as having 
'negligible' risk of connectivity. The distance of almost half of the public roads of the study 
area was 1nore than 200 m from the streams, and was therefore classified in this group. 
About 38% of all road network and 35% of surveyed roads were classified as having 'high' 
or 'extreme' risk of connectivity, indicating that the forest roads were built close to the 
watercourses (that is, less than 100 m). 
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Table 7.16. Summary of the roads at risk in terms of the road-to-stream connectivity using the 
hydrologic distance 
Risk classes 
Surveyed roads 
km % 
Negligible 36 35 
Low · 19 19 
Moderate 11 11 
High 15 15 
Extreme 21 20 
Total 102 100 
All roads 
Ian % 
98 32 
53 17 
41 13 
48 16 
67 22 
307 100 
Road-to-Stream 
Connectivity Risk 
N 
A 
Figure 7.19. The risk map of the road-to-stream connectivity based on all variables influencing the 
road-to-stream connectivity occurrence 
Figure 7.19 illustrates the risk of road-to-stream connectivity occurrence using all variables 
influencing the risk of the connectivity (that is, hillslope gradient, RCA, USCA, and road-
to-streain hydrologic distance). As described in section 6.5 (Chapter 6), the risk was first 
ranked for the sampled road segments according to the variables assessed as significant risk 
factors influencing the connectivity risk in the model development, testing and validation 
processes, and road-to-stream connectivity assess1nent using the threshold curves. This was 
generalised to create the risk map for all road segments of the study area. According to 
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British Colu1nbia Enviromnent (1995a) , Ryan et al. (1998) , Australian Govermnent (2000) , 
Villeponteaux and Elder (2000), Macdonald et al. (2001) and Croke and Mockler (2001 ), 
the likelihood of road-to-streain co1u1ectivity is high when the hillslope gradient and RCA 
values at the outlet of road drainage structure are high and the road is located close to 
streamline (that is , less than 100 1n). Under these conditions, roads would be at high and 
extre1ne risk in tenns of com1ectivity and delivering sedi1nent to streains (British Colu1nbia 
Enviromnent, 1995a; Ryan et al. , 1998). 
For exainple, the likelihood of road-to-streain connectivity would be between 'possible' 
(level 3) and 'ahnost certain' (level 5) when the road is located closer than 100 m to a 
streain and hillslope gradient at the outlets of drainage structures is more than 30%. In this 
situation, the consequences of road-to-streain connectivity would be between 'moderate' 
(level 3) and 'catastrophic' (level 5). The scores associated with these levels of likelihood 
and consequences would be between 9 - 25, and the risk levels associated with these scores 
are '111oderate' and 'extre1ne' , respectively. The greater the RCA and USCA, the greater the 
volu1ne of runoff discharge fro1n the outlet of drains and the higher the flow towards the 
streain; this 1nay cause high erosion rates, increase the possibility of rill and gully 
occuITence on the road surface and sedi1nent move1nent fro1n the road surface and outlet of 
drainage structure down into an adjacent stream. No road-to-stream gully connectivity was 
found when USCA was less than 90 1n2 and hillslope gradient was less than 10%. Gully 
com1ectivity was found when the USCA and RCA were more than 5000 and 100 1n2, 
respectively. Croke and Mockler (2001) stated that there is a high possibility of road-to-
st1·ean1 gully com1ectivity when the RCL and RCA values are more than 25 m and 70 1n2, 
respectively. 
Table 7.17. Summary of the road-to-stream connectivity risk for the study area 
Risk classes Surveyed roads All roads 
km % kin % 
Negligible 26 )-_) 64 21 
Low 30 29 92 30 
Moderate 20 20 74 24 
High 16 16 56 18 
Ext1·e1ne 10 10 21 7 
Total 102 100 307 100 
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Table 7.17 su1m11anses the road-to-streain co1mectivity risk according to the co1nbined 
effects of the variables influencing the risk of the connectivity. About 51 % of the road 
network and 54% of the surveyed roads, were classified as being at either 'negligible ' or 
' low' risk level. 'Moderate ' risk characterised about 24% of the road network and 20% of 
the surveyed roads. About 25% of the road network and 26% of the surveyed roads were 
found to be at ' high ' or ' extre1ne ' risk. 
7.5 Summary and Conclusions 
For the purpose of this study, about 102 km of Stro1nlo Forest roads, represented by 254 
and 431 drainage outlets · fro1n develop1nent and validation data sets, respectively, were 
examined. Analysis determined the statistically significant features , which predicted the 
risk of a hydrological connection between roads and streams, which comprised hydrologic 
distance between stream and road, hillslope gradient from road to stream, road contribution 
area (RCA), and the upslope contributing area (USCA). These results were developed as a 
logistic 1nodel ( equation 7 .1) using the development data set, which was then validated 
using the validation data set. The validation results suggest that the model successfully 
predicted n1ore than 97% of the presence or absence of road-to-streain connectivity. 
Quantification of these factors for each drain, and co1nparison with threshold values, allows 
1nanagers to detennine the likelihood that discharge from any given road ( drain) would 
result in discharge ( and hence sedi1nent) reaching the stream. This would identify the 
critical drainage points on each road for which maintenance ( or re-design) was high 
priority. The results presented in this chapter show that using GIS techniques in 
combination with 1nathematical and hydrological models is very useful for determining the 
level of road-to-streain connectivity through esti1nating the distance between the outlets of 
drains and strean1s. 
The results of this study show that ' threshold ' values aimed at identifying road-to-stream 
connectivity can be calculated fro1n hillslope gradient and contribution length or area, or 
hillslope gradient and distance between roads and streams. Connectivity between road 
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drainage stn1ctures and streains, as well as rill and gully initiation and channel fonnation, 
can be identified using the threshold value approach and statistical analysis. This approach, 
while less accurate than the logistic model, is also very useful for interpretative purposes. 
The results presented 1n this chapter show that threshold curves based on slope and 
contribution area can be used to predict the road-to-stream connectivity. Under any 
circumstances, the risk will be low when RCA is less than 40 1n2 and will be high when the 
RCA is 1nore than 70 m2, and when also taking into account the hillslope gradient. 
Therefore, the RCA and hillslope gradient can be used as two acceptable predictors for the 
likelihood of occurrence and the level of the risk in relation to gully initiation and/or 
channel fonnation at the outlets of the road drainage structures, and for road-to-stream 
connectivity. The results show that there was no road-to-streain connectivity for nearly 
46% of the road drainage structures. About 54% of the road drainage structures were 
connected to a strea1n, including 27% gully connectivity, and 27% non-gully connectivity 
(21 % diffuse connectivity and 7% streain crossings). 
The risk of connectivity between forest roads and streams was 1napped using the results of 
the connectivity analysis and a GIS-based application. All risk layers were mapped 
individually and then combined in a final risk map. Ahnost half ( 49%) of the Stro1nlo forest 
roads were classified as being at moderate or greater risk of runoff and sedi1nent delivery to 
strea1ns by road-to-stream connectivity. 
The outcomes presented in this chapter will be used in the next chapter to develop an 
integrated forest road i1npact assessment and consolidated risk map for the forest road 
network. The processes developed for predicting the road-to-stream hydrologic distance 
and . .road-to-streain connectivity assessment described here will form the key ele1nent of 
FRIA method presented in Chapter 8. 
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8.1 Introduction 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Implications 
Large areas of the world's forests, especially in developed countries, are managed for 
industrial forestry (FAO, 2005). Extensive unsealed forest roads have been built within 
the1n for wood transportation and forest management purposes. Unsealed forest roads are 
the main sources of sedi1nent delivered to streains in these areas; past research has focused 
on detennining the sources and quantity of this sediment, and on rehabilitation of the 
degraded areas. More recently, identifying the road segments which cause water quality 
deterioration due to road-derived runoff and sediment delivery has beco1ne a significant 
objective of forest road management. The research reported in this thesis is based on the 
hypothesis that, by analysing the attributes of an unsealed forest road and its surrounding 
terrain, it is possible to evaluate the risk that erosion from the surface of the road, or 
associated with the road drainage stn1ctures, will deposit water-borne sediment into an 
adjacent streain. 
This research has developed a 1nethodology, called Forest Road Impact Assessment 
(FRJA), to identify sections of roads which pose the greatest risk to the water quality of 
adjacent streams. FRJA is a GIS-based approach which uses a combination of techniques 
for analysing, assessing and 1nodelling road impacts on sediment generation and delivery to 
streams. To develop the FRJA methodology, it was necessary to review currently available 
methods in the fields of GIS and risk assess1nent relevant to this problem, and to examine 
the feasibility of using certain terrain parameters as indicators for i1npact assess1nent and 
risk identification. This 1nethod also reduces the amount of fieldwork needed to n1ake this 
assessment by using existing data sets and GIS techniques. 
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This final chapter co1nprises 3 1nain sections. The first section follows the stn1cture of 
Table 4.1 , and sum1narises the conclusions of each previous stage of the research, as 
described in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. The second section describes the FRIA - how the 
co1nponents of the 1nethod are combined to constitute a risk-based approach for assessing 
the i1npact of the forest road syste1n on water quality - and presents a consolidated risk map 
and tables for the case study area. The third section considers the i1nplications of the study 
for forest road 1nanage1nent, and for research relevant to issues addressed by this thesis. 
8.2 Summary of Conclusions of Each Stage of the Research 
8.2.1 Experimental Approach, Design and Sampling Strategy 
The case study research was conducted in Stro1nlo Forest, ACT, Australia, which was a 
convenient and appropriate location. The results of this case study de1nonstrate that the use 
of the road slope position as the basis for selecting field sainpling locations allows 
co1npilation of a representative data set within the funding constraints such as those 
applying to the case study. These sample seg1nents were e1nployed to evaluate point and 
non-point sources and terrain based evidence of surface deterioration and sedimentation. 
The strategy used for sainpling provided enough flexibility to gather data fro1n road prism 
and associated road-to-stream hillslope area at the same ti1ne. The application for this 
approach has provided the data and information needed to analyse road and drainage 
structures, test the hypothesis of the thesis, and develop and validate the 1nodels predicting 
the ·probability of rill and gully occurrence on the road surface and at the outlets of the road 
drainage stn1ctures, and the probability of road-to-stream connectivity. 
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8.2.2 Terrain Modelling and Analysis 
DTM is a new approach developed to derive and characterise the terrain parameters from 
DEM using GIS techniques. The analysis conducted in the case study research showed that 
using a con1bination of GIS techniques and 1nathen1atical processes is the most accurate -
depending on the accuracy of the input layer (DEM) - and fastest way to calculate the 
terrain parameters needed for the risk assess1nent of forest roads. In this study, a DTM 
approach using relief analysis in the ArcGIS environment was used to derive and 
characterise the terrain paraineters fro1n the DEM raster layer of the study area. The 
pri1nary terrain attributes - for example, slope, aspect, flow direction, flow accu1nulation, 
USCA and curvatures - and secondary terrain attributes - for example, CTI and SPI - were 
derived separately for the study. These layers were used in conjunction with the field data 
as independent variables in the analysis process. The effectiveness of the terrain paraineters 
as predictive variables was evaluated using standard statistical tests. 
8.2.3 Forest Road Analysis 
The road analysis provided the basic inf onnation and data needed for selecting the road 
segments for sampling and further analysis. Management of the database is one of the most 
i1npo1iant paiis of the FRlA 1nethod presented in this thesis. A co1nprehensive road and 
drainage database was developed as part of this study. This was done for both the data 
derived fro1n terrain layers using GIS and data collected fro1n the field using DGPS. The 
road class, road use, road geo1netry and road drainage structures were assessed and 
classified. These provided essential data and information needed for assessing and 
1nodelling risk. 
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8.2.4 Hydrological Analysis 
Hydrologic analysis is an essential pa1i of the 1nethodology used in this study to test and 
evaluate the hypothesis. The DEM of the study area was used for watershed delineation in 
order to create basins and sub-watersheds, locate streams, and to paraineterise the strea1n 
networks. The strea1n delineation process was necessary for the FRlA evaluation process, 
especially for the steps of flow distance calculation and assessing and 1nodelling road-to-
streain connectivity. Identifying and predicting the connectivity between roads and streains 
is probably the single 1nost i1nportant component of the FRlA. Significant risks to the 
quality of the streain water occur when the runoff and sediment produced fro1n the surface 
of the roads and outlets of the drainage structures are delivered to the streams. 
Consequently, three of the 1nost i1nportant questions that were answered during the FRlA 
were: What is the probability of rill and gully erosion on the road surface or at the outlets of 
the drainage structures? How far are the roads located from the streains? Can the water 
flow reach from the outlet of road drainage structure to the stream? In this study, 
hydrologic distance between road and stream was predicted using different GIS-based 
models and was con1pared with the distance measured in the field. The comparative 
analysis demonstrated that the best hydrologic distance prediction models were 
'GRlDPATH' and 'PTRA_LEN' resulting from the FLOWPATH and FLOWLINES 
1nodels. 
Road-to-streain connectivity was predicted using a threshold curve, logistic regression and 
GIS analysis to calculate the independent variables necessary to predict whether or not the 
runoff flow pathways originating from the outlet of drains would reach the streamline. The 
1nostaccurately predicted distance, from FLOWPATH, was used in conjunction with field-
collected data to assess the type of road-to-stream connectivity. This assessment showed 
which sections of the roads are most likely to deliver sediment associated with n1noff to 
streains. The assess1nent also showed that using a two dimensional threshold curve of RCA 
and hillslope gradient provides a 1nore accurate road-to-stream connectivity prediction than 
other 1nethods. 
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8.2.5 Development of Rill & Gully Occurrence and Road-to-Stream 
Connectivity Risk Models 
The relationship between rill and gully occurrence, and road-to-streain connectivity and 
independent variables was tested using a development data set comprising data collected 
fro1n the field, terrain attributes derived from DEM by DTM, and those data calculated by 
hydrologic analysis. The sensitivity of independent variables was tested using a forward 
stepwise regression analysis. The logistic regression and other regression analyses were 
used to evaluate which variables were in1portant in explaining rill and gully occurrence on 
the road surface and at the outlet of drainage structures, and road-to-stream connectivity. 
After an extensive search of the literature, 1nore than 35 variables (terrain attributes and 
data collected in the field) were selected for testing. The results of the analyses suggested 
that only a small number of variables were important in determining the risk arising from 
forest roads in tenns of soil erosion and water quality. The reasons for this were: 
1. Multi-collinearity among some variables. For example, there was a high degree of 
multi-collinearity found among RCW, RCL and RCA in the 1natrix of correlation of 
coefficients. Therefore, only RCA or RCL was used as a variable in the final 
analysis. There was also a high degree of multi-collinearity among slope, CTI, and 
SPI. Consequently, slope was used separately in the analysis in order to avoid any 
confounding effects on the estimation of the dependent variable; 
2. So1ne independent variables were used to generate other variables and therefore 
they had an indirect effect when used to detennine the elements at risk. For 
exainple, an analysis of slope stability was applied using the saturation zone for the 
area. To create this layer, DEM relief and topographic analyses were first applied. 
So1ne of the layers resulting from these - such as aspect, flow direction, flow 
accu1nulation and specific catchment area - were then used to create the saturation 
zone. Furthennore, elevation, flow direction, flow accumulation, and curvature are 
all necessary as input variables in delineation · of the watershed and in stream 
network para1neterization processes. Elevation was not a significant independent 
variable when used to predict the occurrence of rills and gullies on the surface of the 
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roads or at the outlets of the drainage structures. However, it is a 1nost i1nportant 
primary terrain attribute for deriving other terrain attributes fro1n a -DEM. Moreover, 
land use, land classification, soil type, textures and characteristics and slope position 
were used to create other layers such as P, C and K Factors. They were also used for 
classifying the catchn1ent area and roads in order to conduct the field survey and 
road-to-streain connectivity assessment. Type and density of vegetation and land 
1nanagement are very important variables affecting the value of the P and C or K 
factors, but they cannot be used directly in the 1nodels; 
3. S01ne variables play a si1nilar role in 1nost of the road prism, and thus they were 
used only once in the analysis. Exainples of these are climate (rainfall) and the 
vegetation cover on the cut and fill batters and on stream banks. Rainfall affects all 
of the road segments, particularly road surface or cut and fill batters, in the same 
way as a bare area. Therefore, this factor was used for predicting soil erosion fro1n 
the catchment area and roads, but was not used for all sections separately as the 
average values of the infiltration and runoff rates for all seg1nents are nearly 
identical. Because all vegetative cover on the study area was re1noved by the 2003 
bushfire, strip buffers - ainong the most important variables affecting road-to-
stream connectivity and sediment delivery - were not recognised as significant 
variables influencing the road-to-stream connectivity in the statistical analysis and 
developing 1nodel. The vegetative cover on the batters or on road shoulders were 
not also recognised as significant variables influencing rill and gully erosion on the 
road surface or at the outlets of road drainage structures in statistical analysis and 
1nodel develop1nent; 
4. Although so1ne of the literature (see Chapters 2, 4 and 6) suggested that the height 
and slope of fillslope and cutslope, road use (traffic volume), and the age of the 
roads were significant variables influencing soil erosion of forest road syste1ns, 
especially for the first few years after road construction, there was little evidence of 
the i1nportance of these variables in this study. The data collected from the field 
showed that the average heights and associated slopes of cutslope were low ( <1 m 
and <10%), and the road use was 'light ', 'occasional' and 'no traffic'. Most of the 
roads selected for the study were stable because of their age and position on gentle 
and low slope terrain. Therefore, these factors were either not useful for the analysis 
or were not recognised as significant variables influencing erosion proble1ns arising 
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fron1 the roads. Road geo1netry was also not recognised as a significant variable 
influencing road surface erosion, but it was one the most significant characters of 
road surface used to identify the direction of the runoff flows on the road surface 
and record the RCW, RCL and RCA variables; 
5. The result of the sensitivity analysis showed that presence or absence of so1ne 
variables was not i1npo1iant to the final result. When their interrelationship and 
1nulti-collinearity were considered, they were re1noved. On the other hand, those 
variables which were retained could be justified by the results of the analysis. 
Three logistic risk 1nodels were successfully developed for predicting the probability of rill 
and gully occurrence on the road surface and at the outlets of road drainage structures, and 
road-to-stream connectivity using the 'development' data set. The most i1nportant test was 
the goodness-of-fit test which was used to find whether the models fit to the data. An 
'independent data set ('validation' data set) was then used to validate and test the accuracy 
of predictions fro1n logistic regression models . The presence or absence of rill and gully 
erosion on the road surface and at the outlets of the road drainage structures and road-to-
strea1n connectivity was esti1nated using the logistic models and found to 1natch the 
observed condition (validation data set) on n1ore than 96% of occasions. The usefulness of 
these 1nodels and how they can aid forest road managers will be discussed in section 8.3. 
Slope, road contributing length and area, CTI, road-to-stream hydrologic distance, USCA 
and hillslope gradient were commonly found to be important independent variables 
influencing rill and gully occurrence on the road surface and at the outlets of the road 
drainage structures, and in road-to-stream connectivity. 
8.2.~ Risk Assessment and Mapping 
A set of risk assessment procedures and risk criteria for assessing risk arising fro1n forest 
roads impacting on soil and stream water quality were developed to co1npile the relative 
risk 1naps. The risk map of each co1nponent was created using the procedures and criteria 
presented in Chapters 2 and 4. As the pixel approach and grid layer were used to draw risk 
1naps, the risk ranking scores were first estimated for each co1nponent and the score 
associated with each cell in the risk was then used to evaluate the level of risk, from 
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extre1ne to negligible. Four risk co1nponents - soil loss, rill and gully erosion on the road 
surface and at the outlets of road drainage structures, and road-to-stream connectivity -
were successfully 1napped. 
8.3 Integrating the Results of the Study into a Risk-Based 
Approach for Assessing the Impact of the Forest Road System on 
Water Quality 
Making a decision generally includes consideration of three main areas: benefits, risks and 
costs. The economic aspect of the decision is related 1nostly to assessment of the benefits 
and costs, and is not directly discussed or included in this model. The method presented in 
this thesis only deals with the risk elements, and answers the question: 'How can we assess 
the risk that forest roads will deliver water-borne sedi1nent to an adjacent stream?' When 
the risk is assessed for each drainage point in tum along an unsealed fore st road network, 
the risk scores can be combined through integrating GIS data layers and creating a 
co1nposite 1nap. In this approach, the Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) and overlay 
applications modules available in ArcGIS and IDRIS! are the most important methods used 
to integrate GIS data layers in order to create a composite raster map. 
8.3.1 Integrating the Components: Forest Road Impact Assessment 
(FRIA) 
The Forest Road Impact Assessment (FRIA) method developed in this thesis is based on a 
practical approach that has the advantage of integrating existing kn9wledge into a logical 
frainework of rules and relationships and provides a mechanism for evaluating the 
relationships. The ai1n is to fonnalise and simplify the risk assess1nent within a structure 
that is helpful for decision-makers. 
Figure 8 .1 illustrates the FRIA method as a flow chart model. All processes and procedures 
involved in the risk evaluation for the forest roads presented in the thesis are summarised in 
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this figure. The forest road layer represented in Figure 8.1 is an input layer incorporating 
data describing slope position, road use and road age analyses , road pris1n characteristics, 
road surface condition and 1naintenance, cut and fill batters' characteristics, and road and 
streain paraineterisation, all of which are necessary for developing a road database for use 
in FRJA. 
The 1nethodology illustrated in Figure 8.1 supports the concepts and procedures of 
assessing and then 1nanaging the risks arising from forest roads. As can be seen fron1 the 
figure, the method co1nprises the fallowing steps: 
1. Map preparation; 
2. GIS, DTM and Topographic Analysis in order to create and parameterise the terrain 
layers; 
3. Sampling and field data collection; 
4. Data preparation; 
5. Applying RUSLE using GIS; 
6. Hydrologic analysis, watershed and streain delineation; 
7. Predicting the road-to-stream hydro logic distance using GIS-based modelling; 
8. Road-to-stream connectivity analysis and modelling; 
9. Statistical analysis and 1nodel development; 
10. Creating individual and integrated risk maps for risk components; 
11. Co1nbining the risk layers using MCE or overlay application in order to draw the 
final consolidated risk 1nap. 
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Figure 8.1. Forest Road Impact Assessment (FRIA): a GIS-based method for mapping the risks arising 
from forest roads on water quality 
Most of the steps described above can be carried out using GIS techniques, and GIS was 
the main tool used in developing this method. As almost all GIS applications of the 1nethod 
are related to the layers derived by Digital Elevation Model (DEM); the accuracy of the 
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DEM also plays an i1npo1iant role in the outcomes and final results . The DEM 1nust 
therefore be built up carefully in order to reduce the uncertainty of the layers derived and 
the final outco1nes of the GIS 1nodelling. For this study, as described previously, a DEM of 
20 1netres resolution (CRES, 2003), which is widely used by NSW and ACT Government 
agencies and researchers, was used for DTM and other GIS applications. Watershed 
delineation and road-to-streain distance and connectivity modelling are also critical 
applications due to the extensive use of algorithms, calculation, and GIS application. 
8.3.2 Consolidated Risk Map 
The final consolidated risk 1nap is a co1nbination of the different co1nponents - soil loss, rill 
and gully occu1Tence on the road surface and at the outlets of road drainage structures, and 
road-to-streain connectivity - developed and presented in this thesis. The risk from all 
co1nponents was calculated using a cell-based GIS approach. To create the final risk 1nap, 
scores were assigned for each co1nponent, as described in Chapters 4, 6 and 7. The 
co1nponents listed above were aggregated by adding their scores for each area in each pixel 
to produce an aggregated score for the final risk map. The final risk 1nap is presented as a 
set of grid layers using GIS overlay applications representing risk. It is a ranked risk map, 
and acco1npanies a table which summarises the results. 
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Figure 8.2. Consolidated risk map for the Stromlo Forest road network 
The risk map .for all forest roads in the study area, presented in Figure 8.2, is the final 
product of the FRIA developed in this thesis. Thus the final consolidated risk map of the 
. . 
forest roads is a combination of all components including road-to-stream connectivity risk 
layer and variables evaluated during this study. The areas of highest risk (road segments) 
are highlighted and can be easily identified for manage1nent purposes. These will need to 
be observed, investigated, supervised and maintained more closely than other areas. 
Table 8.1. Summary of the final risk evaluation for the Stromlo Forest road network 
Field survey roads All roads 
Risk classes 
kin % km % 
Negligible 16 16 55 18 
Low 45 44 122 40 
Moderate 26 25 67 22 
High 11 11 28 9 
Extreme 4 4 12 1 1 
Total 102 100 307 100 
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Table 8.1 stumnarises the results of 1napping the risk of the Stro1nlo Forest road network . . 
The classification for whole study area ( all roads, 307 lan) was estimated fro1n the sample 
seg1nents (field survey roads, 102 km) following the procedures described in Chapters 6 
and 7. The table shows that more than 58% (172 lan) of the whole road network is 
predicted to have no significant adverse effects on the ele1nents at risk, as they are 
classified as having 'negligible' or 'low' risk. About 22% (67 lan) of the whole road 
network is predicted to have '1noderate' risk. About 20% ( 63 lan) of the road network is 
classified as having 'high' or 'extre1ne' risk. 
The roads classified as having 'extreme' risk are very sensitive and have a high potential to 
cause serious i1npacts on soil and water. A regular maintenance program alone cannot 
control the risks arising from these roads. Neither can the risks be significantly reduced by 
a very detailed 1naintenance program where the roads are located very close to streains 
(Furniss, et al. , 1997; Flanagan et al. , 2003). 
The 1nanagement and 1nitigation of risks arising from forest roads generally involve 1nore 
than esti1nating the level of risks associated with the forest roads. As demonstrated in 
Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the risks of different components associated with the road segments are 
not equal; the risk of rill and gully erosion on road surface and at the drainage structures 
associated with the road segments located on steep terrain is quite different fro1n the risk 
associated with those road segments located on flat areas. The risk of whether the 1naterial 
from erosion will reach a streain mostly depends on the location of the roads , the 
hydrologic distance between roads and streains, and the parameters producing energy 
essential for water 1nove1nent (rainfall, the contributing area, and hillslope gradient). As 
described in section 8.4.5 , forest and road 1nanagers should focus on the variables over 
whic.h they can exercise control in order to minimise the environ1nental problems 
associated with the roads. The risk map approach can also assist forest road 1nanagers to 
make better decisions about the way they will reduce the risks associated with the forest 
roads. 
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8.4 Implications of the Study for Forest Road Management and 
Research 
8.4.1 Experimental Approach, Design and Sampling Strategy 
The research work conducted for this study demonstrated that the experi1nental approach 
and sainpling strategy developed for collecting data from the field is appropriate for 
asse1nbling and updating data and infonnation essential for road 1nanagement (for exainple, 
1naintaining road drainage stn1ctures). The road inventory fonns developed for collecting 
data would facilitate efficient assess1nent of a road and its drainage structures for 
n1aintenance purposes. 
This experi1nental design approach, based on those developed and applied by 1nany 
researchers cited in this thesis, proved an acceptable approach for sampling road seg1nents. 
This procedure is particularly useful for surveying roads for which there is no information 
about the population parameters that are essential for estimating sample size. The sampling 
strategy and the procedures developed for collecting data in this study can be used as a 
1nodel for data collection in si1nilar research. 
8.4.2 Terrain Modelling and Analysis 
GIS __ is a co1nmon tool used for forest 1nanagement in 1nost forestry organizations. A DTM, 
therefore, can easily be used to provide essential terrain data fro1n a DEM needed for forest 
road 1nanage1nent. The procedures developed in this · study to use terrain paraineters for 
forest road risk assessn1ent can be used as a basis to systen1atise fore st road management. 
Using this approach will reduce the tin1e and cost needed for collecting data from the field. 
For exainple, esti1nating hillslope gradient at the outlets of road drainage structures is ti1ne-
consu1ning, and is difficult to 1neasure accurately where the forest density is very high. 
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Calculating this slope using DTM fron1 an accurate DEM would provide the slope layer 
with acceptable accuracy; however, this is not reconunended when the DEM error is high. 
Terrain analysis and DTM have well been docu1nented, developed and used as GIS-based 
1nethods by 1nany researchers in the last two decades. This study has ftuiher developed the 
use of DTM and terrain attributes to assess the risk for water quality associated with forest 
road seg1nents. This process can be used as a powerful tool in si1nilar research. 
8.4.3 Forest Road Analysis 
The procedures used here for fore st road analysis can be used by fore st road 1nanagers to 
gather the data needed for good road 1nanagement. The ti1ne needed for field data collection 
can be reduced if a database of road layout and drainage structures exists. Because the 
infonnation that exists in 1naps can become outdated quickly, conducting similar analysis 
and updating the database on an ongoing basis would greatly facilitate management to 
address the adverse i1npacts of forest roads on water quality. In addition, slope position 
analysis would be a useful fonn of terrain analysis for forest road 1nanagement, to assess 
the location of the roads compared with the location of the streams. 
Many researchers have used road analysis, especially road slope position and road use 
analysis, for detailed field surveys and assessment of forest roads. As in many of those 
studies, the procedures used in this study for road analysis demonstrate how it can be used 
effectively as the basis of improved forest road management. 
8.4.4 Hydrological Analysis 
The processes used in this study for predicting road-to-streain hydrologic distance and 
assessing road-to-streain connectivity are practical approaches that can be used to assist in 
forest road 1nanagement. The prediction of the hydrologic distance between roads and 
strean1s is a very i1npo1iant step in the design, constn1ction and maintenance of forest roads. 
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It is in1possible to manage the water quality i1npacts of forest roads without knowing where 
the road-derived runoff concentrates, how long it flows, and whether it reaches a stream. 
Measuring road-to-streain hydrologic distance is ti1ne-consu1ning and expensive, 
co1npns1ng about 50% of the ti1ne spent collecting data for each drain. In addition, 
1nodelling the distance prediction between roads and streains requires extensive work and 
field data collection at drainage points . 
The 1nethod for road-to-stream distance prediction introduced in this research uses GIS 
techniques to create the necessary points on the road layer, at different densities based on 
the approximate drain spacing. This approach allows data needed for analysis to be 
produced using topographic analysis, drain (point) paraineterisation, a.µd data derivation 
fro1n the terrain layers. The terrain layer is used as point input to calculate the distance to 
streams and the slope gradient for the analysis is derived from a DEM. RCL can be 
estimated by the approxi1nate drain spacing and, as 1nost of road surface shape or road 
geon1etry is crowned, RCW can be esti1nated by using half the road width; thus, RCA is 
derived simply. The results of this method are very useful for managing forest roads to 
maintain water quality. When incorporated into a decision support system, forest road 
managers can use this method to routinely design a new forest road, or maintain an existing 
road. 
As reducing the time, and therefore cost, of fieldwork is one of the main aims of this study, 
predicting the hydrologic distance by modelling and use of GIS-based applications with an 
acceptable accuracy are fundamental to the approach. The results of the connectivity 
assessments provide information to help forest road planners and managers 1nitigate the risk 
of the road-derived runoff and sediment to streains. However, it should be noted that all 
results presented in this thesis are related to field evidence as observed in the case study site 
in 2003/2004; the model 1nay not cover a heavy rainfall or storm event, such as those likely 
to occur at a >50-year recurrence interval. 
Several approaches to assessing the hydrologic i1npacts of forest roads were successfully 
tested in this study. The co1nbination of GIS techniques and the models developed for road-
to-stream connectivity (for example, Vbt5 and threshold curve) can be used to assess the 
likelihood of delivery of sediment to streams from forest roads. The results of this study 
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de1nonstrated the usefulness of using these 1nodels for predicting road-to-streain 
connectivity, and suggest that the procedures used in this study would be useful in si1nilar 
research or research applications. 
Reducing Fieldwork by Modelling Hydrological Distance and 
Connectivity 
The developn1ent of an auto1nated road-to-stream distance calculation using GIS-based 
1nodel application has been described in Chapter 7. The results of this automated distance 
calculation are very useful for reducing the ainount of fieldwork and therefore reducing the 
cost of evaluations. The best use for this method is the evaluation of a mapped or designed 
road aligm11ent, before drains are installed. The results presented in Chapter 7 have also 
identified a method of calculating the distance between roads and strea1ns with much higher 
acclu-acy when compared with the field measured distance than other applications. 
A related outcome of the work is that it informs how fieldwork for Forest Road Impact 
Assessn1ent (FRIA) might be conducted more efficiently. Forest road impact assessment 
needs extensive fieldwork. One of the 1nain objectives of this study, described in Chapter 1, 
was to find a method using GIS that would reduce the amount of fieldwork. As field 
measure1nent of the distance between roads and strea1ns is time-consuming and expensive, 
GIS techniques were used to automate the calculation of the distance. Field data collection 
to record road drainage structures in order to assess impacts of road on soil and water 
quality is also ti1ne-consu1ning and expensive. A GIS-based method, described in Figure 
8.3 , can be used to find the potential locations of the drains, predict the hydrologic distance, 
assess the road-to-stream co1mectivity and map the risk arising from this connectivity. The 
road. layout of the study area was used as an input layer and points on this network were 
rando1nly generated using ArcGIS cormnands and Arc View. The ai1n was to generate 
points on the roads where drains would most likely be installed. Therefore, the average 
distance between the sainpled drainage structures, the nodes of the roads, any changes of 
direction and distances between the points were the 1nain factors that were considered in 
point generation. The points were generated at different distance thresholds in order to 
cover all road sections. 
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Figure 8.3. GIS-based method used to draw the risk map of road-to-stream connectivity aiming to 
reduce field sampling 
The points were generated and stored as shapefiles and then converted to coverage layers 
for using as input layers in the 1nodel application. The DEM and road layers of the study 
area were then used for extracting the point characteristics such as elevation, position (X 
and Y), and the road types and characteristics where the points were located. The point 
generated layer was used to predict the hydrologic distance between roads and streams 
using the GIS-based models described in section 7 .3 .2. As the generated points were 
randomly distributed throughout the road network, the distance can be predicted for the 
entire road network. It is therefore possible to assess the road-to-streain connectivity for the 
entire fore st road network. 
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This n1ethod can be used in both planning and designing a new road and 1naintenance 
processes for an existing road. The advantage of this auto1nated syste1n is to handle a case 
where a new roading syste1n has been designed as far as the road alignment and provides an 
auton1atic 1nethod for assessing where the drains should be placed. This would save a lot of 
fieldwork and raise the level of environ1nental protection needed for the road drainage. For 
forest road planning, the road layout designed for constn1ction can be automatically 
assessed in order to find the likelihood that road and streain will be linked. This can also be 
used for installing drainage structures in the best positions on the road, according to the 
distances between roads and streains and their connectivity. It can also be used to evaluate 
an align1nent before drainage features have been installed. 
The road designers and managers can use this map as an i1nportant tool to find which road 
seg1nent is at risk. The drainage structures and roads, therefore, can be aligned by ( 1) 
locating in the best position along the roads, (2) selecting an accurate drain spacing to avoid 
environ1nental proble1ns, (3) designing the road surface (geometry) in order to redirect the 
runoff in the right direction to avoid road-to-streain connectivity, ( 4) re-alignment of the 
road layout if other options do not work. 
Existing roads can also be assessed for maintenance purposes usmg this method. For 
example, in a situation similar to that of Stromlo Forest, where most mitre drains are 
installed by a grader and the road surface is graded once or twice a year (1najor and minor 
access roads), the mitre drains and the road geometry can easily be managed by using the 
road-to-streain risk map to avoid environmental problems. 
Slope gradients n1easured in the field were compared with the slope gradients, which were 
deriyed from the DEM using GIS. The comparison showed a strong relationship 
(correlation coefficient r = 91 , r2 = 0.83 and P <0.0001) between hillslopes measured in the 
field and hillslopes derived fro1n the DEM. As measuring the slope gradient in the field 
(using clino1neter to ± 0.5°) is time-consuming and therefore expensive, using a derived 
slope gradient will reduce the ainount of fieldwork dramatically. 
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8.4.5 Development of Rill & Gully Occurrence and Road-to-Stream 
Connectivity Risk Models 
As described previously, three logistic models were developed to predict rill and gully 
occurrence on the road surface and at the outlet of the road drainage structures, and the 
probability of the road-to-streain connectivity. The 1nodels can be used to assist forest road 
manage1nent by inf onning . managers about the consequences of varying the parameters 
over which they have some control, and which are recognised by the models as influencing 
erosion processes or road-to-streain connectivity. 
Not only does rill and gully fonnation on a forest road surface indicate the possibility of 
sediment discharge, it also indicates a deterioration in the road surface that will affect its 
trafficability. The equations that predict the occurrence of rills and gullies can also be used 
to determine how 1nodifying the paraineters can improve the situation. This is illustrated in 
Table 8.2. For exainple, where gullies and rills are predicted as certain to occur (p>70%), 
reducing Road Contributing Area (RCA) to less than 3 7 1n2 or realigning the road to slope 
less than 5%, would change the likelihood of occurrence of erosion to 'virtually certain not 
to occur'. This example illustrates the si1nplest situation in which only one variable is 
altered. In practice, it is likely that all three variables would be altered. The predictive 
equation allows the manager to assess how much adjustinent is necessary to achieve the 
desired result. For exainple, RCA is a manageable variable, and can be altered by reducing 
drain spacing to control or minimise surface erosion. For road sediment to reach a stream, it 
is necessary both that erosion occurs on the road surface or at the outlets of the road 
drainage structures, and that there be a road-to-stream connection. The models allow the 
manager to assess whether reducing one or 1nore of the road surface erosion, drainage 
outlet erosion, or road-to-stream connectivity is the most effective course of action. 
To illustrate this potential, the 1nedian value of each variable was calculated using 
nonparainetric tests (K Independent Samples provided in SPSS software) based on the 
dependent variable. For each case, this median value of all significant variables was entered 
as constant. The value of each variable was then altered separately, and the probability of 
erosion predicted. For example, using the equation for predicting the probability of rill and 
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gully occurrence on the road surface (equation 6.1), the values of RCA, slope and CTI were 
altered separately while holding others constant at their median value. Using this process, 
the values needed to give predicted probability values of <30, >30 - <50, >50 - <70, and 
>70, were detennined. Results are su1111narised in Table 8.2. 
Table 8.2. The predicted probability of rill and gully occurrence on the road surface, and associated 
altered values of RCA, slope and CTI, with the value of other variables held constant at their median 
Altered value of Altered value of Altered value of CTI Predicted 
RCA (m2) slope(%) (Index) Probability (%) 
<37 <5 <3 <30 
>37 - <44 >5 - <6 >3 - <5 >30 - <50 
>44 - <51.3 >6 - <8 >5 - <7 >50 - <70 
>51.3 >8 >7 >70 
Si1nilarly, Table 8.3 shows the effects of using the model represented by equation 6.2 to 
predict rill and gully erosion at the outlets of road drainage stn1ctures, by altering the value 
of each of the variables RCA, slope and CTI separately while holding other variables 
constant at their median value. In this case, where gullies and rills are predicted as certain 
to occur (p>70%) at the road drainage structures, reducing RCA to less than 25 m2 or 
installing the road drainage structures where the hillslope gradient is low ( <8% ), would 
alter the likelihood of occurrence of that erosion to 'virtually certain not to occur' . 
Table 8.3. The predicted probability of rill and gulJy occurrence at the outlets of road drainage 
structures, and associated altered values of RCA, slope and CTI, with the value of other variables held 
constant at their median 
Altered value of Altered value of Altered value of Predicted 
RCA (m2) hillslope (%) USCA (m2) Probability (%) 
<25 <8 <80 <30 
>25 - <40 > 8 - <12 >80 - <150 >30 - <50 
>40 - <55 >12- <15 >150 - <222 >50 - <70 
>55 >15 >222 >70 
Table 8.4 shows the effects of using the model represented by equation 7.1 to predict the 
probability of road-to-stream connectivity by altering the value of each of RCA, slope, 
USCA and distance to streain when holding the others constant at their 1nedian value. For 
example, where road-to-strea1n connectivity is predicted as certain to occur (p>70%), 
installing road drainage structures where the hillslope gradient is less than 14%, or 
changing the aligmnent so that road-to-stream hydrologic distance is more than 300 m, or 
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reducing the road drain spacing, would n1ean that connectivity - especially gully 
connectivity - was virtually certain not to occur. The values of independent variables that 
shift the probability to the key values are shown in Table 8.4. 
Table 8.4. The predicted probability of road-to-stream connectivity, and associated altered values of 
RCA, slope and CTI, with the value of other variables held constant at their median 
Altered value Altered value of Altered value Altered value Predicted 
of RCA (m2) hills lope (%) ofUSCA (m2) of distance (m) Probability (%) 
<33 <14 <100 >300 <30 
33 - <49 14 - <16 > 100 - <186 <300 - >200 >30 - <50 
>49 - <65 >16 - <18 > 186- <270 <200 - >87 >50 - <70 
>65 >18 >270 <87 >70 
Infonnation obtained fro1n the use of these 1nodels, such as that above, can be used to 
1nanage existing roads better. . For example, in a situation similar to that of Stromlo Forest, 
where n1ost 1nitre drains are installed by a grader and the surface of major and 1ninor access 
roads is graded once or twice a year, spacing of mitre drains and the road geometry can 
easily be 1nanaged according to the altered values . to 1naxi1nise the likelihood of avoiding 
rill and gully erosion on the road surf ace and/ or at the outlets of road drainage structures or 
road-to-streain connectivity. By changing the positions of the drains, especially mitre 
drains, the effects of hillslope gradient and distance between roads and strea1ns on the 
elements at risk can be controlled. The drains of those outlets that are 1nore likely to be 
connected to streains can be managed by a maintenance program using the risk map as the 
basic tool. For example, the drainage structures that are installed where the hillslope 
gradient is high, or road-to-stream hydrologic distance is short, 1nay require sealing and re-
diversion of water flow because of the road-to-streain gully connectivity. 
Road designers and managers can also use this information when planning and designing a 
.. 
new road, by designing road seg1nents that are within safe li1nits of the manageable 
variables. The roads, therefore, can be aligned within slope litnits , drainage structures 
located in the best position along the roads (for exainple, where the hillslope gradients are 
lower), an accurate drain spacing selected, and the road located far enough away from the 
stream to avoid connectivity to streains. This infonnation can be used in conjunction with 
the forest road risk map which will identify the critical road segn1ents. Results of this study 
also suggest that the site conditions and location of the drainage structures are more 
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i1nportant than 1naintenance practices in detennining the erosion and water quality i1npacts 
arising fro1n the unsealed forest roads. 
Regression analysis, especially logistic regression models such as those used here, are 
generally used by researchers to evaluate which variables (for exainple, site factors) are 
impo1iant in explaining erosion occurrence or to predict presence and absence of erosion on 
the road segments (for exa1nple, Croke and Mockler, 2001; Madej 2001; Megahan et al. 
2001 ). This study successfully used logistic regression to evaluate selected road segments 
in tenns of presence or absence of erosion or road-to-stream connectivity. 
8.4.6 The Benefits of Risk Assessment and Mapping and Implementing 
the FRIA Method 
The process of risk assess1nent and 1napping described in this thesis can assist fore st road 
1nanagers to 1nake better decisions about how they will reduce erosion and sedimentation 
risks associated with the forest roads. The level of risk associated with each road seg1nent 
can easily be identified using the consolidated risk map, providing 1nanagers with a clear 
and objective basis for decision-1naking. 
A fonnal risk assess1nent fra1nework and methodology, such as that described in this work, . 
has been widely applied to various forestry activities by many researchers in recent years. 
This study has de1nonstrated how the risk assessment process, and its visualisation as a 
1nap, can be applied to assess and manage the risk associated with forest roads i1npacting on 
soil erosion and water quality. The risk assessment procedures developed in this study can 
be · used, in conjunction with those published in the literature, to further develop risk 
assessment and manage1nent processes in other aspects of forestry and natural resource 
1nanage1nent. 
The FRJA 1nethod developed in this research provides a systematic approach to minimise 
and 1nanage the i111pacts of the roads on water quality, by managing the 1nost i1nportant 
variables influencing those in1pacts. One of the advantages of the method is that it 
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incorporates as 1nany, or as few, of the individual assessments on which it is based as 
necessary, or as are available. This means it is quite flexible in its i1nplementation. Because 
the final outco1nes of this 1nethod are easily understood as a colour-coded risk 1nap and/or 
stnmnary table of results , the outputs are readily used by non-expe1i forest managers. 
Si1nilarly, a co1npetent GIS analyst can carry out 1nost applications of this 1nethod using 
standard GIS techniques. For exainple, applying RUSLE can be a co1nplicated task for 
someone not expert in that methodology; however, if drawing a coherent picture of the 
distribution of potential soil erosion from a forest road is of interest, an erosion index map 
can be si1nply drawn, using topographic and DTM analysis and the mapped outco1nes of 
the sedi1nent transport index equation. All related processes such as derivation of slope, 
specific catchment area, CTI, SPI, and calculation of the slope length factor can be 
acco1nplished using the widely-available ArcGIS software. 
The 1najor benefits of the FRIA 1nethod developed here are su1nmarised below: 
1. It is a practical method, and the outcomes of applying it can be used directly in both 
designing the road layout and maintenance of the existing roads; 
2. The effects of different variables on the elements at risk can be visualised (as a GIS 
risk layer) and tabulated (for example, as a GIS database). Therefore, there is 
flexibility to apply very detailed GIS and statistical analysis for specific purposes; 
3. hnpact assessment of forest roads is generally time-consuming and expensive 
because extensive fieldwork is needed for the evaluation process. One of the main 
ai1ns of the study was to devise a method that would reduce the amount of field 
survey work needed. The method achieves this goal by using spatially-explicit 
n1odelling, and the case study research has demonstrated the accuracy of the slope 
and hillslope gradients, the most important variables for impact assessment, derived 
fro1n a DEM co1npared with those measured in the field. 
4. The road-to-stream connectivity analysis presented in Chapter 7 can be used to plan 
the design, construction and management of a forest road network. All the steps 
necessary for evaluating the risk roads pose to stream water quality can be applied 
using GIS techniques and applications, without gathering data fro1n the field ; 
5. The consolidated risk map of the forest roads integrates the prediction of two 1nain 
risks identified in the objectives of the study - the probability of erosion associated 
with road surfaces and drainage structures, and the probability of streain water 
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deterioration fro1n the sedi1nent produced by this erosion - by predicting the degree 
and type of the road-to-stream connectivity. Erosion of the road surface itself 1nay 
not represent a risk to water quality, unless the sediment produced reaches an 
adjacent streain. The consolidated risk 1nap shows areas where there is both erosion 
and com1ectivity, which is of critical interest and i1nportance to managers. 
Of course, the i1nple1nentation of the 1nethod proposed here has costs, which forest owner 
and manager 1nust judge against other expenditures, and the incomes and/or cost saving 
associated with them. It would be also helpful for the costs and benefits associated with 
imple1nentation of FRIA 1nethod to be considered in the context of a forest estate resource 
allocation ( that is economic) model. 
8.5 Recommendations for Future Work 
While the frainework of the FRIA 1nethod developed here is quite robust, its specific 
con1ponents would benefit from being tested in other regions with characteristics different 
fro1n those of Stromlo Forest. This research would include testing the utility of the models 
found to be 1nost appropriate in this study. Examples of other relevant GIS-based models 
are SEDMODL2 (NCASI, 2002) and WEPP (Flanagan and Livingston, 1995); these have 
used principally the technical specifications of forest roads to predict either soil erosion or 
potential sediment delivery to streains under the specific defined conditions in North 
Ainerican forests, and could be adapted to Australian (and other) conditions. It could also 
be helpful to explore other approaches to integrating GIS layers: in this study, the 
.. 
integration of risk layers has been carried out using either Multi-Criteria Evaluation or 
overlay application provided in ArcGIS and ID RISI. Use of these tools requires lengthy and 
painstaking work, and it would be infonnative to test the efficacy of other possible 1nethods 
for combining GIS layers. 
Some variables known fro1n the literature to have an i1nportant influence on sheet erosion 
from the road surface were found to be non-significant when the logistic 1nodels were 
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developed for this study. Exainples of such variables are road use, ti1ne since construction, 
1naintenance frequency, cutslope gradient and vegetation coverage on the cut and road 
shoulders. The probable reason for this was that these variables showed little variation in 
the 1nature road network of the case sh1dy area. For example, no road selected for sainpling 
in the sh1dy was subject to greater than 'light' use, and all cut and fill batters were stable 
because of the period elapsed since their construction. It is therefore reco1n1nended that the 
FRJA 1nethod be tested on forest road networks where these variables exhibit a greater 
range of values. For exainple, the !(-factor used in the RUSLE would have to be 
recalculated for the case of heavy use intensities on unsealed forest road. 
As the applicability of the 1nethod is verified and further enhanced, it would be very helpful 
for potential users to develop the software as a toolbox, to be used in conjunction with 
appropriate GIS software (for exa1nple, ArcGIS and Arc View). There are examples of such 
toolboxes for other forestry applications - for exainple, Private Forestry Tas1nania's 'Fann 
Fores try Toolbox' (PFT, 2004 ), for assisting n1anagement of private planted forests, and the 
Dry Sclerophyll Forest (DSF) and Woodlands Management Toolbox being developed in 
the School of Resources, Enviromnent and Society (SRES), ANU (BJ. Turner, pers. 
co1n1n., 12 May 2005). Common computer languages such as Visual Basic are very useful 
in creating such a toolbox with GIS specifications . The main advantage of developing and 
presenting the methodology as a 'toolbox' is to automate many of the FRJA processes and 
procedures in a decision suppo1i syste1n, and enhance ease of use and consequently uptake 
by forest 1nanagers. 
Finally, this study has demonstrated the importance of an accurate DEM with good 
resolution. The preliminary analysis and DTM were applied using a DEM at 40 m 
resolution, but the results were not sufficiently accurate to be useful. Consequently, use of 
an accurate DEM, at 20 1n or finer resolution, is necessary for application of the FRIA 
1nethod described here. The acquisition and verification of such DEMs 1night be a priority 
for forest 1nanagers. 
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Appendix A. Field Survey Forms Used for Collecting Data 
from the Field 
1. Field survey form for collecting data from forest road drainage structures 
a. Drains 
Road nan1e: Road seg1nent's No: Area naine/s: 
Date: Time: 
Section 1. General information 
1.1 Drain N: 1.2 Types of Drain: a. Mitre b. Cross- Bank 
C. Push-out 1.3 RCW: 1n 1 .4 RCL 1n 
1.5 Slope @ inlet %/degree 1.6 Slope @ outlet %/degree 
1.7 Slope @ channel bed %/degree 1.8 Direction (angle) 
1.9 Width 1n 1.10 Length m 
1.11 Depth m 1.12 Location: a. left b. right 
Section 2: Design constn1ction 
Drain classification 
a: 1 b: 2 c: 3 d: 4 e: 5 f. 6 
Section 3. Erosion and water pathway 
3 .1 Evidence of erosion on the surface of the roads: 
3 .2 Sedi1nentation in the table drain and at the outlet: 
3 .3 Is drain selected for 1neasuring distance road- to-stream? a. Yes 
3.5 Distance between mitre drain and stream m 
3 .6 Flow pathway length 1n 
3.7 Has flow reached the streain? a. Yes b. No Gully/diffuse 
Section 4. Drains' characteristics 
4.1 Characteristics of drain and condition at the inlet and outlet: 
4.2 Characteristics of cross-banks: 
4.3 Characteristics of push- outs: 
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Equip1nent: 
degree 
b.No 
b. Culverts 
Road naine: Road segn1ent's No: Area name/ s: Equipment: 
Data: Ti1ne: 
Section 1. General information 
1.1 Culvert N: 1.2 Types of culve1i: a. Relief b. Stream crossing 
1.3 RCW: 1n 1.4 RCL m 1.5 Size cm/m 
1.6 Slope at the inlet %/degree 1.7 Slope at the outlet: %/degree 
1.7 Direction (angle): degree 1.8 Location: a. left b. right 
1.9 Culve1i working conditions a. Good b. Partly c. Blocked 
Section 2. Design construction 
Construction at the inlet and outlet (classification): 
a: 1 b: 2 c: 3 d: 4 
Section 3. Erosion 
3.1 Evidence of erosion on the surface of the roads: 
3 .2 Sedi1nentation on the channel bed or at the outlet: 
3 .3 Channel fonnation 
3 .4 Is cul ve1i selected for measuring distance road- to-stream? a. Yes b. No 
3 .5 Distance between culve1i and streain 1n 
4. Characteristics of culve1i and condition at the inlet and outlet: 
• 
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2. Special field survey form for collecting data from forest road prism 
Road nan1e: Road segment's No: Area naine/ s: Equip1nent: 
Date: Ti1ne: 
Section 1. Road surface 
1.1 Road N: 1.2 Types of road 
1.3 Road class: 1.4 Width m 
1.5 Slope %/degree 
1.6 Surface condition: a. Sealed b. Unsealed c. Ruts on the road 
1.7 Types of soil and 111aterials covering road surface: 
1.8 Evidence of rill or gully erosion: 
1.9 Traffic condition (vehicle pass): 
2 Road's 1naintenance condition: 
Section 2. Table drain (ditch) 
2. lls ditch installed along the roadside correctly? a. Yes b. No 
2.2 Ditch's bed slope gradient % 
2.2 Technical specifications: 
2.3 Ditch working conditions: a. Good b. Not properly c. Partly D. Doesn't work 
2.4 Evidence of erosion a. Table fonnation b. Table bed erosion c. Sedimentation 
2.5 Ditch and drain interactions: 
Section 3. Cut and fill batter 
Note: Do not record if there are no cut and fill batters of significant height 
3 .1 Height a. Cut m b. Fill (Width) m 
3 .2 Length a. Cut m b. Fill 1n 
3.3 Slope a. Cut 1n b. Fill %/degree 
3.4 Failure a. Cut Yes/No b. Fill Yes/No 
3 .5 Vegetation cover on the batters: a. Cut: al. Under 25% a2. 25 - 50% 
a3 . 50 - 75% a4. Above 75% a5. Other % 
b. Fill: b.1 Under 25% b.2 25 - 50% b.3 50 - 75% b.4 Above 75% 
b5. Other % 
3 .6 Evidence of erosion: 
Note: 
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3. Special field survey form for collecting data from rill or gully erosion 
Road nan1e: Road seg1nent's No: Area naine/s: Equip1nent: 
Date: Ti1ne: 
Section 1. Road surface 
1.1 Road N: 1.2 Types of erosion: a. Rill b. Gully 
1.3 Width: c1nhn 1.4 Depth c1nhn 
1.5 Length 1n 1.6 Slope %/degree 1.7 RCW 1.8 RCL 
1.9 The origin of the erosion: a. Drain inlet b. Drain failure c. Ditch failure 
d. Ruts on the roads e. Others: 
2 Technical specifications: 
Section 2. Outlets of road drainage structures 
2.1 Types of erosion a. Rill b. Gully c. Channel fonnation 
2.2 Hillslope %/degree 
2.3 Sedi1nent plume ( or sedi1nentation) a. Yes b. No 
2.4 Waterway channel fonnation a. Yes b. No 
2.5 Length of water pathway: 
2.6 Drain and strean1 connection a. Yes b. No 
2. 7 Vegetation cover/strip buffer: 
2.8 Road-to-streain hydrologic distance and connectivity: 
2.9 Technical specifications: 
Note: 
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Appendix B. Example of Field Data from Road Layout and 
Drainage Structures, Terrain Attributes and Predicted 
Road-to-Stream Hydrologic Distance 
Appendix B Table 1. Example of field collected data and terrain attributes derived from DEM 
Feather Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy 
Channel Channel Channel 
ID Field ID Width Length Depth X y z ame (m) (m) (m) 
10 Drain d1302 1.45 1.66 1.01 0.55 16.00 0.25 
16 Culvert c0402 0.1 0.19 0.14 - 6 -
16 Drain d1308 2.20 3.06 1.06 0.22 11 .00 0.18 
17 Push out d1309 1.18 1.44 0.82 0.54 12.00 0.21 
22 Culvert c0408 0.04 0.03 0.08 - 5.5 -
29 Drain d1321 3.81 3.47 1.23 0.35 15.00 0.26 
85 Culvert c0371 0.05 0.22 0.15 - 6.5 -
33 C Bank* d1324 0.17 0.61 1.53 1.00 9.00 0.75 
32 Drain d1324 2.39 2.14 1.46 0.35 10.00 0.13 
63 Culvert c69703I 0.04 0.04 0.15 - 7 -
65 Culvert c69705I 0.03 0.04 0.07 - 6 -
36 C Bank d1327 0.18 0.65 1.19 1.10 4.00 0.46 
37 C Bank d1328 0.17 0.65 1.20 1.10 5.00 0.58 
6 Drain m7206 0.18 0.17 0.30 0.48 9.00 0.13 
7 Drain m7207 0.18 0.17 0.30 0.35 10.00 0.20 
82 Culvert c114502r 0.04 0.04 0.07 - 5.5 -
83 Culvert c64 701 r 0.03 0.04 0.06 - 6.5 -
9 Drain m7209 0.22 0.18 0.26 0.65 10.00 0.25 
84 Culvert c60301 I 0.08 0.22 0.41 - 8 -
13 Culvert c2401 0.06 0.07 0.13 - 6.5 -
11 Drain m72011 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.68 18.00 0.26 
48 Drain m60501 r 0.15 0.28 0.42 0.35 8.00 0.21 
53 Drain m59803r 0.15 0.23 0.39 0.38 13.00 0.20 
54 Drain m59804r 0.15 0.28 0.66 0.35 14.00 0.13 
57 Drain m59807r 0.14 0.23 0.25 0.28 12.00 0.13 
59 Drain m59809r 0.14 0.23 0.28 0.30 10.00 0.14 
63 Drain m59813I 0.14 0.22 0.26 0.28 21.00 0.20 
66 Drain m64402r 0.18 0.43 1.35 0.13 12.00 0.10 
69 Drain m62602I 0.05 0.15 0.57 0.57 17.00 0.25 
71 Drain m62604r 0.06 0.12 0.38 0.35 11.00 0.21 
30 Drain m64003r 1.42 1.34 1.43 0.2 13.00 0.15 
32 Drain m64005r 1.26 1.14 1.37 0.2 11.00 0.15 
57 Drain m61410I 0.12 0.22 0.22 0.4 6.00 0.21 
23 · Drain m62305I 1.27 1.14 0.94 0.8 3.00 0.27 
53 Drain d0427 0.05 0.04 0.11 0.37 19.50 0.28 
55 Drain d0429 0.05 0.04 0.12 0.57 13.00 0.35 
30 Drain m64003r 1.42 1.34 1.43 0.2 13.00 0.15 
32 Drain m64005r 1.26 1.14 1.37 0.2 11.00 0.15 
71 Culvert c60902I 0.35 0.32 0.45 - 5.5 -
72 Culvert cint01 0.34 0.31 0.41 - 6.5 -
13 Drain m01913 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.45 11.00 0.27 
21 Culvert c2001 0.04 0.05 0.1 - 7 -
18 Drain d1310 1.64 1.88 0.86 0.52 9.00 0.35 
19 Drain d1311 1.50 1.73 0.97 0.60 8.00 0.24 
* Cross Bank 
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Appendix B Table 1. Continued 
Channel Culvert Hill Field Direction RCW* RCL* RCA* Drain Drain Slope (De.) Size (m) (m) (m2) Class Slope Location Distance* (%) (m) (%) 
7 40 - 0.45 65 29.25 6 12 Left 
- 250 0.5 2 21.5 43 1 7 Left 
10 64 - 0.43 27 11.61 2 7 Left 
13 63 - 1.15 126 144.9 1 18 Left 
- 30 0.3 1.85 87 160.95 4 16 Left 
10 60 - 0.94 58.5 54.99 1 19 Left 
- 90 0.4 2 60 120 4 17 Right 
7 175 - 3.5 25 87.5 1 15 Left 
12 55 - 1.45 44 63.8 2 20 Left 
- 125 0.3 1.4 125 169 4 12 Right 
- 234 0.4 1.5 275 412.5 4 16 Left 
5 175 - 2.9 37.5 108.75 1 17 Left 
6 163 - 3 52.5 157.5 1 15 Left 
2 185 - 1.2 35 42 2 28 Left 
3 240 - 1 46 46 5 6 Right 
- 30 0.3 1.2 75 90 4 13 Left 
- 40 0.4 1.7 47 79 .9 2 19 Left 
1 247 - 0.85 125 106.25 3 14 Right 
- 70 0.7 1.3 95 123.5 4 24 Right 
- 105 0.8 2 200 400 1 17 Left 
2 238 - 1.3 8 10.4 1 10 Right 
3 130 - 1.1 18 19.8 1 8 Right 
3 345 - 1 35 35 1 13 Right 
4 25 - 0.98 12 11.76 5 5 Right 
1 155 - 1.1 12 13.2 5 4 Left 
4 56 - 1 15 15 2 5 Right 
3 245 - 1.6 62.5 100 2 22 Left 
3 275 - 0.66 19 12.54 5 6 Left 
4 80 - 1.1 28 30.8 1 8 Right 
8 65 - 1 .1 58 63.8 4 29 Right 
9 8 - 1.1 24 26.4 1 13 Left 
5 15 - 1 21 21 2 12 Left 
4 345 - 1.3 65 84.5 4 21 Right 
4 342 - 2.7 42 113.4 2 19 Left 
10 290 - 0.85 48.5 41.225 1 17 Left 
10 330 - 1.55 57.5 89.125 1 16 Left 
9 8 - 1.1 24 26.4 1 13 Left 
5 15 - 1 21 21 2 12 Left 
- 235 0.6 1.2 38 45.6 4 22 Right 
- 298 0.4 1.2 85 102 4 15 Right 
5 80 - 1 57.5 57.5 1 26 Left 
- 275 0.4 2.5 67 167.5 1 20 Right 
11 50 - 0.72 65.00 46.80 1 16 Left 
9 66 - 1.10 34.00 37.40 1 8 Left 
*Field measured road-to-stream hydrologic distance, RCW = road contributing width, RCL = road 
contributing length, RCA = road contributing area 
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Appendix B Table 1. Continued 
R.G.* R.G. * WP Elevation CTI SPI 
Log Slope Aspect Drainage 
Outlet Code Len.* (m) SPI (%) Area (m2) 
No 0 28 587 7 960 7 8 55 4879 
No 0 0 604 7 20283.7 9.92 5 247.15 151816 
No 0 12.5 576 8 2577 8.00 10 57.00 10510.00 
Yes 1 37.5 573 10 3822 8.00 11 59.00 16497.00 
Yes 1 0 662 7 3467.4 8.15 16 35.81 8409.48 
Yes 1 23 635 10 1826 8.00 16 104.00 6027.00 
Yes 1 17 596 7 2646 .31 7.88 11 104.45 9647.53 
Yes 1 1 1 643 10 931 7.00 15 95.00 4093.00 
Yes 1 36.5 624 7 3233 8.00 12 137.00 6796.00 
Yes 1 21 576 7 1815.46 7.50 12 84.51 6036.41 
Yes 1 36.5 566 7 4503.78 8.41 14 141.61 13181.20 
Yes 1 38 642 10 847 7.00 12 123.00 3309 .00 
Yes 1 41 642 1 1 847 7.00 10 123.00 3309.00 
Yes 1 18 613 7 659 6.00 9 189.00 3099.00 
No 0 22.5 613 7 659 6.00 7 189.00 3099.00 
Yes 1 0 575 9 8644.52 9.06 12 113.30 50411.80 
Yes 1 0 578 10 3242.84 8.08 12 114.37 30589.60 
Yes 1 35.5 612 1 1 366 6.00 14 233.00 2793.00 
Yes 1 34.5 566 8 1564.88 7.36 10 120.26 7209.14 
Yes 1 42.5 701 9 10745.7 9.28 11 117.17 38674 .80 
No 0 45.5 611 7 430 6.00 5 171.00 2537.00 
No 0 7.5 571 7 216 5.00 3 92.00 2471.00 
No 0 7.5 567 8 533 6.00 5 16.00 4406.00 
No 0 0 566 6 346 6.00 3 57.00 4593.00 
No 0 0 566 8 46 4.00 1 74.00 1624.00 
No 0 1.5 566 8 47 4.00 1 7.00 1600.00 
Yes 1 27 .5 564 9 511 6.00 15 149.00 2504.00 
No 0 0 570 7 645 6.00 2 317.00 13511.00 
No 0 7.5 566 7 226 5.00 4 90.00 2121.00 
Yes 1 33 .5 559 9 1365 7.00 14 68.00 3846 .00 
No 0 12 604 7 1326 7.00 1 1 47 .00 4745.00 
No 0 8.5 593 7 3192 8.00 8 41.00 10938.00 
Yes 1 28 .5 543 7 3472 8.00 15 305 .00 9029.00 
Yes 1 36 .5 552 11 30867 10.00 8 343.00 159953.0 
Yes 1 45 650 10 494 6.00 14 334.00 2311.00 
Yes 1 35 643 7 878 7.00 9 351.00 4024.00 
No 0 12 604 7 1326 7.00 11 47.00 4745.00 
No 0 8.5 593 7 3192 8.00 8 41 .00 10938.00 
Yes 1 0 525 7 61819.8 11.03 10 284.63 179727.0 
Yes 1 0 519 14 290052 12.58 11 321.45 2950920 .0 
Yes 1 16.5 693 8 1695 7.00 13 87 .00 10938.00 
Yes 1 9 538 18 587212 13.28 11 180.00 25054400 
No 0 14.5 566 8 901 7 13 112 3524 
No 0 8.5 562 8 2612 8 10 118 11248 
R.G. * = Rill and gulley erosion at the drainage outlet, WP Len. = water pathway length 
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Appendix B Table 1. Continued 
Plan Profile Tangential DEM X y U
SCA 
Curvature Curvature Curvature Shade (m2) 
0.26 0.08 0.02 177 684342 6090058 28 
-2.68 -0.01 -0.1 183 682168 6091909 20 
-1 .910 -0 .140 -0.190 176 684477 6090055 40 
-1.910 -0.050 -0.180 176 684536 6090033 486 
0.691 -0.107 0.112 182 683009 6090979 55114 
0.680 0.080 0.080 160 683429 6089018 600 
-0.143 0.113 -0.016 162 683481 6091758 2238 
1.200 0.010 0.110 166 683364 6088983 178 
0.310 -0 .060 0.060 144 683453 6088876 200 
0.252 -0.044 0.030 · 164 683646 6091919 198 
-0.703 -0.079 -0.095 154 683819 6092113 740 
1.140 0.060 0.120 160 683369 6088944 298 
1.140 0.060 0.120 160 683349 6088955 283 
1.130 0.040 0.100 171 682001 6092094 300 
1.130 0.040 0.100 171 681996 6092091 73 
-1.564 0.084 -0.107 169 684476 6090818 455 
-1.633 -0.057 -0.069 172 684394 6090810 200 
3.460 -0.040 0.180 180 681980 6092074 200 
-1.247 -0.076 -0.108 165 683955 6092630 260 
-1.591 0.125 -0.176 161 682692 6090198 271 
0.990 0.150 0.070 170 681959 6092051 86 
-0.380 0.140 -0.010 176 683973 6093031 37 
2.320 -0.050 0.110 183 683912 6093238 95 
-1.090 0.080 -0.030 179 683910 6093297 40 
4.620 0.060 0.050 179 683928 6093369 48 
22.890 0.120 0.270 181 683961 6093439 20 
-0.590 0.290 -0.050 165 684029 6093490 530 
-4.240 -0.020 -0.080 184 683848 6093091 40 
1.910 0.100 0.080 173 684141 6092924 56 
1.010 0.070 0.140 167 684248 6092928 256 
1.080 -0.010 0.120 177 683620 6092418 20 
-0.500 -0.040 -0.060 179 683627 6092477 20 
0.410 0.080 0.060 204 683796 6093567 195 
-1.130 -0.060 -0.090 191 684568 6092079 1800 
2.470 0.040 0.210 193 682552 6091495 183 
1.040 0.010 0.090 192 682547 6091548 196 
1.080 -0.010 0.120 177 683620 6092418 20 
-0.500 -0.040 -0.060 179 683627 6092477 20 
-0.540 0.124 -0.074 198 684621 6092613 187 
-9.956 -0.368 -0.391 187 684619 6092602 136 
T:230 -0.010 0.450 171 683192 6089880 869 
0.000 -0.047 0.000 177 686580 6089778 440 
-0.59 0.00 -0.06 162 684641 6089978 76 
-0.97 -0.09 -0.09 165 684666 6089971 20 
-1. 71 -0.09 -0.45 130 682956 6089652 40 
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Appendix B Table 2. Example of the predicted and field measured road-to-stream hydrologic distance 
Drain GridPath PtraLen DistMwin DistWash Near Field Out 
Code Distance Hill 
1 268 
' 
135 268 248 299 167 12 
5 168 199 168 148 175 118 16 
9 60 76 120 60 182 52 13 
10 40 51 100 40 229 45 1 1 
11 20 35 20 20 75 24 26 
13 80 146 40 80 69 66 18 
15 100 95 100 157 218 63 13 
16 20 103 533 313 74 50 10 
17 40 182 497 333 235 75 10 
24 225 215 237 96 68 212 15 
26 281 279 317 281 223 246 29 
31 261 242 788 731 228 238 19 
36 20 55 677 490 156 27 12 
40 225 199 110 168 140 90 5 
42 200 203 1193 228 179 178 4 
. 48 180 189 685 180 148 172 3 
50 180 168 685 180 169 155 8 
51 160 201 617 160 117 167 9 
53 270 269 1597 515 205 259 14 
56 320 321 1448 320 36 297 20 
65 270 495 1628 230 327 251 12 
68 20 39 1028 77 113 26 43 
69 77 87 948 77 262 65 57 
70 68 555 997 28 216 78 46 
81 125 132 1133 370 220 129 8 
82 117 122 1125 361 223 108 15 
87 230 208 597 290 76 216 13 
88 128 145 128 108 192 137 15 
90 20 17 288 161 76 21 13 
91 100 84 377 261 112 94 9 
95 · 313 177 388 113 61 223 8 
103 358 365 877 1094 147 329 15 
110 525 597 788 245 178 485 13 
119 397 467 648 117 205 364 11 
125 240 342 468 325 94 257 5 
126 60 66 100 241 97 62 12 
128 0 1 0 221 208 0 21 
129 160 155 188 120 96 137 12 
138 366 327 508 426 119 345 7 
147 245 302 477 305 140 256 6 
16.0 217 442 377 330 83 252 13 
175 225 198 168 140 158 214 13 
180 188 245 148 148 24 175 12 
184 333 319 585 333 164 274 11 
186 100 205 641 40 185 95 14 
188 20 12 473 333 201 27 12 
189 60 69 117 173 274 55 17 
200 273 271 657 813 162 266 5 
206 233 219 525 193 219 221 5 
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Appendix B Table 3. Example of field collected data from the forest road segments 
From To Road Length Road Type R
oad Construction Road 
Node Node Segment (m) Class Year Width 
397 398 6 646 .1 Minor Access 4 1950 4 
410 364 8 665.4 Minor Access 4 1950 3.5 
251 258 703 118.6 Tracks 5 1960 3.5 
692 704 551 292.1 Public Roads 2 0 6.5 
266 223 21 509.0 Tracks 5 1950 3.5 
698 696 93 57.7 Minor Access 4 1968 4 
281 261 510 303.1 Tracks 5 1960 3.5 
23 18 339 799.7 Major Access 3 0 5 
587 598 467 225 Tracks 5 1975 3 
275 253 58 228.2 Minor Access 4 0 4.5 
660 663 89 74.1 Major Access 2 1968 6 
660 656 92 195.9 Major Access 3 1968 4.5 
68 50 568 375.9 Major Access 3 0 5 
670 675 94 946.1 Minor Access 4 1968 4 
130 124 572 329.8 Minor Access 4 1973 3.5 
54 14 342 748.2 Minor Access 4 1965 3.5 
690 693 109 81.1 Public Roads 2 0 6 
609 619 305 374.3 Tracks 5 0 3 
79 70 338 1097.3 Major Access 3 1965 5 
23 18 339 799.7 Major Access 3 0 5 
166 160 418 76 Major Access 2 1975 5.5 
605 468 419 670.6 Major Access 2 1975 5.5 
373 384 477 89.5 Minor Access 4 1950 4 
233 281 508 584.4 Tracks 5 1960 3 
363 353 479 343.7 Minor Access 4 1970 3.5 
326 279 480 495.3 Minor Access 4 1970 3.5 
312 294 492 492.5 Minor Access 4 1970 3.5 
384 404 493 230.1 Minor Access 4 1950 3.5 
104 120 313 138.1 Major Access 3 1965 5 
420 293 416 1143.5 Major Access 3 1975 5.5 
468 420 417 454.8 Major Access 3 1975 5 
73 46 24 694.6 Major Access 3 1950 5 
80 78 25 200.6 Major Access 3 1950 5 
696 687 90 132.4 Major Access 3 1968 5 
411 481 301 626.5 Tracks 5 1950 3.5 
408 443 126 537.1 Major Access 3 1950 5 
612 599 127 240.6 Major Access 3 0 5 
426 528 270 569.4 Minor Access 4 0 4 
588 595 129 112.5 Major Access 3 0 5.5 
595 612 130 288.9 Major Access 3 0 5.5 
395 400 131 395.3 Major Access 3 1950 5.5 
443 450 132 63.1 Major Access 3 1925 5.5 
600 611 466 356.6 Tracks 5 1975 3 
521 551 274 179.2 Minor Access 4 0 4 
535 533 470 260.4 Tracks 5 1975 3.5 
602 579 471 74.3 Tracks 5 1950 3.5 
340 304 472 580.3 Tracks 5 1975 3.5 
5 1 317 508.1 Major Access 3 0 5 
288 327 509 349.8 Tracks 5 1960 3.5 
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Appendix B Table 3. Continued 
Road Use Surface Road 
Cutslope Fillslope 
Hight Slope Cover** Width Slope Cover** (traffic) Type Geometry (m) (%) (%) (m) (%) (%) 
Occasional N. Surface* Crowned 0.55 15 10 0.2 - -
Occasional N. Surface Crowned l 10 5 0.2 - -
Occasional N . S. with ruts* Insloped 0.75 10 5 0.5 - 10 
Moderate Gravel Crowned 1.05 15 10 0.95 14 10 
Occasional N . S. with ruts Outsloped 0.45 10 5 0.9 14 10 
Light N. Surface Outsloped 0.5 - 10 - - -
No Traffic N . S. with n1ts Outsloped 1.1 18 15 1.2 15 10 
Light N. Surface Outs loped 0.3 - - - - -
No Traffic N. S. with ruts Crowned 0.50 - 15 - - -
Occasional N. Surface Insloped 1 12 10 1.4 15 10 
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.7 7 10 - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.5 - 10 - - -
Light N. Surface Insloped 0.75 13 5 0.8 8 10 
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.5 - 10 - - -
Occasional N. S. with ruts Insloped 0.9 11 10 0.75 15 10 
Occasional N. Surface Crowned 1.2 14 15 1.5 13 10 
No Traffic N. S. with n1ts Outsloped 1 10 10 1.2 14 15 
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.95 9 10 0.4 - -
Light N. Surface Crowned - - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned - - - - - -
Light Gravel Crowned 0.7 10 10 0.3 - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.7 10 10 - - -
No Traffic N. S. with ruts Insloped 1 13 10 0.5 - 10 
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.65 10 10 - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned - - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned - - - - - -
Li,ght N. Surface Crowned - - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.5 - 5 - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.25 - - - - -
Light N. Surface Insloped 1 7 2 0.35 - -
Light N. Surface Insloped 0.8 5 5 0.25 - -
Light N. Surface Insloped 0.45 - - - - -
Light N. Surface Outsloped l 10 5 0.5 - -
Light N. Surface Outs loped 1.5 12 5 1 10 -
Light N. Surface Outsloped 0.3 - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 2.1 16 15 1.7 19 20 
Light N. Surface Outs loped 0.25 - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 1.2 13 5 0.95 13 17 
Occasional N. Surface Outsloped 0.85 10 5 0.35 - -
Light N. Surface Outs loped 0.15 - - - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.2 - 10 - - -
Light N. Surface Outsloped 1.7 17 10 1 15 10 
Light N. Surface Outs loped 0.55 - 10 - - -
No Traffic N . S. with ruts Crowned 0.55 - 18 - - -
Occasional N. Surface Insloped 0.6 10 5 - - -
No Traffic N. S. with ruts Outslope - - - - - -
No Traffic N. S. with n1ts Crowned 0.20 - 5 - - -
No Traffic N. S. with ruts Outsloped 0.55 - 10 - - -
Light N. Surface Crowned 0.3 - - - - -
No Traffic N. S. with ruts Crowned 0.25 - - - - -
*N. Surface = Native Surface, N. S. with ruts = Native surface with ruts. **Burned debris are included. 
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Appendix B Table 3. Continued 
Road Table 
Characteristics of Table Drain 
Surface Width Depth Slope Drain Slope(%) (m) (m) (%) 
2 Yes 0.25 0.20 4 
6 Yes 0.39 0.32 9 
9 Yes 0.28 0.25 6 
3 Yes 0.35 0.30 5 
1 Yes 0.40 0.38 3 
3 No - - -
5 Yes 0.42 0.37 7 
1 No - - -
9 Yes 0.41 0.3 5 4 
1 Yes 0.45 0.35 3 
9 Yes 0.35 0.25 12 
6 Yes 0.40 0.30 6 
2 Yes 0.52 0.43 4 
3 Yes 0.32 0.23 4 
12 Yes 0.46 0.44 13 
8 Yes 0.28 0.32 11 
14 Yes 0.25 0.18 14 
7 Yes 0.35 0.38 9 
9 Yes - - -
1 No - - -
1 Yes 0.4 0.23 2 
4 Yes 0.45 0.25 5 
4 Yes 0.52 0.31 6 
28 Yes 0.45 0.35 28 
14 No - - -
10 No - - -
9 No - - -
6 Yes 0.5 - 5 
19 Yes 0.3 0.25 19 
1 Yes 0.55 0.37 2 
2 Yes 0.6 0.29 3 
3 Yes 0.3 0.32 4 
8 Yes 0.25 0.30 10 
3 No - - -
5 Yes 0.27 0.18 5 
5 Yes 0.48 . 0.35 7 
3 No - - -
2 Yes 0.53 0.29 4 
10 Yes 0.37 0.3 5 
4 No - - -
3 No - - -
4 Yes 0.44 0.35 7 
5 Yes 0.3 0.32 6 
4 Yes 0.36 0.3 5 
7 Yes 0.33 0.24 7 
14 No - - -
9 No - - -
4 Yes 0.35 0.27 6 
2 No - - -
9 Yes 0.29 0.3 10 
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Appendix C: Example of Arc Macro Language Used In 
This Study 
Parts of Arc/Info AML Used for Predicting the Road-to-stream Hydrologic Distance 
/* I ngrid Takken , February 2003 
/* aml to calculate flowlines (using ParticleTrack) 
/* These flowlines should go all the way down to outlet/demedge , 
/* but they get stuck in the valley ' s generally ... 
/* Changes has made for the study area by Houshang Farabi , March 
2004 
/* aml needs to run in grid 
&if %: program% A= GRID &then &do 
&type This AML must be run from GRID 
&return 
&end 
/* &term 9999 
/* display 9999 
/* Dem needs to be filled ! If not done yet : 
/*&sv dem = dem 
/*Fill %dem% demfill sink# flowdir 
&sv dem = demfill 
&sv flowdir = flowdi r 
&sv drains= stro drains 
arc build %d r ains % point 
arc addxy %drains % 
/* add an identification code for the drains 
&if [token [listitem %d r ains %. pat - info] - find dr code] = 0 &then 
&do 
arc additem %drains %. pat %drains %. pat dr code 4 8 B 
&end 
reselect %drains% . pat info $recno > 0 
table 
/* to select all rows in 
calc %drains %. pat info dr code= %drains %# 
clearselect %drains %. pat info 
&if A [exists aspect - grid] &then aspect= aspect( %dem%) 
&if A [exists flowacc -grid] &then flowacc = 
flowaccumulation( %flowdir %) 
&sv valthres = 1250 /* threshold to define valleys 
/* calculate a direction map for particletrack 
/* this direction is the aspect direction , except for 
valleybottoms where flowdirection is used . 
fds = con (flowacc > %valthres %, %flowdir %, -10) 
fdasp = con(fds eq 1 , 90 , fds eq 2 , 135 , fds eq 4 , 180 , fds eq 8 , 
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Arc/Info AML for reclassifying the watershed 
/* Watershed reclass . aml 
/* November 21 , 2004 , Houshang Farabi , The ANU , SRES 
/* Combines some indivitual sub watersheds into a unique watershed 
/* Usage : Washed_reclass <ingrid> <washed_final> 
/ * ingrid = an existing watershed grid 
/* washed final= the new watershed grid to be created 
/ * aml needs to run in grid 
&if %: program% A= GRID &then &do 
&type This AML must be run from GRID 
&return 
&end 
docell 
if (ingrid == 2 or ingrid == 3 o r ingrid == 5 o r ingrid == 9 or ingrid 
== 11 o r ingrid == 12) washed_final = 1 
else if (ingrid 1 or ingrid == 4 or ingrid 6) washed final = 2 
else if (ingrid == 10) washed final = 3 
else if (ingrid == 13 o r ingrid == 14 o r ingrid 
or ingrid == 2 4) washed final= 4 
else if (ingrid == 16 or ingrid == 17 o r ingrid 
or ingrid == 33) washed final= 5 
15 o r ingrid 18 
21 or ingr id 32 
else if (ingrid 20 o r ingrid 25 or ingrid 31) washed final= 6 
else if (ingrid 22 o r ingrid 23 ) washed final= 7 
else if (ingrid 26 or ingrid 49 o r ingrid 50) washed final= 8 
else if (ingrid 3 4 o r ingrid 35 or ingrid 36 or ingrid 37) 
washed final= 9 
else if (ingrid 
or ingrid == 41) 
else if (ingrid 
else if (ingrid 
12 
30 
washed 
4 2) 
43 
or ingrid 
final = 10 
washed final 
or ingrid 
38 or ingrid 39 or ingrid 40 
= 11 
44 o r ingrid 45) washed final = 
else if (ingrid 46 o r ingrid 61 o r ingrid 62 or ingrid == 70 
or ingrid == 96 or ingrid == 71 o r ingrid 84 or ingrid == 85 or 
ingrid == 87 or ingrid == 88 or ingrid == 9 o r ingrid == 97 or 
ingrid == 105 o r ingrid == 106) washed_final = 13 
else if (ingrid == 47 or ingrid 57 o r ingrid 58 or ingrid 59) 
washed final= 14 
else if ( ingrid -- 48 or ingrid 64 or ingrid 65 or ingrid -- 68) 
washed final = 15 
else if (ingrid 51 or ingrid 66 or ingrid 67) washed final = 
16 
else if (ingrid 69 or ingrid 74 o r ingrid 75 or ingrid == 82 
or _ingrid == 83 or ingrid == 100 or ingrid == 101) washed_ final = 17 
else if (ingrid 81 or ingrid 92 or ingrid 94) washed final= 
18 
else if (ingrid 86 or ingrid 91 or ingrid 93 or ingrid 95 
or ingrid == 98 or ingrid == 99 or ingrid == 107) washed final = 19 
else washed final = 0 
endif 
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Appendix D: Model Development Statistics 
Statistics for Model 1 
Appendix D Table 1. Model summary of logistic regression and the goodness-of-fit (Hosmer and 
Lem es how Test) of independent variables against dependent variable (rill and gully on the surface of 
the road) 
-2 Log Cox & Snell R Nagelkerke Hosmer and Lemeshow Test Step likelihood Square R Square 
Chi-square df Sig. 
1 62.396 .674 .905 4.047 8 .850 
Appendix D Table 2. Contingency table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
Step 1 
*RG=O . RG=l Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
1 25 24.961 0 .039 25 
2 25 24.851 0 .149 25 
3 25 24.500 0 .500 25 
4 23 22.717 2 2.283 25 
5 8 10.512 17 14.488 25 
6 3 1.338 22 23.662 25 
7 0 .104 25 24.896 25 
8 0 .015 25 24.985 25 
9 0 .001 25 24.999 25 
10 0 .000 29 29.000 29 
*RG = Rill & gullies on the surface of the roads 
Appendix D Table 3. Summary of parameter estimates using logistic regression (v~riables in the 
equation) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Constant -16.770 3.309 25.681 1 .000 .000 
RCA .121 .021 31.850 1 .000 1.129 
Slope .395 .120 10.747 1 .001 1.484 
CTI .934 .346 7.282 1 .007 2.545 
Appendix D Table 4. Model summary of the variables in the equation and regression (rills and gullies 
on the surface of the road) 
Adjusted Std. Change Statistic
s 
R Error of R Model R Square R the F Sig. F Square Square dfl df2 Estimate Change Change Change 
1 .765(a) .585 .580 .322 .585 117.275 3 250 .000 
(a) Predictors: (Constant), Road Contributing Area, Slope, CTI 
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Appendix D Table 7. Summary of the area under the curves represented in Figure 1 
Test Result Std. Asymptotic
 Asymptotic 95% Confidence Interval 
Variable(s) Area Error (a) Sig. (b) Lower Bound Upper Bound 
RCA .975 .009 .000 .958 .992 
Slope .889 .021 .000 .848 .930 
CTI .771 .029 .000 .715 .828 
The test result variable(s): Road Contributing Area (RCA), Slope, CTI, has at least one tie between the 
positive actual state group and the negative actual state group. Statistics may be biased . 
(a) Under the nonparametric assumption 
(b) Null hypothesis: tn1e area = 0.5 
Statistics for Model 2 
Appendix D Table~- Model summary of logistic regression and the goodness-of-fit (Hosµier and 
Lem es how Test) of independent variables against dependent variable (rill and gully at the outlet of the 
road drainage structure) 
Step -2 Log Cox & Snell R Nagelkerke 
Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
likelihood Square R Square 
Chi-square df Sig. 
1 50.533 .689 .925 3.659 8 .886 
Appendix D Table 9. Contingency table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
*RG out= 0 *RG out= 1 
Step 1 - - Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
1 25 24.935 0 .065 25 
2 25 24.861 0 .139 25 
3 25 24.767 0 .233 25 
4 25 24.299 0 .701 25 
5 6 8.439 19 16.561 25 
6 2 1.241 23 23.759 25 
7 1 .404 24 24.596 25 
8 0 .051 25 24.949 25 
9 0 .002 25 24.998 25 
10 0 .000 29 29.000 29 
RG _out = Rill & Gully at the outlet of the drains 
Appendix D Table 10. Summary of logistic regression (variables in the equation) of independent 
variables against dependent variable (rill and gully at the outlet of the road drainage structure) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Constant -8.980 1.719 27.303 1 .000 .000 
RCA .055 .018 9.643 1 .002 1.056 
Hillslope gradient .227 .093 5.955 1 .015 1.255 
USCA .012 .005 6.238 1 .013 1.012 
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Appendix D Table 11. Results of ANOV A (b) for independent variables against dependent variable 
Source of Sum of df Mean F Statistics 
variation Squares Square 
Regression 40.625 3 13.542 156.739 
Residual 21.599 250 .086 
Total 62.224 253 
(a) Predictors: (Constant) , USCA, Hill slope Gradient, Distance, RCA 
(b) Dependent Variable: Rill & Gully at the outlet of the drains 
P value 
.000(a) 
Appendix D Table 12. Regression model summary of the variables in the equation and regression for 
independent variables against dependent variable (rill and gully at the outlet of the road drainage 
structure) 
Adjusted Change S
tatistics 
R Std. R Model R R F Sig. F Square Error Square dfl df2 Square Change Change Change 
1 .808(a) .653 .649 .294 .653 156.739 3 250 .000 
(a) Predictors: (Constant), USCA, Hill slope Gradient, Distance, RCA 
Appendix D Table 13. Summary of the Coefficients (a) 
Unstandardized Standardized 
Mode Variables Coefficients Coefficients t Sig. 
B Std. Error (Beta) 
1 (Constant) -.230 .043 -5.324 .000 
RCA .004 .000 .457 11 .579 .000 
Hillslope Gradient .031 .002 .525 13.337 .000 
USCA 3.606E-06 .000 .077 2.05 8 .041 
(a) Dependent Variable: Rill & Gully at the outlet of the drains 
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Appendix D Figure 2. Comparison of the ROC curve for the independent variables in relation to the rill 
and gully occurrence on the surface of the road 
Appendix D Table 14. Summary of the area under the curves represented in Figure 2 
Asymptotic 95% 
Test Result Variable(s) Area Std. Error Asymptotic Confidence Interval (a) Sig. (b) Lower Upper 
Bound Bound 
RCA .983 .008 .000 .968 .998 
USCA .981 .009 .000 .962 .999 
Hillslope Gradient .963 .013 .obo .938 .987 
The test result variable(s) : RCA, USCA, Hillslope Gradient has at least one tie between the positive actual 
state group and the negative actual state group. Statistics may be biased. 
_(a) Under the nonparametric assumption 
(b) Null hypothesis: true area = 0 
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Appendix D Figure 3. Plot of the regression analysis ( observed versus predicted values) between the 
dependent variable and the independent variables (logarithmic transferred) 
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Appendix D Figure 4. Plot of residuals versus corresponding predicted values (logarithmic transferred) 
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Appendix D Figure 5. Plots of the regression analysis, normal probability (residuals versus expected 
normal value) between the dependent variable and the independent variables 
Statistics for Model 3 
Appendix D Table 15. Model summary of logistic regression and the goodness-of-fit (Hosmer and 
Lemeshow Test) of independent variables against dependent variable (road-to-stream connectivity) 
Step -2 Log Cox & Snell Nagelkerke 
Hos1ner and Lemeshow Test 
likelihood R Square R Square Chi-square df Sig. 
1 35.191 .710 .950 4.280 8 .831 
Appendix D Table 16. Contingency table for Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 
Step 1 
*Link= 0 Link= 1 Total 
Observed Expected Observed Expected 
1 25 25.000 0 .000 25 
2 25 25.000 0 .000 25 
3 25 24.993 0 .007 25 
4 25 24.921 0 .079 25 
5 13 13.617 12 11.383 25 
6 1 1.277 24 23.723 25 
7 1 .171 24 24.829 25 
8 0 .021 25 24.979 25 
9 0 .001 25 24.999 25 
10 0 .000 29 29.000 29 
*Link = Road-to-stream connectivity 
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Appendix D Table 17. Summary of parameter estimates using logistic regression (variables in the 
equation) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Constant -12.59 3.436 13.434 1 .000 .000 
RCA .052 .018 8.053 1 .005 1.054 
Hillslope .498 .158 9.895 1 .002 1.645 
USCA .010 .005 4.310 1 .038 1.010 
Distance -.007 .002 10.041 1 .002 .993 
Appendix D Table 18. Model summary of the variables in the equation and regression (road-to-stream 
connectivity) 
Adjusted Std. Change Statistics R Enor of 
Model R R R Square the F Sig. F Square dfl df2 Square Estimate Change Change Change 
1 .804(a) .647 .641 .299 .647 114.094 4 249 .000 
(b) Predictors: (Constant), Road Contributing Area, Hillslope, USCA, Distance 
Appendix D Table 19. Results of ANOV A (b) for independent variables against dependent variable 
Source of Su1n of df Mean F Statistics P value 
variation Squares Square 
Regression 40.921 4 10.230 114.094 .000 (a) 
Residual 22.327 249 .090 
Total 63.248 253 
(a) Predictors : (Constant), Road Contributing Area, Hillslope, USCA, Distance 
(b) Dependent Variable: Road-to-stream connectivity 
Appendix D Table 20. Summary of the Coefficients (a) 
Unstandardized Standardized 
Mode Variables Coefficients Coefficients 
1 B Std. Enor (Beta) 
1 (Constant) .141 .061 
RCA .003 .000 .404 
Hillslope .021 .003 .304 
USCA 3.647E-06 .000 .083 
Distance -.001 .000 -.389 
(a) Dependent Variable: Road-to-sh·earn connectivity 
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Appendix D Figure 6. Comparison of the ROC curve for the independent variables in relation to the 
road-to-stream connectivity 
Appendix D Table 21. Summary of the area under the curves represented in Figure 6 
Test Result Std. Asymptotic 
Asymptotic 95% Confidence 
Area Interval Variable(s) Error (a) Sig. (b) Lower Bound Upper Bound 
RCA .972 .010 .000 .952 .991 
USCA .972 .011 .000 .950 .993 
Hillslope .944 .015 .000 .915 .974 
Distance .676 .034 .000 .610 .741 
The test result variable(s): Road Contributing Area (RCA), Hillsope, USCA, Distance has at least one tie 
between the positive actual state group and the negative actual state group . Statistics may be biased. 
·ca) Under the nonparametric assumption 
(b) Null hypothesis : true area= 0.5 
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Appendix D Figure 7. Plot of the regression analysis (observed versus predicted values) between the 
dependent variable and the independent variables (logarithmic transferred) 
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Appendix D Figure 8. Plot of residuals versus corresponding predicted values (logarithmic transferred) 
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Appendix D Figure 9. Plots of the regression analysis, normal probability (residuals versus expected 
normal value) between the dependent variable and the independent variables 
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Appendix E: Views of the Study Area, Showing Forest 
Roads and Erosion 
a b 
d 
Appendix E Figure 1. General views of the study area (a and b ); rill and gully erosion on the surface of 
forest road (c) 
Source: Author ' s photograph, March/April 2003 
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a b 
C 
Appendix E Figure 2. Erosion and formation: (a) roadside table drain; (b) gully erosion at the inlet of 
mitre drain; (c) channel formation and bed erosion of the mitre drain 
Source: Author s photograph, Augus September _QQ3 
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a b 
C d 
Appendix E Figure 3. Rill and gully erosion: (a) on the surface of the road at an intersection; (b and d) 
on the fill batter and surface of the road at the point of road-to-road connectivity; (c) on the surface of 
the road because of ditch failure 
· Source: Author ' s photograph, March/ April 2003 
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Appendix F: Papers Presented at Conferences 
1. Paper presented at the 2nd International Conference on Forest Engineering, Vaxjo, 
Sweden, 12-15 May 2003. 
A "Risk Management" Based Approach to Improve Management 
of Roads in Forest Plantation 
Houshang Farabi, Dr. Robert J. McCormack, and Dr. Ryde James 
PhD Student at the ANU/CSIRO, Forestry Operations Research , CSIRO, Australia , Lecturer at the ANU, Canberra, Australi a 
Summary 
Forest catch1nent areas are known as a major source of high quality water. There is 
increasing recognition of the impacts that forestry activities, and especially forest road 
syste1ns, can have on water quality. Design and construction standards of many older 
fores try roads in Australia do not meet current standards, and these roads can pose 
abnonnally high risks to water quality. A system of assess1nent based on principles of risk 
assessment and 1nanagement is being developed and tested. Techniques drawn from digital 
terrain analysis are being used to develop indicators of risk. Results from this research have 
shown that high value of terrain creates some proble1ns in road maintenance. The road was 
1nostly affected where the contribution length, slope gradient and slope length were high. 
Most rills and gullies were initiated where the value of terrain attributes like CTI in the 
pixel or neighbouring pixels was high. -
Keywords: Forest Road, Risk, Terrain Attributes, G/S and Water Quality 
Introduction 
There is increasing recognition of the impacts that forest road systems have on water 
quality. Road surfaces are known to be a major source of swift runoff that increases the rate 
of peak flow and the volu1ne of runoff delivery to drainage systems (King and Tennyson, 
1984) which carries sedi1nent and increases turbidity. Forest road construction itself results 
in water quality i1npacts(Montgomery, 1994) until soils in disturbed areas have stabilised. 
Newly built or upgraded roads are usually constructed to 1neet agreed standards such as a 
Code of Practice. There are however considerable lengths of older major and especially 
1ninor forest roads in Australia that were constructed in the field by local staff without any 
fonnal planning. Much of this very extensive legacy of road building does not 1neet current 
standards, and poses a higher risk to water quality. Identifying and managing these proble1n 
areas is an important issue in i1nproving the 1nanage1nent of forest roads. Engineers have 
been developing methods to meet this challenge. The 1nost general of these is the 
i1nplementation of forest road 1nanage1nent systems; with GIS and GPS as the core 
enabling-technologies. However, there are still daunting problems because of the road 
lengths involved, and the frequent lack of recorded information on roads. 
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This project is founded firstly on ideas fro1n the fields of risk assess1nent and 111anage1nent 
and sets out to develop an approach to assist in i1nproving road 1nanage1nent. Risk has 
generally two di1nensions: likelihood and consequences. Risk has been defined as a 
1neasure of consequences (C) of water quality hazard and hazard probability (P) of i1npacts 
occurrence (R= C * P) (QAS, 2002) in the specific area of forest road. The procedures are 
intended to ( a) prioritise expenditure on road data collection and analysis, a:µd then (b) help 
identify sections of roads at highest risk needing remediation. We used a study site in a 
Radiata pine plantation 1nanaged by ACT Forests near Canberra in Australia. Because of 
the lack of forest road 1nanage1nent details for the study site, we first had to establish a GIS 
database. 
The second group of foundation ideas are drawn from forest hydrology and terrain analysis. 
Terrain based indices are used to represent the underlying physics of system behaviour and 
to provide useful tools for identification and determination of the spatial distribution of 
potential soil erosion areas ( eg. following the work of Moore and Wilson, 1992; Gallant 
and Wilson, 2000). Pallaris (2000) argued that the terrain based indices and STI (Sedi1nent 
Transport Indices) can provide a useful tool for identifying and determining the dominant 
spatial patterns of soil erosion, based on the ideas of Moore and Burch ( 1986b ), Moore et 
al. (1988), Moore and Wilson (1992) and Gallant and Wilson (2000). Moore et al. (1988) 
stated that the traditional USLE based approaches to erosion cannot appropriately 
characterizing ephemeral gully erosion processes. It is important to note that a high value of 
Co1npound Topographic Index (CTI) can play a major role in predicting and controlling 
ephe1neral gully erosion away from the 1nain drainage ways (Moore et al., 1988). As a 
result, the terrain index CTI can be used in drawing erosion risk maps of forest roads where 
there will be a high alert area on water quality impacts. On the other hand, the high value of 
SPI (the erosive power of concentrated surface runoff) appears to play a dominant role in 
controlling ephe1neral gully in 1nain drainage ways (Moore et al. , 1988). 
Methods 
The study was carried out in Stromlo Forest, ACT (Australian Capital Territory). This area 
is located around 10 kin west of Canberra and over 2182 hectares (mostly pine plantation) 
in area. Stro1nlo Forest has been 1nanaged for industrial timber harvesting and forest roads 
were built about 30-40 years ago. The average elevation of study site is 606 m. asl. The 
average am1ual rainfall in the region is 629 min (Co1nmonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 
2_002). 
The n1ap of the entire study site was digitised as a digital coverage in a GIS database. 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and Terrain Attribute 1naps like CTI, SPI, Curvature, 
Topographic Aspects and Flow Directions were generated using Arc/Info from digital 
1naps. The entire forest area was divided into hillslope, midslope, and flat areas and several 
road lines were selected at random for the first exainination. The inf 01mation about the 
exact location of approximately 30 lan of road line, 10 locations of road-to road linkage, 
494 1nitre drains and cross banks, 51 culverts and 96 rills and gullies on the surface of the 
road was gathered in the field using a Global Positioning Syste1n (GPS). The 1nost co1mnon 
data which were gathered fro1n the field for each culvert, mitre drain or rill were: slope, 
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direction, size, contribution length and width, flow pathway length, evidence of 
sedi1nentation, distance between outlet and streain, whether the culve1i or mitre drain is 
working or blocked, runoff delivery to the road pris1n from upslope areas and the 
di1nensions of the rill or gully. The field data were transferred to GIS and stored as a vector 
database after necessary correction (Farabi, 2003). 
We have used the basic theory of risk assessment, as stated in the introduction, for 
assessing forest roads in order to identify, classify, rank and analyse the hazard or impacts 
of forest road systems on water quality (Farabi, 2003). The consequences of risk on water 
quality was classified into five categories: catastrophic (5), 1najor ( 4), 1noderate (3), 1ninor 
(2) and insignificant (1 ). The likelihood of risk has also categorised into five levels: ahnost 
certain (5), likely ( 4), possible or 1noderate (3), unlikely (2) and finally, rare (1). The result 
of using these categories regarding to risk fonnula is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: An example of risk matrix 
Likelihood Consequences 
Catastrophic Major Moderate Minor Insignificant 
5 4 3 2 1 
A lmost ce1iain 5 F t ·• f" H H 
Likely 4 E 1 .. , H H l'v1 .1: 
Possible/Moderate 3 a--L E H M L 
Unlikely 2 F H tv1 l L 
Rare 1 H H iVJ L L 
Source: Farabi, 2003 
(E is extreme risk, H is high risk, M is moderate risk , and L is low risk) 
For exainple, a road 1nanagement strategy 1night be that forest roads should not be built on 
the areas where the risk is extreme (Table 1). In this study we hypothesize that the negative 
in1pacts of risk on soil erosion and water quality caused by forest road systems are extreme 
when the value of terrain attributes are high. The 1nost important aim of this study is to 
assess how and whether a si1nple 1nodelling procedure could be a useful diagnostic tool for 
identifying and evaluating the spatial distribution of erosion-prone areas of forest road, 
which can be connected to water quality proble1ns in order to draw a risk 1nap. 
To do this, the terrain attributes layers were analysed using ArcGIS, Arclnfo, ERDAS and 
IDRJSI software. The vector data (field data) was transferred to raster using this software. 
The value of each terrain attribute was extracted for each individual road line, culvert, mitre 
drain and rill and gully location. The extracted data was classified and analysed in order to 
identify the level of risk of forest road pris1n. The detailed procedures underlying the risk 
assessn1ent are now being developed. They address the elements at risk ( soil erosion and 
water quality). These are based where possible on physical models predicting water flow 
paths and erosion likelihood, evaluated within a 3D terrain context. Fro1n these it is 
intended to identify elements of the road system ( eg. culverts and drains) 1nost likely to 
cause water quality problen1s. These procedures can be used to assist manage1nent in 
developing 1nore cost effective road 111aintenance schedules. 
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Results and discussion 
Preli1ninary results fro1n this study have shown that nearly 10% of culverts and 4% of mitre 
drains were blocked by shunps or because of technical proble1ns in c_onstriction. About 
16% of culverts and 56% of 1nitre drains only partly worked. It was calculated that about 
27% of rill and gully initiation was caused by the lack of proper drainage systems (Farabi, 
2003). Results fro1n this research have also shown that high value of tenain attributes like 
slope, CTI, SPI, contribution length and area create huge problems in road 1naintenance. 
For exainple, about 32% of rills and gullies on the surface of the road have been initiated by 
high n1noff delivery fro1n upslope areas to the road pris1n. The road was 1nostly affected 
where the contribution length, slope gradient and slope length were high. We have found 
that most rills and gullies were initiated where the value of tenain attributes like CTI in the 
pixel or neighbouring pixels was high. These results will be used for creating a risk map for 
focusing on the problems in order to meet the study's objectives. 
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Risk Based Approach Using Terrain Attributes to Control 
Water Quality Impacts Caused by Forest Roads 
Houshang Farabi 
The Australian National University, SRES and CSIRO, Forestry and Forest Products 
Abstract: Forest catch1nents have long been recognised as a source of high quality water. 
Within forested areas the unsealed forest roads are the main sources of soil erosion and 
there is increasing concern on the i1npacts about water quality caused by forest road 
syste1ns. This problem has been well docu1nented in the research-based literature in the last 
three decades. The primary objectives of this study are, first, to develop a risk-based 
approach to predict, control and mini1nise soil erosion and water quality impacts. Secondly, 
to assist in the develop1nent of more effective management systems to maintain forest roads 
by assessing 1naintenance priorities for protection of water quality. This research is being 
carried out in Stro1nlo Forest, ACT, where roads were built 1nore than 30 years ago. 
Surveys have been conducted on the existing roads ( and transportation system) focussing 
on their impacts on soil and water quality. Elements at risk (soil erosion and water quality) 
were identified using field survey, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and Terrain Analysis. 
The results show that a significant number of rills and gullies were initiated and expanded 
at locations that had a high CTI value or had a high CTI value in the neighbouring pixel. A 
threshold based on slope and contributing area did not predict accuracy gully location on 
the surface of road. 
Keywords: Forest road,· water quality impacts,· soil erosion,· risk assessment,· GJS,· DEM,· 
terrain 
1. Introduction 
Areas covered by any kind of vegetation in general, and forest catch1nent areas in 
particular, have long been recognised as a source of high quality water. Water quality 
impacts caused by forestry activities like timber harvesting and road construction have been 
a major concern for forest management systems in the last three decades. The issues of soil 
erosion and water quality impacts affected by timber harvesting and forest roads have long 
interested both foresters and the public (Adams, 1994). Forest roads , including main roads, 
logging roads and skid trails concentrate water and increase the risk of sediments being 
delivered to the streams, with consequences for water quality. 
The potential risk of forest roads impacting on water quality mostly depends on the location 
of the road and terrain attributes such as slope, contribution area, the characteristics of cut 
and fill batters and technical issues of road construction. Croke and Mockler (2001) showed 
that contributing length and slope gradient of the hillslope are two main factors of concern 
for channel initiation and road-to-stream linkage. Moore et al. (1988) argued that there is a 
strong relationship between the distribution of surface soil water content and independent 
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topographic variable aspect and the con1pound variable ln(As) where As= Ab / S. They also 
stated that the lack of topographic uniformity like CTI (soil wetness index or soil water 
content) (As) and SPI (the erosive power of concentrated surface n1noff) (Ab * S) are the 
two 1nost impo1iant factors in detennining the location of ephen1eral gullies (Moore et al. 
1988). The processes of surface erosion of forest roads that cause huge proble1ns for water 
quality are: surface washing by runoff, ephe1neral rills or gullies and finally gully erosion 
caused by water. Terrain attributes like slope, contributing area, flow pathways, curvature 
(plan, profile, tangential) , co1npound topographic index (CTI) , and streain power index 
(SPI) derived fro1n digital elevation 1nodels (DEMs) have been used in this research to 
identify elements at risk (soil erosion and water quality). 
The overall objective of this ongoing research is to provide a risk assessment methodology 
using the forest road network of Stromlo Forest (as a test area). The aim of this paper is to 
look at gully erosion risk in the road surface whereby a series of variables are proposed to 
include in statistical analysis. This paper presents preliminary results from the analysis of 
data collected so far. 
2. Study Area 
The study has been conducted in the Stromlo Forest ACT (Australian Capital Territory). 
The study sites are located approxi1nately 10 km west of Canberra and cover 2182 hectares 
in area. Elevation in the study area ranges from 432 meters above sea level to 864 meters 
asl. , with an average of 606 1neters asl. Most of the study area has been managed for timber 
harvesting activities over the last 30-40 years. Rainfall in the region is around 629 mm per 
annum (Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 2002). Stro1nlo Forest Managed area is 
serviced by approximately 264 km of unsealed forest roads excluding skid trails and snig 
tracks. These roads were built more than 30 years ago, which means that they were not built 
according to the present code of practice. In addition, the area is connected to Canberra by 
sealed public roads. 
3. Materials and Methodology 
The map of the entire forest area was digitised and stored as a digital coverage in a GIS 
(Arc View) database. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) initially at 40 meters resolution, 
which later resainpled to 20 meters , was used to derive terrain attributes (such as slope, 
CTI, SPI, aspect). CTI a wetness index or a measure of saturation: 
CTI = ln (As /T*tanp) 
Where As is the specific contributing area or the local upslope contributing area per unit 
width of contour line and T is transmissivity when the soil profile is saturated) . SPI 
measures erosive power of flowing water based on the assumption that discharge is 
proportional to specific catchment area SPI= As * tanp (Moore et al. , 1993; Wilson and 
Gallant, 2000). 
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Along 35 km of unsealed forest roads , which were selected randon1ly, the exact locations of 
/ road lines and all road drainage structures including culverts, 1nitre drains, cross-banks and 
push-outs were n1apped (Figure 1) using a Global Positioning Systen1 (GPS). Also the 
location of rills and gullies fonned in the road surface were mapped (Figure 1). In addition 
data like slope, direction, contribution length and width, outlet and inlet construction, flow 
pathway length, distance between outlet and streain, size of culvert, whether the culve1i was 
open or blocked and evidence of sedi1nentation were gathered for each individual drain, rill 
and gully. 
For the location of the drains, rill and gullies, the attributes fro1n the raster 1naps (CTI, SPI, 
Slope) were extracted. The data were used for identifying high-risk areas of forest roads 
where the road has high potential to generate sedi1nent and deliver it to a streain. 
It is assu1ned that CTI and SPI are the two 1nost i1nportant factors in identifying the risk of 
forest roads to water quality. Therefore, it is hypothesised that the risk of negative impacts 
on water quality caused by forest roads will be extren1e when the values of CTI and SPI are 
high. The relationship between contributing area and slope of travelway with gully or rill 
initiation on the surface of road has been examined using a threshold line. 
The basic theory of risk assess1nent was used for assessing fore st roads in order to classify, 
identify and analyse the i1npacts of forest roads on water quality. The si1nple representation 
of the risk equation is a measure of consequences (C) of water quality hazard and hazard 
probability (P) of i1npacts occurrence (R= C * P) (QAS, 2002). The below tables show the 
risk categories. The major problems in controlling the probability of the occurrence of risk 
in forest road management syste1ns are found in levels 5 and 4 (Tablel). Achieving 
certainty about the occurrence of risk is difficult: it needs a long investigation and 
acceptance of the inevitable high cost is necessary. 
Table 1: Risk assessment scoring 
Likelihood Level Consequence Level 
Ahnost 5 Catastrophic 5 
certain 
Likely 4 Major 4 
Possible/ 3 Moderate 3 Mod. 
Unlikely 2 Minor 2 
Rare 1 Insignificant 1 
Catastrophic events and major consequences of risk are sometimes unavoidable. Generally, 
risk can be ignored where the likelihood is rare or the consequence is insignificant ( see 
Table 1 and 2). In all other situations risk should be investigated. Understanding the exact 
levels of likelihood and consequences where roads need to be built can help managers to 
1nake better decisions about soil erosion and water quality impacts due to the forest roads. 
Building forest roads where the level of likelihood is high or the consequences are serious 
is not acceptable (see Tables 1 and 2). Maintenance of these kinds of roads will not only 
need high invest1nent but it will also be difficult to avoid impacts on water quality. 
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Table 2: An example of a risk matrix. E is extremely high risk, His high, Mis moderate and Lis low. 
Consequences 
Likelihood 
Catas. Maj. Mod Min. Insig 
5 4 
,., 2 l .) 
Ahnost 
certain 
5 1 F j H H 
Likely 4 L. r II H tvl 1 
Possible/ 
3 E I·. H [VI L 
Moderate 
Unlikely 2 E H :v1 L L 
Rare l H H \1 L L 
In the 3 5 lan selected road, the terrain attribute layers like CTI, SPI, slope, up-slope 
contributing area, forest road location and drain types are used for detailed field surveys. 
Son1e scientists have used the saine idea for catchment studies. For exa1nple, We1nple et al. 
(1996) used three classes of topographic position for their catchment study. Croke and 
Mockler (2001) used topographic position, road classes, drain type and period of 
construction in selecting road segments. Road segments for detailed survey were selected 
using a random sample. In the detailed survey the sample segments of roads were 
investigated, from which the following information was gathered: 
a. Road surface and travelway situation. 
b. Road's slope gradient (length and width) 
c. The existence of either rill or gully on the surface of the road. 
d. Any technical problems in the road drainage system and direct linkage of roads to 
streams. 
e. Contributing areas of each individual drain. 
f. Runoff delivery to the road prism from forest. 
g. Soil and 1naterial types with which road has been surfaced. 
h. Road-to-road linkage (runoff or sediment delivery from up-road to down-road). 
· The field data is used for testing the usefulness of terrain attributes as hands-on indicators 
of soil erosion and water quality impacts caused by forest road syste1ns. Factors composed 
of terrain attributes, biophysical variables and forest road management issues affect water 
quality in areas under forest road construction. The study will reveal the contribution of 
different terrain attributes along biophysical variables and 1nanagement issues to the water 
quality in the further examination. Furthermore, factors played by the terrain attributes 
( slope, contributing area and CTI in this paper) and technical issues of forest road 
construction and maintenance are assessed. 
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Figure 1: Study area map with road line, contour, mitre drain (triangle), culvert (circle) and 
rill or gully location ( cross icon) 
4. Results and Discussion 
In Figure 2 the CTI values for the study site are shown. The location of rills and gullies on 
the road surface are superi1nposed on the map. Most rill or gully erosion has occurred 
where the value of CTI was larger than 7 (nearly average values at 7.8), thus supporting the 
preliminary hypothesis (further examination is required). Although the analysis of this 
relationship has not yet been finished or finally tested, it is thought that a terrain value like 
CTI value can play a fundamental role in water quality issues. It was also found that a 
significant number of rills and gullies were initiated and expanded where the value of the 
terrain in the neighbourhood pixel was high. For example, as can be seen from Figure 2, 
1nost rills and gullies are located very close to the pixels with high values. Extra runoff 
delivery from neighbouring pixels, especially fro1n the upslope contributing area will 
increase the risk of rill initiation on the surface of the forest road. Note that other factors 
like slope, road contribution length and width, technical problems of construction and 
maintenance of road and drainage are very significant for soil erosion ( e.g. gully erosion) 
and water quality problems. About 27% (26 out of 96) of rill and gully initiation was 
affected by lack of a proper drainage system and nearly 32% (31 out of 96) of rill and gully 
initiations were affected by high runoff delivery from the upslope area to the road pris1n. 
Slope gradient and slope length of upper hillslope were the two main factors in delivering 
n1noff to the surface of the road, with other factors like contributing area also playing a 
1nain role. 
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Stron1lo forest roads are supported n1ostly by n1itre drain syste1ns to control road surface 
runoff. About 57% (282) of 1nitre drains had no technical proble1ns fro1n building. 
Approxin1ately 4% (11) of drains were blocked by stu1nps and nearly 51 % (145) only pa1ily 
worked in passing n1noff out fro1n the road prism. It has been calculated that only 3 7% 
(184) of 1nitre drains worked properly, 56% (277) of them working paiily and 7% (33) of 
drains were blocked. Therefore, road surface and lower drains will be affected by extra 
runoff delivery fro1n mitre drains which are blocked or are not working properly. 
The culvert is another drainage syste1n that protects roads against n1noff flowing on the 
surface of road. Nearly 10% ( 5) of culverts were blocked by sediment deposition and debris 
and about 16% (8) of the1n only partly worked because of technical problems in building 
and sedi1nent or debris deposition. Outlet and inlet construction is very i1nportant to avoid 
sedi1nent deposition and gully initiation in the ground below where water falls fro1n the 
outlets of culverts. Nearly 83% ( 42) of culverts did not have any kind of construction at the 
inlet and outlet. About 3 .9% (2) of outlets and inlets were constructed of concrete and 
13. 7% of stone or wood. · Most blocked culverts and culverts that were partly working were 
located where the upslope contribution length, slope and area were relatively high. 
Figure 2: Compound Topographic Index of study area with the location of road layout (black line) and rill or 
gully location on the surface of the road (black dot icon) (Scale 1 :5000) 
It has been found in the preliminary analysis of the field data that there exists a strong 
relationship between high values of terrain attributes like CTI, SPI, slope length, upslope 
contributing area and curvature with rill or gully initiation on the surface of forest roads in 
the study area. 
Therefore, a risk 1nap of forest roads can be extrapolated by knowing the factors effecting 
soil erosion and water quality. Although this extrapolation results fro1n the interaction of 
1nany factors, one causative variable can be taken at a ti1ne (Pallaris, 2000). Contribution 
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length, contribution area, slope length, road layout location, drainage distribution, drain 
spacing, height and length of batters, slope of batters, road-to-road linkage, road-to-strea1n 
linkage, technical proble1ns of road pris1n, type of soil and 1naterial with which the road has 
been surfaced, runoff delivery fro1n upslope area to road pris1n and hillslope slope at the 
outlet of drainage syste1ns are the 1nain factors affecting soil erosion and water quality in 
forest road systems. 
5. Conclusions and Further Work 
This study exainined 35 Ian of road line with 545 drainage syste1ns and the location of 94 
rills and gullies on the surface of the road and found that the majority of rill and gully 
erosion points had occun-ed where the values of ten-ain attributes were high. Although 
technical proble1ns of drainage systems (lack of proper drain spacing and co_nstruction) also 
played an i1nportant role in tenns of initiation of gully erosion, runoff delivery to road 
prisn1 because of high values of ten-ain was the 1najor cause of gully initiation. The author 
replicated the n1ethodology of some previous studies such as Croke and Mockler (2001 ), 
Pallaris (2000); Wemple et al. (1996) and Montgo1nery (1994). As can be seen from Figure 
3, a threshold based on slope and contribution area did not predict well gully location on 
the surface of road. Although gullies were initiated at most points where contribution area 
and slope gradient were high, this figure cannot be used as a good indicator of gully 
development on the surface of roads. Therefore, gully or rill initiation will be effected by 
other variables. The effects of other ten-ain attributes will be exainined in further 
investigations in order to meet the study's objectives. 
0.0 0.2 0.4 
Slope gradient 
0.6 0.8 
Figure 3: Fitted threshold curve separated gully and non-gully on the surface of road 
The preli1ninary results from multiple linear regression model shown that there is no a 
strong linear relationship between CTI, SPI contribution area and curvatures and initiation 
riles and gullies on the surface of the roads because of high 1nulti-colinearity between 
variables. The effects of each factor on soil erosion and water quality impacts in order to 
create a si1nple risk 1nethod and 1nodel for assessing roads will be exainined using non-
linear 1nodels in further investigation. 
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The Effects of Drain-Spacing, and Contribution of Flow 
Length and Slope of Road on Rill/Gully Initiation on the 
Quality of Water from Forests 
Houshang Farabi 
Ph.D. Student in Forest Engineering at the ANU/ CSIRO 
The forest watershed has long been recognised as a major source of high quality water. The forest 
canopy and litter are the main factors in controlling runoff and increasing the rate of soil infiltration. 
On the other hand, unsealed forest roads have long been recognised as a major source of sediment 
delivery to streams, with consequences for water quality impacts. The water quality problems 
caused by forest roads have been well documented in the last three decades. 
The main objectives of writing this paper are, first, to identify the role of technical problems of 
forest roads, which cause soil erosion and water quality impacts like the distribution of drainage 
syste1ns. Second, to identify the relationship between flow contribution lengths, slope and drain 
spacing with rill / gully initiation, and its consequences for water quality. Finally, to assist in the 
develop1nent of 1nore effective management systems to maintain forest roads in order to protect 
water quality. 
This research is being canied out in Stromlo Forest ACT, where roads were built more than 30 
years ago. The main surveys are conducted on the existing forest plantation roads using GPS, 
focussing on the in1pacts on water quality caused by sediment delivery to streams from the surface 
of the forest roads. 
The map of the study area has been digitised and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and tenain 
attributes have been created using GIS. Information about the exact location of forest roads, all 
roads drainage systems like culverts and mitre drains has been gathered from the field using GPS. 
The contribution road length, width, road travelway slopes and distance to the nearest watercourse 
were also 1neasured in the field. The GPS data has been transfened to a GIS program for identifying 
the roads and drainage location. The data has been analysed using a GIS and linear discriminant 
program. Elements at risk (soil erosion/ rill or gully fonning and water quality) will be identified 
using DEMs and physical infonnation gathered from the forest road in the field. 
Primary analysis of data and some research-based literature show that spacing between drains has a 
fundamental role in the control of runoff from the surface of the forest road. There is a strong direct 
, relationship between contribution area and slope with rill or gully creation on the surface of the 
road, with consequences for water quality. The result of this examination will be developed as a 
method for assessing the ability of the existing forest plantation road syste1n to meet its objectives 
with 1ninimum 1isk to the enviromnent. 
Keywords: Water quality impacts, forest road, soil erosion, rill and gully, risk assessment, DEMs, 
GIS 
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Abstract 
Fore st scientists and 1nanagers have long been concerned about the potential effects of 
unsealed fore st road systems on both soil sheet erosion and the deterioration in water 
quality caused by road sedi1nents. To 1nitigate the negative i1npacts of soil erosion on 
stream water quality, it is necessary to understand the hydrological connection between the 
sedi1nent source and the streain. Thus, knowing how the flow pathway will be affected by 
the 1nanage1nent of the forest road is important for both managers and researchers. Field 
surveys were conducted to identify locations on forest roads likely to cause soil erosion and 
reduce water quality. Data on forest roads were collected in Stromlo Forest, ACT, Australia 
using GPS. Field data, DEM and terrain GIS layers were used as inputs to calculate values 
of the multi-evaluation criteria used to indicate the likelihood of erosion. The variables 
were evaluated using logistic regression. This investigation found that the slope and 
contribution area of the road were the two most important variables influencing the 
initiation and expansion of rills and gullies that start from the road drain outlets leading to 
the streain. These variables, together with other terrain variables such as Compound 
Topographic Index (CTI) and Streain Power Index (SPI), were also found to affect the 
linkage between roads and streams. Appropriate 1nanage1nent of these factors will reduce 
the negative i1npacts of unsealed forest roads on the water quality of adjacent streains. 
Keywords: Strean1s, Forest roads, GPS, GIS, Management, Road drainage 
Introduction 
· Unsealed forest road network are recognised as a major source of sediment production in 
forested catch1nents, often leading to 1najor deterioration in the water quality of adjacent 
strea1ns (Croke et al., 1999). For example, previous research has demonstrated that 
unsealed forest roads contribute a certain amount of the sediment that impacts on the water 
quality of adjacent streains. Anderson et al. (1976) and Pat1ic (1976) argued that unsealed 
forest road systen1s contribute most of the sediment delivered to streams from a forested 
catch1nent. Reducing sediment delivery to the watercourses in order to mitigate the 
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deterioration in water quality 1s therefore a 1naJor concern 1n forest road 1nanage1nent 
syste1ns. 
Sedin1ent delivery from road to streain requires overland flow com1ecting the sedi1nent 
source to the strea1n. The hydrological connection between roads and streains can be 
detennined by calculating the potential direction and length of the water flow path, its 
characteristics and its behaviour in passing over the natural ground cover towards the 
streains. Knowing how 1nanagement of the forest road will affect the flow pathway is 
i1nportant for both managers and researchers in 1nanaging the connection between the 
source of sedi1nent and streains. Streain 1nanage1nent syste1ns include all activities in the 
watershed that will affect the stream environn1ent and quantity and quality of water. Many 
researchers over the last two decades have argued that 1nanaging the factors that influence 
the hydrological connection between roads and streams is one of the most effective 
1nanagen1ent actions that can be taken to reduce deterioration of water quality in forested 
ca tch1nen ts. 
New technologies such as GPS, GIS and the capability of computer analysis make this 
manage1nent process (gathering related field data, calculating the necessary factors, 
analysing and 1napping) faster, easier and much more accurate than the old 1nanual 
1nethods. Moore et al. (1991) and Tarboton (1997) argued that analysing Digital Elevation 
Models (DEMs) by creating flow direction, flow accu1nulation, upslope contribution area 
and specific catch1nent area grids is needed for hydrological modelling and manage1nent. 
Lyon (2003) noted that GIS applications for watershed 1nanage1nent have been developed 
and successfully applied in a nu1nber of watersheds in order to 1nanage factors related to 
streain changes (such as forest roads). Croke and Mockler (2001) have used some GIS 
applications and have reported that slope and contribution length are two i1nportant factors 
that can be used as indicators for road-to-streain linkage. 
The aim of the research presented in this paper was to find 1nethods that 1nanagers could 
use to reduce the effects of roading syste1ns on stream sedimentation. The 1nethod was to 
describe the features of forest roads, which 1night indicate the probability of surface 
erosion, and to characterise the flow path to the watercourse. These attributes can then be 
linked to the likelihood that sedi1nent would reach the streain in sufficient quantities to 
cause deterioration in water quality. 
Methods and Materials 
The study area was in the Stromlo Forest, and contained radiata pines and an unsealed 
forest road network. The 1nap of the study area was digitised and stored as a GIS layer. The 
original 1nap of Stro1nlo Forest Manage1nent Area (SFMA) (known as Stro1nlo Block) was 
categorized based on forest road layout, age, road characteristics and classes. A Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM) initially at 20 meters resolution was used to derive the necessary 
terrain attribute layers and for terrain and network analysis. Slope, aspect, flow direction, 
streain order, strea1n networks, Stream Power Index (SPI), Co1npound Topographic Index 
(CTI) or Topographic Wetness Index (TWI), curvatures, upslope contribution area and 
specific catch1nent area were some of the terrain attributes derived and calculated from the 
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DEM using Arclnfo, ArcView, and IDRIS! GIS software. SPI n1easures erosive power of 
flowing water based on the assu1nption that discharge is proportional to specific catchment 
area (SPI= As * tan~). CTI is a wetness index or a measure of saturation (CTI = ln (As 
/T*tan~) where As is the specific contributing area or the local upslope contributing area 
per unit width of contour line and T is trans1nissivity when the soil profile is saturated) 
(Moore et al., 1993; Wilson and Gallant, 2000). 
Son1e roads fro1n Stro1nlo Forest (see study area characteristics) were then rando1nly 
selected for sainpling and gathering field data. A Differential Global Positioning Systerps 
(DGPS) instru1nent was used for the field survey and specific field survey fonns were 
designed for recording each road seg1nent. A permanent base station location at the 
Forestry and Forest Products site in Yarralumla-approxi1nately 8 kilo1netres east of the 
study area-was selected for data correction and positioning the road and drainage systems 
correctly. The field data included road layout, road surface, roadside table drains ( ditch), 
1nitre drains, culverts (relief and stream crossing), outlet slope and also distance between 
roads (at drainage outlet) to streain. Data describing the drainage systems included the 
exact location, road contribution width and contribution length, slope gradient, direction, 
dimension of channel, slope of the channel line at the inlet and outlet of channel ( that was 
used for judging of the technical failure of the drains), evidence (rills and channel 
fonnation) of erosion and sedimentation, evidence of channel expansion by runoff, and 
water flow length from outlet of drains to stream are were just so1ne of the data that were 
collected to describe the drainage syste1ns. 
The exact location of the rills and gullies on the surface of roads and at the outlets of 
drainage syste1ns was 1napped by transferring the GPS field data into GIS as vector layers. 
Gully characteristics such as dimensions, direction, slope, road contribution length, road 
contribution width, and other factors related to occurrence of erosion ( e.g. vehicle ruts), 
were collected fro1n the selected roads and drainage systems. The field data were then 
extracted and stored as databases and were generalised for sensitivity, logistic analysis and 
testing by a threshold value developed by Croke and Mockler (2001 ). The correlation of 
each factor with the incidence of rill and gully was tested against both field and extracted 
data (terrain attributes). The flow and stream networks were also delineated, identified and 
1napped fro1n DEM using GIS applications. Some of the created and improved GIS layers 
such as forest roads ( age of roads), soil, stream networks, flow pathways, elevation, 
contribution area, aspects, CTI, SPI, curvatures and distance were also overlayed for final 
evaluation and to assess the effect of each factor on the rill and gully influences. The 
infonnation of the layers such as CTI and SPI has been extracted for each drain using 
Arclnfo co1runands and then they were analysed in order to find the relationship of each 
variable and rill and gully occurrence or road-to-stream connectivity. 
Field and extracted data were both used to test the usefulness of the variables (such as 
terrain attributes) as practical indicators of where forest road network need interventions to 
1nanage the connection between roads and streams. The extracted terrain attribute data has 
been exainined ( co1nparing individual and group), using a threshold line and sensitivity 
analysis in order to identify the relationship between those variables and rill and gully 
initiation. 
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Study Area Characteristics 
The study was carried out in Stromlo Forest Manage1nent Area (SFMA) in ACT 
(Australian Capital Tenitory) - located approximately 10 kilometres to the west of 
Canbena city (Figure 1). The study area is a small area in the southeasten1 comer of the 
Murrumbidgee River Catchinent SFMA was established in 1915 and plantation continued 
in the 1930s. The plantation re-established in the 1940s and 1950s after burning by fire 
events in 1939 and 1952. The cli1nate of the study area is alpine with wann to hot and 
relatively dry surnmers and cool to cold winters (Baskin, 1996). The average annual rainfall 
of the Canberra region is about 629 rmn with an average of 108 rainy days per year, the 
wettest 1nonth being October at 65.3 mm and the d1iest being June at 39.6 mm (Bureau of 
Meteorology, 2004). SFMA is serviced by aln1ost 264 km forest ro?,ds excluding skid trails, 
1nostly constructed between the 1950s and 1970s . The roads do not meet cunent design and 
construction standards and may pose abnormally high risks to water quality (Farabi et al., 
2003). Geologically the study area is 1nostly located on the uniform composition of 
li1nestone and phyolithic cove1ing almost 88 percent. The 1najor soil type or group are 
Duplex and Yellow Earths soils (Chromosols, Sodosols and Kurosols) covering almost 
98% of the study area. 
. 
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Figure 1: Location of the tudy area 
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The forest roads of the study area are pre-do1ninantly drained by mitre drains ( 604 out of 
690 87%) and relief and stream crossing culverts. Most of previous research (Flanagan et 
al., 2003, Croke and Mockler, 2001, Megahan et al. (200 1), Crocke et al., 1999 and 
Montgornery, D.R. , 1994) reported that culvert outlets were the most likely of these 
feature to erode[?]. Field data observation gathered du1ing this study not only supported 
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this state1nent but also found that 1nitre drains within greater slope and contribution area are 
1nore likely to initiate a new rill or gully or expand the existing rill and gully at the outlets. 
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Figure 2. The result of watershed characterisation and stream delineation analysis: a. hillshade of DEM, 
watershed and stream location, b. CTI map within roads, streams and culverts, and c. Road and culvert 
positions and the calculated flow direction from culverts 
The network, threshold line and statistical analysis results of the study are shown in figures 
2 and 3. Figure 2 (a,b,c) shows the results of watershed delineation using the DEM of the 
study area. Processing the DEM and extracting the necessary data involved "pit and sinks 
filling correction and computation of aspect and slope". This enabled: computation of flow 
direction, flow accumulation, upslope contribution area, specific catchment area, stream 
delineation and order and finally topographic position of the study area for roads and each 
drain. The area was separated into five basins or sub-watersheds according to their drainage 
features. Figure 2a shows the hill shade of the study area DEM with sub-watersheds and the 
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exact location of the streains on the landscape. The flowlines from the culverts and the 
position of the culverts in relation to the road and the road prism on the landscape; 
especially their position compared with the streain networks that have been mapped in 
Figure 2c. This saine process was repeated for all mitre drain and rills and gullies. 
The comparison has shown a strong relationship ( correlation coefficient r = 0.82, R squared 
= 0.67 and P <0.000) between field-measured hilslope and hillslope derived from the DEM. 
The result of the comparison between field-1neasured distance fro1n the outlet of drains to 
streains and calculated distance using ArcGIS has even shown a stronger relationship with 
correlation coefficient r = 0.93, R squared= 0.86 and P <0.000). 
Figure 3 ( a and b ), shows that threshold curves based on slope and contribution area can be 
used to predict the location of the rills and gullies at the outlets of both mitre drains and 
culverts. The threshold curve for mitre drains (Figure 3a) shows that 1nore than 90% of the 
rills and gullies were located where the road contribution area and hillslope gradient at the 
outlet of drains were greater than 100 1n2 and 30% (tan 8> 0.49) respectively. There were 
always rills or gullies present at the outlet of 1nitre drains when the contribution area was 
greater than 150 1n2 or the hillslope gradient was more than 50%. For the culverts, a 
contribution area of greater than 150 1n2 influences most rill and gully initiation at the 
outlet of the culverts while slope plays a less important role for rill and gully initiation 
(Figure 3 b ). Very few rills and gullies occurred at the outlets of the drainage systems 
(mitre and culverts) with a contribution area less than 50 1n2 . In this situation even slope 
gradients greater than 40% did not result in a gully initiation from the outlets of drains. 
Statistical analysis (fitted model and sensitivity) showed a strong relationship between 
slope gradient and contribution area with the initiation of rill and gully at the outlets of 
drainage systems (R-Squared = 0.70, P <0.001). This relationship increases when other 
variables such as CTI, SPI, plan and tangential curvatures are also included; R-Squared = 
0.95 , P <0.0001. 
As well as improper drain spacing ( contributing area too high), improper construction was 
also an important factor causing initiation and expansion of the rills and gullies on the 
surface of the roads and at the outlets of the road drainage systems. Commonly observed in 
the field survey, was drainage failure because of technical problems such as installing 
drains in the wrong position, building too small a size, incorrect sloping and blockage by 
debris. Preliminary results based on design classification (2 groups- good and bad building-
and each group sub-divided into 3 levels working, partly working and blocked) show that 
about 40% of the drains have at least one of those technical problen1s. Turbit pools at the 
outlets of drains, forming the drain channel, sediment slugs in the channel bed and also 
large debris and slugs in the bed and at the bottom of gully initiated from the outlets toward 
streams were just some of the field evidence of the impacts of road drainage systems. This 
also provides evidence of road runoff causing stream sediment and deterioration to water 
quality. This supported the previous study by Croke and Mockler (2001) using a threshold 
based on two variables (hillslope gradient and contribution length or area) for separating 
channelled and non-channelled flowpath where Figure 3 a, b, and c successfully separated 
the gully and no-gully and road to stream linkage. 
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Figure 3. The data with fitted threshold curves (Threshold = m/sin8 where mis contributing road length -m2 
for contributing road area-) separated gully and non-gully at the outlet of mitre drain (a), at the outlet of 
culvert (b), on the surface of roads (c) and also the road-to-stream linkage (d) 
As can be seen fro1n Figure 3 ( c ), the threshold line based only on the contribution area and 
road slope did not predict rill and gully initiation or their location on the surface of the 
roads well. However, there is a strong relationship between the size of contribution area and 
hillslope gradient with gully initiation. A rill and gully will be initiated where the 
contribution area and hillslope gradient are greater than 170 m2 and about 40% respectively. 
One of the reasons why the threshold curve cannot be a good predictor for road surface 
erosion 1nay relate to the variable nature of the travelways (road surface). Ruts made by 
vehicles on the surf ace of the roads provide an easy route for runoff flow. The greater the 
volume of the runoff, the greater the expansion of rill and gully over time. According to the 
preliminary results of the statistical analysis, slope and contribution area were two 
impo1iant variables influencing the rill and gully formation on the surface of roads ((R-
Squared = 0.45 , P <0.0027). 
Preli1ninary results from the threshold line based on the distance between road drainage 
outlets and streams and discharge hillslope gradients show that these two factors can almost 
exactly predict the hydrological linkage between roads and streams (Figure 3d). No 
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co1u1ection was found between road drainage systems and streams when the distance was 
more than 100 n1 and the slope gradient was less than 15%. There is a lesser possibility of 
co1u1ection between roads and strearns where the distance is greater than 300 m unless 
where the slope gradient is greater than 40%. The field data from this study did not show 
any hydrological connection between road drainage systems and streams where the distance 
was greater than 400 1n (Figure 3d). Preli1ninary results of the statistical analysis show that 
there is a good relationship between distance and discharge hills lope gradient ( at the outlet 
of drains) for the hydrological connection between roads and streams CR-Squared= 0.52, P 
<0.001). This relationship was stronger when other variables like CTI, SPI and contribution 
area were added CR-Squared= 0.75, P <0.001). The majo1ity of road-to -stream linkages 
were associated with high hillslope gradients and lack of enough distance between the road 
drainage and strearns to absorb the runoff from the road. The results of this study show that 
the threshold, which has been introduced by Croke and Mockler (2001) can be used for 
finding the relationship between hillslope gradient and contribution length and area. 
Connectivity between road drainage syste1ns and streams and also rill and gully initiation 
and channel fonnation can be identified using this threshold and statistical analysis. This 
1nethod will be developed in future work in order to fuiiher reduction of the amount of 
fieldwork measure1nent. 
Conclusion 
This study exarnined nearly 690 drainage outlets and 120 rills and gullies on the surface of 
roads in the SFMA. Analysis has detennined the statistically significant features, which 
indicate the likelihood of a hydrological connection between roads and streams to include: 
distance between stream and road, hillslope gradient from road to stream, road contribution 
area, and the value of the "Compound Terrain Index" for the outlets of the drainage 
systen1s. Quantification of these factors for each drain and comparison with threshold 
values, as illustrated in figure 3, would allow managers to determine the likelihood that 
discharge fro1n any given road drain would result in discharge (and hence sediment) 
reaching the stream. This would identify the critical drainage points on each road for which 
1naintenance ( or re-design) was of high p1io1ity. 
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The essential viability of fluvial systems and their water quality is extre1nely sensitive to 
pollution including loading by sediments. Any agricultural or industrial land in a 
catchn1ent, which drains into streains and rivers, 1nay affect the quality and quantity of the 
water in the fluvial system. Iinprovement and adjustments to the land use 1nanage1nent 
syste1n may therefore help alleviate any negative effects on the water and river systems. In 
forests, unsealed roads have long been recognised as the main source of sedi1nent delivery 
which results fro1n 1nanage1nent ( Croke et al., 1999, Anderson et al., 197 6 and Patric, 
1976). Forest roads closest to watercourses are more likely to pollute water than the ones 
located far away from the strea1ns because of their shorter flow path and delivery length. 
Calculating the actual flow length and understanding and 1nodelling the characteristics of 
the delivery pathway fro1n the outlet of the drainage systems of forest roads to streams is 
one of the 1nost i1nportant aids to 1nanaging roads against negative impacts. 
The aim of the study presented in this paper was to predict which locations on a road would 
be most likely to contribute sedin1ent to streams. The method was to calculate and model 
the flow path and length of n1noff delivery, including the possible distance of flowing 
runoff, fro1n the source of runoff and sedi1nent to the stream network using GIS model?. 
The syste1n was developed using actual data from Stro1nlo Forest ACT, Australia as a case 
study site. The results have shown that the flowlines 1nodel did not always accurately 
predict the distance to stream fro1n some points. The reason was related to the behaviour of 
the flow lines 1nodel, which predicted the flow to take a lengthy. 
zigzag path along the streamlines rather than joining the strea1n. The flowpath 1nodel, 
which uses a flow direction grid to define the distance fro1n the drains to the streams,gave 
1nore accurate results con1pared with other models; and the distance to streains that was 
n1easured in the field. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Land use manage1nent syste1ns, especially forest engineering activities such as timber 
harvesting and forest roads fonnation have long been recognised as the main sources of 
sedi1nent affecting the quality and quantity of water in fluvial systems. Forest road 
1nanagers always are concerned about the condition of the roads during forestry activities 
such as ti1nber transportation. Because of that, road maintenance has been mostly focused 
on draining the road surface and keeping the roads serviceable. However, over the pas_t two 
decades, concern by the public and scientists about the effects of forest roads on soil and in 
- streain water quality, have 1nade 1nanagers 1nore concerned about the off-site effects of 
forest roads. Sheet erosion is a common proble1n for almost all unpaved forest roads. This 
problen1 will not hann the in - streain water quality unless the flow reaches the stream. 
Therefore, the off-site effects of the roads are 1nostly related to the connectivity of the road 
and stream based on the possibility of the runoff flow reaching to the stream fro1n the outlet 
of the road drainage syste1ns. New technology such as GIS software and the capability of 
computers help the scientist and 1nanagers to detennine this probability by modelling the 
flow. 
GIS software has becon1e one of the 1nost impo1iant tools for developing geographical, 
geological and hydro hydrological models and watershed management systems. The 
National Research Council of USA (1999) reported that GIS is a powerful new tool for the 
collection, storage, management and display of map-related information that can provide 
decision-makers with interactive tools to better understand and judge how the actions of 
1nanage1nent 1night affect a natural syste1n. In watershed manage1nent systems, it is very 
important for researchers and 1nanagers to identify the possible sources of impacts ( e.g. soil 
erosion) to streams. Wilson et al. (1999), argued that GIS has allowed users to predict 
essential values and data at any point within the watershed and to run both traditional and 
new n1odels 1nore efficiently by paiiitioning entire watersheds into smaller sub-watersheds. 
They also reported that 1nost of lumped paraineter 1nodels such as MODFLOW, HEC2, and 
SW AT have been linked to GIS to predict surface and ground water flows. These 
applications and assessments take many different forms and are applicable to many 
different areas such as forest roads as well as water quality issues. 
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are useful GIS layers that can be used for automatic 
delineation of flow and stream networks and watershed analysis. They can be used to create 
ten·ain attribute 1naps, data and fmally to determine channel and drainage density using GIS 
s_oftware. Calculation of flow direction and upslope areas using DEMs are a major part of 
hydrologic modeling. The procedure is based on representing the flow direction, derived 
fro1n DEM, as an input by detennining the steepest downwards path after partitioning of 
flow a1nong eight potential pathways to a neighboring (D8) grid cell. Gallant and Wilson 
(2000), Tarboton ( 1997), and Moore et al. ( 1991) argued that calculating the flow direction 
fron1 DEM is necessary in hydrologic 1nodeling to detennine the flow path of the water, 
sediment and/or contan1inant. Flow direction is also used for calculating upslope 
contribution and specific catchment's area, which are the two most important distributed 
terrain attributes, which detennine flow and sediment transportation. 
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Since the 1990s when the use of terrain attribute analysis in GIS was developed by Moore 
and Wilson, watershed assessn1ent and n1anage1nent has i1nproved dramatically. These 
authors and others have pioneered and developed viable GIS applications, computer 
prograimning and 1nathe1natical support. The calculations they have developed, have 
contributed to watershed and surface water 1nodelling and manage1nent (Lyon (2003) cited 
fro1n Maid1nent and Djokic, 2000). GIS has been used to vary 1nodel inputs and co1npare 
1nodel outputs, such as forest engineering syste1ns, with field data in the hope of i1nproving 
the scientific basis of key water quality 1nanagement plans. 
Modelling, calculating, predicting and/or estin1ating the level of road -to -streain linkage 
(distance) can provide a suitable tool to manage the streams and roads against on-site and 
off-site i1npacts of n1noff generated fro1n the road prism. Runoff and flow behaviour 
originated from the road prism towards streams should be well represented in order to 
define the level of connection between the road and the stream. Although erosion and 
sedi1nent production are com1non outco1nes fro1n road constn1ction and maintenance, these 
will not cause any proble1n to streams if there is no road to strea1n connection. To establish 
if this is so, it is i1nportant to know where the runoff will flow (the direction), where it may 
concentrate (based on the flow direction and contribution area draining a specific drainage 
system) and finally where it is 1nost likely to link to watercourses. 
Finding the key to reducing soil erosion which may lead to sediment delivery to an adjacent 
streain resulting in water quality degradation is essentia,l if forest road systems are to be 
1nanaged effectively. One of the 111ain ai1ns of this paper is to answer the question, 'how can 
the spatial analysis and visualization capability of GIS can be used to i1nprove parameter 
esti1nation or determination related to forest road 1nanage1nent systems?' This paper also 
discusses the possibility of auto1nating the calculation of the road-to-streain linkage 
(distance) using GIS network analysis, flow lines and flowpath GIS analysis :functionality 
applications. 
METHODS 
The 1nap of the entire region included the case study area (Stromlo Forest, ACT, Australia) 
has been digitized and the watershed and catchments areas have then been separated from 
the original 1nap for further study (Figure 1 ). Stromlo Forest and the adjacent area are a 
s1nall part of the Mun-umbidgee catchment area draining to the Molonglo River. A Digital 
Elevation Model (DEM) was created using ANUDEM and Arcinfo. DEM was then 
~nalysed and terrain attribute maps such as slope, aspect, curvature, Compound 
Topographic Index (CTI), Stream Power Index (SPI) and upslope contribution area were 
de1ived fro1n the DEM and have been used as input for model application. The entire 
Stron1lo Forest Managen1ent Area (SFMA) as a small watershed has been delineated using 
DEM analyses in order to create streain networks, sub-catchments or sub-watersheds and 
their exact position on the ground esti1nated. The watershed was delineated using basin and 
hydrologic modelling extension in the Arc View, Arcinfo commands and also TauDEM 
WinMap. 
The hydrologic 1nodelling and watershed delineation processes are shown in Figure 2. The 
DEM of the study area was used as an input layer. The first step is to fill in the sinks ( areas 
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which will not drain anywhere) in the elevation grid. Cells that do not drain anywhere n1ay, 
beco1ne a proble1n to the process of building a drainage network systen1 that defines the 
flow path. The next step is to create a flow direction network fro1n the filled DEM. Flow 
accun1ulation is used to identify the downstream cells. These were used to create the stream 
network, streain order, streain length and points of reach. The watershed outlet or "pour 
point" was created using flow grid and reach point inputs, finally this layer was used for 
creating the watersheds (Figure 2). Watershed areas, 1nean of elevation, mean of slope, 
streain flow length and high and low positions of the streain were also calculated by the 
watershed delineation process . 
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Figure 1: Location of the study area 
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Figure 2: The hydrologic modelling and stream-watershed delineation flow chart 
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The location of the forest road pris1ns and drainage syste1ns such as n1iter drains and 
culverts has been gathered fron1 the field using GPS and then transferred into ArcGIS and 
stored as a GIS databases and layers. Data was been stored in 1nultiple files and all data 
contains a unique coordinate syste1n that identifies the position of each data point in the 
field (Stro1nlo Forest). A database of individual files, which contains drains, road layout, 
and characteristics of the terrain, was developed and co1nple1nented by adding some data 
extracted fron1 the terrain attributes of the related terrain layers. 
The distance between road drainage syste1ns and streains was calculated using Arc Info 
conunands and algorithins to deten11ine the connectivity of road and stream. The Arclnfo 
co1nmands have been written in Arc Macro Language (AML) using some algorithms such 
as Patricletrack (the particle tracking algorith1n) and coding the function of water 
1novement behaviour on the ground (Takken, 2003). The processes of calculating the 
distance are shown in Figure 3. The streain coverage and stream grid were created from the 
existing streain network (fro1n the watershed delineation process) using Arclnfo and were 
then used as other input layers. The field data related to the road drainage syste1ns, that 
have been previously stored as 1nultiple files, were used as drain point vector input layers, 
separately for culverts, miter drains and rills and gullies. 
The Arc Info NEAR method has been used for determining the distance between the outlet 
of road drainage syste1ns (point) and streains (line). The arc NEAR n1odel determines a 
point-to-arc, point-to-node and point-to-point distance. The locations of the road drainage 
systems (point coverage) and streain network (line coverage) have been used as input 
layers. The distance was co1nputed from each outlet drainage point to the nearest 
streamline. The output includes the all of the attributes from the input point coverage, 
which will be copied during the process, and the calculated distance that will be added 
during the application. The NEAR application process, therefore, will not affect the input 
files and their coordinate precision. 
The FLOWLINES prograin has been written, based on the particle-tracking algorithin that is 
known as 'paiiicletrack', and the grid function and code (Takken, 2003). This 1nodel 
predicts the direction and future location of a flow, based on the local velocity field by 
interpolating the nearest grid ( e.g. elevation grid) cell centers. The output of this model is a 
line coverage file within flowlines. The flowlines start at the outlet of drain and flow all the 
way down until they reach the edge of the grid (DBM) and join a streamline. These 
flowlines intersect with streamlines using sflines code (Takken, 2003). The output of these 
processes is a distance file that includes the length of flowlines fro1n the outlets of the 
drains to the stream using the streain coverage within a buffer zone. A FLOWP ATH model 
has been written, based on the grid function and flow direction (Takken, 2003). The model 
uses the flow direction grid to define the distance from the outlet of the drain to the streain. 
The program calculates the flowpath starting fro1n the grid cell at the outlet of the drain and 
then follows the flow direction down the grid until it reaches a grid cell that has a 
strean1line. The distance between drain and strean1 is the length of the calculated flow path 
that has been written by the model in the end of the process (it has been named 
GRIDPATH). 
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The distance has also been calculated using the TauDEM extension for ArcGIS and 
WinMap by a network analysis process. A DEM grid file was used as input file and the 
distance was calculated using watershed delineation, network and DEM analysis. The 
distance between each drain to stream has been extracted from the grid output using 
Arclnfo corrunands and AML (it has been nained DISTMW4). The process of calculating 
the connectivity between drain and stream in the DISTW ASH model is aln1ost the saine as 
1nost of the n1odels, which are 1nentioned above. DEM, flow direction, stream networks and 
watershed grid have been used as input layers and the output layers was a grid file from 
which the distance data can be extracted using Arclnfo co1mnands based on the location of 
the drains. 
In order to co1npare and assess the results of the different estin1ation procedures, GPS was 
used on a rando1n sa1nple ( about 1/3) to measure actual the field road drainage to stream 
path lenghts. The visible evidence of the flow path frcnn the outlet toward the strea1n 
enables the author 1neasure the actual flow distance on the ground. Measure1nent of flow 
pathswas based on the topography slope direction, depression and any other evidence that 
showed where water would have flowed from the outlet down to the stream. The results of 
the 1nodels were compared with the distance obtained in the field using regression and 
sensitivity analysis. 
RES UL TS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of this study show that an accurate DEM with good positioning of the stream is 
necessary when correctly determining the distance between the outlet of the drain and 
strea1ns. Accurate flow direction is also important as it used both as raster (grid) and vector 
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files for creating other output files. The accuracy and correct detern1ination of the direction 
of the flow is 1nostly related to the accuracy of the input file (DEM). The reliability with 
which the downslope cells or flow accu1nulation is deten11ined, is very i1npo1iant for 
positi9ning the stream network, and is 1nostly related to the accuracy of the direction of the 
flow. The level of accuracy of the road-to-strean1 connectivity is related to the level of the 
accuracy of streain network positioning. So1ne outputs of the watershed delineation process 
are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen fro1n this Figure, the streain is laid down in the 
correct position on the DEM and the sub-watersheds are calculated fron1 the stream 
network. 
As 111entioned previously, this study co1npared several alternative n1ethods of esti1nating the 
distance between the outlets of the drain and the streain fro1n a DEM. The results of the 
different methods were co1npared with the n1easured distance fro1n the field. The 
con1parison has shown that two 1nodels (Flowpath and Flowlines) predicted the distance 
1nore accurately than others, based on correlation analysis (Figure 5 and 6). Figure 6 shows 
the correlation 1natrix between distance to stream as determined from the field 
1neasure1nent (FIELDDIS) and six other potential indicators. The best prediction is clearly 
gridpath (correlation coefficient r = 0.93 , r2 = 0.86 and p = 0.000) (see Figure 5 and 6 and 
Table 1 and 2). 
The flowlines algorithin was not worked accurately for son1e of the drain points; the 
flowlines could not reach the stream properly for nearly 5% of the point coverage. So1ne 
flow lines were correctly located fro1n the outlet of the drains and the path to the stream was 
correctly si1nulated, but they did not join the stream grid cell correctly. The flowlines 
followed a lengthy zigzag path along the strea1nline (Figure 7). However, for n1ost drains 
the flowlines are calculated drains correctly. The points (about 30) in which the flowlines 
predicted the wrong 1nove1nent and direction have been taken out (before correlation test) 
fro1n the analysis and co1nparison process because of uncertainty of the results. The 
PTRALEN distance (the result of flow lines and sflines) has the second best level of 
correlations (r: 0.87, r2 = 0.75 and p = 0.000) (con1pared with distance determined from 
field 1neasure1nents) after taking out the drains that had anomalous prediction (Tables 1 and 
2). 
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Figure 4: Watershed delineation results, hillshade DEM and stream position on the surface (a & b) and sub-
watershed ( c) 
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Figure 6: Correlation matrix between the field distance and predicted distances 
Table 1: Correlation results between field distance and predicted distance using different models 
Models Field GridPath PtraLen Distance NEAR DistMwin DistWash 
Distance 
FIELD DIST 1.00 
GRIDPATH 0.93 · 1.00 
PTRALEN 0.87 0.88 1.00 \ 
DISTANCE 0.45 0.46 0.62 1.00 
NEAR -0.005 0.04 -0.08 -0.02 1.00 
DISTMWIN 0.53 0.43 0.61 0.62 0.08 1.00 
DISTWASH 0.45 0.46 0.62 1.00 -0.02 0.62 1.00 
Table 2: Summaiy of Statistical results (Parameters Estimation and Effect Test) 
FIELD DISTANCE 
Models R R2 Effect test Parameter Estimates 
F Ratio Pro.F t Ratio Pro.t Mean St.dev 
GridPath 0.93 0.86 195 .9 0.00 14.0 0.00 186 143 
PtraLen 0.87 0.75 92.31 0.00 9.61 0.00 218 169 
Distance 0.45 0.21 8.07 0.008 2.84 0.008 317 251 
Near -0.01 0.00 0.001 0.98 -0.03 0.98 173 72 
DistMwin 0.53 0.28 11.97 0.002 3.46 0.002 526 397 
DistWash 0.45 0.21 8.07 0.008 2.84 0.008 317 251 
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Figure 7: Indicates the Flowlines calculated from the outlet of drains to stream and their wrong prediction 
along with a lengthy zigzag flow along the streamline (7b & 7c), and movement comparison among 
Flowpath, Gridpath and flowlines (7a) 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
· The increasing availability of computer programming and GIS datasets has encouraged the 
development of GIS _ based modelling techniques. This study shows that using a GIS in 
co1nbination with 1nathematical ( algorithm) and hydrological models is very useful for 
determining the level of road-to-streain connectivity by calculating the distance between 
the outlet of drain and stream. Hydrologic modelling and/or stream delineation play an 
iinportant role in fore st road 1nanagement, especially in managing the road to stream 
hydrologic connection. Furthermore, the paper describes the development of an automated 
road-to-strea1n distance calculation using GIS _ Based model application ( computational 
algorithms). The results of this (automated distance calculation) are very useful for 
1nanaging the roads in order to prevent stream water deterioration and hydrologic 
connectivity, and will also reduce the amount of field work and therefore reduce the cost of 
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evaluations. The results of this study have also identified a 1nethod of calculating the 
distance between road and streain 1nuch more accuracy than other applications when 
compared with the field 1neasured distance. Fu1iher work will involve: using the prediction 
of road-to-streain distance to detennine connectivity, i1nproving the delineation of the 
watershed and finally testing the 1nodel system by comparing predicted with actual results 
detennined fro1n the field. 
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A new approach to the environmental risk assessment of 
forest road systems-mitigating the risk of stream 
deterioration 
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Unsealed forest roads are the main source of sedimentation in streams. This risk is highest 
during road construction and when maintenance is poor. Identifying problems locations, 
analyzing, and ranking the risks can be useful when managing the road to 1nitigate harmful 
i1npacts to stream water quality. 
The ai1n of this study was to develop_ a 1nethod for assessing the risk for existing unsealed 
forest roads. Field data and information were gathered fro1n a case study area (Stromlo 
Forest, ACT, Australia) using DGPS, and then transferred and stored as a GIS database in 
layers. Terrain attributes data and 1naps were derived from a digital elevation 1nodel. The 
1nost i1nportant variables to the risk of forest roads affecting the initiation and expansion of 
rills and gullies on the surface of the roads and at the outlets of drainage systems were then 
deten11ined using logistic regression analysis. The effective variables were then overlaid 
using Arc View, ArcGIS, and IDRIS! to create a "risk map of the study area". The results 
show that slope, contribution area, CTI, and distance between roads and streams are the 
most i1nportant factors affecting the elements at the risk (soil and water). 
These results will help decision-1nakers to 1nore effectively manage their roads by 
identifying specific road locations where proble1ns are likely to occur. This method can also 
be used as a framework for evaluating envirorunental risks of unsealed forest roads. 
Keywords: Forest Road, Risk Assess1nent, stream deterioration, GIS, Impacts 
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Using GIS, Terrain Attributes and Hydrologic Models to Predict 
the Risk of Soil Erosion and Stream Wa ter Deterioration Cause 
Forest Roads 
Houshang Farabi1, Dr. Ryde Jaines
2 
1Fcaulty Member in Gargan University (Iran) and Ph.D. student at the ANU/CSIRO, the ANU, Canberra, 
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Unsealed forest road network may generate negative impacts on adjacent soil and water 
values by changing the quantity and quality of water and delivery of sediment to the streain. 
Predicting the risk for road network on the quality of streain water has increasingly become 
a n1ajor task in relevant scientific research, in order to respond to the concerns of the public, 
environ1nentalists and forest 1nanagers. This study is an attempt to develop an integrated 
methodology for Forest Road Impact Assess1nent (FRIA) in relation to soil erosion and 
strean1 water deterioration using GIS techniques, terrain attributes and hydrologic models. 
The overall approach in forest road planning and maintaining processes at the local, 
watershed or regional scale is to be able to si1nulate, predict, and re1nedy or mitigate the 
impacts of the forest road on the elements at risk; in an efficient way. The feasibility of 
predicting· the likelihood of sheet erosion occurrence along the road systems and risk of this 
to the stream water quality were explored using some terrain attributes as indicators. 
All relevant terrain attributes were created from a DEM initially at 20 meters resolution 
using Digital Terrain Analysis and DEM filtering to parameterize the attributes. Field 
1neasurements were carried out to gather data using a DGPS fro1n randomly selected roads 
(study area in Stromlo Forest) to validate the hydrologic setting and assess the accuracy of 
relevant data and 1napping. The collected and derived data were tested using standard and 
canonical correlations and also multiple, discri1nnant and logistic regressions. 
The result of this study shows that the integration of the GIS analysis, terrain and 
hydrologic modelling is an efficient way to predict and si1nulate the effect of forest roads 
on the ele1nents at risk. The results show that some terrain attributes such as slope, CTI, 
contributing road length and area, and curvatures were significant independent variables in 
predicting the occurrence of rills or gullies on either the road surface or at the outlet of the 
road drains. Most of these variables are also recognised as the 1nost important factors 
influencing the road to streain connectivity. The si1nulated or mapped risk and related 
infonnation fro1n these processes can be used for planning new roads and maintaining 
existing road network in order to protect clean stream water against deterioration. 
Keywords: Forest Roads, Water Quality Iinpacts, Risk, GIS, Hydrologic Co1mectivity 
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